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«c® * * Tt is conceded throughout the country, by those 

in a position to judge, that the State of Wisconsin employs 

the best class of Institute workers and conducts its Insti- 

tutes more efficiently than any State in the Union;—and 

this is largely due to their Superintendent of Institutes, 

Prof. W. H. Morrison, who has not a peer in this line in 

the world. 

Every year a Bulletin is issued giving the pith of the 

papers read before the various Institutes, and a summary 

of the discussions. Ihave three of these successive annual 

reports and regard them the most valuable agricultural pub- 

lications in book form in my possession. oe = 
— National Stockman and Farmer, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Has won more First Prizes and Sweepstakes at the Leading 

Fairs of the Northwest the past Fifteen Years than 

any other Shropshire Flock in America. 

W 1 000 | f pi W (cs Fal ON $1,000 in Gash PIIZeS WOTIC $ ral, 
: CHICAGO, I893S. 

4 a 

: Woodside Flock 
-=O-IS THE-O= 

Oldest and Largest Shropshire Flock in Wisconsin, comprising a 

stock of about 1,000 head. 

3 Woodside Farm CARRIES THE LARCEST NUMBER of 

|DOWN MUTTON RAMS 
to be found in any American Sheep Breeding Establishment. 

‘| PRICES REDUCED according to. the times. Be sure to 

, come and see our bargains or write for revised price list 

| before placing orders elsewhere. 

‘FARMS FOR SALE ‘ 
. 

Various sizes from 40 acres to 320, all in Southern Wisconsin, limestone soil, 

first-class quality, well located for grain, live stock, dairying or tobacco. 

Terms of payment to suit buyers’ needs. Interest 5 per cent. 

No commission for buyers to pay. 

§ Address all communications for stock or land to ; 

t A. O. FOX, Woodside Farm, t 

'Bowavann! Oregon, Dane Co., a 
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W. H. MORRISON, 

Superintendent Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes from 1885 to 1893. 

Died December 13, 1893. 
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A Hand-Book of Agriculture. 

BULLETIN NO. 8. 
1894. 

Farming as a Business.— The life of a farmer has often been called a life of drudgery 
‘There is no occupation that has a larger ratio of inspiriting labor to one whose tastes are in 
harmony with rural life. The weak point in American farming has been the lack of appre- 
ciation of the.equipment necessary to a successful career. Too many men have been wi” 
ing to be thieves of the soil’s resources that they might swell their bank accounts. To th 
young man or woman, fairly well educated, who will add some technical knowledge of our 
special schools of agriculture to their requirements, there is no more promising field of en- 
terprise than farming; but to insure that satisfaction in its prosecution which makes any 
occupation enjoyable, business spirit must be put into it and toil must be sweetened by an 
appreciation of the attributes which makes rural life attractive-—Charles W. Garfield in 
American Cheesemaker. 

Edited by Geo. McKerrow, Superintendent. 
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FORTY THOUSAND COPIES ISSUED. 

Illustrated by Binner Engraving Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

Hon. Wm. P. Barrier, 

| President of Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 

Sir —I have the honor herewith of presenting to you Bulletin 

No. 8, of Wisconsin Farmers’ Institute, 

Most respectfully yours, 

GEO. McKERROW, 

Mapison, Wis., Nov. 10, 1894. Superintendent. 

a
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J. M. SMITH, 

President Wisconsin State Horticultural Society for fifteen years and 

a Prominent Institute worker since their organization, 
Died February 20, 1894. 
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WISCONSIN FARM INSTITUTES FOR 1894-95. 

Cc. 2. Goopricu, Conductor _ | J. M. True, Conductor. 

Peshtigo................... Dee. 4-5 Stanley ................... Dee. 45 
SSGIGS .. .csakeccsieccssceccs DOG (6-7 | Bpeteer.... <<<... <ccsscc, DES Sa 
Seymour................... Dee. 11-12) Star Prairie................. Dee. 11-2 
FOU os sccciweicccasvenicses SN, 19-04) BRO Bake... 6.2.20... DO. dee 
Clintonville................ Dee. 18-19 Glenwood.................. Dee. 18-19 
Wausau.................... Dec. 20-21! Prairie Farm............... Dee. 20-21 
Fennimore................. Dec. 27-28 | Footville.............. .... Dee. 27-28 

Tuos. Convey, Conductor. C. H. Evererr, Conductor. 

CASC0....2... cvassesccs-.s. Deas 45| Milladore...:.....:..:...... Dee. £5 
Sturgeon Bay.:............ Dec. 6-7 | Dorchester................. Dee. 67 
Mishicott................... Dee. 11-12| Beaver Dam................ Dec. 11-12 
Denmark................... Dee. 13-i4, Marke-an ... .............. Dee. 13-14 
Amherst.................... Dee. 18-19 St. Criix Falls............. Dec. 18-19 
New London............... Dec. 20-21 Clear Late................. Dee. 20-81 

. Calumetville....... ....... Dee. 27-28! Winneconne................ Dec. 27-28 
C. P. Goopricu, Conductor. J. M. True, Conductor. 

Retreat ..................... Jam. 3-4| Reedsburg.................. Jam. 3-4 
North Bend ......5...s:..s. dam: 8-9 | Qeseo.. 00.5... 5.5..0.. CO SO 

Kondall ..... ..0.625s2++.0s.<. dam, 10-11) Bam Claire) .........-.....-. san. 10 

. Rock Elm................-- Jam. 15-16 Onalaska................... Jan. 15-16 

River Falls................. Jam, J7-18, Hixton..................... Jam. 17-18 

Almond ...............---- Jan. 22-23| Greenwood................. Jam. 22-23 
Westfield................:-. Jam. 24-25| Medford.................... Jam, 24-25 
Pine River.... ............ Jan. 29-30| Briggsville.................. Jan. 29-30 
Rosendale .............. Jan. 31-Feb. 1} Poynette............... Jan. 31-Feb. 1 

Tuos. Convey, Conductor. | C. H. Everett, Conductor. 

MPOER oss once sswsccousaes SA (OPP WERE COG oan meen ern 
Excelsior.... ............... Jam. 8-9| Hudson... ................ Jam. 8-9 
Spring Green............... Jam. 10-11! Spring Valley.............. Jan. 10-11 

Hillsboro..... .........-.... Jan. 15-16 | Colfax... ......see.. ee eres Jan. 15-16 
Bangor......<s o<.-0s<s0sec> Jam, 10-18 | DUCA... 5g sene SON. TIS 

Pardeeville.... ............. Jan, 22-93) Trempealeaun............... Jan. 22-23 
Mauston..... ............... dan, 24-25 | Wanumandee................ Jam. 24-25 

New Holstein .............. Jan. 29-30) Friendsbip................. Jan. 29-30 

Saukville ................Jan. 31-Feb. U  Pittsville.............+. Jan. 31-Feb. 1 

C. P. Go opricu, Conductor. | J. M. True, Conductor. 

Big Beni.... .............-. Feb. 12-13; Elkhart.................... Feb. 12-13 
Union Grove ..............- Feb. 14-15| Hartland................... Feb. 14-15 
Fayotte .<.s sceccess osseccs. BOB. 19-20) Geneon... oi. 665s .ces0cs1 Bop 10 
South Wayne .............. Feb. 21-22 | Bristol....................- Feb. 21-22 
Hebron... .... ......-..... F-b. 26-27| Blue Mounds............... Feb. 26-27 
Sharon.... ............ Feb. 28-Mch. 1| Blanchardville......... Feb. 28-Mch. 1 

Taos. Convey, Conductor. | C. H. Everett, Conductor. 

AVOG2 ...........0eeccereeee Feb. 12-13} Afton................22506. Feb. 12-18 
Black Earth ................ Feb. 14-15 | Edgerton................... Feb. 14-15 
Biagle.... ...0ssseesesess-s« Poh, 39-90} Bell Conter................ Feb. 19-20 
PD IG ox acinsslarsiss. as5is'eisis a) ROO RE | ROOM ae gc cio nis'sie ne cco 
Reedsville .................. Feb. 26-27 | Alderly ...............-.... Feb. 26-27 
Appleton .............. Feb. 28-Mch. 1) Marshall............... Feb. 28-Mch. 1 

CLOSING INSTITUTE, MONROE, MARCH 5, 6 AND 7. ; 

Applications for posters, and all inquiries in reference to the 
Institutes will be promptly answered. 

Gro. McKErrow, Superintendent.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

Agricultural Committee. 

HON. N. D. FRATT, Chairman : . -Racine. 

HON. H. B. DALE 6 = > . . Oshkosh. 

HON.CHAS.KEITH . - + =; -: . Reedsburg. 

Officers and Instructors. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

W. A HENRY : = A Dean and Director. 

S. M. BABCOCK : : Chief Chemist. 

F. W. WOLL ; . : Assistant Chemist. 

F. H. KING : _ Physicist. 

E. 8S. GOFF A : . Horticulturist. 

J. A. CRAIG s S z Animal Husbandry. 

H. L. RUSSELL - - Bacteriologist. 

BE. H. FARRINGTON : z ‘Asst. Professor of Dairy Husbandry. 

J. W. DECKER 5 : Cheese Instructor. 

L. H. ADAMS 3 Farm Superintendent. 

MISS WINONA MERRICK. Clerk and Stenographer. 

Farmers’ Institutes. 

GEO. McKERROW : é . Superintendent. 

MISS H. V. STOUT i 2 ;, Clerk and Stenographer. 

Courses of instruction covering all profitable lines of agriculture in our 

commonwealth are offered by the University of Wisconsin. For infor- 

mation concerning these courses, see this bulletin and write for catalogues 

circulars, etc. 

The Agricultural Experiment Station is devoted to a study of prob- 

lems incident to the agricultural development of our commonwealth 

It is supported jointly by the general government and the state of Wis- 

consin. Each year an annual report of several hundred pages and fre- 

quent bulletins are jssued and distributed gratuitiously among the farm- 

ers of the state. Any farmer wishing to receive these reports and bul- 

etins regularly should send his request on a postal card addressed to 

Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison, Wis.
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12 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

FARM INSTITUTES. 

The Farmers’ Institute is a branch of the College of Agriculture, de- 

signed to render helpful aid to farming communities. Each winter 

from 70 to 100 meetings lasting from one to three days are held at various 

points in the state under direction of the Superintendent of Institutes. 

Any farmer wishing te secure an Institute in his neighborhood should 

send in a request to the Superintendent preferably during the summer 

months, as these meetings for the coming winter are recommended by 

the Superintendent to the Farm Committee early in the fall. 

At the Closing Institute for the season papers and addresses of unusual 

interest are given and the discussions taken down in shorthand. The 

fruits of this meeting are gathered into a report called the Farmers’ In- 

stitcTE BULLETIN. Forty thousand copies of this bulletin are printed 

and distributed gratuitiously at the Institutes the following season. 

Any resident of the state failing to get a bulletin at his Institute can 

secure one by addressing the Superintendent and inclosing ten cents to 

pay expenses for mailing. Residents of other states can secure one 

post paid, in paper covers by sending 25 cents, or in cloth for 40 cents.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

COLLEGES. 

College of Letters and Science. 

College of Agriculture. 

College of Mechanics and Engineering. 

College of Law. 

School of Pharmacy. 

School of Economics, Political Science and History. 

School of Music. 

COURSES. 
Long Agricultural Course. 

Short Agricultural Course. 

Mechanical Engineering Course. 

Civil Engineering Course. 3 
Electrical Engineering Course. 

Railroad Engineering Course. 

Law Course. 

Pharmacy Course. 

Ancient Classical Course. 

Modern Classical Course. 
General Science Course. 

English Course. 

Civic Historical Course, antecedent to Law and Journalism. 
Courses in Economies and Political Science. 

Special Science Course, antecedent to Medicine. 

Special Courses for Normal School Graduates. 

. BRANCHES OF STUDY. 

The University presents a wide range of study, embracing more than 
three hundred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these 
may be indicated by the following synopsis. Eleven languages are 
taught, viz.: Greek, Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Norse, French, 
Italian, Spanish, Anglo-Saxon and English. In Mathematics there are 
twenty-two special courses. Under the Sciences there are a variety of 
courses in each of the following: Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geol- 
ogy, Mineralogy, Zoology, Botany, Bacteriology. In History there are fif- 
teen courses; in Civics, eight; in Economics, twenty-one; in Mental Scien- 
ces there are eighteen, embracing Psychology, Ethics, Aesthetics and 
Logic. There are eight courses in Pedagogics, and two courses each in 
Miltary Drill, Gymnastics and Music. 

Physical Culture:— The Armory and Gymnasium, completed in 1894, is 
the largest building for its purposes connected with any institu- 
tion of learning in the country. It is provided with rooms for 
lectures on Physiology and Hygiene, and for class and individual
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16 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

exercise in all the forms of gymnastic practice. There are also 

the most abundant and approved facilities for shower, sponge 
and swimming baths. 

In Mechanies and Engineering:—Elementary Mechanies ‘Mechanics of 
Material, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory or Constructior:, 

Thermodynamics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topo- 

graphic Surveying, Geodesy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, 

Electrical, Steam Engineering, Hydraulic Motors, Hoisting Ma- 
chinery, Theory and Construction of Locomotives, Railway Lo- 

comotives, Railway Location, Railway Equipment, Construction 

and Maintenance of Way, Railroad Field Work. 

In Electricity:— Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Con- 
struction, and various forms of drawing are given; also shop 

work in wood, iron, brass, both hand work and machine work, 

machine designing, construction and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Various courses are given in agriculture. Animal Hus- 
bandry, Farm Management, Dairying, Agricultural Chemistry, 

Veterinary Science, Agricultural Physics, Horticulture and 
Economic Entomology, ete. 

In Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Real Property, Constitu- 
tional Laws, Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law 
of Evidence, Corporations, Domestic Relations, Admiralty, In 
surance, Estoppel, Partnership, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Com-_ 
mon Carriers, Medical Jurisprudence, ete. 

In Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chem- 
istry, Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany, and Practical 
Laboratory Work. 

General Facilities: -'The faculty embraces upward of 120 instructors, 
‘The laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; embrac- 
ing the Chemical, Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geolog- 
ical, Zoological, Botanical, Bacteriological, Civil and Mechanical 
Engineering, Agricultural and Pharmaceutical Laboratories, 
Seminars are held for advanced study in History, Language, 
Literature, Mathematics, and other branches. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the Uni- 
versity, 30,000 volumes; of the State Historical Society, 167,000 
volumes; of the State Law Department, 23,000 volumes; of the 
city, 12,000 volumes, besides special professional and technical 
libraries, making in all more than 200,000 volumes, thus afford- 
ing very exceptional opportunities for reading and special re- 
search. 

For further information send for a catalogue, or address the Presi- 
dent or the head of the department concerning which informa- 
tion is desired. 

C. K. ADAMS, 

President. 
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AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 

WISCONSIN. 

—————————— 

A Chapter in the Institute Bulletin Dedicated to Young 

Farmers. 
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Agricultural Hall.—The General Recitation Room, several Labora- 

tories and the office of the Dean are located in this building. All 

students except those taking the Dairy Course should come to this 

building for registering. 

Farmers’ Institute Bulletin No. 8 will fall into the hands of many 

farmers’ sons who are undecided whether to strike out from the old 

homestead and press their way into the city, there to engage in the 

severe and unending struggle of business life, or to remain upon the 

farm, choosing agriculture as their vocation. These young men have 

a liking for the farm and are slow in choosing farming as a calling 

only because they fear the returns will not be equal to the effort put 

forth. If the present depression that has swept over the country 

has brought out one thing more clearly than another, it has shown the 

uncertainties of business ventures in the cities and the certainty of 

competence, comfort and the best things of life to those who intelli- 

gently pursue farming as a calling. With each passing year it be- 

comes more evident that training and education pay on the farm as
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they pay elsewhere in life, and other things being equal, those young 

| men who have the best preliminary training will make the best farm- 

ers. There are two points of view in considering the educational 
question, first as to money making, and second as to securing real 
enjoyment in life. In regard to the first it is certain that a well- 
trained mind is more ready to grasp the situation and make the 
most out of each passing event and opportunity. For the second 

there is no doubt whatsoever. Farm life has large opportunities for 

enjoyment and solid comfort to those who know how to make the 
most of it, and education will show just what the opport:mities are 

and how to improve them. 
In its effort to be the central source of education for all classes 

of people in our commonwealth the University of Wisconsin has de- 
vised and arranged courses of instruction ample for the wants of 
young farmers of every class and ambition. The courses embrace 
the following: A Graduate Course; a Long Course requiring four 
years for its completion, and leading to the degree Bachelor of Sci- 

ence in Agriculture; a Dairy Course, which fits young men for con 
ducting a creamery or cheese factory; and lastly, a Short Course in 
Agriculture which is arranged to meet the wants of young farmers 

who wish intensely practical instruction and have only a limited 
time to devote to study. 

Circulars and catalogues describing agricultural and other courses 
in the University wiil be sent on application to all who request them. 

The readers of this bulletin are asked to carefully peruse the fol- 
lowing pages describing the facilities and equipment of the Agricult- 
ural College with especial reference to the advantages of the Short 
Course in Agriculture, a course which is becoming very popular with 
the young farmers of the state. 
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FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT. 

Of the thirteen buildings on the college grounds, three are de- 

voted wholly to agriculture, and our agricultural students make use 

of many of the others in common with other university students. 

Agricultural Hall is a stone structure, 42 x 120 feet, four stories in 

height. In it are found several lecture rooms, the agricultural li- 

brary, reading room, ete. The agricultural library now contains 

4.000 bound volumes, 550 of which are stud books, herd books, and 

flock registries. The reading room contains seventy-five of the lead- 

ing agricultural papers of America and forty from Europe and other 

@istant countries. In this building is located the office of the Experi- 

ment Station and the Farmers’ Institutes. All agricultural students 

come to this building for registration and assignment to classes, and 

many of the lectures are given here. 

Hiram Smith Hall, the dairy school building, is a three-story 

| structure with lecture room, laboratories, reading room, a large 

creamery and cheese room, together with curing rooms, storage 

rooms, etc. Power is furnished by 60 H. P. steel boiler and 25 H. P. 

Reynolds-Corliss engine. Instruction in creamery and cheese factory 

operations are given in this building, and it is here that students 

taking the Short Course in Agriculture receive their dairy instruc- 

tion. This building represents an outlay of $40,000. 
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Hiram Smith Hall.—View in Separator Room. 

The latest gift of our state is Horticultural Hall, a three-story 

building with lecture room, laboratories and green-houses, all ar- 

ranged with a view to turning winter into summer for the young 

er
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farmer and gardener so that practical instruction can be given at a 

time when he can best be spared from the farm. This building rep- 

resents an outlay of $24,000. At the Experiment Station farm 

are many animals and objects of interest to the young farmer. 

THE SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 

i We have not space in this bulletin to give the advantages of all 

j the courses in detail and shall therefore describe only the Short 

i Course at any length, believing that more readers will be interested 

| in this than any other single course. 

| The Short Course in Agriculture is so called because it requires but 

| a brief time for completion. Our young farmers should understand 

that it always begins the first week in January of each year, and 

continues twelve weeks. This time is chosen because then better 

than any other season can the young farmers be spared from home 

and the duties of the farm. The prospective student leaves home 

the first Monday in January, and on reaching Madison easily secures 

room and board and finds himself comfortably settled by Wednesday 

morning of the same week, when recitations promptly begin, con- 

tinuing well into March. On arrival he finds many other young men 

like himself looking for quarters and choosing a companion, the two 

room together for the term. 

Think of the opportunity our Short Course opens up for the young 

farmer! Here is a university with more than a hundred teachers 

and more than 1,300 pupils from everywhere seeking instruction, 

Our young farmer finds himself in a new world, and, almost from the 

day of his coming, life takes on a new aspect. He finds at the uni- 

versity that a farmer is as much honored and respected as any other 

man, no more, no less, all depends upon the man. He associates 

with scores of others, all of whom are ambitious to make the most 

out of life on the farm. Many a young man has come to the uni- 

versity doubting whether the farm offered opportunities equal to his 

abilities; most leave wondering if their abilities are commensurate 

with the opportunities of farming as a vocation. 

LINES OF STUDY. 

Nine years’ experience has enabled the agricultural faculty to arrange 

the studies so as to be intensely practical and helpful to the young 

farmer. Text-books are used in some small measure, but a large 

part of the instruction is through lectures, conversations and best of 

all, in stockyard, stable, laboratory, creamery and greenhouse. 

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, BREEDS AND BREEDING. 

The rearing of live stock forms the corner-stone of Wisconsin’s ag- 

riculture, and consequently much attention is paid to this subject. 

Prof. Craig gives some thirty lectures on the various breeds of live 

renn
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stock, their characteristics, and general management. Our library 
contains many books, some of them very costly, devoted to live 
stock, 550 of which are stud-books, herd-books and _ fiock-books. 

Much attention is given to a study of pedigrees and tracing the 
breeding of noted animals. Each afternoon a section of the class 
visits the Experiment Station farm, some farm in the vicinity of 
Madison, or some livery stable, where living animals are studied 
and scored. This work has grown to such an extent that hereafter 
Prof. Craig will have an assistant, to aid in the instruction. For 
the winter of 1895 this will be Mr. F. E. Baker, of Whitehall, II1., 
the winner of the Ogilvie medal for 1894. 
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Stock Judging.—Second-Year Short Course Students training for the 

Ogilvie Medal Contest. 

THE OGILVIE GOLD MEDAL. 

Through the generosity of Mr, R. B. Ogilvie, proprietor of Blair 

Gowrie stock farm, Madison, some short course student each spring 

wins an exquisitely wrought gold medal, worth fully $75.00, which 

is given to that student of the second year class who shows the 

greatest proficiency in judging draft horses and sheep of the mutton 

breeds. The first medal was won in 1892 by A. L. Hough, Win- 

chester, the second in 1893 by J. J. Tschudy, Monroe, and the third 

in 1894 by F. E. Baker, Whitehall, Il. In March, 1895, some fortu- 

nate young man will secure the fourth medal. Those who do not 

win are satisfied in knowing that they have learned much that will 

be helpful to them all through life. 
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FEEDS AND FEEDING. 

This division of the work falls to Prof. W. A. Henry, who explains 

the chemical composition and characteristics of the leading feeds. 

Thorough drill is given in feeding standards laid down by the Ger- 

mans and the modifications of these best suited to the American con- 

ditions. The results of feeding experiments at our experiment sta- 

tions are studied through the numerous reports found in the library, 

which not only contains the reports of all stations in America, but 

hundreds of volumes from the old world. 
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VETERINARY SCIENCE. 

Dr. W. G. Clark, a former Short Course student, since a graduate 

of the Chicago Veterinary College, will meet the class for daily lect- 

ures and demonstration, his aim being to instruct the pupils in locat- 

ing and detecting the common ailments of our farm animals and 

help in prevention and cure of diseases. To aid he has many 

skeletons, models, etc., among them the famous Auzoux life size, 

dissectible papier mache model of the Arab horse, costing the uni- 

versity $1,000 in Paris. At least one horse is killed and dissected 

by the class during the term. 

FARM DAIRYING. 

Instruction in this course is given in the dairy building by Dr. S. 

M. Babcock, inventor of the Babcock milk test, assisted for the sea- 

son of 1895 by Mr. J. D. Clarke of Milton, Wis., a former Short 

Course student. The farm dairy room in the dairy school building 

is equipped with all the latest styles of hand and small power cream
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separators. The young farmer is taught to make butter and put it 

in the most attractive packages for private trade and the commission 

market. A course of lectures is given on the subject of dairying by 
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i Dr. Babcock, and the Short Course students have thorougn ari in 

, the"use of the Babcock milk test. Many a farmer who sells $500 
: worth of butter a year loses enough through imperfect separation of the 
i fat, faulty manufacture, and improper packing to pay the whole cost 
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Scene in Laboratory of Hiram Smith Hall.—Stuaents Testing Milk,
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for sending his son to the Short Course. At our last stock fair the 

first prize for dairy butter was won by a Short Course student. At 

the last Walworth county fair the first prize for dairy butter was won 

by a Short Course student against thirty competitors, 

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. 

Every young farmer wishes to know more about the composition 

of the soil, plants and animals. In pursuing the course in agricult- 

| ural chemistry under Dr. Babcock he will have three lectures a week 

| treating on how the plant grows, feeds and matures and the animal 

i food products it yields; of the composition and fertility of the soil; 

i farm manures, commercial fertilizers, rotation of crops, etc. 

AGRICULTURAL PHYSICS AND MECHANICS. 

These subjects are taught by Prof. F. H. King, with Mr. C. H. 

Diener assistant, and covers a most important line for young far- 

_ mers since it deals with drainage, tillage, the construction of farm 

buildings, water supply, etc. Not only are there daily lectures but 

much drill in the laboratory. 
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1 Scenein the Laboratory of the Horticultural Department. . 

Students Root Grafting. 

HORTICULTURE AND ENTOMOLOGY. 

These branches are taught by Prof. Goff, assisted by Mr. Fred 

Cranefield. In the laboratory students learn to graft, bud, make 

spraying mixtures, for the killing of insects, fungi, etc. One of the +
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green-houses is arranged as a winter garden having an area 22 x 75 
feet. Here, while the ground outside is covered with snow, the 
young farmer makes hot-beds, plants an apple orchard, plants cut- 
tings, potatoes, learns to use garden tools of all kinds, to bury 

vines, etc., etc., just as he would in the natural season. In another 
green-house each student has a space at the florists’ bench, where 
with the pots and soil he studies the growth and managment of 

young plants. 

BACTERIOLOGY. 

f All fermentation and decay as well as many diseases are due to 

minute organisms known as bacteria. Prof. Russell will lecture to 
second year Short Course students on the relations of bacteria to 
agriculture and give the class many facts and illustrations which 
must prove of great value to the young farmer. 

THE ECONOMICS OF AGRICULTURE. 

Every thoughtful citizen believes that the stability of our Ameri- 

can government depends largely upon the position which the Ameri- 

can farmer holds to the rest of the community. Prof. Wm. A. Scott, 

of the School of Economics, gives twelve lectures to second . year 

agricultural students on such topics as the mutual relations of agri- 

culture to the other industries; systems of land tenure; money, its 

function and varieties; banks, their functions, ete. 
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CARPENTRY AND BLACKSMITHING. 

A successful workman must be deft with the tools he handles. 

Our young farmers can spend two hours each afternoon in the uni- 

versity carpenter and blacksmith shop. In the former he is assigned 

to a bench with carpenter’s tools anda turning lathe during one 

part of the term, while later he proceeds to the blacksmith shop for 

further instruction. This is also a favorite course of study with 

many of our students, a number of whom since leaving us, have black- 

smith shops on their farms where all common blacksmithing is 

done. 

FARM BOOK-KEEPING AND BUSINESS ACCOUNTS. 

A farmer should understand business forms, and keep accounts in 

a business like manner. Recognizing this the Regents of the Uni- 

versity have arranged for a course of instruction in farm book-keep- 

ing and business accounts. 
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Physical Laboratory.—Students Testing Strength of Timbers Prelim- 

inary to Lectures on Farm Buildings. 

} 
| THE SHORT COURSE LITERARY SOCIETY. 

| Every farmer should be able to express himself clearly and forci- 

| bly by pen and voice, and should know how to preside properly at 

! public meetings. Each year our Short Course students organize a 

literary society which is a most pleasant and profitable feature of 

| the course, there being no lack of interest from the very opening of 

the term until the closing meeting. 

i
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REQUIREMENTS. 

The student taking the Short Course should be at least 16 years of 

age. Experience has shown that those young men who are 20 or 

more years of age and have carried responsibility prove the best 

students and get the most from the course. We have had many far- 

mers with gray hair in the Short Course and such have almost al- 

ways been the most pleased with the instruction. 

EXPENSES. 

This item interests most young farmers, for few that are ambitious 

to get ahead have much means at command. The expenses of the 

Short Course are very small considering the opportunities. 

The expenses of a Short Course student may be put down as fol 

lows: 
Room rent, 12 weeks, at $1.25................-... $15 00 

Bosrd:, 12 weeks, at $3ijic52 5.2 ccs seen en ee 

Incidental fee... 2... «2202 ecee'e ences om saee seieis 6 5 00 

BOGS <x civics swipe wins cima at ge mie win aim wins eieie aim rae = 7 00 

Expense of visiting stock farms.........-.++++++++ 3 00 

otal... nnnnvieenesa Sees Hee ees aes ese = Nees 

Non-residents will pay 86 in addition to the above sum. If the 

course in practical mechanics is taken, add $5 to the above; if dairy- 

ing, add $1. 

Some of our students spend a smaller sum than is above noted. 
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Horticultural Department.—Scene in the Winter Garden. Students 

Top Grafting from Trees.
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DATE OF OPENING. 

Recitations for the next term begin Wednesday, January 2, 

1895, the term closing March 22. 

In general it may be understood, unless other notice is given, that 

recitations in the Short Course and the Dairy Course always begin 

the first Tuesday in January of each year, the terms lasting twelve 

weeks. Usually a student can leave home Monday and reach Madison 

in ample time to secure room and board and settle down for work by 

Wednesday morning. 

An illustrated circular describing the Short Course at greater 

length will be sent on application. "All students intending to take 

the Short Course should send in their names as soon as the decision 

| is made. To all such an additional circular relative to rooms, board, 

ete., will be sent a couple of weeks before the term opens. 
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i Physical Laboratory. Students Testing the Effect of incline on 

Draft, Preliminary to Lectures on Road Construction. 

THE DAIRY COURSE. 

Although farm dairying is taught in the Short Course, another 

course is devoted wholly to dairying, its aim being to prepare the 

student to operate a creamery or cheese factory. The students of 

i this course take all their instruction in the Hiram Smith Dairy Hall. 

| 
| |
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This course begins and closes at the same time as the Short 
; Course. An illustrated circular describing the Dairy Course will be 

q sent on application. 

| THE LONG COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 

There are young farmers who desire to secure a thorough colle- 
giate training; to meet the wants of these a Long Course in Agri- 
culture has been established which leads to the degree Bachelor of 
Science in Agriculture. Those interested in this course should write 
for the university catalogue, which gives in detail an account of the 
course. 

GRADUATE COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 

Each year a number of young men who have graduated at our own 
or other institutions pursue advanced lines of agricultural study with 
us. Our facilities in several directions are now ample for most 

. helpful instruction to this class of students. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL. 

There is not a young man in the state that can not take an agri- 
cultural course, long or short, at the university, provided he only 
makes up his mind to that end. It may take years to accomplish 
the result, but in this country everything is possible in the way of 
securing an education. Any bright young farmer can settle the 
question of how he shall obtain the necessary funds to pay his ex- 

4 penses while at Madison, 

i ATTENDANCE AT UNIVERSITY 1892-93. 

Total students in Short Course..................... 66 
' Total students in College of Agriculture.............. 173 - 
. Total students in University. ..................2..- 1279) 

; Total instructors in College of Agriculture........... 20 2 
; Total instructors in University..................... M17 

For illustrated circulars describing the agricultural courses, ad- 
dress Prof. W. A. Henry, Madison, Wis. 

| For iaformation regarding all the other university courses, ad- 
; dress President C. K. Apams, Madison, Wis. 

| 

| 
|



j WILLIAM HENRY MORRISON. 

Se 

William Henry Morrison, whose death has been so widely mourned 

in Wisconsin, was born in Yorkville, Oneida County, New York, 

1837. He came to this state in 1859, and settled in Walworth 

County. His education was obtained in the common schools and in : 

Milton College. After leaving school he engaged in the business of 

farming. He was married September 24, 1862, to Julia M. V. 

Heath, who is now living with her two children, Howard and Bird 

Morrison, at Madison. While a resident of Walworth County, Mr. 

7 Morrison was elected register of deeds three terms, and was secretary 

i of the Walworth Agricultural Society nine years. He was president 

of the Wisconsin State Dairymen’s Association three terms. For 

several years he was one of the proprietors of the Western Farmer, 

and was during his life one of the leading members of the State Ag- 

riculturai Society. Upon the organization of the Wisconsin Farmers’ 

Institutes in 1885, he was made superintendent, a position he held ~ 

until his death, which occurred at his home in Madison, December 

13, 1893. His death, in the prime of life, was the result of a fall 

upon an icy sidewalk. 
: 

Mr. Morrison’s public reputation rests mainly upon his work as 

secretary of the Walworth County Agricultural Society and in the 

Farmers’ Institutes. He had organizing genius. From an unheard 

of thing he made the Walworth County Fair known all over the 

United States in agricultural society circles. Builded upon his 

model, it stands today the strongest society of its class in the West. 

He took the Farmers’ Institutes when they embodied nothing but a 

dream and an appropriation, made them popular fountains of fruitful 

knowledge, handled the appropriation so wisely that the state was 

glad to more than double it, and made for his state and himself a 

reputation in Farm Institute work that reached the agricultural 

mind of every civilized nation. More important than this, he stirred 

the farmers of Wisconsin to profitable thought. He made the Insti- 

tutes the places, not for intellectual display merely but intellectual 

. trades, where practical ideas were the merchandise, and each man 

brought away more than he gave. Mr. Morrison loved his work. 

Heart, mind and soul were absorbed in it. In conversation he could 

: hardly drift away from it. He knew the hardships of farm life. His 

sympathies were with the men who toiled. In the work of agricult- 

ural education hecould see a lever lifting farm life to better and
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happier ways. And so the enthusiasm whicn filled him was of the 
best, and was contagious because it was so warm and so honest. 

Mr. Morrison's life and work has been worth millions of dollars to 
this state. Men may do better things than help enrich their fellow 
men, but not many. Comfort and crime are not akin. Poverty and 
sorrow go hand in hand, with ignorance in the lead. The Institute 
work brought a wealth of ideas as well as of dollars. William H. 
Morrison’s monument in this state, and in many other states will be 
a more profitable agriculture, a broader and deeper farm mind and a 

t happier farm life. i 
To his personal friends his death comes as one of the hardest 

t things of life to bear. He loved his family, his home and his friends 
with a tenderness and an intensity which brought back to him that 
which he gave. Gentle in his ways, strong in his affection, rich in 

| a comprehensive charity, singularly free from the poison of malice 
i and the folly of envy, he represented a rare Christian manhood. 
} Delicate shades of character, or of feeling, cannot be pictured in 
! right form through the dull machinery of words. The tributes of 
j flowers and of tears are best. But the life of William H. Morrison 
i is worth many tributes, and among the rest shall be the lasting 

: memory and love of those who knew him well. "' 
j H. C. Apams 

|
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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

’ 

GLOSING FARMERS’ INSTITUME 
HELD AT 

Menomonie, Wis., February 27-28, and March 1, 1894, 

pe Soe ees 

HORTICULTURAL SESSION. 

Morning Session—Prof. W. 4. Henry in the Chair. 

Address of Welcome, By Dr, E, 0. Baker, j Your welcome and your hospitality 

Mayor of the City, | which have just been so kindly and 

Ladies and Gentlemen:—It affords freely given us by your mayor. In 

me great pleasure to meet you, and 1) making up a meeting of this character 

must say as I look over this audience | we have brought to you some of Wis- 

that things have changed mightily consin’s successful agriculturists, 

since I was a boy. Then the simple-| fruit-growers, stock-raisers and farm- 

minded were generally selected to run | ers generally. These men are not se- 

the farm, while those who parted their | lected because of the size of the stories 

hair in the middle were selected for | they can tell, but generally because 

the profession that I was put into and) of their success as farmers. These 

the one who could tell the most astute, | men live upon their farms and in their 

the cleanest cut lie, was selected for| gardens and are what we call practical 

the law. The boy with honesty marked | People. 

in all his features was for the farm. Now, for the next three days that we 

I have only to say that we are very are to be with you, please remember 

i glad to meet you, and we tender to without fail that this is your meeting; 

| you the freedom of the city. it belongs to the farmers, not as @ 

ra mS class but as a profession. I hope that 

the farmers will not persist in taking 

Treaponse,—Peot, Wi. A Henry. the poorest seats; don’t take the back 
Dr. Baker, Mr. Mayor, Citizens of| seats in this :aeeting or in any other 

Menomonie and Dunn County:—As a| place. It doesn’t pay. Take the front 
representative of the Farmers’ Insti-| seats as long as they are unoccupied. 

tutes of Wisconsin organized and con-| I want to call your attention to the 

ducted by the University of your State,| fact that this work is part of the work 

it affords me great pleasure to accept; of the State University. The State
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f University is one of the institutions of | tute, which was to be held pur or ave 

| this commonwealth which is a a ee ae e 

and entirely free from _politics,—| left my 0! ; a 

ngither party rules in this University, saw eee ey eee mas 

and so this meeting will be conducted | followed him to his grave. 

absolutely without politics, because it) we had a lesson of patient work wel 

is part of the State University. We) done, We have been taught also some- 

Hl have no more right to talk politics in| thing of the magnitude of our Institute 

this meeting than we have to discuss) work, when it goes right on eee 

{ ; religion. We are called here for ee ese 2 oe ee oa, wea 

i specific purpose of learning how to/ tl ers is ela ee Gece a ie 

i grow crops and how to make more out} en ne ai ee aaa 7 ee 

of farm life. The State University | State; it is larger than al 

doesn’t belong to the few boys who go! eg ot SE oes Bees = 

Madison, but it belongs to| Gay, for the | 

el of aoa! and when you think} consin are tied up to their State Uni- 

that this meeting is about the seventy. pags gd yey ae ae 

fifth that has been conducte is th york s 

winter, you will get some idea of the} whether you or I pay any ea 

large work that our State University | it. This being so, let ee get all the 

is doing for the people. These red- good we can out of it while it is pass- 

i } covered books that you see here repre | ing. - 2 

sent the last of 40,000 copies that are} oe let ee cat Bei oe to 

being distributed this winter, and we) one thing. Vhether in farming or 

i want you all to take home a copy; they | whatever occupation you follow, you 

are a part of the University instruction | a2 z it for the Send nee ae it, 

and we want you and your friends to, but there are men in farming use 

have them. they love farming and there are men 

Since our meeting a year ago at| following this Institute work not for 

Fond du Lae, the Institutes have suf-| the money they get out of it, but for 

i fered a severe and overwhelming loss| the love of this high work. There are 

in the death of their conductor, W. H.| teachers in the University, not for the 

Morrison. The calamity is one that is| money they save, but “ their love of 

[ strongly felt. It has followed the In-| research and study, and I want you 

stitutes all winter, and the farmers of | to come here today not measuring this 

Wisconsin everywhere have realized | Institute wholly by the number of dol- 

i something of the loss they have sus-| lars you are going to get from it, but 
tained. When Mr. Morrison’s body| the uplifting you are going to get from 
was laid beneath the green clod, thou-| it. In England when a man gets rich - 

sands and tens of thousands of the| he goes into the country. In this coun- 
farmers of Wisconsin said, “We have | try it has been in the past that when 
lost a friend.” He died at a time,a farmer got $20,000 he moved into 

; when death seemed far away from | town. That ought not to be. Let us 

| him; his health was excellent, and he| put farm life in such a shape that @ 

| er eee Nas ee bo mane Gay cl teen SG ee ed Kc ore. ly a) fa YY ca \- 

few minutes before he was hurt he try graveyard.” One more word. Dr. 
came into my office to tell me how the | ne told aa aes ee 
farmers over on Lake Michigan had) the boys that cou tel e largest 

just raised $45 to help advertise their! stories, went to the cities, the honest 

‘ Institute. and how another set of; boys went on the farm. That is prob- 
i farmers on the Mississippi River had, <bly an explanation of why we have 

| raised $10C¢ to push their local Insti- | constantly to go back to the farm to
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get our best boys. The city cannot) there is where her safety and her 

reed the boys that the country can, strength lies. 

and the life of our nation depends Mr. John M. True was called to the 

upon the character and the stamina of| chair by Prof. Henry. 

the boys that we are raising in the} On motion of Mr. Philips, the titfle 

country, and that is one of the reasons! allowed for answering questions dur- 

that urges the State of Wisconsin to| ing the discussions of this meeting was 

push her Farmers’ Institute and to put| limited to three minutes for each per- 

more life into the country, because) son, and each person to speak only 

once until all have had a chance. 

APPLE GROWING IN NORTH EASTERN WISCONSIN. 

O. C. COOK, Oconto, Wis. 

The apple is the king of fruits. With Northeastern Wisconsin, 

the rapidly increasing settlement of] Northeastern Wisconsin, I should 

the northwestern states, and the uni-|say, started at the head waters of 

versal desire of an intelligent people| Green Bay, and extended west to the 

to cultivate fruits, the subject of vari-| Wolf River, and north to the Menomo- 

eties adapted to the climate becomes] nee River, including Oconto, Shawano, 

yearly more and more important; al-| Marinette, Florence, Langlade and 

though it has been extensively dis-| Forest Counties. The last three are not 

cussed there is much more to learn. | much developed as for fruit growing. 

That the apple can be grown, of|Oconto and Marinette are perhaps 

some varieties, wherever corn is} more congenial to apple culture than 

grown, is beyond doubt, yet varieties| farther back from the waters of Green 

to command success have thus far| Bay, although fine apples are raised 

been an item of costly expense. But| in Shawano County. 

a single variety belonging to the class} If I were to tell all of my experience 

Pyrus Malus, named Duchess of|in apple culture for the last thirty 

Oldenburg, has been most successful;! years in Oconto County, it would take 

many others have done fairly well,} more time and space than allowed me; 

and the planter has to assuine a risk|nor is it necessary, for with our 

in selection which in some cases has| swamps drained and orchards under- 

been well rewarded, in others a fail-| drained you can now grow varieties 

ure. The fact that the failures are|that could not be grown twenty or 

much more numerous than the suc-| thirty years ago. 

cesses has caused many to say that Experience in Oconto County. 

our northwestern states were not) When I first came to Oconto County, 

adapted to the growth of any but|and years after, the cry was that we 

small fruits. Enthusiasm, careful ob-| should raise nothing but crab-apples, 

servation and perseverance, however,| but I thought differently, and as fast 
in this as in all other pursuits, is des-|as I could I planted apple trees, and 
tined to succeed, and now we can| have kept on doing so until now 1 have 

show apples that compare favorably| over 1,200 bearing trees. My neigh- 

with eastern fruit. bors used to think I was foolish for
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setting out so many trees, but when, that are iron-clad, and now look at the 

they came to see the fruit I raised, | grand array of new seedlings to choose 

and the premiums I received wherever | from. 

exhibited, they changed their minds, Education Needed. 

began to follow my example, and have| Line upon line, precept upon precept 

been fairly successful. I think you|}has been given you regarding apple 

will admit when you remember that/ culture, not that there exists a greater 

i thirty years ago no apples were raised, | diversity of opinion, but because so lit- 

and in 1892 over 27,000 bushels were | tie heed is given to the plain teaching 

raised in Oconto County, with Mari-| of nature and common sense. Many 

| nette and Shawano not far behind,| new and valuable methods have been 

} that northeastern Wisconsin has made] described which insure the desired 

| good progress. kind and quality of fruit. ° 

} It would take too long to tell you| The non-progressive orchardist is al- 

. the different varieties planted and| ways complaining that his orchard 

proven no good, but what did survive| does not pay. It does pay for the la- 

and prove profitable you have a right| bor he bestows on it, but it will not 

to know. , pay for what it does not receive. 

Hardy Varietios. Fertilization and Cultivation. 

I have Duchess, Tetofsky, Haas and! ‘phe apple tree is an enormous feeder 

: Fourth of July over twenty-five years} i jt produces a large amount of fruit. 
old and bearing large crops yet, and/ Wow then, can we expect to raise 

they look as though they would last) parrel after barrel of apples from any 
twenty-five years more; Wealthy, Mc- given tree, year after year, when noth- 

Mahan, Utters Red and Fameuse) ing js fed it. In raising fruit trees for 
twenty years planted, also in go0d| profit the following rules should not 

condition, although the Wealthy and| po overlooked: 1st. Thorough drain- 

Fameuse were somewhat hurt in the| gee 24. Thorough preparation of the 

winter of 1884-85, but recovered and} soi], 3d. Liberal fertilization. 4th. 
are doing well. Later on I planted 8) fardy variety. 5th. Good cultivation. 
good many Russian varieties, some] ¢tp Spraying. 
good, some good for nothing. % : 

In going over this section of the _, Value of Apples 

| country I found some had better suc-| Now, with the prospect of a large 

cess with half hardy varieties than I;| CTP of apples next summer and vari- 
I found in all such cases they had a eties suitable to the climate better 

better site, high ground and well known, and soil better drained, it does 

drained. I found Twenty-Ounce, Wil- | S°¢™ to me that our future prospects 

low Twig, Fameuse and Talman Sweet | 27 bright and only a question of time - 

/ over thirty years old that were healthy when northeastern Wisconsin will be- 

: and bearing large crops of apples. come a commercial point for apples 

7 a the same as Waupaca is now for pota- 

Se. : toes. I will now finish my paper by 
7 I have over thirty new varieties on saying that when it takes four bushels 

trial from Wisconsin, Towa, Minnesota | 4¢ wheat to buy a bushel of apples 

and Illinois. From some of these seed-| that the apple is king. 
lings I am looking for great things, 

for it is from seedlings that we must ST at 

look for the coming apple. Discussion. 
Look at the difference now and| Mr. Faville—Please tell us the char- 

i thirty years ago; then you had no| acter of your soil, whether it is hilly 

. book to go to but Downing’s book on| or otherwise. 
fruit and fruit trees, and out of hun-| Mr. Cook—You might call it undulat- 

i dreds of varieties I only found four] ing, but it is pretty stony. A little 

| 
1
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sandy loam on top with a heavy clayjcan get them. If the tree is doing 

subsoil. well lét it alone. 

Mr. MecKerrow—I wish Mr. Cook] Mr. Hoxie—Isn’t it true that some- 

would enumerate the varieties that,| times a tree will appear to be doing 

from his experience he has found to be well in its foliage and yet does not 

jron-clad for his locality. bear fruit? 

Mr. Cook—To those named in my] Mr. Cook—In that case I should 

paper I will add there are some Rus- spread about two bushels of ashes 

sian varieties,—the Yellow Transpar- about the tree. If you put.too much 

ent, (although it blights quite badly), | coarse fertilizer from the barnyard you 

and the Hibernal. I don’t think much| produce a growth of wood more than 

of that but the tree is all right. of fruit, but the ashes help the fruit 

Mr. Faville—Are you working for the} crop,—ashes and bone dust. 

wood or for the fruit? Mr. Hoxie—Wouldn’t two bushels of 

Mr. Cook—For the fruit. The fruit ashes be pretty strong to a tree? 

is not very good but it sells very well. Mr. Cook—You take a tree thirty or 

Mr. Plumb—Mr. Cook lives upon that| forty feet across and two bushels don’t 

narrow belt of limestone formation| go a great ways around. It should be 

which stretches up into northeastern applied as far out as the limbs extend 

Wisconsin. He is not on the sand.|and not heaped up around the trunk. 

Those of you who have gone up that There are no feeders there. 

country between Wausau and New Mr. McKerrow—Will a mulch of 

London have discovered another straw, marsh hay, or any coarse ma- 

stretch of sand; running clear up to terial of that kind, save an old tree 

~ the extreme northeastern part of the that appears to be on the decline? 

State is one, but it is a different kind| Mr. Cook—Yes, it will help. 

from the lake shore strip. Mr. Cook Mr. Wilson—Is it a good idea to set 

is between the two, on the limestone | 4 new tree in the same spot where an 

formation and a very fortunate loca-|0ld one has died down? 

tion as regards soil. I think he is on Mr. Cook—If I dug a big hole ten 

what is called the Maple Ridge soil, feet square and filled it with good rich 

and it is a very important factor in material I don’t know why I would 

Mr. Cook’s success. It is a thoroughly j not set it there as well as some other 

watered region; he is not only near to} place, but I would not want to unless 

Lake Michigan, but the climate is dif-| the place was thoroughly fixed for it. 
ferent entirely to that of northwest-| Mr. Noyes—Would you protect the 

ern Wisconsin. We must take this|trunk of your tree from the weather 

into consideration always when listen- | when you set it out? 

ing to Mr. Cook. Mr. Cook—Oh, no, I don’t want any 

Mr. Hoxie—Mr. Cook, you spoke of} babies among my trees; I never use 

fertilizing. What would you con-| any protection and I never had any 

sider the best method? | trees die for want of it. We don’t 

Mr. Cook—I would plow it up. i need it in our country. In some locali- 

you have a good sod that would be! ties it might be needed. 

sufficient, if you took the sod allaway Mr. Boynton—The conditions for 

from around the trees. That is as apple culture in some other parts of 

much as it ought to be fertilized for Wisconsin are not as good as some 

that one year, the rotted sod arouna years ago, according to the opinion of 

the tree. |many. Mr. Cook does not seem to 

Mr. Hoxie—Would you fertilize with agree with that. 

barnyard manure or any kind of com-, Mr. Cook—In my locality they are a 

mercial fertilizers? 5 great deal better now than they were 

Mr. Cook—Ashes are the best if you thirty years ago. We have the insect
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pest and the fungus disease now that} where the wood is good. It only hap- 

we did not have then, but we can han-| pens with young trees; when they get 

dle these all right. When the country | to bearing there is no further trouble. 

was first settled we had a good deal) Mr. Philips—Don’t the Yellow and 

: of fire blight, because there was not| White Transparent blight with you? 

circulation and it was too hot in the) yr, Cook—Yes, and so does the 

summer, but since it has been cleared) wealthy, but I overcome that. I don’t 

up there has been no trouble of ithat | know of any remedy, only to cut them 

“- Kell Mr. Cook’s particular right <i pnd bees ae My, oan 
. _Kellogg—Mr. ik 

part of the state, the climatic = Pa gy ing Rd gay panne 

ences and the soil features will not | e 

apply to any other part of the state. | Mr. Cook--Well, it is thought that 

I understand Mr. Cook can raise | this fungus contains spores that will 

peaches and most any kind of plums, be transferred to the trees. That is 

which is not true of many of the rest what the books say. 

of us. 
Mr. Barnes—Isn’t it true that you 

Mr. Cole—I would like to know how | C@? transmit that fungus or blight 

the gentleman manages the fire! from one tree to another in using your 

plight. What we call fire blight is) Prunns shears? : 

when the ends of the limbs die out. Mr. Cook—I cut it off, wood and 

Mr. Cook—I am not free from that] everything; don’t touch the fungus 

trouble, but I do not consider it of| with the shears. 

; any great importance. I watch my Mr. Barnes—Sometimes we don’t 

trees, and as soon as I see the ends} know how far to reach to get to the 

} of the limbs are not good, I take my| sound wood, we have to go to the 

pruning knife and cut them back to! root. 

] 
——— ee 
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ORCHARDING IN WESTERN WISCONSIN. 

A. J. PHILIPS, West Salem, Wis. 

Twenty-three years of actual experi-; the business profitable, pleasant and - 

ence in growing apples in western enjoyable we must make a profound 

Wisconsin has led me to the following and deep study of adaptation. 

conclusions:—First, we will be honest Choice of the Best. 

and say that this climate is not weil] A reasonable degree of success will 

suited to apple-growing. It is very] require the hardiest varieties obtain- 

cold in all of our winters, and much| able, the selection of the best sites and 

colder an occasional one. It is often locations and the giving of che very 

very dry and generally very hot in best management. We have the hardy 

both spring and summer. We must} varieties in quite a good number, but 

study and consider not only the prob-| they still need culling and sifting to 

1 able but the possible degrees uf cold| choose the very best. Our State So- 

1 that our trees will be called upon to] ciety has come to some quite unani- 

4) withstand, and be governed by that in| mous conclusions, still our doctors do 

| our selection of varieties; and to make not all agree upon some points, so for 

"i
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the purpose of this paper I will give | anything else grown on the farm the 

you mainly my own conclusions on | ees cannot be Loused and protected 

this subject, leaving the hearer or but must stand the cold of winter and 

reader to compare them with not only | heat of summer. This is a hard cli- 

his own experience but with that of; mate on trees; they have to work with 

others in similar locations. all their strength to ripen their fruit 

aro: Gleuntentelte: in our short, hot seasons, and after 

We have not like our brother, the bearing a full crop they go into winter 

dairyman, been assailed witu a one exhausted, and should it be very cold 

terfeit of our goods, because eatane| eee so they will very likely 

has so excelled in the quality and a The 1 = 

pearance of our apples that no man e only sure plan to grow and keep 

Yan imitate them for market purposes, the orchard is to plant the best.and 

and for health it is my opinion Gat so hardiest varieties on the most suitable 

fruit exceeds them,—hence I think pasa a ee set. s tow se 

that every farmer who is raising a y atc 

family, or expects his sons or other Tree Peddlers. 

men’s sons to raise families on his old| | Have no dealings with the traveling 

farm, should plant an orchard provid- tree-peddler, who tells big stories and 

amg there is any surety that he can shows you over-drawn and handsome 

succeed on his soil and location, for} Pictures of apples. I mean by the tree- 

I know apples are conducive to both| Peddler the man who sells in a dif- 

health and happiness. Sat each year. Deal direct 

g : witl  nurseryman or with a re- 

soa tg | hat 
present winter for pointers tu help in Sone haa hie Re pees 

preparing this paper that will go into you set them; avoid eee = es 

many thousand farmers’ homes, I tind fast : ich epelears 

that in addition to some half dozen of aston 8 very rich soll’ Ppt 

our old varieties which 1 have found ae or three and one-half feet igh 

profitable, I have some thirty-seven of oe set gregetiegs toe: eee bes a 

the new and best seedlings on trial, growth has been slower 2 ash a 

of Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin, the | ;, = coe 
value of which for this climate T can is better ripened. Wash the roots clean 

report on later, if life is spared, for in ee and cut off all dried or 

’ ne ruised roots if any. Get trees as 

quest of knowledge I have visited over 

one-half of the original trees of these ar ene bs ote ee 

different dlings, ; ; a 
iets tn — ee ae time as possible. Give good cultiva- 

prove a benefit to one or more Wiscon tion and retain the moisture around 

-|the roots by mulching with coarse 

8 1 vi = 
j a growers then I shall be well) manure as soon as the planting’ is 

= done. 
Skilf Needed, Sviiaal 

Second, let me say that apple grow-| Before winter comes on be sure and 

ing in western Wisconsin is about as | protect each tree from sun, mice, rab- 

difficult a task as any that a farmer] bits and other small animals by weav- 

ean eno in and none but those who! ing eight laths together and standing 

are well informed and have made it a| around the tree; this will be the surest 

| study, or those who will inquire of | and cheapest protection obtainable and 

| men capable of giving instructions on will last from six to ten years. In 

the ee can hope to succeed in| heavy clay soils where the feeding 

growing the standard apple, for unlike} roots run near the surface, seed with 

:
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: clover as soon as the tree begins to topgrafting iil the limbs of good stock, 

bear, and keep up fertility sufficient and for me nothing is hardier, freer 

to grow good apples and keep down tow blight, more vigorous and better 

the grass and weeds around the trees suited for the purpose than the Vir- 

| by applying plenty of mulch. Head! ginia crab. I have trees of this kind 

your trees at least four feet high, | that have been bearing ten years and 

otherwise they will be unhandy to/ have one hundred set two years ago 

work around and care for. for grafting the coming spring, so you 

Proper Soil. see I take my own medicine. 

Clay soil on well elevated land where Get Good Varieties. 

limestone comes near the surface is When you buy trees do not give an 

the best place fo: the apple orchard. | order and then allow the seller to sub- 

With such a place combined with aj stitute other varieties. Study the busi- 

love of the business, and the posses-| ness for yourself and order what you 

sion of a fair amount of knowledge! are satisfied is what you want. I like 

and a desire to obtain more,—by pur-| a man to do this business as Judge 

chasing proper varieties and caring} Carpenter of Madison did. He wrote 

for them as I have recommended, | me, “I hear you grow hardy trees. 

planting some each year, I think that} Please send me your catalogue. If I 

in a large part of western Wisconsin | can be assured the trees are grown at 

the apple crop will pay as well, with | West Salem, and that they will be true 

| the same expense and labor, as any| to name I may order some; otherwise 

crop on the farm. 1f you have ehil- | I want nothing.” You would allow no 

dren do not plant any forbidden fruit’ man when buying any other article on 

nor put any in your cellar; give them the farm to substitute something dit. 

a free run of the orchard and free ac-| ferent. After my years of experience, 

} cess to the cellar, they will love you| failures and successes, I am of the 

more and you will love them better. | opinion that in order to protect the 

Although the apple crop is a diffi | farmer from being swindled, and to 

; cult one to grow it is more in line with disseminate instruction relating to va- 

the average farmer’s work than the| Tieties and locations, we need a fruit 

| growing of any other fruit, as of all| Commissioner as much as we do a 

| fruit the apple fs first in point of use-| Dairy and Food Commissioner. 

fulness, and the work is with the plow, Expensive Experience. 

drag, spade and manure fork. A reliable farmer informed me this 

Horticultural Education. winter that a few years ago three 

If you have boys of your own send} thousand dollars was taken from his 

one to take the short course in agri- county for worthless trees that never 

culture at Madison at least one winter | lived to bear fruit, and years ago when _ 

Have him take for one study horti-|1 depended upon buying trees and had 
culture with Prof. Goff. He will learn| not posted myself I bought many trees 

not only to make root grafts for grow-| for large standard apples, ‘eared for 

ing trees but will learn to bud and| them the best I knew how, and when 

graft in the tops of young trees (never| they bore fruit it was a small cherry 

. graft or prune old trees). This will| crab. 
be useful and profitable, for a tree Patience Needed. 

grown from a graft in the ground and’ As early maturity and quick returns 

never moved is worth twenty-five per, is the motto nowadays, I find that it 

cent. more than a transplanted tree, requires a great amount of patience to 

} especially if the latter comes from a care for and wait from five tu eight 

| distant state; and a tree of a number years for apple trees to begin to bear, 

{| of our hardy varieties can be increased and I advise no man _ with limited 

| in value at least thirty per cent. by means to go into the business on a 

i
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i \ Hardy Varieties. 

large scale, but I advise every man) | vieties I have found it quite 
who has a suitable location to raise | safe on iy high location and clay soil 

= oc ae ae a, underlaid with limestone to set Hi- 

knowledge of the business by selecting — Brg lie anggen 
< ak rofit- . 

po lagioal age eee ie. I han, Newell, Wolf River, Northwestern 

find that with me they are now a sat-| Greening, Avista, Bureka and Wo 

isfactory crop, as for the past ten years of the northern grown ee oe 

I have raised from four to six hundred | Fameuse, seh 8 See ae 

Dusnels He er z ae se eat nat nage Danae for the main 
fully picking, packing an rowing - 

out the poor and defective specimens, Ree oe Bsa Bisset 

sending the fruit to market in new,| a Be = = aa a ened Te 

eigen’ Dack ages E rerelve usually vey re ght me that we aac iiweater apple 

pe tunmanventa Dee peta er poets owe much of our present suc- 

Pee amie teak | rece jena, ane peas to such men as Springer, Wilcox, 
should extend as far as the limbs 
reach to obtain the best results. Tuttle, Gideon, the lamented Chas. 

Gibbs of Canada, and many other of 

Horticultural Societies. the pioneers in the business; we owe it 

After these years of experience in| t? them that we do all for its advance- 

this business I am of the opinion that| ent we can, throwing around it all 

the best results in disseminating good |the safeguards possible. Experience in 

varieties can be accomplished by or-| this branch has taught me that we 
ganizing local county and town socie-|Sbould be honest and not encourage 
ties and electing officers who are well|®2Y man to set trees unless he has a 
posted in the fruit business; then let | Proper location and good soil for grow- 
the members buy what they need| ing them. - . : 

through the secretary at wholesale In my experience growing apple 
ig thereby saving money and get- ee ee — 

ng better goods, besides making the Nil = = a 
—— of the nurseryman pleasanter a ae a 

an 3 
eens pleasantest memories. 

ete Wiscons‘n Trees, 
I know of reliable nurserymen who! Experience compels me to adopt this 

are now making arrangements to sell| motto: “Wisconsin grown trees for 

directly to the planter and I advise ali} Wisconsin Planters.” Also that of the 

who can to try this plan of doing busi- varieties we can grow, our apples are 

ness. We know that many traveling] second to none in appearance and 

salesmen have injured the firm or men| quality. My experience both past and 

they were selling for by telling bis | present convinces me that the apple- 
stories to induce men to buy because! growers of western Wisconsin have 

they wanted the commission. {much to encourage them. Our boys 
I find more inquiry the present are taught useful lessons on grafting, 

winter about apple trees that are | budding and planting by Prof. Goff in 
adapted than I have known any winter | the short course at Madison; on the 
since the Institutes were started, and;state farm are many new seedlings 

much of it in the sections where the which are being tested, and it is but 
old trees are beginning to fail and the| fair to expect that many varieties of 

farmer finds he has no young trees to| value to our state will there be found. 

replace them. |The teaching of Horticulture in our
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| common schools is also agitated. We| idea is that vou get a tree you can 

have three Experimental Stations | make your own head upon. 

| working in conjunction with our Cen-| Mr. Philips—No, my idea is to get 

| tral Station to help the apple growers. | @ tree headed four feet from the 

oahiemey. ground so that I can use a four-foot 

: ; lath as a protector. My orchard is on 

In closing I will recapitulate what} , high ridge. There is scarcely a 

experience has taught me. Ist. Select| winter but what I can go into my 

clay soil and a high location. 2d. Buy} orehard and dig dirt to carry away. 

varieties that are productive and hardy | phe thermometer don’t get as low on 

enough for your latitude. 3d. Give] that hill by seven or eight degrees as 

good cultivation and care. 4th. Use] jt does in the valley below. I have 

some kind of protection from SsuUD,|, jjmestone soil, and 1 know I can 

mice, rabbits and sheep. 5th. Mulch grow trees on that hill that I cannot 

the first season after planting to insure] ) quarter of a mile away in the valley 

growth. Mulch after trees begin t0| pelow. 
: 

bear to keep up fertility. 6th. Buy) yr, Barnes—Our friend Philips must 

trees only of reliable dealers. 7th. To! necessarily recommend straight whips 

increase hardiness set Virginia crabs] for shoots if he advises planting trees 

and topwork in the limbs. 8th. Or- three or four feet high, and jheading 

ganize local societies to spread knowl-! them out that high. 

edge, buy trees, plant them and com-| Mfr. Philips—I much prefer that to 

pare notes. 9th. Use care and be hon-! 9 tree that is branched out. 

est in packing fruit for market. By x . 

following the foregoing I think al oe Heath—Will there be any virtue 

I can grow apples in western Wiscon- | @ planting limestone or lime in our 

eee pr ofitably clay soil in our valleys? I have known 

: of those who planted limestone with 

——_—_—_——_ . their crop of apple trees and they are 

alive yet, but our own apple trees die. 

| Disonssion: Mr. Philips—I think that limestone 

| Mr. Kellogg—Do you know of any will help the trees. 

| yarieties that will succeed in the Wis-| Mr. Hoxie—Wouldn’t you mix cay 

| consin and other river valleys? with the limestone? 

Mr. Philips—I know of none, without Mr. Philips—Yes, it is usually a spe- 

it is the Hibernal; that may succeed cies of clay that you find under that 

in the valleys, but I would not recom-| stone in the quarry and more or less 

mend planting them in the valleys. of it gets mixed with it. 

Mr. Plumb—You said to select good Mr. Everett—Can you raise apples 

yarieties. I wish you would name) on any soil but limestone? - 

some that you include in that descrip- Mr. Philips—You can, I think, in 

tion. your part of the State, on elevated 

Mr. Philips—I would have the Hiber- land. I never had any experience on 

nal, the Longfield, the Browny and the| prairies. Out in the eastern part of 

| Transcendent; then I would take our the State where there is limestone on 

4 new seedlings, the MacMahan, the| the prairies they grow quite a good 

Newell and the Northwestern Green-| many apples. 

ing, the Wolf River, the Avista and The Chairman—Perhaps you had 

the Wealthy. For late varieties [| better explain this protection that you 

| would take the Scott's Winter, the} have here. 

i . Fameuse, and I would topwork them| Mr. Philips—This simple little thing 

fj every time. The Duchess is standard. | is coming into general use in many 

, Mr. Boynton—I understand that you places. It consists of eight laths bound 

| prefer a small tree. I presume your together with wire. It protects a tree 

| 

|
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in a great many ways; it protects it] it diluted enough so that it would bite’ 

from the hot sun in the spring, from} the tongue a little. As the sap began 

what they call sun scald. It will also| to start in the spring, about the middle 

protect it from rabbits, sheep, or any | to the end of May, those little insects 

small animal, and I have an idea that| of which the oyster shell is the cov- 

it is quite a protection against insects. ering, came out, so obscure as to be 

It is put around the tree; you throw | hard to see with the naked eye. Wash 

in some lime or ashes, or even hen| the tree thoroughly at that time and 

manure, and I have an idea that the| you will make a complete cure for the 

insects won’t get at the tree as easily | time being. I feel interested in what 

as if it was not there. Then that is a|Mr. Philips has said, because thirty 

fertilizer also. I would not plant| years ago I was traveling all over this 

trees without it. It is a very cheap | country when I came to Mr. Philips’ 

pretection; the tree will fill it in avout | location; after passing up and down 

seven years after it is put on; if you| looking for fall apples, Mr. Philips 

put nine laths, of course it will last] said, “] will take you to my orchard, 

longer; after that they do not need any|I want you to see it.” As we com- 

protection. 
menced going up the hill little by lit- 

Mr. Barnes—With us we have more tle, I was notieing the soil, and I saw 

trouble from sun scald after our trees | @ change in it. I saw the first was 

get larger than when they are small. | sand rock, then lime rock, then the 

Mr. Philips—If 1 were located like first black oak and finally white oak. 

that I would make the protection large|I said to Mr. Philips, “Why, you have 

enough to keep it on as long as the tree} a pure limestone clay formation, white 

lasts. 
oak, clay sub-soil.” Wherever that 

Mr. Barnes—I have found the cheap-| may be found on top of these islands 

est and most convenient protection for I don’t care how pure the sand is, 

sun scald to be nailing pieces of béards there you can grow fruit successfully, 

or cedar strips on the south side of my | aS Mr. Philips has done. The trouble 

bearing trees by using two three- in the valleys is the tree grows too 

penny wire nails. I have used those a] early in the spring and too late in the 

great many years. I saw them in| fallon the hills your tree does not 

Dodge County in use. start so early, and the location is cer- 

Mr. Philips—I have that on some of tainly the secret of Mr. Philips’ suc- 

my older trees. I have one tree on my | CeSs. I want to say a word in com- 

farm that has borne me apples for mendation of the apple of Mr. Philips, 

twenty-seven consecutive years. It is which he calls the Avista. He named 

of the variety called the Avista. it after his wife. If Mr. Philips can 

Mr. Cook—What do you do for the| sive you any of those trees take them, 

bark louse? they will stand by you and they will 

Mr. Philips—I never have had an bear you a very fair, good apple. 

acquaintance with him that I know of.| Mr. Heath—Won’t a northern slope 

Mr. Plimb—I can answer that ques-| do as well as a high top of a hill? In 

tion. About thirty years ago the oys-| our section we have orchards standing 

ter shell bark louse became a great|on a ridge running east and west 

scare-crow in Wisconsin. I spoke to| where the south half has all died and 

my old father, who was then in his/ the north half bears. 

seventies, about it. “Oh,” he says, “it} Mr. Philips—The gentleman is right 

comes and goes. It will go.” We im-| about that. I had an orchard that 

mediately began to apply a caustic] was grown on the side of a valley, 

lime wash. We used a drench from| where there was a northern and south: 

the ash box and afterwards we used)| ern slope and the trees that were on : 

caustic potash, bought in stores, made! the slope to the sun all died, while the 

| 
. 
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others lived. It was also true that the] would give us some points that would 

higher up the hill I got the better the be useful to us here. 

trees were, and so I was convinced] wir. Woodward—We grow our trees 

that if I got up on top of tbe hill I} in New York, usually head them about 
would be all right. five feet high, so that we can cultivate 

Prof. Henry—Is that tree protector| up to the trees. The majority of peo- 
E patented? ple in western New York cultivate, 

Mr. Philips—No, sir, it is not. but some do not, and it is very diffi- 
The Chairman—In closing this dis- cult to tell which have the best sue- 

i. - 3 1d be| Ce 1 have about one hundred acres 
= ae pelicied s cee fr ©} of apple orchard; some of my orchards 
Hee eae ged oT ea iy I cultivate continuously and some not 

junn county to give WS | at all, and X am inclined to think that 
| Mr. Philips—I was going to say @| those that are not cultivated are the 

word in reference to this location. At) post, put I follow this plan—when I 
Mondovi at the Institute, a gentleman| gy pot cultivate I stock them with 
got up in the audience and said he) .neep, putting on twice as many sheep 
had been growing apples seventeen| 9, 7 do on pasture. I keep them up 
years successfully, and when he et with rich feeds, and that is the way 

those trees out he put into the holes! 7 penoyate an old orchard. I certainly 
all the old iron he could gather, and; would not plow it. I put a hundred 
he thought that was the reason he had | sheep on ten acres of orchard often, 

been successful. | and run them there during the sum- 
. Mr. Runyan—I have experimented! mer. I cannot hire that pasture for 

' quite a little in apples. I have grow-; less than three dollars a week, and I 
; ing now about seventy or eighty vari- | feed them three dollars’ worth a week 

eties, and I have tried almost every-| in rich feed like bran, and whenever 
thing that I could get hold of. I had | I hdvye done that my orchards have 

| apple trees sent from Excelsior, Minn., | been rapidly improved. In regard to 

and from Fanning’s nursery in this| the wash of an orchard, I used to use 
| State. Now I have four acres set out | the same as mentioned here, the alkali 

} on a northern slope of quite a large| wash and potash wash. { have aban- 

| hill and it is very stony, good clay | doned that for the reason that the tree 
! ground, and the trees there have been | would get more sealy than before. 

growing for three years now, und not} Now I use caustic soda, soda ash. Be- 

one of them has died or blackened. | fore I could get that I went tu the 
They grew right along. Where I live! drug-store and bought common sal 

now it is comparatively low ground | soda. I put it over the fire in a kettle 
and the trees blight in summer. The and heated it until it burned red, and 

Hyslop and the Transparent are nearly | I used that. That leaves the bark 

all gone while some crabs are doing , much more green and less liable to be 
nicely, especially one that I forget the | scaly. We have learned one thing, 

name of. I consider it the hardiest | and that is that we cannot grow apples 

tree I have ever had. without an eternal fight. The time 

| Mr. Philips—Is it the Florence? was when we expected to get apples 
| Mr. Runyan—Yes, that is the name. at least every other year or two years 

I consider that the best crab-apple for OOF Ot Le eee 
this locality. That time has gone by. Now we have 

to fight for our apples,—we fight the 

Prof. Henry—We have with us Mr. | fungus and the insects. We kuow it is 
| J. S. Woodward, of Luckport, N. Y. very necessary for the trees to have 

He is in a choice apple section and has perfect leaves, because the strength of o 

a very large apple orchard. I wish he | the tree comes through its leaves. We 

| |
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are now fighting the fungus and in-) ple, but we have abandoned that; for 

sects both, by the spraying process. | the fungus we are using the Bordeaux 

We use for spraying for insects Paris mixture. 

green. We used to use London pur- 

APPLE GROWING IN SOUTHERN WISCONSIN. 

A L. HATCH, Ithaca, Wis. 

For twenty years I have been grow- frozen. The tree will bloom when the 

ing apples in southern Wisconsin. air is warm enough, mulch or no 

They have always paid me from the mulch, no matter what the slope. 

first. I never lost my crop by — Quality of Wisconsin Apples 

\ frosts and that is something that can-| pyring the last six years I have sold 
not be said of any other state east of two thousand barrels of apples of my 

the Rocky Mountains. South of Chi- own growing in St. Paul and Chi- 

cago both eastward and westward, ‘eago, the last three years in Chicago. 

trees start too soon and their bloom is| Very much to my surprise I find that 

hurt by frosts. Our trees do not start/my apples compete successfully with 

so early and their bloom escapes. | those from elsewhere. I have so often 
There is no state that can grow apples peeefyed the very top price of the 

more surely than we cah. |market I am now satised that for 

Good Sites. . | summer and fall apples there is no re- 

Of course we must select good sites, | zion tributary to the great market of 

our highest ridges in our part of the | Chicago that can excel our fruit. Our 

State. In other parts of the State good | prijliant colored, smooth, mature fruit 
sites are found under lake influences, | goes into market when the great bulk 

| or broad expanse of rolling prairie|of apples on sale consists of dull col- 

where untimely spring and fall frosts | red fruit grown in climates or on soils 

do not occur. Our deep valleys are|not capable of giving the beautiful 

poor places for apples. Very rich,| colors ours possess. Besides this the 
mucky soils, or very sandy soils arc| market has to carry windfall, wormy 

bad. Limestone clay soils where white | and prematurely fallen stock of winter 

oaks are healthy, good winter wheat| apples, sold to prevent loss rather than 
land, with porous subsoil are best. If! pecause of their value. 

there is a shallow soil resting on pure 

sand or gravel it will be a very a Better Than Eastern Fruit. ~ 

place for an apple orchard. A great) In 1892 my apples sold at an average 

deal is said about slope. I like no’ price a little above that of Michigan 

slope at all. A southern slope is bad,— ‘and eastern fruit. My crop of 1893, 

that is about all absolutely necessary | fifteen hundred bushels, sold for $1,400 

to consider. There is nothing of any | (or $1,800 in Chicago) and netted me 

other slope of surpassing value for $1,200. There are thousands of sites 

apples any more than for other crops. in Wisconsin as good or better than 

A northern slope does not and cannot mine, and apple culture is today, one 

retard the bloom in spring, nor will of the most attractive features of 

winter mulching to keep the roots farming here. 

j
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Mistakes. owner said he had done nothing to 

Of course we must have the right | them in fifteen years except to pick the 

i kinds; we should not make such mis-|fruit. The largest tree was eleven 

i takes as we did in planting Walbridge, | inches in diameter, and all were quite 

Golden Russett, Fall Winesap, ete.,|Sound. And this is all in Wisconsin. 

when we ought to have planted Me-|I have on my farm six acres of 

Mahan, Duchess and Longfield. Our|orchard in one place, uncultivated for 

experience in this matter, however, is|ten years, that has given me fruit 

not much different from that of other|every season, sometimes large crops. 

places where apples are grown,—the | Now, if there is a farmer who has any 

first plantings are more or less of|kind of stock he can safely neglect for 

wrong kinds, and it is only after|a single season please let him tell what 

varieties are produced or found|it is. If there is any farm crop, 

adapted to the place that the best suc-}meadows and -pastures not excepted, 

cess is reached. We now have rugged|that can stand ten or fifteen years of 

trees originated in Wisconsin and/|letting alone and still give better re- 

Russian varieties that stand the test/turns please show it up. But I do not 

of our climate and will give sure re-|wish to boast of success under such 

turns on good sites well managed. circumstances. It is not common 

| The general failure of the apple crop|sense to expect the best profits from 4 

last year in the great apple regions of such work. It only proves, however, 

New York, Missouri, Kansas and lowa|that Providence is just as kind to us 

| gives added value to our orchards. | poor shiftless mortals in Wisconsin as 
Some general cause has produced this] it is to those elsewhere. 

wide spread failure and doubtless will Proper Management, 
continue to act more or less in the| We ought and can do far better 

future. Should a large crop result! when we give the right management. 

; next season it will doubtless give 2| For successful apple culture I submit 
much increased product of defective 'the following propositions:—ist. Ap- 
fruit and a further weakening of the/ ple trees can be so managed that they 

f trees with more trouble ahead. In|wil] not grow up to fruitfulness. 

| September we received a letter from| 94, They may be so treated that 

| Curran & Co., Commission “Merchants, | they will suffer excessively from apple 

| of Cincinnati, Ohio, stating that ee scab. 

was a complete failure of the apple| 3q The: n b yi 

crop in Ohio and adjoining eee ness. ay eo crows Des Sem 

Apples were quoted at $4.50 per barrel./ 4th. Th 

The apple is the king of fruits and | guiness, ey can Del eny en eerie. 

thrives in the northern part of the Apple trees do not grow continuously 

United States. It does not do as well through the whole summer unless they 

in the south. With good management|are badly managed. In the orchard 
we can grow it more surely than it|eyery leaf should be grown and the 
can be grown south of Chicago. buds appear at the end of all twigs by 

Care Needed. July 1st. From that time forward the 

i There 1s a widespread impression | tree Should ripen and mature its buds. 
that because apple trees live and bear and wood. 
crops when wholly neglected in some When to Cultivate. 

i places, it is not a good fruit country All cultivation, pruning and fertiliz- 

4 where they will not succeed when let|ing should aim to produce a good 

alone. Last spring we saw three trees| growth in April, May and June. It 

“} of Northern Spy that bore 35 bushels/cannot safely be made at any other 

a of apples the previous season. These time. If we expect fruit next season 

| trees were in blue grass sod. The}we must grow and mature the fruit 

i 
; 

/ 

t
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buds this season. If we expect our ' second to none, with my own orchard 

trees to resist the effect of the apple | smiling with so good a crop despite 

scab we must put on a good reviving | my own neglect of it, with apples sell- 

growth each ‘season. Trees that do} ing now in our cities at a higher price 

not make this growth at the right | than oranges, there is every incentive 

time may not only prove unfruitful | to develop what I believe is one of our 

put may also suffer greatly from the | best resources, Wisconsin apple cult- 

apple scab and winter kill as a result. | ure. 
2 

The loss of the apple crop in New Pe tee eee 

York in 1892 was from this cause and 

the orchards there are still suffering 
Discussien, 

from the same trouble. The loss of] Question—What variety or varieties 

apple trees in this State by winter) of apples have paid you best in your 

killing in 1883-4 was from the same | twenty years’ experience? 

cause,—apple scab. My experience) Mr. Hatch—Tetofsky, Duchess, Swit- 

has shown me that we can now avoid | zer, Fameuse, McMahan, Haas, and 

such losses. If we will so manage our] several Russians. The following have 

trees as to put a good growth on them | not paid:—Walbridge, Pewaukee, Fall 

each season at the proper time and | Winesap, and Golden Russet. 

then spray to protect the leaves from] Question—Why do trees ploom in 

fungus diseases and insect attacks we | spring while the ground is still frozen 

can carry our trees successfully | about the roots. : 

through our severest winters, provided,| Mr. Hatch—Because the air is suffi- 

of course, we have the right sites and | ciently warm to cause growth. 

right kinds. Question—How do you select and 

Most farmers now know that a rank| pack your apples to get such good 

growth made late in the season is not | prices? 

a safe growth on apple trees. Many,| Mr. Hatch—We pick only good ones 

however, do not understand that fruit | jn turn-ball picking baskets, emptying 

puds cannot be produced on late OF/ carefully into ventilated barrels. We 

excessive growth and carried to fiuit-| shake well after each basketful is put 

age the next season. Animal manures | jn, and fill one or two inches above 

should be applied cautiously to fruit| chime of the barrel, pressing them 

trees unless they are fruiting, and al-| pard so that the apples are tight— 

ways early in the season so the tree| they must not be loose. Of course the 

can use It when it needs it. To sum| head of the barrel should first be 

up all good management we would | faced with even sized apples. 

say, work in harmony with nature and| Question—Will you please explain 

the philosophy of tree growth. what you mean by apple scab, and 

Can Grow Healthy Orchards. how the novice may know it and avoid 

My experience in Wisconsin in ap- its ravages? 

ple culture leads me to say that we | Mr. Hatch—It is the common black 

ean now grow hardy, healthy orchards ;scurfy spots on the fruit, and can be 

and produce fruit a little more cer-| avoided by good cultivation and spray- 

tainly, in my opinion, than any of our | ing. 

neighboring states can do, and who-| Question—Will you give us your sys+ 

ever wishes to embark in apple culture | tem of handling the trees the first sea- 

can find no better place than can be| son after planting? 

found right here in our State. With| Mr. Hatch—I cultivate with some 

such great apple growing regions as | hoed crop,—preferably potatoes or 

Missouri, Kansas and southern Iowa beans. 

failing of a crop, with the Wisconsin| Question—How about the second and 

exhibit at the World’s Fair ranking | third seasons?
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Mr. Hatch—I cultivate the same as|there now. The Wisconsin climate 

the first. has changed in some places. In some 

Question—How do you cultivate a/ portions of Rock County on the prairie 

bearing orchard? soil I know of apples trees that pro- 
Mr. Hatch—I seed to common red duced remarkably well. 

clover and turn under the second crop | Best Varlotics: 

by plowing as late in the fall as may If I were to name the best variety 

be,—plowing very shallow near the for the southern part of the State on 
trees. The next spring I cut up with | ow ground, it would be the Duchess. 
a disc harrow, using a common har- | By the ct ay, the Duchess has given us 
row or smoothing harrow to finish, ex- better results than all others in the 
cept rear the trees where the work State. The Duchéss of Oldenberg, first, 
must be done by hand with the hoe or then I would have the Yellow Trans- 

spade. cE parent, but later in the season, I 
Prof. Henry—Mr. Kellogg, give US| vould take the Wealthy, the MacMa- 

briefly the varieties of apples you rec’! han and still later the Hibernal, the 
ommend for southern Wisconsin. Longfield, the Newell and Northwest- 

Mr. Kellogg—We have a lake shore] ern Greening. Those are not all iron- 
| belt where you can grow Rhode Island | clad, but they will do in fair localities 

Greenings quite successfully. Along|in southern Wisconsin. The best place 
the lake shore belt they can grow cer-| for our orchards is on high ridges; 
tain varieties that we cannot grow! prairie soil is not well adapted to 
twenty miles inland, and that is why| fruit. Since those hard winters we 

: the Pewaukee, eighteen miles inland,} haye lost many of our best orchards 
has proved a failure with us when we|in southern Wisconsin. Philips Bros. 
got it farther inland. The best loca-| of Lake Mills, shipped 3,000 bushels 
tions along the southern tier of coun-| of apples in 1871, I think; since then 

’ ties are on high clay ridges. I bought] their apple orchards have all gone to 
apples in 1853 in Racine County, at| pieces. We must have the iron-clad 
$1.00 per bushel. They will not grow| varieties. 

| 

| 
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SUCCESS IN APPLE-GROWING IN CENTRAL WISCONSIN. 

A. D. BARNES, Waupaca, Wis. 

Success can best be obtained by se-| plant fruit trees because you have not 
lecting a well drained, high, thoroughly | these natural sites and soils, for they 
cultivated site, with a north or north-| can be grown in many other sites and 
east slope, well protected by natural) soils not so favorable. 

ul or artificial windbreaks on the south Plauting. 
a) and west sides; with a loam surface} The ground should be thoroughly 
i soil underlined with a firm clay or| plowed and deeply subsoiled before 
; gravelly subsoil, over a foundation of} planting. Trees should be set in quin- 
4 lime rock, or in soils that contain drift | cunx form or broken rows fourteen 
‘ limestone, adjacent to large bodies | feet apart north and south by twenty- 
} of water. This I consider the best|one feet apart east and west. They 
a natural location, but do not fail to, should be set on a mellow root bed, 

| 
| 

1 | ci aie cea
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the roots pointing down, or at nearly Fruiting. 

right angles, not crossing or interlacing} Do not allow young trees to fruit 

each other, with surface soil carefully] at all. Pinch out the thick clusters of 

firmed around them, Incline the tree] fruit as soon as set and leave but the : 

to the southwest with the lowest and| specimen on a twig. Remember that 

heaviest branches on that side, allj one-half the number well grown and 

mangled roots having been cut off and| fully matured and colored will yield 

tops pruned to correspond with the|as many bushels and bring more 

roots. Do not expose the roots or the| money than they all would on an over- 

root bed to the sun more than actually| burdened tree. Besides it requires 
necessary. Sprinkle with water while| more energy and vitality to grow and 

planting so that the earth will adhere | mature the seeds than it does to grow 
readily to the roots when carefully | and mature the pulp of the fruit. Be- 

firmed around them. Mulch with sides these overtaxed or overburdened 

coarse litter as soon as planted. trees will not fruit consecutively or 
aaa more than one season at a time, while 

: if not overburdened they will make 

Plant potatoes, root crops, vegetables} 4 good growth and bear fruit nearly 
or small varieties of corn between the! every year. 

rows and cultivate carefully for four Plant different varieties in close 

or five years. Always cultivate and| proximity, or better still, crab-apple 
fertilize for the benefit woe trees pane trees occasionally to assist and perfect 

oe a. a era SF age ae fertilization of the fruit germs. 
e: Orchards should be 

earth around the tree each season With} each March or jae ce ae 

a spading fork being careful not to} starts, using sharp, smooth tools, and 
tear out or break the roots with the avoiding cutting large limbs. ken soon 

fork, plow or cultivator. Do not ploW} as trees are large enough to attract 

deep between the rows, and keep the} the sun nail a strip of a board or cedar 
surface of the land as nearly level aS/sjab on the southwest side of the 

possible except a oo mound around] trunk in the fall with two six-penny 

the base of the tree. wire nails; this makes an effectual 
Fertilizing. remedy against sun scald, is easily 

Seed to red clover alone. Harvest placed and the cost is nominal. 

but one crop each year and use the Varieties. 

most of this for mulching around the; Plant none but fresh, hardy, adapted, 

trees. Let the second crop grow up and| acclimated and western or northern 

remain on the ground for fertility.| grown trees. I prefer trees three years r 

Keep the ground at as even a temper-| old, well branched, low topped trees. 

Ser Pa ee sop For ee purposes in central or 

plentifully. Fo row upper Wisconsin we should endeavor 

tree in the early and middle part of the } to have our crop of fruit matured and 

season and endeavor to grow a healthy ) ready to offer when there is the great- 

Se casas Gime ek (eet vk Tate tr toterne toe ne nen v v e1 is is ween the time of early sum- 

pesca 2 Saas a nt ne a snk hae the south and east, 
year. 21 d vi an efore they begin to ship winter 

Coe _ oon ae es — - generally during the last of 
n issolv in rain water.| September to the first or middle of 

Spray with Bordeaux mixture or Paris | November. 

green as soon as the fruit is set, and | All facts taken into consideration for 
repeat this several times if the season hardiness, productiveness and profit 
is wet. | for a commercial orchard I name the
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following list in order as follows:— deeper in the trench that I planted the 

Hibernal, , Duchess, Wealthy, MeMa-| trees in to give root drainage. 

han, White, Haas and Northwestern Question—At what angle would you 

Greening. Five of these varieties will incline to the southwest? 

mature within the above specified time | Mr. Barnes—About 45 degrees. In 

while the others will keep until spring. | case the orchard was badly exposed to 
a southwest wind would incline more. 

Mareelne: Question—Why do you keep a small 
To get the highest price as well aS8| mound at the base of the tree? 

for the benefit of the tree, the apples 

should be picked by hand, going over Se —_ 

the tree many times, and selecting none from forming around can a os 

but those that are fully matured -and tard sprouts coming up fun tele 

nicely colored. These should be placed the union of the graft; also to prevent 

in layers in crates made of laths, hold- ravaseniof tice in oe the planter 

ing one bushel each. These are conven-| nq be careless and fail to pack the 
ient to handle and retail readily. Never snow down around the tree,—for they 

put but one variety in the same crate, mayer wockon top et « cain a. 

| and none but choice fruit. The name Question—Do you mow the clover 

| of the variety and also a mame of and place it around the trees for a 
the grower should be plainly stamped aiuloh? 

on each crate, also designated as des- Mr. ipacmce Ss: the clover should 

| sert or cooking apples. be cut early in June and placed around 

gd se a I should materially under the tree. Then let the second crop 
change this list, and include some of remain standing; it will go down of its 

the other standard varieties as well as oun ecced co A wulch Ges wisis 

one or two Russians and especially ground 

some of the famous Wisconsin Seed- : 

lings and a good Hibernal or crab Bh gceghnt low topped do you 

variety or two. = 

For nearly all of my lifetime I have uae Barnes—Two and a half to three 

1 been actually engaged in this vocation, 

| in this State, and I know whereof I Question—Will_you name a lst of 
| | hardy apples well suited to the farm- 

1 speak. Therefore heed these points:— cee al conieal Wiscusin to grow foc 

A good site well subsoiled; judicious nccne aia? 

| selection of hardy, adapted, western Mr. Barnes—Hardiness not quality 

sean trees, well Denes considered, I would name a list in the 

zows, carefully pruned, thorgugily cub order given:—Hibernal, Duchess, Te- : 
tivated, properly mulched, washed, tofsky, Bonde McMahan, ane 

. sprayed and protected. The fruit Wealth: Walb: ies Poin Sweet, 

should be carefully picked, crated, ee ae 20 Switece Briars Bween 

named and marketed. An observance and N. = AS ” 

} of these points will guarantee the Question—Shoul AOS three year old 

grower success, pleasure and profit. Pcs be large, medium, or small for 

| their age at time of planting, to give 

4) the best results later? 

E : Mr. Barnes—Medium sized three year 

: Discussion. old trees are always best,—large 
Question—Do you advise subsoiling trunks and large tops are always 

i the whole plat of ground or simply the; grown to the sacrifice of roots, and 

au space to be covered by each tree? | small trees are small generally for the 

al Mr. Barnes—I would subsoil the! want of sufficient root power to make 

4| whole plat, but would plow much _ them larger.
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STRAWBERRY CULTURE. 

R. J. COE, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

Successful strawberry culture de-)planting, by manuring heavily and 

pends almost as much upon what not planting to some hoed crop that can 

to do as it does upon what to do. Let|be taken off early, and in the fall as 

us consider then, very briefly, a few early as the first of September plow. 

of the don’ts. and sow to rye, using plenty df seed, 

Don’t ever plaht strawberries after |say two or two and one-half bushels 

strawberries; because the first crop|per acre; this to be plowed under in 

has so taken certain elements from|the spring as soon as the land is in 

the soil that your plants will be sm#il|good condition to work. Immediately 

and weak, and such plants cannot }jafter plowing harrow very thoroughly 

produce a heavy crop. In fact you |five or six times at least, or until you 

have lost nearly or quite half the crop | get it perfectly fine and mellow. You 

before you fairly begin. cannot get your land in too good con- 

Plants. dition. A little extra work done right 

Don’t ever take plants from an old| here will more than pay. Fit it as you 

bed for even though you may get would for an onion crop is a very good 

young plants they lack vitality, and rule to follow. Make the rows three 

Will not be as strong, vigorous plants; 2nd one-half feet apart and be.par- 

as those taken from a bed that has| ticular to get them straight; in plant- 

never fruited. Don’t even take plants|ing time take pains to get every plant 

from between the rows of a new bed,|on the line so that in cultivating you 

because these plants are small and|can get up close to the row and leave 

immature and cannot possibly make as | but little to do with the hoe. 

strong, vigorous fruiting beds as| Have your plants dug two or three 

larger, riper plants would do. It is}days before you want to use them. 

only by having the very best plants Plants dug and placed in a cool cellar 

that the largest crops can be grown. with the roots kept moist will throw 

No man ever succeeded in growing a|out little white threadlike rootlets, and 

heavy crop unless he had good plants|when properly planted will not wilt 

to do it with. I have laid a good deal! but will start to grow at once, while 

| of stress upon getting only good plants | the plant that is dug and immediately 

to start with because to my mind suc-| planted will wilt and stand still for 

cess depends largely upon getting several days unless the weather is 

started right. very favorable at that time. 

In order to get this subject before Planting. 

you as I would like to, please allow me| Be very particular to get your plants 

to take an imaginary piece of ground|in the ground firm. Neglect on this - 

and fit, plant and care for it until it) point frequently causes serious loss. 

has borne its second crop of fruit, and| A good tool for this purpose is the 

is ready to plow under. This same|common spade. It is not quite as con- 

care will apply to either the small bed|yenient as a dibble but does just as 

in your garden, or the one, two or ten| good work and is to be found on al- 

acres that may be planted for market|most every farm. In planting thrust 

purposes the spade into the soi] nearly the full 

Preparing Ground. length of the blade, erowding the han- 

In preparing ground for strawber- | dle forward so that the top of the hoTe 

ries, begin, if possible the year before |is about two inches wide. Have your
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plants with the roots well moistened | ting into the growth of new plants will 

and as you pick up a plant spread the | go to the development of strong fruit 

roots out somewhat fan shaped and | buds. 

place it in the hole with the roots Winter Protection. 

down straight and the crown of the} when the ground freezes hard 

plant just even with the surface. Be | enough to drive onto, cover with straw 

careful rot to get them too deep for | marsh hay, just enough to hide the 
if you do it is hard for them to grow plants from sight. In the spring go 

up through, or if not planted deep | over the bed frequently to see that the 

enough they are liable to dry out-/muich is not too thick. If you find 

Now place your spade about tw0linhe plants getting white and spindling 
inches from the hole where the plant] move a part, working it out between 

: is and thrust it down the full length | the rows, leaving it thin enough over 

} of the blade, giving it such a start) the row to allow the plants to grow up 
. that the point of the blade will be very through, readily. As soon as the ber- 

i close to the bottom of the hole and ries are picked mow the plants off 

} crowd it up to the plant firmly. This/qjose to the ground, and if your bed 

gets the soil in close contact with the |i. so situated that you can do so with- 

| roots their entire length and puts the | out danger to other crops or buildings, 
plant in the best possible condition | joosen up the mulch, and after two or 

| to grow and thrive from the start. three days drying burn it off. This 

| Cultivation. destroys all insects and fungus 

These may seem like little matters|srowths if there are any, and leaves 

; but it is the little things we are apt the old bed in the best condition to 

, to overlook, and upon which success|Work out and make into a new one. 

depends so largely. Cultivate and hoe Cultivate as soon as possible after 

; immediately after planting to get the|burning, and if the weather is favor- 

i surface fine and mellow, and cultivate |a@ble narrow the rows down to about 

once a week to keep it so. If it should|eight or ten inches in width. Keep 

i rain after cultivating, cultivate again |free from weeds till fall, and cover the 

as soon as the ground is in good con- | Same as the year before, and after the 

} dition to work, the object being never | CTOP is harvested plow the whole thing 

} to let a crust form, but to have the under. 

i surface always fine and loose. Keep Sa 

them thoroughly cultivated and hoed x 

until quite late in the fall. If the Discussion, 

44 strawberry bed goes into winter quar- Mr. Kellogg—Which do you consider 

ters perfectly clean there will be no | the best location? 

weeds to trouble before picking time| Mr. Coe—That depends a little on 

the next season. Keep all blossoms| circumstances. If we want early ber- 

picked off the first season. Treat all|ries a good south slope is better than 

runners as weeds the first one or two|a north slope or level land. I think 

_ hoeings so as to let the plants get well | that larger crops can be grown on the 

established before making any new north slope than on the south, al- 

plants. You will find that they will though it will ripen a little later. 

then send out very strong runners! Mr. Remington—Have you had any 

freely. experience in shortening up the roots 

The ideal strawberry row is eighteen | before covering up? 

to twenty-four inches wide with the| Mr. Coe—Yes. I don’t care about 

plants not too thick in the row, and|making them any shorter. We use a 

when you get it'as wide as you want | dibble that will get the roots down 

it keep all runners cut off. By so do- (straight their full length and a com- 

ing all the energy the plant was put-' mon spade will do it as satisfactorily
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as a dibble will. If you can’t get) Mr. Cole—Do you use any fertilizers i 

them down straight, cut them off. on the second crop? 
! 

Mr. Wilson—What variety do you! Mr."Coe—We don’t usually, no, sir. i 

consider best for the farmer's use? _| In burning of course that makes a lit- | 
tle fertilizer. Wy 

Mr. Coe—We know that there are, 

two styles of blossoms, the pistillate, Mr. Runyan—What variety do a= ij 

or imperfect blossom, and the perfect consider best for a distant a 4 

flowering blossom. As a rule we find Mr. Coe—I know of nothing better 1 

the pistillates are a little more hardy than the Warfield, fertilized with the i 

and make more fruit, therefore we’ Wilson. The Wilson is a good fer- i 

try to plant about three to one. I tilizer; it is not a good cropper; it ; 

should say plant Haviland and War- doesn’t make plants enough. It makes i 

field, fertilized with the Beder Wood. # £004 shipper also. : 

You will find that gives you an early |_ Mr. Cole—What do you think of the ' 

crop. For late I have nothing better Beder Wood? j 

than the Eureka, fertilized with the! Mr. Coe—It is not a very firm berry. | 

Van Deman. I should not think it would ship a very j 

Mr. Goodrich—Do you think it more steat distance. 

profitable to raise two crops from a| Mr. Edwards—Don’t you think it is i 

bed of strawberries before plowing safer to recommend the farmers to 

them up? transplant their beds each year in or- ‘ 

Mr. Coe—The second crop of berries der to keep them out of the grass? u 

can be grown much cheaper than the| Mr. Coe—I should most certainly 

first crop, although the second crop as plant a new bed every year, but that i 

a rule is quite a good deal smaller than don’t prevent using the other crop. # 

the first,—the berries are also smaller. | Mr. Edwards—Isn’t it true that in an 

Mr. Faville—I want to know if you old bed you get strawberries earlier f 

can give us a recipe that will make than in a new one? + 

the average farmer take care of his| Mr. Coe—Yes, as a rule. 

strawberry bed, so it will give a crop | Mr. Boynton—Practically the farmer I 

after it is planted? has a small bed, and he may move { 

Mr. Coe—No, sir. I haven’t had any those plants over into his new bed by : 

experience in that line. taking them up without disturbing f 

Mr. Hyatt—I raise a great many them at all hardly, instead of digging i 

roots and I find that the only success- the plants and putting them away in i 

ful way to do this is to kill the weeds the cellar, which he is not very likely to f 

before the seed is sown. Now, why do. He will move them over, perhaps. ¥ 

can’t we apply that to the strawber- and be more likely to make a new , 

ries, too? You plow that rye under bed in that way. He can do that up . 

and if there are weed seeds in the to the middle of the summer providing ‘ 

ground you turn up them again from the weather is good, and get very good i 

below to bother you. results the next year. i 

_ Mr. Coe—We sow. the rye for this Mr. Coe—The danger in doing that is \ 

reason:—We don’t like to leave the that he is liable not to get it in the } 

ground bare through the winter. I ground firmly enough. If you have a 

think we lose a great deal of fertility clay soil, you move a clod of earth { 

in that way. Another thing:—A crop with your plant and it becomes dry i 

of rye plowed under early in the sea- and it will bake so that it is almost ' 

gon will hold the moisture better than like brick; and no matter how much } 

land not so treated. As far as weeds rain you have after that, the water j 

are concerned, if you cultivate the will run around it and not get near 

strawberry bed once a week the the roots. 

weeds won’t get ahead of you much. | Mr. Plumb—Would you advise any 

1 
;
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farmer to plant in the fall, September) Mr. Coe—That may be so, but it is 

planting? a pretty hard thing to determine. 

Mr. Coe—I would not, no, sir, unless | People make statements that such and 

you had a great desire for some straw-|such varieties will do better on clay 

berries next season and did not have |soil and others on sandy soil, but I 

any bed at all. Our experience is| don’t take much stock in it. 

that the better way is to plant in the| Mr. Cole—What about the Parker 

spring and get your good wide rows | Earl? 

during the summer, and as early inthe| Mr. Coe—Last year it was disap- 

season as possible. pointing with us; it did not grow its 

Mr. Wood—Is it common for Wiscon- | crop; that is, the berries were very 

! sin farmers to use any commercia) | small. 

fertilizers with their beds? Mr. Edwards—Do you think that the 

Mr. Coe—I don’t think it is. We |eonstitution of the Wilson is as strong 

| don’t do it. as it used to be? 

Mr. Towne—Why not mulch that soi} Mr. Coe—I don’t know about that. 

over the winter in preference to sow-|If it has been grown with great care 

ing rye, and burn the mulch? it may be. 

Mr. Coe—I don’t think you under-| Mr. Heath—I always use ashes on 

stand the statement I made. We|my strawberries. One of my neigh- 

sowed the rye the year before we|bors says they are worth a dollar a 

, planted the berries. I don’t think it| bushel on the strawberry bed. He be 

would work, I don’t think you would |lieves in taking them up as you say; 

get your mulch under in good shape. |he says that God calculated to give 

Mr. Towne—I mean to burn off the! us time to move them from one neigh- 

i mulch. bor to another, and he says that is 

Mr. Coe—That could be done; at the|the reason it is best to put them in 

same time the rye would be a good | the cellar. 

deal cheaper. i Mr. Coe—I know ashes are a splendid 

Mr. Edwards—What do you think of | good fertilizer for strawberry or other 

the Crescent for the farmer? * fruit, for that matter. And also it is 

4 Mr. Coe—It is a good berry, but the | necessary to put them on the surface 

Haviland is more productive and a! to hold moisture. 

j larger berry, and the Warfield is a| Mr. Heath—He also says that the 

| good berry, too. seeding and cultivating as you say is 

Mr. Edwards—What variety would | of more account than the variety. 

\} you advise the farmer to plant if he| Mr. Coe—I agree with him. The 

wanted but one? 3 ashes can be put on any time after the 

Mr. Coe—I wouldn’t tell him any plants are set. 

such thing. Mr. Wilson—Have you been troubled 

Mr. Plumb—That question comes up with a disease that gets under the 

often. You can’t plant one variety. | leaves and rolls them up? 

Mr. Coe, what about Smith’s Seedling] Mr. Coe—That is what is called the 

and the Michel's Early? leaf roller, an insect. The burning of 

Mr. Coe—Smiths’ Seedling is a good |the bed will destroy all these little 

berry, tip-top. The Michel’s Early is| fellows and it is about all the remedy 

a grand, good grower, but with us the|I know. You can’t get at them with 

berries have been small and very few |any poison, because they get in under 

of them. The Jessie is a good berry,— | the leaf. 

ean go it alone, but at least one-half} Mr. Cole—Have you had any exper- 

of the years it fails. fence with keeping the berries back in 

Mr. Spalding—Isn’t it a fact that|the spring? Up our way the frost 

some varieties do better in stony soil|has killed the first blossoms. 

than upon prairie soil? Mr. Coe—You can retard the growth
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a little, but it is dangerous business. out of the ground and before it is a 

If you hold them pack so that your planted again, is worth more to you i 

plants are white and spindling, you than this Institute will cost the State | i 

wilt your crop. You can hold them of Wisconsin. In regard to fertility. a 

pack a little, two or three days, by |In western New York we never think Bi 

leaving the mulch on. 
of planting strawberries without giv- 

Hh 

Mr. Cole—What would you da with |ing them a large amount of commer- Be 

that winter mulch? 
cial fertilizers, potash and bone dust. he 

Mr. Coe—If it is too thick over the|I know of people who put.on at the a 

row we work it in between the rows} rate of a ton to the acre, people who 

and leave the mulch on till the berries] grow for the market of New York City (4 

are picked; then mow the tops andj and Boston. They all fertilize very i 

purn them up. 
highly. We don’t think that stable | 

Mr. Barnes—Couldn’t the mulch be] manure is nearly as good for them as | 

left on one or two nights without any commercial fertilizers. I know, of peo- 4 

harm? 
ple who have taken a piece of worn- a 

Mr. Coe—Yes, but you couldn’t get| out land whose natural fertility was a 

over much ground in one night. entirely gone, and they have applied i 

Mr. Thorp—You are talking about commercial fertilizers, consisting of Ht 

sowing by the acre. | potash and bone dust, nitrate of soda E 

Mr. Coe—No, I don’t care how small| and sulphate of ammonia. In the fall a 

the bed is. 
|we put on a heavy coat of muriate in F 

Mr. Thorp—My strawberry bed is| the shape of kainite, and pone dust, and i 

probably ten rods long. Itis right in| we don’t put on the nitrate of soda, 

my garden, and I don’t like to to or the sulphate of ammonia until we iq 

rye there. Couldn’t I mulch it in the| are ready to plant in the spring. We t 

fall and throw it off cheaper than 1| don’t plant rye at all. 

could sow that rye? 
Mr. Boynton—In what proportion do 

Mr. Coe—Possibly, but T think the] you use the different fertilizers? 

tect sre the moisture and helps in| yr. Woodward—Every man has @ ( 

Mr. ‘Thorp—It it will answer the formula of his own. I don’t fertilize i 

a 
as highly as some, my land is more 

same purpose I think it will do just | pi 

as well to mulch it and then throw the fertile, 1 should put 9h; 2: ee 4 

mulch off in the fall; I could draw : rate of 400 pounds of muristé ot roe if 

off cheaper than I aoe leer and 600 pounds of very fine bone dust, ; 

2 a % and then about 100 pounds of nitrate i 

‘Mr. Noyes—Why do the rye roots re-| of soda and sulphate of ammonia. If 

fain the moisture? 
you use plenty of fertilizers you can f 

Mr. Coe—I guess you have got me.| get a much cheaper crop of berries the a 

Tf you ask why they retain the fer-| second year than the first, and they ¢ 

tility that is a different question. Of| are nearly as good. When we put the ti 

course any plant that is growing will| fertilizer on, at the time of planting, i 

take up the fertility that is in the soil,| we plow it in. Ordinarily we take a i 

whereas, if there is no plant on the| small one-horse plow and plow two } 

ground, the fertility will constantly be | furrows away from the rows and then i 

getting out of reach. cultivate that and get them in ithe i 

Mr. Woodward—I had a great deal pest kind of condition, and then, if it i 

of trouble in my experience in buying is a good growing season, we can ; 

strawberry plants and having them | throw our plants over and get a good | 

shipped to me by express in the loss crop of plants on that vacant space 

in the planting. What Mr. Coe has|and then plow up the old roots. In 

said to you today in regard to treating plowing the fertilizers in, we plow: 

the strawberry plant after it is taken eight to ten inches. |
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Mr. Hazen—After you have taken up, kept covered from the sun, and in thin 

your strawberry plants and stored | layers. : 

them away in a big pile, don’t they Mr. Kellogg—All this talk has been 

heat? more to commercial growers than to 

Mr. Coe—I did not recommend stor-|the farmer. Now, the question is: 
ing them in a big pile. Separate them) What can the farmer do best in the 

out a little bit, and keep the roots cov-| Preparation and plantirtg of the straw- 

cred. You will see just little white| berry who doesn’t want them by the 

roots in about three days. Put them|2¢re? One man here says his bed is 

on the north side of the fence as Mr. four rods by ten long. It would be 

Woodward suggests, though the cellar | better to make it two rods by twenty. 

is a little easier, I think, sometimes; | Mr. Coe—I think my remarks apply 

either way will do, but they should be | quite as much to the small garden as 
| to the commercial grower. 

BLACKBERRY CULTURE. 

C. H. HAMILTON, Ripon, Wis. 

The care and cultivation of small been thoroughly composted, or some 

fruit is calculated to awaken the best | from the cow stable that has not too 

qualities of the mind. The work is in-| much coarse straw or stalks in it, and 

structive and we can assure, you that, spread it as evenly as possible. Plow 

the blackberry can be successfully and! your land a good depth and do not 

. profitably grown in any part of the \ plow too wide a furrow. Plow to 

j State by complying with the following | loosen and stir the soil. Then apply 

j suggestions gained by twenty years’ the pulverizer or harrow and work 

ij experience in cultivating this and — your land until it is free from hard 

other small fruits. | chunks of dirt and is in good condition, 

; Location. | being careful to have the surface as 

f Select a piece of ground that is not. level as possible. The labor bestowed 

t too high or upon a hill side. If con- in this preparation is not work thrown 

. venient have a level piece of ground 4way. 

. that has slope enough in some one di-| Planting. 

| rection to carry off any surplus of, Having your ground in good condi- 

water that might collect in the spring tion study the natural drainage of 

or during the winter, so as to prevent your land and plant your rows as near 

any overflow around your plants. as you can in the direction the water 
While the blackberry will thrive with naturally flows, east or west, north or 

plenty of moisture in the time of south—for in giving them protection 

growth or fruiting season it is liable which is the watchword of success, you 

to winter kill if frozen up with stand-/ will form ridges which will help hold. 

ing water around it. i= water upon the grounds. Mark 

Preparation of the Soil. your ground with a marker or draw a 

Having selected a piece of ground line to plant by. -Plant your rows 

as suitable as possible draw upon it seven feet apart, the plants three feet 

a liberal coating of manure, that fhas apart in the row. Procure good plants: 

}
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and in planting them care should be, with the cultivation and hoeing which ia 

taken to spread the roots out and fine, | are necessary the first year and none ans 

moist dirt be pressed around the plant| the less nécessary this year. There fa 

putting them in at least two inches} are other things that are also neces- ne 

deeper than they formerly were in the| sary; the idea of protection goes side a 

ground. If planted in the fall it is| by side with any endeavor to raise ' t 

well to mound them up with dirt| fruit. It is necessary to put wires on \ ; 

around each hill or put a fork full of | each side of your trees to protect the Wa 

coarse manure over each hill for pro- ‘rit from getting in the dirt, and ie 

tection in the winter, and to act as al your plants from peing broken by the af 

mulch the following season. winds. This is done by driving one 4 

Caen large post at each end of the row and i 

Cultivate the ground between the then placing smaller ones along the i 

rows and hoe around the plants to| row at a distance of twenty feet. By 4 

keep down the weeds and to keep the | ra wine the wire a8 tightly as possi- i 

ground well stirred, thereby helping | ble and securing it to the posts by i 

to produce more moisture. The rows | driving @ nail in the same, your wire q 

being so far apart and your plants so | is supported and your plants are pro- 4 

small for the first year you ean plant tected from being broken and blown 

some low-growing garden truck pe-| down by the wind. 
; 

tween the rows. Having given fre-| 
Fertilize. 

quent and thorough cultivation moe Mulch your plants with any coarse i 

about the middle of August we stop| manure, or with green clover each 5 

cultivation that the plants may ripen) year for the purpose of retaining the bi 

and mature their growth. About the | noisture and keeping up the fertility ee 

first or middle of October we are re-| of the soil. The latter cannot well be 7 

minded of the cold winter which will) neglected because the plackberry re- % 

= a upon us, and we must exert| quires an abundance of moisture and i 

pases ves to make our enterprise which) fertilizers to help it to accomplish the i 

we have entered upon a success, and | desired end,—a large crop of well ma- i 

our only safe way out is to protect! tured fruit. - 

them. _ This may be accomplished by | cleeesin: 
i 

removing the earth from the side to} Do not neglect to trim your black- 

which you wish to lay your plant and + ; 
—] perries or to nip off the top of the new F 

then press your plant over lengthwise | i 

with the row and put ane b | Shoot when it gets to the height of i 

Pp nough upon! twenty inches to two feet at the most. q 

it to cover it. It is well to lay them | pj 
: 

7 | This checking of the new growth ewill ? 

the same way every year. The second | 
i 

year your plants ‘will be larger al branches, several of them, to ¥ 

reer an grow upon the same cane, and to be- E 

being planted three feet apart in the 
F 

row one will lay partly besi ere | come a low tree-shaped plant, while if | 

other so that you will partly cover the the trimming is neglected it will grow i 

two hills in cove! ring the one. a long spindling cane without any ' 

: pranches. Remove all the old wood I 

Work for Second Year. as soon as the fruit is gathered and t 

This closes the work of the first year burn it. While our agriculturists are { 

and as we enter upon the second year| rejoicing in the changes which have \ 

the first thing to be done is to remove been made along the line of farming | 

the dirt and raise up the plants which|can not we, as horticulturists, see 

you covered in the fall. This is done great possibilities yet to be obtained 

With a common spading fork, Somme in our line? . | 

1 

;
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Discussion. Mr. Barnes—How long is it practica- 

Mr. MeKerrow—What varieties would | ble to run a blackberry plantation? 

you recommend to the farmer? Mr. Hamilton—I hardly think it is 

Mr. Hamilton—I think I can safely| worth while to run a plantation over 

recommend the Ancient Briton and the | twenty years. I have fruit on my 

Snyder. The Snyder is earlier than the! ground at present that I have picked 

other. They are both about equal] fifteen crops off of, and I do not think 

bearers. there is any gentleman in this audi- 

Mr. Hazen—Hasn’t the soil anything | ence that can pick them out from some 

to do with it? four-year olds that I have. 

Mr. Hamilton—I rather think that; yr Woodward—Do you have any | 

= poe 2 a little more adapted *| trouble with the red rust? 

4 e sandy soil. 
HW Mr. Hoxie—Haven. you any other] rite ee ee 

| varieties that are a better flavor and tle. y ey 

hs eer as well as the two Mr. Boynton—Do you give the old 

Mr. Hamilton—There may be other plantation the “cas cultivation as the 

varieties that are just as good in qual- young plantations? 

i ity and just as good growers, but there Mr. Hamilton—Yes, sir. I will say 

are not many varieties that are better} W® have been more afraid of the yel- 

F | for Wisconsin in all respects on ac- low rust or fungus than we have of 

i count of the protection that we have to, the common brown rust. It seems to 

give them; some will not lay down| be an enemy of the blackberry and I 
| as nicely as others. have thought it was something that 

Mr. Runyan—Have you had any ex- followed in the line of the ripening of 

i perience with the Agawa? the fruit. 

i Mr. Hamilton—Yes, I planted it; Mr. Mason—How many shoots do 

i down in my prairie soil and really it! you allow to grow up in an old hill? 

i proved a failure. | Mr. Hamilton—I have practiced 

F Mr. Boynton—You speak of the plant | pretty much to let all the shoots grow 

| forming the habit of lying down one| that will and I have nipped them back 

I way, every year alike. Wouldn’t it) when they got to a height of two feet. 

| be better in planting to plant the hori-| My trimming or thinning out which 

} zontal shoot across the line of the, brings it down to the number of canes 

| row? Wouldn’t the plant bend down that I will leave in the hill, is done 

Ht better? Do you practically do so in| in the spring, as they raise them up 
planting? because some will be broken in the 

Mr. Hamilton—I don’t know as I| process no matter how careful you are. 

have ever taken any particular pains|I do my trimming in the spring by 
in that direction. cutting out the old canes and leaving 

Mr. Hoxie—Why couldn’t we use the best of them. I leave from four to 

some of the more tender varieties, the | five canes. 

Erie, for instance, which seems to be | Mr. Woodward—Do you let the shoots 

i a better quality? We are obliged to| stow all over the plantation or simply 

' take care of them anyway. in the row? 
Mr. Hamilton—I have not tried the| Mr. Hamilton—We keep them out be- 

Erie to any great extent. I do not say| tween the rows and between the hills. 

that the two I mentioned are the only} We don’t mean to let a solitary sprout 
ones that aviill do well in Wisconsin,! grow on our blackberry rows, yet they 

but a great many of the plants that! do get the start of us sometimes under 

I have tried have been killed under| the mulch. 
j protection even. oe | Mr. Barnes—You never intend to 

iti
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take up your plants from your bearing Mr. Hazen—Have you ever received a 

plantation? 
| any damage from plackberries smoth- it 

Mr. Hamilton—We prefer not. Where ering, where they were fully covered? } i 

there is one taken up there is a li-| Mr. Hamilton—Never, except along . 

ability of from five to ten starting. the fence, where the snow covered Wa 

Mr. Goodrich—I have tried to raise} them up very heavily, drifted there. | i 

blackberries and I have made an utter); Mr. Hazen—Have you had any ex- 4 

failure of it, and I would like to know | perience where plants have been ut 

the cause. I planted some blackberries | tipped, just weighted with earth on il 

that I got of Mr. Coe and we care-| top sufficient to hold them down, and | 

fully followed out his directions, laid| then after you have taken them up aa 

them down according to his directions, | in the spring, after the puds have be- i \y 

and the next year there was a nice| gun to start, that it looked as if you 1] 

crop started. Just as they began to} were going to have a splendid leaf, 4 

ripen they dried up and were good for| and yet they died off in three or four a 

nothing. Mr. Coe looked at them and| days? 
4 

he said he thought it was the drought.| Mr. Hamilton—I don’t know that I y 

_ The next year I mulehed the ground ever had that experience, exactly, but ay 

so that it was moist and there was no they have died before blossoming time E 

drought that year, but they did the and by examining them I have found if 

_same way. I know of a great many that leaning the bush over and fasten- of 

others who have failed in the same ing the tips I have fastened the bush nf 

way. We who have made failures| perfectly stationary in that one posi- 4 

would like to know the reason. I think| tion and the side that the sun acted fi 

if there is anything that a horticultur-| upon I found was getting yellow, while . 

ist could tell, Mr. Coe could tell it, but the under side of the cane was still ¢ 

he said he didn’t know in this case. green. 
' 

The Chairman—Have you learned| Mr. Remington—Have you had any } 

anything since then in this particular, effects from laying plants down too i 

Mr. Coe? 
early? 

q 

Mr. Coe—I must correct one state-}| Mr. Hamilton—I have laid them 1 

ment of Mr. Goodrich. They were not down the 20th of September, but I 

laid down according to my instruc-| have not covered them, only laid them y 

tions. Then you will remember, per- down preparatory to covering them, fh 

haps, that three and four years ago just dirt enough on top to hold them. f 

each year we had a peculiar wind They are laid down a great deal easier 

storm which came from the southwest, if you take them in the fall,—earlier i 

and it seemed as if it came from an than later. 
i 

oven. I noticed that two or three days Mr. Woodward—Have you had any 1! 

after that storm the leaves began to experience with the dewberry? i 

curl up and nearly all of them dropped| Mr. Hamilton—Yes, a little, on my : Hi 

off from the bearing canes, and of| soil it does not prove a success, while * * 

course, if they haven't any leaves they | on sandy or clay soil near me a neigh- I, 

couldn’t ripen the fruit. por has had fine success in growing i 

.Mr. Hyatt—There are hundreds of| the dewberry. A great many make a i 

people who have tried to follow Mr. mistake in laying down blackberry { 

Goodrich’s directions in dairying who| vines. When you wish to lay a plant j 

certify that they have followed them | in this direction, you remove the dirt 

exactly and yet have failed. They| on this side; after you have done that | 

have proved that they were not born| step to the opposite side, put your fork | 

dairymen. Mr. Goodrich is a born through the tops of the cane, brace 

dairyman, but he isn’t a born fruit- lightly with your fork and with your 

raiser. 
foot push your plant at the base, and } 

\ 
|
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a little pusb at the top of the fork will, Mr. Plumb—Don’t you break some 
cause your plant to go over into the| of the roots in doing that? 

piace where you have removed the] Mr, Hamilton—Not very often; there 
; dirt. If you have taken a bush as high| are some of the side shoots broken off, 

as my head and pushed it over here, perhaps. A great many advise taking 
four feet of that length will be not} 9 jittle stiff fork made on purpose, put- 
over three inches above the surface ting on the opposite side and prying. 
of the ground. You will have the rest} | don’t believe in prying a plant loose; 
here not to exceed four to six inches move it very carefully, move the dirt 
on the very biggest hill. In doing that] from the side and push it as carefully 
there will be some canes upon that} ag you can. 
hiil that you may have injured more Recess was taken till 1:30 o’clock. 
or less. 
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POULTRY SESSION. \ 

Afternoon Session— C. H. Everett in the chair. ne 

| p 

ue 

HATCHING AND EARLY MANAGEMENT OF CHICKENS. il 
Hs 

w. H: ROSE, Fennimore, Wis. 
mt 

A! 

The great difficulty poultry culture led eggs, becomes proody and is if 

is compelled to overcome until it 1s ready to begin the act of reproduction. 4 

admitted into full fellowship with Suppose you quietly remove one of her { 

other branches of farming is prejudice. egss, do you think she will xo on with if 

It is difficult to divest a person of pre- the incubating process? No. Nature ea 

judice by argument or by facts and tells her to lay one more cgg, which 3 

figures, until others realize the results she will do or she will desert the nest I 

of more faith in figures, more energy entirely, build a new one and produce E 

and self-reliance. The business must four more eggs. 
ia 

be admitted to the same opportunities | Increase Egg Product a 

that are extended to agriculture, horti- | Thus you see that the common hen ' 

culture and the raising of all other! or the wild bird may be made to dou- iy 

stock. No man or woman can expect, ble the number of eggs they naturally % 

to succeed in a business for which lay, and when we say our hens are iM 

they are unprepared and of which capable of laying two hundred eggs i 

they are ashamed. 
|in a single year we mean they will 4 

The production of eggs depends have been prought to it by this simple Hi 

largely upon the person managing the. process. Why this is so we are unable t 

flock. In my boy days it was no un- to tell, except that it is Nature’s ef- f 

common occurrence for a hen to steal fort at reproduction. 
B 

her nest away, lay eleven or thirteen Every hen in a flock does not neces- . 

eggs, become broody, and finally come sarily become broody when she has i 

pack with a little brood of chicks. | laid out her litter of eggs, but she i 

These same chicks would follow this does necessarily quit for a while, but * 

same hen until snow fell the next fall. | Nature soon supplies her with new 4 

Yes, then eggs were fertile and then | desires to bring out a brood of chicks, ii 

chicks were hardy because the eleven | and in a short time you will notice the i 

or thirteen were the first and very | hen looking fine in appearancé, and 4 

often the only eggs the hen laid ‘that ere long she will be contributing her i 

year. Now, to the point. If we could | share toward filling your egg-basket. 

have had access to that nest, and) {mprovement. 
; 

taken the eggs away as they were) Following this thought, we find by re- ' 

laid, the hen would have laid more | moving all the eggs from the nests, | 

eggs there or become disgusted by thie | introducing new blood of the better | 

disappearance of her eggs, and hunted | varieties, feeding the right kind of | 

a new nest and repeated the number. feed, etc., we have brought our fowls | 

The common blue-jay lays four a out of the jungles of India, where they . 

t 
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y 
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laid nine eggs ina year, toa state of, germ in a very few hours, while an 

civilization, where some of them have| egg not fertilized may be placed in an 
been known to lay over two hundred! incubator and be subjected tv 103 de- 
and fifty eggs in a single year. I once} grees of heat for ten or fifteen days, 

owned a fiock of twenty-two 8S. C.} and then look, smell, taste and digest 

Brown Leghorns which laid fifty-six| perfectly pure. These are sufficient 
eggs in three days during the coldest} tests, we think, and prove that infertile 
part of January. Again, I have had/eggs will keep perfectly as against 
nine Light Brahmas which produced | heat. Persons who have raised 

nine eggs every day for a week. This} chickens all their lives, ask seriously, 
winter I had five Leghorn pullets that} How long does it take the incubator 

quite often gave me four eggs per day.| to hatch a brood of chicks,—and if we 
I cite these instances simply to show] are in earnest when we say that the 
you what may be done. male bird has no influence in the ovu- 

Some varieties become broody sooner] lation of the hen. Pardon the plain 
than others. Broodiness, as is well un-| assertion, but it appears necessary for 

derstood, is a disease over which the| the majority of amateurs—if you wish 

hen has no power. She becomes con-| to try my plan and desire to hold your 

stipated and has an abundance of in-|eggs for the fall trade and _ prices, 
ternal heat. How often we _ have] kill or remove every male bird on the 

taken the old sitters and thrown them | place. Two weeks afterward begin to 
; off the nest with vengeance in our| gather your eggs fresh every day. 

eyes, tied old rags to their tails,| Take them directly to the cellar where 

ducked them into pails of cold water, | you have previously placed some clean 
r shut them up in boxes where they| boxes or barrels, and a barrel of salt. 

could sit down comfortably, pull a| Cover the bottom of one of your 
| piece of an ear of corn under them| boxes about an inch deep with salt. 

and go on their way rejoicing. A lit-| Now take your eggs, one at a time, 
tle thought and study on the subject] and gently press them big end down, 
has taught us to make a light lath| into the salt. When you have covered 

! box, swing it up overhead in  the| the surface with eggs nearly touching 

| poultry house, introduce the old biddy| each other, thoroughly cover again 
! and let her swing where the fresh air| With salt, and so on until full. In 
i can strike her from all sides, and November your eggs will be in very 

where she cannot sit down, and gen-| $00d condition. All the trouble there 
| erate 103 degrees of heat in a few! Will be is to carefully wash all the 

t minutes. Feed and water well and in| Salt off, and let them dry nicely, when 
a few days she will be ready to go| they are ready for market or home 
to work in the business of conte consumption. There is one extra pre- 

tion. caution,—be sure all the eggs are fresh 

There has been much written lately | 2Nd no cracked shells. 
; against any so-called formula of pre-| While we come to the conclusion 

serving and keeping eggs; parties con-| that infertile eggs keep much the best, 
tending none of the plans will succeed| We Should bear in mind that well 
in keeping them fresh for any consid-| fertilized ones are what we want to 
erable length of time. However, we| Place in our incubators or under our 
think differently. biddies when we start out for young 

chicks. 
How to Keep Eggs. Breeding Pens. 

By actual tests with the incubator,| It would be impossible for me to 

we have found that an exg fertilized| state for a certainty how many of any 

and subjected to heat will show the| of the varieties to place with a single 

i transforming influence of the vital! male bird to constitute a good breed- 

ey oe
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ing pen, from the fact that eggs from } takes just that time to start the em- 13 

over-fat hens, or hens that are con- | bryo chick on its life voyage. We no- he 

fined in small quarters aud not fur-| tice the hen seldom leaves the nest or iq 

nished with plenty of meat and green | turns the egg during this time. After i, 

food do not hatch well. This is a sub-| they have sat quietly for four or five 44 

ject that each one having the manage- days, prepare yourself with more fresh 3 

ment of fowls shoulu solve tor him-| egss, and go in the evening with a { r 

self, taking into consideration the good light and tester and test each be 

vigor of the male pird and the condi-| ess- A little practice will soon enable i 

tion of the flock. In some cases erate you to pick out the infertile ones. a 

or even more would not be too many,| When you have completed your work, 

while in others ten might be too many. give each hen the number you wish 4 

We find that the eggs grow in the, her to cover. Fair sized bens snould dj 

ovary to full size of the yolk, then have eleven, never more than fifteen. Hi 

break loose and pass down the egg| On the average, hens will hatch more i 

ovaduct. In this ovaduct there are vigorous chicks from eleven eggs than i 

usually five at a time, and while there any higher number. 
4 

they receive the vital spark, the white,| We might go on through the twenty- H 

the lining and the shell, and are laid| one days and describe the eggs as we 

usually one each day. Thus you may have broken them and seen the spider- 

observe Nature’s plan, for the absence like little animal, and noticed the pul- } : 

of the male bird several days in suc- sation of the heart, ete, but we will f 

cession in mating a flock, therefore if leave this for the incubator people. i 

you will use the sixth egs the hen| Finally on the twentieth day the im- f 

lays it will hatch true to the mating. prisoned chick has drawn its Jast nu- 

My experience is that the first fifteen | trition from the eg, its vital heat and 5 

to thirty eggs the hen lays will hatch circulating blood have absorbed every ff 

much the best and produce chicks 2 particle of the substance of the i 

very much more vigor; also that the| egg, and there remains only the vig- # 

earlier hatches will run largely to orous little animal anxious to get out. 9 

cockerels while the later ones will con- Its prison cell is punctured by thou- } 

tain more pullets. 
sands of pores that always break first 

—— at the bigger end of the egg, because i 

If you wish to use hens to an te i is aimee less moist and more brit- : 

incubating it is a good plan to ave |e end. There too, the head 

a room separate from the main house | of the little chick is turned for ait, 

with not too much light. Make an ef-| and the beak breaks through the rotten 4 

fort to sit as many hens at a time as Bs Seas fresh air, presses hard f 

possible. It will require but little more| s that direction and soon breaks avay i 

time and care to look after six hens, on fue resistance, and thus s| 

than it will one. Two or three days ends the period of its incubation. é 

is none too long for the hen to sit on | Care of Young Chicks. i 

china or nest eggs before giving the) When first hatched the chicks will i 

ones you wish her to hatch. She will occupy more space and look much i 

have become accustomed to the place, larger than when three or four days } 

will haye shaped the nest to her no- old. The yolk, though all absorbed, 

tion, and will have it nice and warm. is yet within the chick, undigested, and P j 

Give each hen as many ~ggs as she, affords food for at least thirty-six t 

can conveniently cover. Watch them hours; therefore it should not be fed | 

carefully for two or three days to see during that time. We will notice that 

that there are no eggs left to get cold. | all of these first hours the hen sits 

During the first forty-eight hours the! quietly brooding her chicks, never once . 

hen should sit perfectly quiet, as it offering them food or leading them 

| 
| 
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64 Wiscons!N FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

where they can drink. The first neces-| well picked off, and will not molest 

sity therefore, for the young chicks is| any of the plants until they become 

not food, but warmth, and a good dry, | pretty good sized birds. 

warm place for the hen and her brood| Now, as my allotted time is ap, I 

will be a step in the right direction. | must quit,.and I'll just leave all the 

Bear in mind their little gizzards were | little chickens in the garden for Mrs. 

given them to grind their food, and| Morehead to attend to. 

if you keep their little crops full of} 

soft food you.are apt to derange the | —_—_—_—_— 5 

system and invite disease. In my | elie: 

opinion young chicks should never be | 

fed raw corn meal dough. If you must) Mr. True—I wish Mr. Rose would tell 

and will feed corn meal, take boiling) US why in packing those eggs in salt 
water to mix it with, and don’t forget he puts the large end of the egg down- 

to add a little salt and pepper, but you} ward? 

will find a well baked piece of corn) Mr. Rose—Lhe large end of the egg 
bread very much better than any contains the air chamber. That being 

i sloppy food. They tell us the best down it holds the yolk of the egg up in 

possible food for the first.week is hard that shape. When you come to break 

: boiled eggs, chopped fine, shell and all, 20 es and turn it out into a dish if 

and fed to them in small quantities. the ess has started to spoil it will flat- 

t This appears perfectly natural and we ten right out, and the egg epicure 

have practiced it for a number of, 40n’t like that sort of an egg. ! 

years with very good results. | Mr. Cole—What are the best breeds 

1 E | for the case and the best for the table? 

Tate Reeds | Mr. Rose—That is a pretty hard 
After the chick is a week or ten question to answer. I find for the 

days old I prefer to feed whole grain, | farm the Plymouth Rock fills the place 

such as shrunk wheat, foxtail seed,|yery well, for eggs I like the Single 

{ sugar cane seed, cracked corn, et¢e..—| Comb Brown Leghorn. 

i things that Nature designed for them| Master Willie Miller—What feed do 

i and that they will be healthy and you feed for eggs? 

} grow muscle on. It appears very nat-| Mr. Rose—More particularly shrunk 
i ural for them to want a variety of| wheat. The egg is composed particu- 

t food and to be all day collecting a crop-|Jarly of albumen. When we get 

: ful. You may feed liberally of any-| shrunk wheat we get that near the 
& thing they like in the morning, ze loner part. I like shrunk spring wheat 

_ Peat it at noon, and again at night, | the best. 
, and they will not do nearly as well, Mr. Miller—This boy is in the chicken 

as when fed little and often. business and he wants to get what in- 
Before the insects appear in the] formation he can today. 

; spring it is a good plan to provide] Mr. Cole—In keeping the eggs a few 
; lean meat for them in liberal quanti-| days have you ever tried the plan of 
: ties. Beef livers are cheap and if well| filling the case and then turning it 
: eooked and chopped fine make a first| over three or four times? 

i. , fate ration to feed them three or four} Mr. Rose—I never did, from the fact 
times a week. As the weather warms| that I don’t try very many times to 

i up in the spring the coops containing| ship eggs. I run more particularly to 

it the old hen and her brood should be| fancy poultry and the eggs 1 have for 

: moved in or near the garden where| sale come particularly in the summer 
; the little fellows can have free access| season. Of course fresh eggs in the 

to all the insects that infest all grow-| fall and winter go quickly. 
i ing plants. They will keep them pretty} Mr. Faville—Do you sell those that 

it 

ih
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you put down in the way you describe think you can make a nice frosting 

for fresh eggs? \from eggs that have been salted. I a) 

Mr. Rose—I sell them on their merits. have had experience with taking fresh j 

The first year I tried that. I put down eggs and wrapping each nicely in 

quite a good many, it came to some- paper and packing them end down, i 

thing like $25. I offered them to our keeping them in a cool place, and they 

home dealer and he asked me what [| will keep perfectly fresh. We have 4 

wanted for them. I told him I thought kept them a year or a year and a half. y 

I ought to have about 19 cents for It has been proved to my satisfaction a 

them, it was in November. He says, to be better than salting, as that is i 

“I couldn’t pay that price for them; sure to taste. ‘4 

they will know they are salted eggs.”| Mr, Rose—I have tested them and 

I says, “I don’t think you could tell.” | ysed them right along for weeks, and 

And he says, “Certainly I could.” I /y can’t see a particle of difference in 
gave him an opportunity that evening the flavor. 

to taste two of them. I practiced a lit-- fr, Colburn—Are not the Plymouth 

tle chicanery on him. I picked out aM Rocks more liable to disease than any 
egg that was laid that day that had a other breed? 

little roughness of shell ard one that Mr, Rose—I think not. There are i 

was packed in June and he broke other breeds that get diseases much ' 
them both and couldn’t see the differ- more easily with me. : é 

ence. I got 19 cents in Milwaukee for pr, Baker—What has been your ex- 4 

them. perien¢ée with greasing the egg with ‘ 

Mrs. Carter—Have you any remedy tallow or anything of that kind, to pre- é 

for hens eating their own eggs besides vent the admission of air through the u 
the hatchet? shell? t 

Mr. Rose—The best plan I have tried, fr, Rose—I have never had any ex- ; 

is to make what we term a hidden | perience in that line excepting that I f 

nest. The hens will go into the dark poticed in hardling the eggs, if I got 5 

to lay an egg, but not to hunt one. Es-| srease on them it would stop up the f 

pecially you want to feed a little pores and the chicks would not hatch. 5] 

pol oyster shell is a good thing, and ]¢ would exclude the air, of course. ie 

~— Mr. Thompson—What is the cause of a 

sities araneraaar you feed ment OF —_ ee turning black and their i 

Mr. Rose—I always feed a certain ying ¢ e 

portion of lean meat of some kind. Mr. Rose— My dear sir, you have got a 

With Plymouth Rocks it is very neces- me, 1 couldn t tell you. I never saw a 

sary that their meat is lean, because Such a thing. 

they take on fat too fast otherwise. Mr. Thompson—I lost about twenty- e 

Mrs. Langdell—Isn’t there a question four Brown Leghorns with that dis- i 

of doubt about salting eggs? I don’t) ease. 4 

2 fi 
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RAISING SPRING CHICKENS. 

Mrs. W. B. MOREHEAD, Belleville, Wis. 

If there is any one thing I could)days old, (sold to a neighbor), 172 Ibs. 

mention to the farmer or~to the poul-|at 12 cts. per ID. 
try raiser, of more interest than an-| June 11, 40 little chicks, 110 Ibs. at 
other, to increase his profits, it is to |14 cts. per ID. 
induce the raising of early chicks for| June 30, 48 little chicks, 84 Ibs. at 
market. This taken in connection |22 cts. per ID. | 
with other farm work, or separately,| July 15, 39 little chicks, 79 Ibs. at 17 

. is very profitable. I do not mean |¢ts. per Ib. 

by this that it need necessarily be| July 30, 34 little chicks, 64 Ibs. ate13 
done on a large scale. If those who |¢ts. per ID. 
have incubators at hand ready to use| It will be noticed that the best price 
when the season arrives for hatching obtained during these months was 
the breeding stock, or those who con-|June 30th, being shipped for the 

i template buying, would buy early and | Fourth of July trade. I have found it 

fill them up in the early part of Jan- quite remunerative to hold the later 

i uary, run through at least two hatches, | hatches until February. Last season 

| ff they had not room or brooding faci- | i2 holding until that time I realized on 

lities for more, would find nice profit |22 averase $1.00 apiece for cockerels 
over and above cost. As labor is really |Which were shipped to the Chicago 
the moré costly adjunct, aerate Feb. 15th, netting 12 cts. per 

must be arranged te economize that, pound, dressed. This year the market 

which inevitably must be attended to |is not quite so flattering. 
ourselves if we expect to meet ma The raising of winter chicks will 

: success, even if the original cost for | Becessitate an extra flock for the pur- 

: this convenience should be a little |P0Se, year old hens, or early hatched 

i more. pullets; something that we can depend 

' These chicks arriving in midwinter | Upon for winter eggs, and right here 

H must be well cared for and pushed | lies the success of our hatches. 
é from the start to be in readiness for Selection of Eggs. 
i the early market and high prices. If} If we expect to get satisfactory re- 
f the brooding house is ample these ma-|sults not only in numbers, but in 

chines may be kept full through the | strong healthy chicks, buying the eggs 

hatching season, disposing of them as, here and there from various flocks of 

2 fast as they average two pounds | large and small varieties, some matur- 

: apiece, that is, if the market is satis-|ing early and others late, will give 
: factory; if not they can be held over | Very unsatisfactory returns. There 

and sold late in the winter as roasters, | Will be no uniformity, either in size or 

| color of chicks, while on the other 

Markets. hand, if we have our own flock under 

. To give you some idea as to how the | our own supervision, where they. can 

| markets run, I have copied from my|be fed and mated properly, with a 
. salesbook a portion of the sales made| view to good, fertile eggs, our success 

after the broiler season: beccmes much more apparent, not only 

i June 3, 4 doz. little chicks, 94 Ibs. at|do we sustain the loss of the eggs, but 

20 cts. per Ib. at that time in the season when we ex- 

June 9, one hatch little chicks, 4' pect the best returns. By commencing: 

i
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at 

in January, these chicks can be mar- | Light Brahma Cross, and second or at 

keted alive at from $9 to $10 per doz. | third to it was the White Wyandotte, 4 

Beginning earlier or in the fall would Light Brahma Cross, although there 4 

necessitate the dressing of them, which | were other good crosses which pro- 4 y 

is a very delicate matter and means | duced gocd results. es 

much more work. As I have already stated we must | 

- These prices are no myth, or specu- | have something upon which to depend a 

lative, although they did not reach | for winter eggs, but the production of z& 

these figures last season. A year ago| “winter eggs” is an art. Fearing of i 

last spring I filled my incubator Jan- trespassing upon the topic which is to {i 

, uary J2th and February 6th, and | follow, I leave this part of the subject, t 

shipped these chicks to the Chicago knowing it will be fully and ably 

market May 8d. They were Light | treated later. Hl 

Brahmas, and weighed from two to Care of Eggs. ‘ 

three pounds apiece, and marketed at| The fresher the eggs the better, but ; 

$9 per doz. while we are saving them they should 

May 10th I received circulars quot-| pe kept in a dry, cool place, at a tem- 

ing them at $10 per doz., for even less perature of 45 to 50 degrees, as even 

weights. I then shipped those welgh-|as possible, placed on end and turned { 

ing a pound and a half, receiving $8|two or three times a week. I have ; 
per doz. for them. The highest quota-| kept eggs four weeks and had them t 

tions that came under my notice last | patch. ‘ 

spring were $8 per dozen for two ID.| ‘There is an independence in raising 

chicks. These quotations were given poultry for market, as we know ex- é 

about the last of April. actly where we can 4d’spose of our : 

Breeds. products, however large quantities, E 

My experience with any other breed and at remunerative prices; whereas ; 

than this is limited. I find them a|in the “fancy” part we are dependent é 
yery desirable fowl, excellent for the | UPOP public patronage. I think that t 

market and one of the best for winter | this branch of the poultry industry is 

eggs. They are heavily feathered and especially adapted to the ladics, they | 

having small combs they withstand the | being endowed with more patience, Ly 

excessive cold and fill our egg basket 204 that never-ceasing watchfulness, #4 
continuously, when prices are way up | which is essential and I might say ab- 1 

and eggs are at their best. solutely necessary to insure success. 4 

If one were to go into the broiler ——_————— 

business on a large scale, I presume - / 

he would prefer some of the crosses, Discussion: 

to the thoroughbred. In any of the! Prof. Henry—What induced you to 

heavy breeds if they are raised in | go into the poultry business, why did 

large numbers, we can pick out the| you take that up in preference to 

poorer marked specimens, saving those dairying or some other vocation? i 

for our broiler flock and cross them| Mrs. Morehead—My health being i 

with whatever is best for the breed. | poor, I thought out-of-door exercise 

All sorts of crosses have been tried. | would be beneficial, and for that rea- . 

The latest tests are given by the Rhode | son I took it up. j 

Island Experiment Station. For the Prof. Henry—How many years since 

first season’s experiment they mated | you embarked in the business? ' 

eleven yards, most of which contained | Mrs. Morehead—About five. ' 

two varieties of hens or pullets; of the| Mr. McGilton—Do you hatch entirely it 

results of these crosses, after being ex-| by the incubator? 

hibited alive and dressed, the prefer-| Mrs. Morehead—No, sir, I use both 

ence was given to the Indian Game, | the hens and the incubator. ! 
: \ 

| 

\ 
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Mr. McGilton—Do you turn the eggs | Mr. Faville—Have you had fair deal- 

in the incubator with your naked | ing from the commission men? , 

hand? 
Mrs. Morehead—With some I have, 

Mrs. Morehead—I was talking about and some not. 

turning them in the coop for hatching. | Mr. Faville—You say you went into 

Mr. McGilton—I tried turning the| business for your health. Are you 
eggs by hand and I lost considerable, | pursuing it now for your health or for 

it seemed to close some of the pores. [Se mae frre a s 3 

Mrs. Morehead—I am always careful rs. Morehead—Well, perhaps for 

to'tave ‘dean hands in taraing of {3g gt where cou "st Gut 
handling eggs at any time, but gloves | D qu 

very well. 

ame peopmmended” | Mr. Hyatt—What do you give them 

Mr. Boynton—Is it practicable to | re ke 308 ee 

hatch these early broilers by any other Mrs. Morehead—Water; I prefer clear 
9 | ; 

2 a ee ee ee 
a ae give them sour milk and other drinks. 

could for the reason that the numbers a Mr. Faville—Don’t you think that 

. would be so small that it would hardly ‘poiled turnips would be good for 

; pay you unless you had a hen market them? 

on you could take in a very few) Mrs. Morehead—Yes, when they are 

) me. older. 

Mr. True—Does the incubator raise} Mr, Hyatt—I assure you they would 

as large a percentage of the young pe, I have tried it. 

| chicks as in the old way? | Mrs. Sherburne—Have you had any 

ae coanenanaaii eG ee. oe ‘experience raising turkeys with the in- 

airman—About what is the cuybator? 

| per cent. of eggs that hatch? Mrs. Morehead—I never had. There 

Mrs. Morehead—I think that half is are ladies here who have, I think. 

i eae roe a aati taking it the) yr, Kellogg—What proportion of the 

i seaso} rough. chickens that hatch get up to two 

i Mrs. Snell—What is the first food pounds,—what is the loss in brooding? 

— - sa Mrs. Morehead—There are very few 

\ rs. Morehead—I give wha ey lost. 

term pinhead oatmeal. It is simply Mr. Kellogg—Is the incubator adapted 

7 oats ground; they pick out the little to the use of ladies at home? 

; white particles of it. I feed it dry.| Mrs. Morehead—Yes, if they have 

: As a rule I prefer soft*food at first, the time necessary to devote to it. 

but not sloppy food. Mr. Cole—When your chicks are 

Mr. Barnes—How often do you feed hatched in the early season do you get 

; your chicks? up and feed them by eandle-light? 

; Mrs. Morehead—About five times a Mrs. Morehead—I have done so. It 

day. 
is necessary in the very long nights. 

; Mr. Sherburne—What incubator do Prof. Henry—You have told us how 

: you recommend? you feed the very young chickens. 

; Mrs. Morehead—I have used two, the What do you feed the broilers when 

; Excelsior, made at Clinton, Ill, and they get older? 

, the Monitor, made at Bristol, Conn. Mrs. Morehead—Next to the dry feed 

The first cost $24, the second $38, two that I give them perhaps when they 

hundred eggs capacity. are three days old, I prepare a johnny 

if Mr. Repine—Do you ship your cake, as I term it, made with three 

if chickens to Chicago? | parts corn meal and one part wheat 

ie Mrs. Morehead—Yes. | bran, a cup of chopped meat, it should
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be lean meat, a double spoonful of | Mr. Mitchell—How long can you keep q 

soda, three double spoonfuls of vine- your incubator going without atten- f 

gar, the mass moistened with milk—| tion? i 

just enough to make it the right con-| Mrs. Morehead—It depends upon the + § \ 

sistency to bake. I bake it three hours, make. My last incubator did not re- VE 

and when it is cold I crumble it and | quire more than two or three times a if 

give it to the chickens. | day. The one I had first I used to. look i 

Mr. Gould—What has been your ex- | at about every hour. I keep it in the fe 

perience of raising chicks in the | cellar. E 

‘brooder? Prof. Henry—Is it important to if 

Mrs. Morehead—I think they grow | watch’ the surroundings of the incu- f i 

very much faster, being raised in the bator *% 

brooder, until two or three pounds are; Mrs. Morehead—I think the air \j 

reached. \should be fresh and pure, and pretty \ 

Mr. Barnes—Do you change the food | even. P 

of your chicks, or do you change the, Mr. Boynton—What is the weight of 3 

ration? |the broilers? ii 

Mrs. Morehead—After about ten days| Mrs. Morehead—From a pound and f 

old I prepare the food differently, giv-|_ half to three pounds, and it takes | / 

ing them corn, wheat and oats ground | from eight to ten weeks to reach two ig 

together, in equal quantities by weight. pounds. f 

I take five parts of this mixture to one # 

part of wheat bran and thoroughly | nee Rea ne per cent. OF Your 

scald the mass with boiling water. le sie me bag fe en sere ' 

adding chopped meat as before. 1 eed Pa f Fe a sili eer me 

feed the chicks oyster shells from the | started into it through your example 
aoa ‘and have succeeded. P 

Mr. Wilson—Are you troubled al Mrs. Moreheid—Well, I know sever- : i 

vermin? jal who have succeeded, probably more i 

Mrs. Morehead—Not if they are kept successes than failures. ei 

from running with the ok fowls, or) Mr. Cole—Mrs. Morehead’s example ; 

from runs in which the old fowls have | has gone all over the state so it is fy 

‘been. If they get them, I powder | pretty hard for her to answer that i 

them with insect powder. \ question. Hf 

iJ 

WINTER PRODUCTION OF EGGS. 

Mrs. IDA E. TILSON, West Salem, Wis. j 

fi] 

Can hens be made to lay in cold) matter of fact, I have not had a day 

weather? Yes, because the state of without eggs for several years. In | 

their owner’s mind is a more impor- | summer insect life, green food, grit, 

tant factor than the state of the| warmth, sunshine, dusting and exer- 

weather. Let us see what natural con- cising places, are all as free as pure } 

ditions surround biddy during summer j air. i 

when laying is easy, then if we can du- Winter Feeding. | 

plicate these conditions in winter, = You have seen biddy trudge behind 

should repeat the results, and, as a a plow, Micawber-like, waiting for | 

'
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something “to turn up,”—white grubs, chaff, my father, with a flail, threshes 

in her case. During winter all such out a quantity free from its cumber- 

supplies are replaced mainly by pork some stems. We no longer need to lay 

or beef scraps, bought at some pack- down eggs, but formerly we did so, 

ing house, for from one and one-half) and their yolks when used, were richer 

to two cents per pound. These have | colored than those of fresh-laid winter 

been subjected to great pressure, and | eggs, which shows how much effect 

are not as greasy as may be feared.| the summer’s rich vegetable supply 

Soaked, re-cooked, well thickened with | has. 

shorts, and fed warm every third day, She Needs Grit. 

they bring me a noticeable increase Biddy needs grit as much as human 

of egg production. Raw meat is more beings do, only a hen’s is of a different 

laxative still, and requires closer con Last fall, for three dollars, a 

watching. Livers, tongues, hearts, etc., meee ead tome AE, mé a large load 

when obtained at reasonable rates, | of sharp gravel from a bank apout 

then boiled and chopped, are best of seven miles away. This load filled 

all. Milk and linseed meal are good| .. op large heres and will last two 

ae a a See years. A nice chunk of mortar, made 

Rather than watch the effects of sour ae Sak ee ee 

milk, I add a little soda, or better yet, ee if it becomes too hard. Sand- 

make curd and feed it warm. Sweet stone, marble chips, and old crockery 

milk can hardly be overdone, though | may be pounded, but under a paper 

if it should form her exclusive diet, | as protection for the eyes. Coal ashes 

biddy’s eggs would have pale” and | ith their clinkers rapidly disappear 
clouded interiors. Be mejum ae before my hens. Some scientists claim 

everything, as Josiah Allen's wife that the soluble salts of lime, found in 

says. vegetables, etc., mainly form egg 

| ee sae Ss ein | shells, but after repeated trials with- 
p out and with crushed oyster or beach 

bination is potatoes with a few carrots | shells or ground bone, I find my hens 

and onions, a pepper pod and slice of | put hae cae rings. on their eggs 

salt pork. My flock think they ort | when supplied. Crushed shell has, at 
i getting fheir beloved onions, but St east! a gritty and digestive value, and 

know they are also eating carrots iO sedke though constipating belongs 

® help secure those golden yolks, just as + the aoe category. Since -e must 

é popular and beautiful as golden but- necds secure appetites for meala, us 

ter, or even gold bullion. When well as meals for the appetite, many 

cooked the vegetables are skimmed) —ntances rot directly valuable may 
out, mashed, have their liquor added, | become indirectly so, by creating a de- 

and the whole is thickened with shorts | Decome mee Y Nae te ore caren 
or mixed meals. Beets, turnips, or) tial. s 

cabbages are chopped raw almost ‘ 

daily. Clover chaff is fed dry, | Wane Mens, 

i placed in a pail on top of my mixed| So much food goes to create and 

; meals, where it gets first benefit of maintain animal heat, that it is 

my scalding water, then the whole is cheaper to provide some heat instead 

stirred together and allowed to steam of all aliment, which I do by warming 

a few’ minutes. s surprising how in the oven or under the stove, what- 

green the chaff particles become, and ever grain fed. As a first step to di- 

‘hat a strong odor of hay tea even gestion, cold grain is warmed im 

such simple treatment yields, without biddy’s crop, and thus some heat al- 

any trouble of boiling. When barn ready accumulated is wasted. A soft, 

; floor sweepings do’ not yield enough. warm, easily digested mess is given as 

i
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early as practicable every morning, | lad showed, who asked, “What do you if 

meat being the basis one day, vege- | wash hen-house windows for, any- if 

tables the next, and meal with clover, how?” “Let in the light,” were those :¥ 

chaff and table scraps, every third day. | memorable last words of Goethe. 1% 

Oats, corn, barley and wheat ground Cisaniiness. } 

together, can be highly recommended My movable nests on movable plat- j 
as pudding material. Beans are very | », be tk 6 a th f 

valuable, and if raised, can probably | ‘07S nD cm ut Core, See if 
be ground at your regular milling walls then swept down better. Hot ik 

whitewash, kept hot and thin enough : 

place. I know of a man, rather well- b ted additi f boilin: i 

to-do, but not posted on hens, who lost ‘ Sr a Rane a swam, 

many one winter. Being asked what well sloshed on in a yearly coat that } 

he fed, he replied “corn.” “Do you gives both sweetness and light. Roosts f 

warm it?” “No.” “Do you give them are painted with kerosene, or rubbed f 

with onions, and air-slacked lime 
warm water to drink?’ continued his th th ae tim Dust i 

questioner. “No, but I shovel in lots, Paes ory we res : - i 

of snow to them.” My houses are |O" P = = oe oo met a a fal { 

double-walled, with shingled roofs and) WHicl are oftéh remove» a i se : 

fresh coats of red paint outside. occasionally tossed into the nests. | 
Nothing pungent comes amiss for scat- 

Ventilate. tering red mites. When biddy surveys : 

Each house has a hollow wooden|a vermin-infested house we may ima- 

tube, 4x6 inches, running perpendicu-|gine her saying “Give me liberty or 

larly from within two inches of the|give me death,” a request which must 4 

bottom, and extending about two feet|and will be answered, one way or the 

above the roof. This tube acts as a| other soon. As she has a special fac- f 

chimney, changing the air without ulty of gathering into herself microbes 

throwing draughts on fowls. I remem-|of a very large size, she should fre- 

ber that a Hamburg rooster froze his quently pass her examinations and be 

big, ornamental comb, when L had a/| treated toa general application of pyre- 

ventilator open overhead, and if any | thrum. Every fall and sometimes i 

of you should sit under such a one,a spring, too, a fresh load of, dry sand is yl 

little while, you could be convinced of placed within each house, as I prefer } 

its danger, but should first have some earth to floors, because it forms one i 

croup or grippe medicine handy. If great dusting box, where heas can roll : 

paths are shovelled in the snow, throw | in battalions. Dry road-dust, timely 

the latter away from your houses, so saved, containing a little sulphur, re- ; 

when thawed, it will not run toward |plenishes a box that offers a kind of \ 

or into them, causing dampness. extra bath. Many times I have la- ‘ 

With the same outside temperature, | bored over this problem of keeping 

a hen-house shows an increase of from | poultry and their quarters clean, till i 

6 to 12 degrees, according as the wind |my mind and both arms ached. ; 

blows or not, when the sun shines. FExercise. 

Hach building of mine has an open| Such is the close connection of or ; { 

shed attached, which, spread with|gans, that activity of one helps activ- i 

straw to warm and employ biddy’s ity ofall. A hen scratching around at ; 

feet, secures her a better sunshine than | night, till “the last beam fadeth,” is the 
that filtered through a dirty window jone that will drop an egg in the nest 

or burning through clear glass. One|jnext day. An eastern poultry writer 

of my sheds, 12x12 feet, cost $10, the |who gave chopped straw as the main | 

other cost $3, and is 10x10. But I/secret of winter egg production, drew i 

have also, fair-sized windows, which jout some discussion on how he fed it, i 

I try to keep clean, and laugh yet when till he explained the straw merely cov- i 

I recall the astonishment a neighbor’s ered his scattered grain and made 

\
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biddy scratch for a living. When I Discussion. 

conceal my grain by hay or straw, the) Phe Chairman—It is probably good 

hungriest fowls find most, and if such | or some of us men that these ladies 

get more than their share, they cease | are not managing our business. The 

to be lean and hungry, and the next | probability is they would make gus 

liveliest will then outstrip them in the | ashamed. 

hunt. I have seen unexercised hens 80 yr, McDougal—Do you allow your 

fat, their only use could be to show laying hens to eat snow or drink ice 

lazy pullets what any of them might | water? 

become. 
| Mrs. Tilson—We have a heater and 

Leghorns closest resemble those wi'd they have warm water. At first they 

hens still found in Java, and yield, by | don’t care for it, but in a few days 

unanimous assent, most eggs in a year, | they learn to like it as well as old 

put, at this latitude, are apt to do their | ladies like their tea. 

best work in summer, when prices are) Mr. MecDougal—Then I understand 

lowest. Good care is much, but a five you don’t give them liberty to run 

or six months winter is hard, and for | about the barn yard? t 

me Wyandcttes or Plymouth Rocks| Mrs. Tilson—I give them liberty, but 

; endure cold weather with better re-| why should they choose any injurious: 

; sults on less attention. If you can thing when I provide them with every- 

} stand the wear and tear of properly | thing that hen heart can wish for. 

; raising early pullets, they are the best’ Mr. Faville—Do you warm your hen 

; layer but a choice hen in her second houses artificially in any way? 

year succeeds far better than a poor Mrs. Tilson—I do not, for the reason 

pullet. 
| that I am not quite ready to turn into 

a night watchman, and I should want 

the heat at night if I had it at all. 

average Beg Ereener ee | Mr. Hoxie—How old do you keep 

t 
hens for layers? 

: I sometimes wonder how people) Mrs. rae eee seldom beyond the 

i} make up their averages of egg produc: second year. I prefer pullets if I have 

: tion. One person giving me his, said ia Po grow them: 

: that was what his flock would have Mr. Faville—-What do you mean 

‘ averaged had each hen done her duty | h ae ak of doing justice b: 

| and none been sitting. I make monthly | mG - as —_ 6 y 

4 averages, then add those monthly ones ce sienna n her up when she 

4 for the year, deducting nothing for ia oan ‘and when she is old she will 

sitters or mothers, because other hens, ae a psd rt from it. 

not allowed to sit, will still take some 

time off for rest and recuperation. If Mr. ee oe a danger a 

4 the yearly total of eggs is divided by ee Se nt eae ae 

only the number of hens left at the Mrs nae a econ bouea, bare 

i close of the year, after reductions th a li I for them 3 

: through selling and eating, too large a 2 fa mre i aa ese vin 

i showing will be made. moulting time and in times of rearing 

: = young chickens. I depend very much 

H I have twice averaged 139 eggs) for the limy elements of the egg upon 

a apiece, and other years done nearly aS | green feeds. 

! well. My best January average was Mr. Hyatt—Do you think you would 

12, but has more often been 10. do as well if you did not have a broad 

{ ‘As Uncle ’Rastus observes “De sing- yegeible diet? 

‘ in’ ob birds am sweet, but de cacklin’) Mrs. Tilson—I have tried that and it 

} ob hens on yer own roos’ has a heap did not work well. 

mo’ expression.” Mr. Hyatt—What do you say in re- 

fe 

q
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gard to the exercise? Suppose there, I think I prefer turnips in the way of j f 

is a week of very cold weather, how roots. I give a good many beets, but G 

do they get their exercise? they are a little more fattening than i t 

Mrs. Tilson—I laid down this gen- I like. 
i 

eral principle. Always if you can, get Mr. Stiles—How can you tell how old i & 

ahead of the hens, and exercise them 2 chicken is? 
li 

instead of letting them exercise you. Mrs. Tilson—My chickens are often- i 

I lay away barrels of autumn leaves times named. . I am intimately ac- te 

every fall and hide away, the food un-| quainted with them, I know their little cf 

der them. 
peculiarities and ways, and I love i 

Mr. Faville—-How many is it profit-| them all. I know of no infallible indi- { 

able to keep in a flock? | cation of age. If an old hen’seyes are e4 

Mrs. Tilson—About forty. bright, and her comb is tremulous and 

Mr. Hyatt—What would you suggest red and her movements quick, then 

for those who have not got so far she is not past her usefulness. 

along but what the hens will eat the. Mrs. Langdell—I think I can tell by 

eggs sometimes? 
their feet, the color of them. In Ply- t 

Mrs. Tilson—I would suggest several mouth Rocks, at any rate. } 

remedies for that. The difficulty prin- Mrs. Tilson—I think it would not be } 

cipally lies in the lack of lime ele- 20 infallible test. I have threatened 1 

ments in their food. I would recom- to get one of these markers and mark 

mend a vegetable diet and some shell, | the feet of my chickens, but as a rule Le 

and above all else they should eat I know every one of them. 

meat and salt. Then if the eggs are Mr. Craig—About how many eggs 

gathered often, every two hours, I Will a hen lay during her natural life? ; 

think you will break it up. Mrs. Tilson—I don’t know myself. ‘ 

Mrs. Langdell—What space do you I have read that it is about six hun- | 

give your forty hens? dred. I would like to ask a question 

Mrs. Tilson—I have one room and myself. It has occurred to me that E 

an open shed attached to the house. the cold storage business is making 

‘The open shed is a sort of promenade. quite a difference with this question. f 

‘Then there is the lodging room and In my own vicinity the cold storage 

laying room. I allow from four to five business offers quite a steady market { 

feet of space for each hen. Some very in the summer, so that the last few 4 

cold days they don’t go out, but nearly years summer prices have been con- | 

every sunshiny day they prefer to be siderably higher than heretofore. AS & 

out there. 
all of you know so many cold storage | 

Mr. McGilton—What about salt? eggs are put upon the market that . 

Mrs. Tilson—I always mix dry salt they have pulled down the fresh eggs 

through the dry meal before the water and I can’t make my hens go to sleep 

is applied. It can then be given inthe in the winter. If this thing keeps on 

proportion of a teaspoonful to a quart, it looks to me as if summer eggs would 

put it is dangerous to give them any- answer just as well as winter eggs for 

thing in the shape of brine. I give it the cold storage business. f 

even to young chicks in that way. Mr. True—What age should a hen be 

Mr. McGilton—I think it is a good to be of the most profit? 

plan to leave a lump in the house; Mrs. Tilson—I prefer an early raised 

it is hard and they won't pick off more pullet. The first year is the most 

than is good for them. profitable, but if I can raise her well, ; 

Mr. Woodward—What kind of feed I prefer a hen of the second year. The 

do you prefer for the hen? Plymouth Rocks do not grow old | 

Mrs. Tilson—I think clover chaff, if gracefully, they get so fat; 1 can’t re- j 

I must put one thing above all others. tain them as long as the Leghorns. } 

j 

| i 
.
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Mr. Hyatt—Do you keep the broods| got to lay or bust; that is all there 

distinct? is of it. 

Mrs. Tilson—I do not because I make Mrs. Tilson—There is a story told 

no business of selling eggs or poultry about a little boy who heard a hen 

for the fancy trade. making a fuss over laying an egg, and 

Mr. Hyatt—What is the best month|he says, “Biddy, you needn't make 

to pack cold storage eggs? such a fuss over that egg. God Al- 

Mrs. Tilson—I think they begin in| mighty made it, and you couldn’t help 

our vicinity about April. In April, | but lay it.” 

May and June I think they do the} The Chairman—I heard something 

most of their gathering. the other day that was instructive. I 

Mr. Cole—My wife finds there are have spent some time lately in putting 

a great many in the cities that are|a wire fence around my garden to keep 

afraid of storage eggs and she fur-| the hens out. A friend of mine says 

nishes them the year round and gets) that he takes a little piece of wire and 

a good price that way. It cuts down| winds it round one of the legs of the 

the prices, this cold storage, just the hen, and it drags behind her, so that 

same as the oleo cuts down the price when she goes into the garden to 

of butter, but there are certain cus- scratch the wire catches and pushes 

tomers who are looking for the best her ahead and walks her right out of 

article, and are willing to pay for it. | the garden. 

Mr. McKerrow—How cheap can you| Mrs. Tilson—I can’t help but be a 

raise eggs in the winter to come into little easy on the hen that go into the 

competition with these cold storage| garden. If she hasn’t anything to eat 

1 eggs? outside she is like a hungry boy, and 

Mrs. Tilson—I don’t know that I ever| has got to go where she can find some- 

made any figuring of that kind. I) thing. 

have kept account so that I know what| Mr. Barnes—I know of farmers who 

it cost me to keep a hen during the| depend upon the hens to cultivate 

year. Seventy-five cents is the very| their gardens. 

outside limit. I figure on the basis of| Mr. Stiles—Is it beneficial for the 

i} getting about $1.50 a hen, and I have| hens to eat hay? 

i many years cleared $1.00 a hen. Mrs. 'Tilson—I am a little afraid of 

i Mr. Woodward—Perhaps I can give hay stems, because they might cause 

i Mrs. Tilson a point with regard to|a@ crop bound condition, although I 

2 exercising chickens. A friend of mine often give them clover hay and let 

4 takes the large mangles and he has them eat the leaves, but I prefer giv- 

; got some cords fastened to the top of | ing them the chaff. 

the hen’s quarters with a hook in the Mr. Raphager—Would you recom- 

lower end, and he fixes it so that it mend corn stalks? 

hangs about two feet and a half from Mrs. Tilson—They would not make 

the floor and they will stand there by bad covering for the corn to make 

the hour and try to get at it. biddy scratch. 

Mrs. Tilson—I never could make that) Mr. Cole—How is ensilage for the 

work with vegetables. Perhaps it is chickens? 

because I give them so much clover. Mrs. Tilson—I never have tried it 

I have made a success of it with a|but I have heard it recommended. I 

sheep’s head. once asked Mr. Hiram Smith whether 

Mr. Woodward—There is another) it wouldn’t be a good plan for me to 

point in regard to making hens lay. have a little silo for my hens. He 

If you give a hen the proper kind of| thought my system was all right but 

food and enough of it and keep her| that I had better not go to the ex- 

in the right kind of quarters, she has| pense. 

it 
i .
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Mr. Woodward—We feed our hens with. I should think it would practi- if 

ensilage just as regularly as any other | cally be a little silo. i 5 

stock on the farm. There is one thing Mrs. Langdell—Do you think that i 

a hen is good for that hasn’t been| men generally appreciate this hen 1g 

spoken of here. I always put a flock | question as they ought to? They say he 

of hens in with my sheep to pick the it is woman’s business, and they make Mi. 

tieks off. sport of it although it is all they al- a 

Mr. Edwards—Did you ever try cut- low us for our income. iis 

ting short grass and packing it,into _Mrs. Tilson—I was very much de- ; 

barrels and weighting it, to feed it to lighted in a late paper to notice that he 

the chickens in the winter? pono casein = on ernie ; me i 
stone mmends poultry raising 

Roe (teal sean sid the best possible solution of the : 
; Problem of hard times in England. f 

i 

i 

HANDLING PURE BRED POULTRY. 

Mrs. J. C. PLUMB, Milton, Wis. 

The question of breeds in practical As my limit will not admit of any 

poultry farming cannot be set aside extended description of varieties, 1 , 

with the old saw, “more in the feed will only give general characteristics 

than in the breed,” for both lines run) of such as are of most practical inter- 

side by side, different breeds requir-| est to the farmers of Wisconsin. 

ing diverse feeding, and no single rule Best American Breed. 

o ones will do for all breeds at of a American breeds the > iy 

: mouth Rock stands at the head, giv- 

ae cee pa sony — ing us the best combination for a farm ; 

e *~| fowl of all the list. They give us good i 

Breeds. Varieties.) winter layers, faithful sitters and good 

American 5 i mothers. In egg production they rank ? 

| Asiatic 3 8 high, eggs of good size, color and : 

Mediterranean 4 il quality, with strong shells for ship- - 

Polish 1 8 ping. As a meat fowl they are of the 

Hamburg 2 7 best, with yellow skin, and plump 

French 3 3 bodies, which, when well fattened, sell 

English 1 3 well in the market. For broilers and 

Games 3 11 early market the chicks are not ex- i 

Bantams 7 15 celled by any other breed. They are ; 

Russians, black, hardy and vigorous while young, 

Sultans and feather early, and at two months old | 

Silkies white, 3 3 will weigh two pounds, and are ready | 

e ne for the summer market at 25 cts. to 

‘ En x ih 79 A 40 ng ey at a net gain of 15 per | 

ere are also several newer vari-| cen per cent. on the cost of 

eties not in the Standard of 1888, but) raising. The above remarks refer to | 

may be adopted in the present revi-|the old Barred Rock, but apply sub- | 

sion. stantially to the Pea Comb and White, 

i
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all of which should weigh when full, the same weight as the Dark Brahma. 

grown, nine and one-half for the cock | They are good winter layers and their 

and seven and one half for the hen. bountiful meat, fine appearance and 

t Of the Wyandotte family, we have | general hardihood make them valuable 

j the Silver, the White and the Golden, for the wide range of the farm. An 

. eight and one-half and six and one-half ordinary four foot picket fence will 

i in weight, with most of the good quali- yard them, or will protect the garden 

ties of the Rock, but not so hardy from them during the summer. The 

while young, nor as active and vigor- | beautiful penciling of the Partridge 

1 ous as a farm fowl, also being of later Cochin and rich golden plumage of the 

: origin are not so easily bred to the Buff, give these a high place in all 

i standard feather. ? fancy yards and the show room. The 

i The Java family compete with the Black Langshan, nine and one-half 

: Rock for utility in every way. They and seven, with an abundance of 

: are one-half pound heavier all around, glossy plumage, is a good breed for a 

} and somewhat better feathered for a cold climate, being a good winter 

i cold climate. There are of these, the layer. The White is a new production 

; Black, White and Mottled. All have not well tested. The Asiatics all have 

} clean, dark or pink shanks, and yel- feathered legs, which is not in their 

j low skin. The Black Java will give favor as a barn-yard fowl. 

i more eggs in winter than avy other iS 

i} breed we know, with similar and com- Neeeiens 

; mon treatment. They will also give) The Mediterranean class of breeds 

1 more breast meat when dressed than and varieties are all non-sitters and 

: any other of the same weight. The produce large eggs for their size. The 

/ Old Dominiques are of only medium best known of them are the Leghorns, 

{ weight, eight and one-half and six and in seven varieties, Brown, Rose and 

one-half, but have been the base of Single Comb, White the same, Black, 

f several of our modern breeds, as well Buff, and Dominique. In general char- 

i‘ as our common dunghills for the last acter these are all much alike, weight 

i fifty years. The Jersey Blues are a three to five pounds, their chief merit 

| new variety resembling the Java, ex- being in their excessive egg production 
| cept in color. auring mud Wweatner, and their great ac- 

; tivity at all times. They bear confine- 

it Large Foreigners. ment better than the larger breeds, 

i The Asiatic class have three breeds, and sc are better fitted for small runs 

f —Brahma, Cochin and Langshan, all of the city, where fresh eggs are 

. of large size and heavily feathered wanted every morning, and where 

with more or less of leg and toe feath- they can be entirely enclosed with 

ering. Of this class the Light Brahma | poultry wire fencing. The Leghorn is 

; is the general favorite, weight twelve the Jersey Cow of the poultry yard, 

and nine and one-half. Their small and by cross breeding is invading 

‘ pea combs are not easily frosted; they every farm, thereby adding wender- 

are good layers, and sitters, but too fully to the total egg supply of our 

t sluggish for rearing young chicks to country. The Minorcas are of the 

[ the best advantage. It has been said same general character as the Leg- 

that a well fattened Brahma is the horn, but nearly twice as heavy, eight 

beef of the poultry yard, and their and six and one-half pounds. The 

eapons food for kings. Prof. Henry Black is in every way worthy of a trial 

says they are “The Downs of the hen- on the farm, both for cross breeding 

yard.” The Dark Brahma is one and pure, and much more hardy than 

pound less in weight. The Black, the white. The Black Spanish is an 

; White, Buff and Partridge Cochins old variety which is too tender for the 

have similar characteristics, and of farm. These non-sitting breeds being 

ie 
ie 
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natives of a warmer climate than ours, | sales, shows the public demand to be ¥ 

require here more comfortable quar-| about as follows: 
m 

ters than the average farm now has,| For the year 1893, for birds and eggs. \3 

to make them of most advantage on| Barred Plymouth Rocks, 20 per cent. j 4 

the farm. 
| White Plymouth Rocks, 5 per cent. a 

The Polish in eight varieties of color, Laced Wyandottes, 7 per cent. a 

are all furnished with small combs | White Wyandottes, 1 per cent. 4 

and large crests; very beautiful as| Golden Wyandottes, 7 per cent. 54 

pets, good layers and non-sitters, but | Black Java, 1 per cent. i 

not advised for the farm. | Light Brahma, 10 per cent. {§ 

The Hamburgs, in two breeds and| Dark Brahma, 3 per cent. ei 

seven varieties, of beautiful colors, are | Langshan, 5 per cent. 4 

Jess in size than the Leghorns, are) Partridge Cochin, 3 per cent. 1 

non-sitters, and prolific layers of a| Buff, 2 per cent. ’ 1 

small sized egg, which some think, 8S. C. B. Leghorn, 6 per cent. Ly 

richer than those of the larger breeds.| RB. C. B. Leghorn, 6 per cent. id 

They are used mostly for city pets. S. C. White Leghorn, 2 per cent. fs 

The Red Caps are a sub-variety of the) R. C. White Leghorn, 5 per cent. i ; 

Spanish, of full medium size. Black Minorca, 5 per cent. | 

French and English. Hamburg, 5 per cent. t 

Of the French class the Crested to aay Pent : 

Houdan is an old breed, Black and) ypaian Games, 1:2 ner cent: : 

5 White, of only medium weight, very a ae 

quiet, but active and hardy; very pro- The Thanksgiving Bird, " 

lific in large eggs. | In turkeys we have six varieties, of oF 

The old English Dorking has given which the Bronze are the largest and 4 

place to more vigorous new breeds.’ most popular. They show the vigor a 

The old games are great rustlers and and hardiness of the native wild tur- 5 

good layers, but not recommended for ey, from which they sprang, and eI 

the farm, except to give firmness to with generous care and regular feed- 4 

the meat ard pluck to larger birds. ing they can be depended upon to i 

The new Cornish Indian Games are egme home to feed and roost. Their ¥ 

hard to raise in this climate, and too standard weight is thirty-two and ; 

cross to other more useful breeds to be} twenty-two pounds. & 

tolerated on the farm. - | The Narragansett comes next in size e 

The Bantam class of seven breeds) and resembles the Bronze, but has less 4 

and fifteen varieties are useful as pets of the Bronze and more of the gray or P 

only. Being produced from the large) -pugf in plumage. The buff, black and | 

preeds by inbreeding, _late breeding) giate colored aos about five pounds ee 

and starving, they retain most of the jess weight and the white still smaller, 3 

~ characteristics of their ancestry. They twenty-six to sixteen pounds. 4 

are good layers and mothers. and ‘some In ducks we find ten varieties, only i 

of them very beautiful. Twenty to three of which can claim special merit i] 

twenty-six ounces is their range of for the farmer. They are the Pekin. i | 

weights, the Black-breasted Red Game) ayjesbury White sad the Rouen | 

being the smallest (20 and 22 o7.). Brown. The first named shou‘d weigh | 

To complete the list of classes We) eight and seven pounds, the last two i 

i have the Russian, (black), the Sultan] ten and nine pounds. While these are ; 

and Silkies, (white), of which little is| ay worthy varieties and each a special t 

known by us. favorite, we find the Pekin the gen- | 

Popularity. | eral favorite. | 

Our experience with the following Of the six classes of geese in domes- | 

twenty varieties in the past year’s’ tication the Toulouse gray, and the 

i)
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Embden white stand for all the|the coarse Asiatics, for the latter will 

farmer’s needs in this bird. Their|run over the former when crowding 

standard weight is twenty-five and|for feed. These two extreme classes 

twenty-three pounds. The Toulouse is also require different winter housing, 

the best feeder and most prolific, often | different summer runs and different 

laying 35 eggs in a season and at five|feed during the laying season. The 

! months old weighing fifteen pounds. |large breeds must be made to trot 

The Guineas, white and gray, can| around and dig for their living and be 

hardly be recommended for a general | fed less concentrated food than the 

purpose fowl, yet they are great peace- smaller breeds. If kept in same pens 

makers with the other fowls, also vigi-|and runs and fed on the same food, the 

lant watch-dogs against all strange|larger breeds will become too fat to 

birds and beasts. Their meat resem-|be of any good except for the pot, or 

| bles the wild pheasant more than any |the smaller breeds will be starved out. 

other of our donestic fowls. Egg production like that of milk, is an 

To the above short description of|act of tae reproductive forces, and 

breeds I will add some notes on Hand-|only under a liberal feed can it be a 

! ling Pure-bred Fowls. success, but overfeed often prevents 

Care of Pure Breeds. the fertility of the egg. 

: The utility of pure bred poultry can Uniformity Profitable. 

: no more be questioned than that of! Poultry raised on this pure bred plan 

: other live-stock on the farm. The com-| jl] be of uniform appearance when 

: mon practice of mixing up all breeds| put on the market, both dressed and 

; on the farm is not a good one. If the|jn feather, and will bring enough 

farmer wishes to grade up on one line|more for that reason to pay for all 

: let him choose the breed he would run|the trouble to secure it. Increase of 

into and use only pure bred males of | size as well as quality will often come 

the variety he prefers. If ne chooses | from the use of pure bred males. 

i not to buy all fresh males from| Bronze Turkey Toms, Toulouse Gan- 

breeders of that variety, let him have a|qers, Pekin Drakes, Brahmas and 

H small breeding pen of his own, where | Cochin Cocks will add to the size of 

t with a trio of pure breds he may, at|the young that year in a flock of com- 

i small cost, secure all the males needed | mon birds from 20 per cent. to 50 per 

for each year for the farm flock and|cent. without much additional cost. 
‘ some for his neighbors also. Here would come in many points in 

F Any careful farmer can in this way | breeding and rearing, but as my limit 

: grade up to a good working standard | js already over-run I will close with a 
i his common hens, and sell pure bred | few hints. 

males to his less enterprising neigh- 

bors to pay all extra cost of his breed- Summary of Experience. 

ing pen. This is now being done by| ist. Other things equal, the white 

hundreds of farmers. These separate | feathered varieties are not so hardy 

breeding pens should be made up/as the dark feathered of the same 

: about a week before the eggs can be | breed. % 

; depended upon as pure. 2d. With the best of blood, only by 

Best results in raising, in feeding | careful rearing and thorough culling 

and in marketing can be secured with | can the standard of superior excellence 

| thoroughbreds. Extensive develop- | be maintained. 

. ment on this line has made some of| 3d. Don’t expect eggs from a thou- 

) them quite tender, hence they need |sand miles away to hatch as well as 

{ extra care and keep. from the home flock. 

The delicate French and Mediterra-| 4th. Don’t buy a pure bred male 

: nean classes should not be raised with bird and turn him out to take his
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chances with the cocks of the old fiock, | parties, but when they got to New be 

unless you are willing to lose your in- | York the white ones sold from five i 

vyestment. 
cents up more than the dark ones; \} 

5th. Don’t expect the pure preed to|they said the dark ones were bruised. { ¥ 

make up for your owD lack of care} Mrs. Langdell—Was it proper to sell { 

and feed. 
those fowls when they were in their Li 

6th. Don’t cross-breed a year or pin feathers. 
iy 

two and then change off; but once| Mrs. Plumb—I think so. Any fowl 4 

started follow on the chosen line to will dress nicely that has a nice skin. tig 

perfection. 
We always get more for Plymouth i] 

7th. Don’t in-breed, but use males|Rocks than any other variety. We i 

from different strains of the same fam- |consider the Plymouth Rocks choice for it 

ily. proilers. I think any dark fowl is if 

—_—_—_—_—_—_————_ hardier than the white. I know it is é 

so with us. 
} 

Discussion. Mr; Woodward—Don’t you think that i 

Mr. Plumb—I want to add a word on j the white Plymouth Rock is the better 4 

my own account. I have sai ita good layer of the two? 
; 

many times during the last six months} Mrs. Plumb—No, I don’t think it is. i 

that the ccw and the hen were the|The white Plymouth Rock is not as old i 

salvation of the state of Wisconsin, | a breed as the Barred. The first year q 

financially, this year. I want to speak | you may send off and get some that - 4 

of this silo business also. Some eight |are very large. The next year they are ' 

or ten years ago Father ‘Hiram Smith |a good deal like Leghorns; they have 

was advocating the silo, and I put the undoubtedly got Leghorn blood in : 

question to bim whether we could |them, and probably in a few years S 

utilize the barrel silo in our poultry | they will be larger and like all the rest 

raising. He says, “A silo must have|of these cross breeds they will be 

a certain degree of heat. Are you go-| picked out better. 
: 

ing to get that degree of heat in a bar-| Mr. McDougal—What is your objec- 

rel? I think not. Now, what will you |tion to the feather-legged Brahma for 

have? You will simply have rotten |the farmer? 
ef 

grass.” 
Mrs. Plumb—Farmers claim that gy 

Mr. Woodward—Is it not a fact that | around among their hogs and cattle in iq 

there is an objection to all dark breeds | wet weather the Brahmas and Cochins, ; 

of poultry inf the pin feathers when|on account of the feathers on their 

you come to kill them for the market? | legs, get muddy; it makes them slow : 

The coloring matter gets between the|to get out of the way, while the Ply- 1 

outer and inner coats of the skin and | mouth Rocks and the Wyandottes and 

{ makes the meat look as if it had been |the Javas are clean bred. They get ‘ 

bruised. 
out of the way of hogs and cattle or 

Mrs. Plumb—There have been some anything else that is apt to step on 

objections on that ground, but I don’t | them. 
4 

think it is so with the Plymouth Rocks. Mr. Woodward—Don’t clean-legged i 

Of course the pin feathers will leave | fowls, when they get into the market, 

dark spots, but I know they bring|sell for the most money per pound? | 

enough more in the market than some| Mrs. Plumb—I don’t know about 

others that are of light color. that. 
. 

Mr. Woodward—This last year we) Mr Trne—Of the small varieties do : 

sent a consignment of poultry to New | you consider that the Hamburgs are | 

York, part of them white Plymouth | entitled to consideration equal to the 

Rocks and part of them dark. They Leghorns? 
{ 

were all grown together, and all Mra Plumb—No, I do not. I think { 

dressed the same time, by the same the Hamburgs show very little to kill } 
t 

th
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and eat, and the eggs are so very small of themselves after they were two 

that there is really no money in them. weeks old. She fed them bread crumbs ; 

Mr. Woodward—Is there any fowl and cracked wheat and cracked corn 

that will lay as many eggs as the Leg- until that time. Then every night the 

j horn? ‘turkeys came home and she fed them, 

Mrs. Plumb—With us the Java has but after that she didn’t do anything 

; laid more eggs than the Leghorn or the for them. 

: Minorca, or anything else. Last fall Mr. Hennessey—Will a pure bred 

F when all the other hens had stopped fowl do equally as well as crosses on 

laying the Javas kept on until the the same care? 

coldest weather in December, and also| Mrs. Plumb—I think the pure bred 

the Plymouth Rocks. You take a are better and no harder to raise. 

flock of early hatched Plymouth Rocks You take a flock of pure breeds and 

and they will lay through the fall and they are all of a size, but if you have 

begin laying again in February, and a flock, some of them large and some 

they don’t require as warm a place as small, the heavier ones will run over 

; the Leghorn. The Leghorn has such @ the smalier ones, and you will have a 

} large comb and large wattles, that if good many losses. We never have 

they don’t have a good warm place dealt in crosses. 

} they are sure to get frost-bitten; then Mr. Cole—Don’t you pay particular 

i you will have no more eggs through attention to the introduction of fresh 

' the winter. blood? 
Mr. MeKerrow—This lady’s paper is Mrs. Plumb—Yes, sir. 

the only one that has touched on the Mr. Hyatt—I think it is a fact that 

| turkey. How do you care for your tur- after turkeys are about three weeks 

; keys to get the best success in raising old that the turkey will take them and 

i them? go out into the open lots where there 

ft Mrs. Plumb—Onr place is small. I js nothing to disturb them, and it is 

i let the farmers have our eggs to raise, very rarely that they lose any young 

¥ and then I buy them at the market turkeys after they sre about three 

+ price; that is the way we do it. There weeks old. ‘They seem to have plenty 

is one lady near us who raised 175 of good common sense. 

turkeys from 12 hens. She hada yard = Mrs. Plumb—I think that turkeys 

eight feet high. She put nests on the that take care of themselves in that 

5 outside of this yard all along the fence way, do far better than those that are 

1 that were regular boxes. The turkey handled at home. * 

‘ went in there to lay and the first eggs 

: that were laid she put under the hens. ——————_ 

' The next litter she let the turkeys 

B hatch. It was in March. She kept Mr. W. P. Bartlett, of Eau Claire, 

f these turkeys in the yard until they President of the Board of Regents of 

4 were two weeks old, and then she let the State University, was introduced 

5 them out and she raised nearly all of ‘9 the Institute and spoke as follows:— 

4 them. I never saw finer turkeys in Ladies and Gentlemen—I was pleased 

3 the month of October. The Toms aver- this morning when Professor Henry 

; aged 17 pounds and they were three- urged the fathers and mothers to go 

i quarters bronzed. She had a flock of home and send their sons here. It was 

; the common small turkeys and she , good thought, and he only left out 

; came to us two years, I think, and got one thing, and I come before you to 

iF a Tom. We have a yard about eight plead for the daughters. I say let the 

ie feet high to keep our turkeys in to get farmers go home and send their daugh- 

’ the eggs and to keep them from both- ters here as well as their sons, for 

4 ering the hens. She expected to clear whoever knew an old bachelor to make 

6 $200 on those turkeys. They took care a good farmer, and yet I have known 

ie
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many a maiden lady to be excellent in , has not been a single time but what I 3 

raising chickens. 
|have met with some farmer away be- oa 

One word in regard to our univer- yond the Rocky Mountains either en- | k 

sity. I find in traveling around that a— gauged in raising fruit or something % 

great many, even those who attend our | else, who dates back his success to the ‘i 

Farmers’ Institutes, look upon the Uni-| Farmers’ Institutes and the agricul- bs 

versity of this State as a great college tural knowledge that this State has ; bi 

to which young men go down to be sent forth, either by its Institutes or tis 

educated to become lawyers, some to by the bulletins sent out from our ia 

become ministers and others literary agricultural department. Our Farmers’ {i 

men. I wish to inform you that they Institutes have not only reached be- iy 

are not the only men who are educated yonu ule Rocky Mountains, but they 1 

jn our University. We have every de-| have crossed the ocean, and even in Han 

partment there. We have a mechan- the old country have awakened an in- [i 

jeal department to which a young man terest in agriculture, throughout the \ 

ean go and learn a trade; we have the | realms of European countries. We are i 

engineering department, to which a | just passing through a series of years I 

young man can go and come out an of financial depression; men who were i 

experienced engineer, ready to take a rich yesterday are poor today. Where i 

position at from two to three thousand is there a man in any business that is 1 

dollars a year. 
better off than the farmer who is out #3 

: 
of debi: He has his home, he has his a 

University for the Farmer. living, and you go into your cities to- } 

We have an agricultural department day and you will find nine cases out of 

in which we educate men as farmers; teD of the working men who are really fi 

we go further than that: If the suffering for the want of food. Not so ee 

farmer’s son cannot go to the Univer- with the farmer. In the last three or 

sity we come to you, and the Farmers’ four weeks I have been into several ¢ 

Institute is a part of the University counties in this State and talked with S 

sent out to meet the demands of the farmers and there is no class that E 4 

people who cannot attend the Univer- meet with that today is so well off as k 

sity, one of the pranches thereof; one the farmers. 1 wish that every farmer ' 

of the arms of the University sent out in this State could send his son to at i 

to meet the demands of the people who least one term in our University, eveD f 

cannot attend the University. Nine the short term of one winter, twelve a 

years ago it was started, and every weeks. It would arouse an enthusiasm 2 

year throughout every part of tlie that he would bring home to his & 

State these Institutes have been held, brothers and sisters that would be felt . 

and we want the farmers to attend throughout the length and breadth of 

them, not so much to hear Professor this land. 
1 

Henry and other men who come as_ Prof. Henry—President Bartlett, the 

teachers perhaps, but that you may man for whom, I work as a professor { 

come and compare notes among your- of agriculture, and the man to whom 

selves; that is the true and the best MY repofts must all go for considera- ‘ 

education, because while theoretically tion, has put before you something of 

there may be much in farming there is the facts about our State University. 

still more in the practical knowledge We have come together not only to 

that you impart one to another. have a good time here, but a profitable 

time, I hope, and to acquire some of 

Farmers’ Institutes. the enthusiasm which we ought to all | 

For th: past several years it has feel in connection with our University, 

been my fcrtune to travel much in the and to take it home to help us make a t 

west, each year beyond the Rocky greater success in our work. j 

Mountains, and in these trips there| The meeting adjourned to 7:30 p. m. f 

i
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EVENING SESSION. i 
i 

The Institute met at 7 p.m. Pres. Bartlett in the Chair. Music by Grac j ' 

Church Choir. iy 
— (a 

: 
if 

FUN ON THE FARM. \ 
a 

J. F. MOYLE, Yorkville, Wis. t ; 

About twenty years ago it was our booked for tonight, and perhaps the i 

good fortune to become acquainted | easiest way to introduce it will be to P 

with the late lamented Superintendent| take a prominent characteristic of the ie 

of Farmers’ Institute work in this) man of whom we have been speaking um 

State, Hon. W. H. Morrison. At that| and consider it briefly by way of m- ( 

time he was living in wie ancestrai | troduction to “Fun on the Farm.” He ’ 

home in Walworth County and man-| was a genial man, and full of fun, ‘ 

aging the many acred farm formerly | that is, he had a keen sense of the a 

owned by his father. We spent some | humorous side of life, and preferred 

weeks with himself and family, and| it to the cynical. Walking on the 4 

during that time had ample opportuni-| farm one day he called our attention 4 

ty to study some of the peculiar char-| to a large and nicely finished hop- ; 

acteristics of the man, who was later) house. “There,” he said, “is a monu- he 

to become the famous Secretary of the, ment of Morrison’s folly. I had a bad y 

Walworth County Fair, (better = attack of the hop-craze, and could see : F 

in southern Wisconsin as the Elkhorn} nothing short of a bonanza in it. I ; 

Fair), and still later the pioneer of| figured it out by every known rule of ‘ 

Farm Institute work in Wisconsin. 1 arithmetic and the sum, remainder, 

need not remind you how faithfully | product and quotient, in every opera- 

he discharged the duties of that po-) tion produced the same result, afflu- i 

sition; with what untiring zeal and| ence. I launched fearlessly upon the | 

energy he prosecuted the work of| tide, put two thousand dollars into j 

pringing the farmers to the front; nor the enterprise, and when I was ready ; 

is it at all probable that we shall| to pick my first hops the business had ' 

ever know how great were the diffi- already become a blooming fizzle; my 

culties that met him in the way, and| flight had been high, and somewhat i 

the discouragements with which le| noisy, but like the traditional gander, { 

had to contend, before the strong and| I had lit in a mud-hole.” j 

| a on which we build Causes Acidity, i 

K Such experiences are very apt to 

His Work Well Done. sour men, and especially farmers who 

| Let it suffice for us to know that the| work so long and hard for what they 

| work has been done and well done;| possess. To see their gains so sud- 

the superstructure, however, remains denly dissipated, their confidence in 

for us and our children to complete.| their own sagacity and shrewdness so ; 

Let us see well to it how we build| ignominiously eclipsed, and themselves 

I thereon. made the butt of ridicule for their } 

! But this is not the subject we are| neighbors, is certainly at the best not
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a situation to be desired. Indeed, I| that one item alone, and no grumbling, 

doubt if any of us would be very anx-| its claim will certainly be admitted 

ious to pass through the ordeal, even without question. ue 

though it afforded us a brilliant oppor- | Fun. 

tunity of putting our philosophic cee But for the last of the quartette, 

into practice. Therefore, if in what) fun, and especially when it is fun on 

follows we may say things that are) the farm, we are not so certain we 

not very complimentary to the gran-| shall be able to establish the right of 
gers as a class along a certain line,| way as clearly, or gain for it the rec- 

still we wish to remind them that) ognition we desire. Not that we ex- 

we do not forget the thousand and one | pect any one will arraign this exclu- 

things that tend to worry and fret and) sive and peculiar propensity of human- * 

put in a bad humor, those whose oc-| ity as an evil per se, but in as much 

cupation throws them so much of the gs jt consumes some time, and any 

time upon their own resources for any-| time on the farm that is not devoted to . 

thing like recreation, or relief from the) \orking, eating or sleeping is apt to 

treadmill like routine of farm life. | be counted only as so much valuable 

I know that many claim our disposi-| time wasted, it would be very natural q 

tions are largely, if not entirely, the | to expect the husbandman to frown 

result of heredity, and that the man| upon it, and declare it could not be 

who is of an open, genial temperament} eonsidered an adjunct to successful } 

was born-with just such a disposition, | farming, (especially if indulged in by 

and is entitled to no credit for it and) the pired help). 

vice versa; and there is without doubt ‘The Laughing Animal, 

; much truth in the argument. | Now, just why among the many and 

Happiness "Discarded. | diversified works of creation, man and 

But our own observations have | man alone, is gifted with the desire 

proved to us conclusively, over and | and ability to laugh, and thus give au- 

over again, that the farmer with all) dible expression to the tickle within 

f the inducements sround him to make} him, is one of the mysteries we hand 

| him the happiest creature in creation, | over to those who care to investigate. 

i may become the most miserable, and) It is sufficient for our purpose, how- 

unlike Midias turn everything he/ ever, that he can and may, sometimes 

touches into swill. It was undoubt-| even does indulge in the pastime. But 

edly to correct this tendency that | we do not wish to be understood as 

Orange Judd headed one column of his| claiming that fun simply consists in 

paper with this couplet:— | laughing, or that persons who are 

“A little nonsense now and then | always laughing are the only ones 

+ Is relished by the best of men, | who gather any nectar or rejoice in 

To rest ’em.” | any sunshine in this typical vale of 

4 Four of the prime factors among) tears. The narrowness of such a con- 

the many that go to make up the sum | struction would evidently take all the 

| total of human existence, are work, wind out of our sails and leave us 

i food, sleep and fun. Of the first there with scarcely a rag of argument to 

: is never any lack on the average farm. fiutter in the breeze. It is in the 

i Of the second the generous response broader and more comprehensive sense 

4 to the appeal for aid for our less which conveys to our minds the idea 

i fortunate workers, the miners, made of pleasure, enjoyment, satisfaction, 

: by the farmers of this State during contentment and kindred terms that 

| this winter, proves they have enough tends to express a desirable state of 

1 and some to spare. As for sleep, when mind and body, and that makes the 

; we consider that one-third of our en- business of living worth the effort. 

n ‘tire existence is cheerfully devoted to. We are frequently confronted with E 

4
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this question: Why do farmers’ sons | Farmer Hardfist — Work ? Why, f 4 

so frequently take a dislike to the) shucks, Polly, he don’t skurcely know a 

farm and want to go into some other | what work it. He hain’t done a thing i 

business, especially if that business| since supper but milk the cows, feed t, 

will take them into some of our) the horses, slop the pigs, split and i 

> cities? Farmers don’t seem to un-| carry in the wood and kindlins, shell a 

derstand it when the farm stands so a little corn, ketch the colt and turn tg 

much in need of their assistance and| the grindstone for me about half an te 

care, and offers them so many induce-| hour. He’s had all the rest of the time a 

ments to remain thereon and develop to himself, except a few minutes it i 

its resources and make themselves in-| took him to mend the bridle I broke a 

dependent. The “need” part of this is this morning. What in the name .0’ MM 

very cogent and hundreds of farmers Tunkett makes all the boys crazy to i" 

deserted by their sons, bear testimony leave the old farm ?—Life.” 
4 

to the fact. Many reasons might be ad- Now both of these illustrations may 4 

duced to account for this state of be a little overdrawn, but they contain { 

things, but no simple reason will ex- much that is too true, nevertheless, i 

plain as much of it as a lack of fun on and ought to afford us considerable f 

the farm. room for reflection. How much pleas- { 

But the inducements to remain on ure, or enjoyment, or contentment, to 4 

the farm, what are they. Often they say nothing about fun can you imagine y 

are such as_ this: “Come, now, for young people with such environ- 

Johnnie, hustle out of bed, its 5 o'clock, ments as these, and yet we are forced 

and you know there are twenty cows to believe though much against our in- q 

to milk, and all the stock to feed, and clination, that the tendencies of farm i 

the horses, sheep and pigs to attend to, life are too often in this direction. 4 

and the road to the factory will be bad Spice the Details. 4 

this morning because of the drifts, and) But you tell me that if a farmer will { 
you'll be late if you don’t look out. “3 : i 

Come, now, move lively.” And John- make® pepe of his business he has ql 

? ’ to attend to it in all of its details. - : 

nie rears up on his elbow and through Veer te petaunt & 4 

his half opened eyes looks at the frost h ry true, but isn’t it just meee _ i 

covered windows and laughs and a aH few too many details? And 

laughs, and says heaven’ pless farming. sn’t this just where the grind comes in f 

. that makes the boy discontented with 4 

Don’t he? Or change the scene to the his lot in life a ta him of8 q 

other end of the day and listen to this! 9. very sli ght aa cern a mi : en 

bit of homespun conversation and see +), dot line ek e Bee die fo 

how much inducement to stay on the inkli s ri es ere is & IAree 

farm you can extract from it. It isa Gad ao 2 a in the old proverb | 

simple clipping that is now making the aull is ae - stand makes i . 

rounds of the newspapers, and is in- | ;, if now with many farmers ' 

tended to be funny, but there is such : seems to be a prime necessity to : 

| an evident twitting on facts init that nae ea ape hn: ao ee if 

it puts it in the minor key at ~ pase bed in the morning until they jump in 

Couldn't Understand it. again at night; and then they claim 

“Farmer Hardfist—What under the that nothing more has been done than 

sun is the reason that boys are such no was absolutely necessary to keep 

account creatures nowadays? Here is things up and running smoothly, and 

our son Jasper pretty nigh crazy to the query will very naturally arise in 

leave the old farm and try to get a job such a person’s mind, What else can I ’ 

in town. do? If I allow things to go by default 

Mrs. Hardfist (meekly)—Perhaps he for waat of energy and push on my. 

thinks the work won't be quite so hard. part how can I expect to pay accruing | 

| 
\
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bills or keep the farm up to the stand- Gratify Tastes. 

ard that will yield the best results?} Do your young people manifest a 

True again. We admire the farmer] taste for music or painting, or any of 

who has push and energy and tact and} the fine arts, encourage them in these 

vim, but simply <laim that it should| things and assist them as far as you 

not all be applied along the live of| are able. There is no law against it : 

raking in the almighty dollar for the| and you may be sure the drill of active 

sole purpose of buying more land, cn! life when they are engaged in it for 

which to raise more corn, with which! themselves will be prosy enough at the 

to fat more hogs, in order to byy more} best. Why deny them these accom- 

land, on which to raise more corn, pliskments if it is in your power to 

with which, etc. Such a course pur-) bestow them? 

sued with no higher object in view Have they a taste for horticulture, 

than that we have stated, must, it ap-| it doesn’t take much ground, to make a 

pears to me, eventually actasa blight! toy supremely happy along this line. 

on any home, and it is at least one of the, How well we remember a little garden 

causes why boys leave the farm. No,| over which we exercised a sort of soy- 

no, gentlemen, it is not less push or) ereignty; it was a strange commin- 

energy we want but more of it ap-| gling of hollyhocks and onions, of forest . 

plied along the line of making our) trees and ribbon grass, but we never 

homes what they ought to be, the best | felt like leaving it even in the most 

place this side of heaven. | discontented moods. i 

How shall this be done? Every far-| Have they a fancy for live stock, 

mer can probably answer that ques- make them limited partners with your- 

tion best for himself. But at the same selves in the business, and live up to 

time we would like to make a few your part of the contract. 

general observations. | Are they poultry fanciers, let them 
prove for themselves that pleasure and 

Pleasant Homes. profit along this line is the legitimate 
result of strict attention to business, 

E In the first place avoid the harsh,) and that less than this is bound to pro- 

: rasping, dictatorial manners, indulged) duce disappointment and loss. In fact, 

} in by so many farmers in their own) the farm ‘s fairly alive with entertain- 

i homes; this is a product of their en-| ment and instruction, with incentive 

forced isolation from society because| and reward for persons of every age 

of their calling, I am inclined to think.| «nd rank in life. 

But it should be discouraged and can| But I imagine I hear a farmer say- 

4 be. The result would be speedily seen | ing, when it takes our supremest ef- 

i in the home, and they will very likely | fort and strictest economy on the farm 

i think you are going crazy, or getting| to pay every day expenses and provide 

1 ready to die. But stick to it, it will] the bare necessities of living, how 

if make fun on the farm, and that is| much will there be left to invest just 

i what we are after. for the fun of the thing. 

4 Again, try to bear this in mind. Comes Cheap. 

{ Boys are only men in miniature and| Not very much we are willing to ad- 

i ideas and predictions are as natural] mit, and especially these tight times. 

i to them as they are to the full grown| But we are happy to inform you’ that 

i animal and are put forth, not for the| it does not take much, neither is the 

Hd] purpose of being ruthlessly destroyed| cost very great, if the money is only 

3 on sight, or frozen out by scorn or ne-| judiciously expended, to make lots of 

{ glect, but to be sampled and tested,|fun on the farm. How many of the 

i! and in most cases to be encouraged| farmers who listen to me tonight are 

rs and directed. taking a first class agricultural paper, 

‘ 
it 

i 

|
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costing you perhaps a dollar a year, and these opportunities are passed or 'f 

and coming into your homes once a rapidly passing away forever, at least i 

week. How many of you get the agri- from southern Wisconsin. What were 

cultural and horticultural reports pub-| called just respectable farms thirty li 

lished by the State of Wisconsin, or | years ago, are now doing duty for two, te 

Bulletins of the Farmers’ Institutes three and in some cases even four 1 

which cost only an expressed wish to} farms, and the end is not yet. But 3 

have them. These things are not ex- best of all there are living on them as ig 

pensive, but their power to produce| well as hundreds of other farms in al 

sunshine and lighten what often is! our state, families, happy and content- i! 

termed the drudgery of farm life is ed surrounded by books and music and § 

immense, and not easily over-esti-| flowers, with tastes as refined and in- i 

mated. intellects as keen and knowledge as . 

‘When the speaker was a boy the ob- practical as the best in the land. It , 

ject of every enterprising farmer was is from just such homes as these that 

a farm apiece for his boys and a wide-| our best men and women, both state i 

awake farmer’s son for his daughter, and national are continually coming, 3 

and with the country sparcely settled and I know of no better means of de- } 

in comparison to what it is now, and veloping the State’s resources than the i 

the mighty impulse given to money Farmers’ Institutes. 1 

making by the civil war, it was often| I earnestly hope you will not forget } 

possible to gain the object, (we refer| that there are things of more value 

to the farmers now) and the boys) thau houses and lands that we may 

readily became infested with the idea, | bequeath to our children if we will, 

and were easily held to the task. and not least among them is a genial, ; 

Smaller Farms. sunny disposition which is a direct € 

But this order of things ts saanged' product of fun on the farm. 1 
4 t 

SE eee 

7 

«JEST HOGS.” | 

F. D. COBURN, Secretary Department of Agriculture, Topeka, Kansas. 

At $2.75 per hundred pounds the hog] of way by pedestrians, vehicles, and . 

is a prosaic plebeian; a quite aisrep| railway trains, and it is with our | 

able fellow; of indifferent breeding, de-| cheerful consent that he comes about 

based morals and unclean habits, |as near representing and possessing the 

i whose relationship we deny and to| fat of the land as any one we know. 

whom many of us often do not speak Under these circumstances he soon j 

when we meet him in the road or at| ceases to associate with country peo- 

the station. At $7.25 per hundred, how- ple, the friends and benefactors of his 

ever, this is all reversed. He is then | youth, and becomes a plutocrat; early} 

an interesting gentleman, if not a falling absolutely under the baleful | 

scholar; entitled to be called Honor- influence of such throat-cutters as the | 

| able, and to all that deference which| Fowlers, the Swifts, and the Armours, | 

most of us make haste to show a dis- only, as we might expect, to get it in | 

tinguished relative of large financial| the neck and eventually to be bled to | 

consequence. He is given the right death. aa 

|
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Lerenzo Dow, who early in the cen-| been surpassed in comprehensive 

tury travelled widely in the region | brevity. 

west of the Alleghanies and made| The hog is a true cosmopolite—a citi- 

many notes of careful observation, zen of the world. Truly he is the pro- 

summed up his conclusions as to the duct of Nature’s most economical 

settlers in this wise: | thought. There is no part that cannot 

More Land. | be utilized. His flesh, fat, bristles, 

“phe average Western farmer toils hair, viscera, blood, hoofs and bones 

hard, early and late, often depriving | re all turned to account. He is the 

himself of needed rest and sleep—for staff of life, the arch enemy of famine, 

what? To feed hogs. For what? To| the poor man’s best friends. In adult 

get money with which to buy more pighood he is omniverous and self-re- 

land. For what? To raise more corn. liant, bold and expeditionary; breeds 

For what? To feed more hogs. For faster, grows faster, end keeps cheaper 

what? To buy more land. And what than any other domestic animal. 

does he want with more land? Why, America is pre-eminently the home 

he wishes to raise more corn, to feed of the hog; he is a logical deduc- 

more hogs—to buy more land—to raise tion from Indian corn. He was in- 

more corn—to feed more hogs—to buy troduced into Virginia in 1609, and 

more land—and in this circle he moves there he multiplied so rapidly that the 

until the Almighty stops bis hoggish colonists were obliged to palisade 

proceedings. 
Jamestown high to keep out the dn- 

The advances in the swine industry | dians, and close to keep out the hogs. 

within the past third of a century have | A National Emblem. 

been wonderful, but perhaps not| One enthusiastic and eloquent writer 

greater than the advances in its litera-| pas made the claim that the pig is a 

ture. 
| much better emblem of our nationality 

. Youthful! Sentiment. than the eagle, and that, though not a 

It has not been more than a third thing of beauty in the strict artistic 

of a century since your speaker him- sense he js far more handsome than 

self did not hesitate to say in a wholly the eagle, and when opportunity offers 

original paper on Beasts, Birds and In-/ js far more cleanly and dainty in his 

sects, read before Mud Creek Univer- personal habits. “If not ornamental, 

sity (of which he is a graduate) one he is certainly useful; while the eagle is 

black Friday afternoon, at the some- neither useful nor ornamental. The 

what pressing invitation of the Chan- pig is a quiet, inoffensive, Christian 

cellor, that “The hog is a beautiful in- sort of animal, symbolizing to a great- 

i sect of the genus chromo, that gives er extent the peaceful virtues for 

f us milk and hog fat and backbones which our nation is so conspicuous, | 

# and bladders. Her plumage is made than does the roving, piratical eagle, 

ih of brustles which is different and not a rapacious robber among birds, and 

flowered like brustles carpet. He the cruel, relentless, oppressive tyrant 

roams from flower to flower gathering of all his kind. The snout turning the 

sausage by the wayside. She will soil is a symbol of peace and industry, 

sometimes make a raid on the hens while the beak and talons signify noth- 

ti and chickens but Solomon in all his ing but war and violence. The pig isa 

Hi glory was not a raid like one of these, thrifty animal, turning to some good 

t for the lion roareth and the whang- account everything that comes in his 

doodle whangeth his first-born worlds way, far better representative of the 

without end.” Many other descriptions American character than the roving 

| Have been attempted since then, in-| robber bird, perpetually on the wing, 

; tended to be more scientific, but I am and accumulating neither flesh nor 

i told that this one of mine has never feathers.” The pig has shown himself 

|
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amenable to the influence of civili- ; ried off by a ton of beef; besides, a ton 

zation, and quietly takes his place— | of beef will require nearly fifty per- 

and fills it none can gainsay—which centum more to produce it. This gives 

civilization assigns him; while the in round numbers the comparative ef- 

eagle is a wild, untamable, individual fect of producing pork and beef. It is 

that under no circumstances can be thus evident that the pig should be 

prought under Christian influences. fostered in every way; his capabilities 

Our people, too, are largely agricul-| studied and pushed, his diseases care- 

tural, and the pig would represent in fully noted and prevented. 

large degree our agricultural interests; Great Increase. 

while the eagle symbolizes nothing Fifty years ago the number of hogs 

with which America has interest or in the United States was slightly in 

concern. excess of 14,000,000, Kentucky leading 

Brings Prosperity. ‘all the others and having at that early 

It is susceptible of proof, says this day as many as 2,300,000, with Ohio a 

writer, “that to the pig more than close second. Iowa had less than 105,- 

to all other causes we are indebted for 000, while Kansas, Nebraska, and 

the wonderful expansion and remark-| Minnesota were yeta part of the 

able prosperity which have marked primeval, hogless wilderness, ranging 

our history, as well as for the perma- Stound for the Indian and the bison. 

nence and development of those insti-/ Thirty years later Illinois occupied 

tvtions that form our chief pride and fst place with 3,363,000, and Iowa 

have attracted to us the eyes of the| With almost as many had 50 per cent. 
world.” more than Kentucky. Ten states had 

He is found to yield a pound of pro- more than one million each, and the 

duce from less food than either cattle |Stand total was 23,134,569. The last 

or sheep, and is, therefore, the most |7ea"'’s figures show 52,398,019 (35,000,- 

economical machine to manufacture|000 in twelve states), and seventeen 
our corn crop into marketable meat. states have each more than one mill- 

Our people are becoming wiser every ion. Iowa with its 7,105,220 has more 

year, and exporting less proportion- | tan Kentucky, Ohio and New York, 

ately of the raw material, and more of | the then three foremost states, had in 

condensed product. If it takes seven | 1840; and Kansas and Nebraska, with 

pounds of corn on an average to make|>! 76%, and 2,586,052 respectively, 
a pound of pork, as is no doubt the | Bave more than the most pretentious 

case, the farmer begins to see the great commonwealth then had. The state of 

economy of exporting one pound of Missouri alone has now several hun- 

pork, bacon or lard instead of seven |dred more swine than the official fig- 

pounds of corn. The difference in the |") show to be in the United Kingdom 
cost of freight makes a fine profit of (Of Great Britain, including England, 

itself; besides, the pound of meat js | Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and the 

usually worth more than the seven | Channel eer In the United States 

unds of |the number has been more th: 
po corn in the foreign market. 4 ,unled since 1876. an 

Saves Fertility, Gucueasawes 

Pork carries off less of the valuable! Not less remarkable than the- in- 

constituents of the soil than beef. The | crease in the swine growing indust 

fat pig contains only three-fourths as has been the building w: Be a ail 

= mineral matter per hundred | others of at least two Face Sates on 

weight as the steer, and only one-fifth stock markets, where transactions of 
as much nitrogen per hundred weight;|such aggregate magnitude are a 

and therefore the production of a ton | ally carried on that the like is re i 

et Berk on the, fins Wil emicy if only |peokched clawhers tn the: oAlll. 
a little more than half the fertility car-| These markets at Chicago, Ill, and 

. |
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Kansas City, Mo., afford not only ; chosen markets, which has undoubt- 
) central and readily accessible points of /edly had much to do in changing some 

meeting between the seller with his of their characteristics in conformity 
stock and the buyer with his cash, for|to the new conditions. 
a large percentage of the surplus hogs - 
in the chief corn and hog producing Se ee 
states, but every facility for their| Formerly their having to be drawn 
slaughtering, manipulation, and con- jlong journeys, sometimes hundreds of 

version into innumerable articles of Miles over rough or muddy roads to 
food and commerce that lure from all Teach a market, made strong limbs and ; 
quarters of the earth its gold to the | Plenty of activity, even when fattest, 
pockets of our own farmers. The |2 foremost requisite; for such as were 
growth and greatness of the receipts | 20t so endowed and “broke down” or 

of live hogs at their two chief markets | “Save out” on the tedious journey, per- 
within the different periods since the haps far from its beginning or end, 
thoroughly systematic organization of Were causes of much vexation, sul- 

their business under the stock-yards Phurous language and outright loss. 
corporation at each place, is readily Now, when they can by a short walk 
comprehended from the official state- or ride be loaded at dusk into a com- 

ment of arrivals which as long ago as|fortabie car and by daylight find them- 
1891, were in Kansas City, 2,599,109,|Selves at their destination, perhaps 
and at Chicago, 8,600,805. hundreds of miles hence, the qualities 

In the year ending March, 1891, Chi-|of speed and endurance so essential in 
eago alone packed 6,071,659, or nearly |a@ hound, race horse or a politician are 

twelve times as many as Cincinnati,|far from taking precedence in the 
and Kansas City, the aforetime un-|modern hog matured up to the most 
known, (which packed none at all prior | profitable age, and are little cultivated 
to 1867-68), took care of 2,398,764, or |—Perhaps too little. 
8 fraction less than five times as many| Most marvelous in all advances in 
as Cincinnati. In fact Chicago and |connection with the swine interest has 

: Kansas City houses have for some|been the growth in our export trade 
years handled but little less than half |in hog products. In the five years end- 
of all the hogs being packed in the|ing with 1840 we sold abroad hogs and 

| United States. An interesting phase|their products an annual average of 

of more modern conditions attending | $1,533,522 worth,—or the equivalent of 
/ the packing business is found in the |92,154 hogs at about $16.65 per head. 

fact that comparatively a few years |Forty years later we exported in a sin- 
ago the packing was all done in the|gle year the equivalent of 7,045,805 
winter season, beginning with settled | hogs for $104,660,065, or about $14.85 

i cold weather and ending with the|per head. In twenty years from 1840 
fi break-up in spring; while now the per-|those hog product exports had in- 

8 fect appliances for artificial cooling|creased nearly 700 per cent., and in 
iH and refrigeration in buildings and rail-|forty years from 1840 had increased 

A road cars, enable the doing of the work | nearly 7,000 per cent. The number of 

t! at whatever season other varying cir-|Swine and their value exported (count- 
eumstances may suggest as preferable, |ing 175 pounds of product as equal to 

F and we see a greater proportion of the|one hog) in the year 1891 was 6,735,- 
| hogs packed in summer than in win-|696 head worth $85,000,000. Compar- 

hy ter, more in warm weather than in}ing this with other exports the reports 

| eold. for the year ending June 30, 1892, 
f Notable among the many improve-|show that if we count all the cattle, 
{ ments nearly or remotely related to|and all the horses, all the sheep, the 

hi swine husbandry should be mentioned | mules, the fresh and salt beef, the but- 
a the means of transporting them to/ter, the hair, tallow, hides, the glue, 

{
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and horn combs, sent to alleviate the ; 1865 mess pork averaged for a month e 

hunger and other wants of people in | $41.10 per barrel, and for the year ti 

foreign lands, they foot up less by con- | 1891 the average was $10.50 per barrel, ih 

siderable than we realized from the |—the lowest in thirty-five years. i 

surplus shoats and their products A Scavenger. 

which we sent abroad. Great Britain | It is the opinion of a good many tol- ' : 

and Ireland alone take more than half! erably sensible people that one of the EM 

our exports of bacon, hams, pork and | most valuable peculiarities of a hog’s a 

lard. < 2 | nature is his ability to utilize and con- i 

Variations in the price of pork and) vert into valuable, merchantable pro- ii 

lard during the period of which 1! guct a great deal that would otherwise i 

speak have been wide and are not!s5 to waste or become a nuisance. ea 

without interest to observers and stu- | This, instead of being discreditable to 4 

dents of such subjects. jhim or his master is one of the very 4 

Average Prices. jana i oe ums Ss 4 

S es member of society, and enables him rf 

nee Se peers = thirty iyi e years «11 so well the sphere in which he was f 

pt by, Ae, “Cincuna) ou intended to peregrinate. So far as 2 

rent” it appears that, taking the Cincin-| what he eats is concerned he is no less 

nati eo as the criterion, the high- dainty than most fowls; he simply ih 

est yearly average price of pork per * cee tay 

parrel was in 1864 when it was $32.95; eae wa ane en ae i 
A on * half ; 

pgs Di Heer = 
a chance he will go directly to it. As a 

ever, when lard reached high water | 2) ony te sete Se cane ae 

Kk, fi 
: { 

$23.28 pe gaia acinar — 
| sweet milk that he will not then, even i 

aging $20.55; although there was Pt hen considerable discomfort to him- | 

brief time in 1866 when it was three on teed 5 polly Se Se j ( 

cents per hundred higher, but the} 
; 

yearly average was only $17.50. The jany kere Sate to the first of the i 

lowest figures on pork were in 1878, eee eos eee many months brou; nt ‘| 

when the variations were from $11.20 oa ee aa a oe ‘eater — 4 ' 

id barre oor na eG SNCCAENS qanptation will be to rush pell-mell 

pe eee a ae es — | mto pig raising, and likewise to be for- i 

‘months from $5.55 to $6.05 per han getful of quality in obtaining quantity. a 

dred pounds, averaging but $5.85 for |t anete beacon igen ead ay proba] 

= year; while once it was five cents | ears pelea oun ae ee aaa yy 

in 1891, b 
- i 

es oe preted cd cae |hogs and little corn will be loaded up ! 

than in 1890. In Chicago the average | with one if not both, while prices will 

i Mar handed “sme orn yaa pn acoso | 
years for heavy pac! ing hogs 0 | ? 

to 350 pounds weight has been exactly | ae ae an a = = ; 

$5.00, ranging from $3.65 in 1878 tO ‘onnore ain't no ata oe 

$7.65 four years later. Light bacon v ; 

hogs weighing 150 to 190 pounds dur- Too Changeable. i 

ing the same period averaged $4.80.| Sure enough, for such people there 

The extreme top price in those four- | seldom is a steady profit in any branch 

teen years was $9.35, in September, of their business, for when a year or 

1882. In 1878 the highest notch that two of depression comes—as it does in 

anything reached was $4.80, for some every branch of every pbusiness—they 

extra fancy stock sold in August. In lose their interest in that particular 

|
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line, letting it run down at the heel [enrored swine, though I do not know 

while they go “projikin” with some-| that it is, nor do I believe any one 

thing else. | else does. 

Those who have animals of known) While Indian corn is the most easily 

value for breeding purposes should produced and convenient single article 

stand guard against the strong temp- of hog-feed we have, all things consid- 

tation to sell them at the present high | ered, the victims of it solid, in the por- 

prices, but aim to maintain a high cine family, like the victims of it lique- 

class of stock with which to meet the fied, in the human family, are each 

drop in prices that, in the fluctuation year numbered by tens of thousands, 

of business is bound to come; and among whom are always the finest 

those who have been content with the specimens,—the brightest and the best. 

lower grades should now grasp the im-| Variety in Rations. 

pocrance:0f acai ier and pecs a: Corn sustains somewhat the same re- 
vantage of the occasion to get rid of lati hi hat. be: poe 

stocks or strains such as experience enon oe Boe ee are So 0 ae 

may have shown to be from any cause ar See he tact 081 Deane 
. unsatisfactory. : are considered one of the most whole- 

some single rations known for soldiers, 

Bacon Hogs. my observations as a soldier led to the 

While in recent years patient care Conclusion that more men fell in the 

and skill in breeding have produced an Jate war victims to poorly cooked 

animal that can in a short time be con- | beans than to well-aimed bullets. The 

verted into an animated, walking lard-| time is past when lard is to be consid- 
tub,—and in that respect a stupendous ered the sole end of the hog; it has 

improvement upon any other hog of ceased to have exceptional value, and 

their size the world has ever seen, the desideratum is, and will continue 

the artist is yet to appear who can to be in our generation the production 

produce at will such as have in happy f flesh rather than fat; rather @ car- 
unison those layers of fatty and mus- Css in which both are blended in pal- 
cular tissue known to connoisseurs as table proportions. I would surrender 
marbled meat, and to our plain spoken 20 Jot or tittle of any of the vast im- 
farmers as a streak of lean with a |Provements we have already made, and 
streak of fat, or “streaky bacon.” At only plead for others still, that we can 

the present time the breed of hogs a and should and will attain. In this 

person has is pretty sure to be claimed Particularly important feature ea 
by him as of those having the greatest ot be said that there has been any 
percentage of lean meat, whether that Material improvement in all our his- 
breed be the Chester, Essex, Suffolk, tory: and that is the use almost exclu- 

Poland-China, Tamworth, Jersey Red ively of Indian corn, raw and whole, 

: or Berkshire; while I doubt if any man for Tearing and fattening pork, al- 

3 on the face of the earth has definite, | though all of the brightest men ‘who 

reliable data that would enable him to |have ever studied the subject concede 
i decide satisfactorily even as between | that alone corn falls short of being 2 

( two breeds, which excels in that direc-|Complete or well balanced ration for 

tion. As lean meat is muscle, and ac- either growth or health. 5 

hi tivity tends more to the development Use More Grass. 

4 of muscle than fat, and the Berkshires | In spite of their abundance and the 

are claimed by their friends as being undisputed value of such adjuncts as 

fi reasonably active, and by their oppo-| the grasses and clovers in the economy 

nents as entirely too much so, I am of of pork making they are not utilized a 

3 the opinion a thorough test would millionth part as much as they might 

fi show their meat as well or better |be for the betterment of all concerned. 

1 marbled than that of any other of our |The folly of such persistent violation 

\
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of nature’s laws in this way has been | Breeds for Localities. 
repeatedly demonstrated by the de- | The animals that in a certain local- 
struction almost annually of whole ity and under certain surroundings and 

herds on thousands of farms by vari- systems of management prove emi- 
ous maladies, generally called “chol-|nently satisfactory, may in other cir- 
era,” the losses by which were many [cumstances and in other hands prove 
years ago estimated by the Commis- | little less than an antidote for both 

sioner of Agriculture to reach the an-| peace and prosperity. The fact that 
nual total of $15,000,000. While many four-fifths of the hogs sold in our great 

of our people are too poor to fence ex- | market centers are black, or nearly so, 

tensive pastures, most of us can en-| shows plainer than words that white 
close ground for a goodly plat of arti- hogs are under a ban, if not in process 
chokes, oats, rye, alfalfa—(and my of rapid extinction. The wherefore of 

friend Prof. Shelton, says one acre of this is a problem that I, as an éarly 

alfalfa will yield as much pig feed as breeder and champion of whites in the 
five acres of artichokes)—or at all West, and in my maturer years of the 

events can plant sweet corn to cut up| blacks, can only account for on the the- 

and feed green, as a part of the sum- ory of the survival of the fittest. 
mer rations, insuring better health and| For many years I have earnestly 
better growth for the porker, and a urged the cultivation for swine ofa 

fatter pocket book, better health, a bet- variety of crops other than corn, and 
ter coat and a cleaner conscience to the in my experience taking cost into con- 

owner. sideration, have found nothing that I 
Before proceeding farther itis proper fed in connection with grain that of- 

to say that my experience has been fered so much satisfaction as some 

wholly in what are called the Western | good variety of field pumpkin. With 

States; but I have always endeavored |one seed planted in every eighth hill 

to learn as much as possible of the of every eighth row of corn they are 

way hogs are handled in other States, raised without appreciable expense, 

although I have never been there and yield enormous quantities of succulent 
have to rely wholly on what I can hear food that hogs of all ages, even after 
and read. |gorging themselves with corn, eat 

titans tee ste theses, |largely with amazing relish. Making 

When a man asserts that Berkshires | yaste esa of a scoaed v pple 
are superior to all other hogs for Amer-| eee f _ a 
icans, I do not believe him; if another Cg eee 100 Ay ae z z= never knew any one else to have 
tells me that Poland-Chinas are the enough. 

ste hogs ee oma eee I do not wish to be understood, how- 
: ” ever, as advocating the substitution of the Chester White, the Suffolk or Jer-| : 

any such watery food, in lieu of grain, 
ey 1) the best, 1 Go not Velieve for fattening hogs, but would use it 
him, though the breed he admires may re S DOES 
be and probably is, the one he should ey ae Se eee handle tor believing in a variety of what as a nutrient, and more as mak- 

e ing a variety, distending the stomach 
stock is one of the secrets of succeed- /and promoting digestion. 
ing with it. The truth, as I interpret, | 

is that thére is a place for each of Fairs as}Educators, 
these different sorts, and I no more As a public-spirited citizen, I have 
expect to see one of them adopted to always, by precept and example, en- 
the exclusion of all others than [ ex- couraged my neighbors to attend and 

pect to see all men profess one religion, exhibit at our county and state fairs, 

or all belong to the same political as these afford opportunities for ob- 

party—at one time. | servation, comparison, and the glean- 

1 1
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ing of information, equalled by no twenty-eight years in immediate con- 

other meetings that the rural popula- linet with or sharply observant of the 

tion are persuaded to attend. Really, | hog and pork making business in its 

in these days the farmer who does not common-place everyday workings, my 

attend one or more fairs each year is experience and observations have year 

hardly abreast of his age in reference by year confirmed me in the belief 

to the progress and improvements so that there is no branch of farming or 

rapidly being made on every hand. 'stock-husbandry which, conducted with 

The fair is one of America’s favorite'a reasonable amount of fair, horse 

institutions. The fair premium, the sense and systematically stayed by, 

fair deal, the fair count, and the fair ‘one year with another, will do better 

women; we are all wedded to them, or by its proprietor and more successfully 

ought to be. | Keep the wolf and the sheriff from his 

Huving been for twenty-seven qr door, than the rearing of swine. 
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SHEEP SESSION. 

. The Institute met at 9 o’clock a, m. Feb. 28, 1894. 

Prof. Henry—With wool from almost | positions. He took six first prizes and 

every part of the earth coming into | four sweep-stakes at the World's Col- 

competition with Wisconsin wool- | umbian Exposition, and he has enough 

growers, it becomes us to study the silverware on his sideboard to stock a 

question of sheep raising and wool | jewelry shop, taken in prizes on sheep. 

growing with great care. The gentle- I refer to Mr. George McKerrow, one 

men who have come here to talk to you of the Farmers’ Institute conductors. 

about sheep have been so fortunate or) Mr. McKerrow—I notice in looking 

unfortunate, as to know considerable | over the program that we have repre- 

; about them at different times in their | sented here on this subject, Wisconsin, 

lives. I will call to the chair this | New York, and Canada, and each one 

morning a gentleman who has taken |of these sections represented by @ 

over five hundred prizes upon sheep in | noted sheep-breeder. 

the past four years at our different ex- | 

MUTTON SHEEP FOR WISCONSIN FARMS. 

jJ.c. PAYNE, Prairie du Sac, Wis. 

It is not necessary for me to name |table lands which furnish the richest 

the different breeds of improved mut- of grazing; second, we produce all 

ton sheep our state is adapted to. It varieties of food stuffs which should 

is for each to choose from the different be manufactured into a commercial ar- 

breeds the class that suits him best. ticle before they leave our farms. I 

After the selection has been made | know of no one class of livestock for 

_ stick to it and do not change from one capital invested that will do this and 

breed to the other. With the arable |leave our farms all with us, equal to 

lands of our State I see no reason why \the mutton sheep. Now if we are to 

it should not rank with one of the produce mutton of the highest quality 

first States in the Union for producing | We must breed and feed with that 

the highest quality of mutton. It is point in view. With improved methods 

hardly possible that the larger mutton of farming comes improved livestock. 

breeds can be maintained on the same | So with our sheep of today without the 

area as the smaller all wooled varie- improved mutton breeds we would 

ties. It is a fact that it no longer pays have to abandon the sheep business. 

to raise sheep for wool only. In selecting a breeding flock of ewes 

seisconiio Adapted to Gmee jgreat care should be exercised in se- 

ania Adepred to Serer |lecting those of uniform size and as 

You might say, “Why is it that our | near the mutton type as possible. By 

State is so well adapted to the mutton the aid of a pure sire their mutton 

preeds of sheep?’ In the first place qualities can be maintained. There is 

we have the natural surroundings, not a farm in the State that could not 

plenty of pure water, high rolling and maintain a flock of mutton sheep with
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profit. Their foot is golden. What is with a close compact fieece, and cap- q 

more delicious than a nice fat lamb able of transmitting to his off-spring fe 

chop on a farmer’s table. The profit? his like. The ram should not be per- ‘a 

are derived in more than one way. mitted to run with the flock. He : 4 

Not simply by the amount of mutton should be provided with a room in the i 

or wool they produce. They restore shed with a small grass paddock that a 

the most barren fields to productive- he can go to at will. Feed him on the ‘ie 

ness by scattering evenly over- the most stimulating foods, such as oats, Pe 

more elevated parts the richest of fer- bran, oil meal and turnips to retain his a 

tilizers. The appearance of a farm de-|strong vigorous constitution. Turn hie 

voted to sheep is made attractive by \im out with the flock as needed. bi 

its cleanliness. A} , Care of Lambs. ie 

Shelter the Sheep. The time to have a lamb dropped de- i 

Ample provisions should be provided pends largely upon facilities with good 13 

for shelter, but not necessarily expen- comfortable quarters; I prefer a March i 

sive. The nature of the sheep is to lamb to any other. At this season of . Ms 

seek high elevation, so in selecting the the year the flock master has ample k 

site for a sheep shed, select one as time to look after their wants. Be on a 

high and dry as possible on which to hand at lambing time and see to it j 

puild. If convenient it should face the that each lamb is on his feet and par- er 

south with an opening 10 or 12 feet takes of a good square meal before E 

wide and provided with a rolling door leaving it. A lambing, room is very a 

that can be closed up tight if neces- important, one that is provided with 

sary. Sunlight encourages the growth movable partitions so that each ewe 

of the lambs so it can be further aided with her lambs can be separated from if 
by having a few windows in the shed. the rest of the flock. It is surprising ii ; 

i how quickly lambs will acquire the 4 

Pare air a Necessity. habit of eating grain. Everything for a 

Second to this is ventilation. Avoid their welfare should be provided. Par- u 

all drafts; a box or shoot going through tition off one end of their shed with a 

the roof is preferable. See to it that slat work so they can go in and out at £4 

the sheep are in and not allowed to be- pleasure. Place in the enclosed space i 

come drenched with a cold wet storm. a small trough. There is nothing rel- 

The success with a breeding flock de- ished by the youngsters so well as a 

pends largely upon their condition. It mixture of ground oats, bran and oil 5 

could hardly be expected that a poor, meal with a little salt, Keep the t 

ill-fed flock would produce a flock of trough clean from day to day by re- x 

strong, vigorous lambs. By giving the moving all feed not eaten and supply- 

ewes the run of the different stubble ing it with fresh feed. 

fields they soon regain lost flesh and) We should not lose sight of provid- . 

are in fine breeding condition. Main- ing the ewes with the most nourishing ( | 

tain this condition by the aid of a few and milk forming foods. For a grain ; 

turnips, shocked corn, or a few bundles ration I prefer a mixture of oats and , ; 

of sheaf oats. They are taken with bran, with a feed of turnips, at least ; 

great relish. ‘once a day, with all the bright clover j 

Selection and Care of Sire. hay and fodder corn that they will eat 

In selecting a sire, select one of true|¥P clean with a constant supply of 
mutton type. A ram to get good Pure fresh water before them. With 

lambs must have a strong, vigorous this feeding I see no reason why they 

constitution, broad between the eyes, | Will not provide an ample supply of 
short, thick neck, head well up, deep milk to rear a strong vigorous lamb. 

chested, with well sprung ribs, stand- Keep the Sheds Clean. ; 

ing square on his feet, well covered It is a great mistake to allow the ac- 

3 ‘ 
. 

\
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cumulations of a flock of sheep to re-) winter market. There is no better 

main in their sheds all winter. It | feed for this class of sheep than pump- 

should be removed at least once a | kins, green corn, and small potatoes; e 

month and the floor sprinkled over | with the run of their pasture it is sur- 

with air slacked lime or land plaster an the amount of flesh they will 

for an absorbent before it is relittered. | attain in a very short time. 

Conducive to thrift is dryness. Keep Z 

the sheds well bedded with clean | Conner 

straw. 
| There is no class of stock that like 

Parasities. 
|a change so well as sheep. It matters 

very class of livestock has its in- [not how large the pasture is or how 

sect pest—so with the sheep. The | small the flock is. After spending a ‘ 

tick is the most troublesome te our | feW weeks on the hillsides they like 

State and claims a share of the fock |t® Teturn to the level fields and vice 

and in some instances they get it, | Verse. AS soon as the haying season 

They are easily overcome by the use |is over the flock can be removed to the 

of commercial or home made dips, and pa ~—-* ee oe oe 

should be dipped at least once a year. pees I usually 1 grain fields to 

sack cannot do their best if tieks| Coro and timothy. After the grain is 

are allowed to remain on it. |removed and the plants well started 

weaning the Lambs: | the flock can be removed to this to 

The time for weaning the lambs de- | spend a few weeks to ne up all loose 

pends upon their age. A Match lamb ag of ne and oe ne a eet Be 

is ready to be weaned from the first tof, 5 Ee cS oe — t es on 

the tenth of July. By that time the | O* ki a oe e aa ee iG 

clover aftermath has well started and pee 1 m 5 =n, i = fb: 

they will take to their new quarters personal attention. t 3s not otter: st 

. with delight. A grain fed lamb will you can secure the assistance of com- 

hardly mind the change. Their feed |petent help that understands ee 

troughs should be moved with them Se feta 
handl no obec 

i and the grain ration kept up. The past eee 

season I obtained good results by feed- | Proper Manner of Feeding. 

4 ing wheat and bran on clover,—three| eed regularly all they will consume 

i measures of bran to one of wheat with without waste. Allow no man to feed 

i ee ae of fresh water, and jay or straw over their backs. The 

it ever hdd lambs do better. The | seeds and the chaff become matted in 

f ewes should be moved as far away their fleeces and depreciates its value. 

Ni from their lambs as possible and By providing the doorways with 

| placed on the most barren fields for @ jjght movable gates this can be 

: few days until the flow of milk has gyoided, as the sheep can be held in 

cane, They should e toed Aes thelr Fede Td oem 
i caked udders has passed, when they ue eee et ee 

i. ee meee eee business thinking you can enrich your 

Fy . - now fertile acres with the plow, by 

again. 
devoting your sheep pasture to the 

Keep only the Best. | production of wheat. The decline in 

f Now is the time to assort your flock, the price of sheep has been consider- 

i picking out all ewes, and ewes with bad | able in the past year, notwithstand- 

Et x udders, only retaining those that ing the decided decrease in numbers, 

i have proved the most prolific breeders. which according to the United States 

; Place the rejected ones in a feed lot February report is 5 per cent., but there 

ij by themselves to be fed for the early |is every appearance of rapid recovery.
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The Political Press says, “Leave; Mr. Payne—He will either have to bet 

wool alone and the sheep business will sell them off or grade them up. Fi 

prosper.” | Gov. Hoard—Can you describe, sir, ie 

ih ell Pan eee eS . in selecting your sire, what points, +e 

| general characteristics, would you look | 4 

Discussion. for to determine his potency? Would : ia 

The Chairman—Let us take up first pagent ape Nn = a ; ; 

the breeding up, the formation of the pyeq animals faultless in contour are tN 

flock, then we will take up the feeding. faijures in breeding power. { i 

shelter and growth of the flock and | yyy Payne—That is a good question, Hi 

general discussion. | put I don’t know that I can answer it 1 

Mr. Wilson—At what time do you <otisfactorily. In selecting my sires, I ie 

consider a breeding ewe past her use- try to get those that show the points # fh 

fulness? that I want, and that is particularly i 

Mr. Payne—Well, I have had them jhe constitution, and then I test him. Be: 

breed well until they were thirteen or nat js the only way to determine it. ; 

fourteen years old, and raise good, yr gtrand—What time do you con- ‘ 

strong lambs. I do not recommend |‘. iger it best for a ewe to drop her first 

keeping them to that age. i lamb? 
in 

Mr. Hoxie—What do you consider “yy, payne—At two years old. on 

the best breed of mutton sheep for ' : 

‘Wisconsin farmers? Mr. Dickson—Isn’t there a great deal rh 

Mr. Payne—That is rather a difficult of difference in the time that lambs ‘ 

question to answer. The breed that I are dropped, whether early or late, as i 

+ to improving the flock? ci 

tise te Shropahire. Mr. Payne—I think that an earl 4 

Mr. Fox—At what age do you con- | S a - 4 7 y ha 

sider it best to get rid of the ewes lamb has more of a ¢ ance, ie Ee ug 

from your flock? turing than a late lamb. uf 

Mr. Payne—The ewes are past their Mr. Hyatt—Do you es to get as “Y 

usefulness, I think, as a general thing, many twins as possible? i 

at from six to eight years old. Mr. Payne—I would rather have but of 

The Chairman—If you had an ex- one lamb. Bias i 

cellent good breeding ewe and she was Mr. Briggs—If a farmer isn’t able to 

vigorous and strong at five or six years buy what he wants to, and he has a 4 

old wouldn't you keep her longer? flock of Merinos, how is he going to, ‘ 

Mr. Payne—I would retain her in the et @ flock of mutton sheep? ' 

flock as long as she did well for me. Mr. True—In that connection I want f 

Mr. True—Wouldn’t you be governed to ask this question, whether at the 

somewhat by the condition of the present price of high grade mutton ; 

mouth of the sheep? sheep, a man can afford to attempt to } 

Mr. Payne—Yes, there is quite a dif- breed up from a merino basis? | 

ference in sheep. Some will hold their, The Chairman—We might put in an- " 

teeth until they are eight or nine years other question. Rather than not to do i? 

old, while others will lose them at five. anything at all, had we not better start 

Mr. Coe—If a young man wanted to with Merinos? 

get him a breeding flock of sheep and Mr. Payne—I have had no’ exper- 

was not able to buy the best, wouldn’t ience in grading up from Merinos, but 

you advise him to take some of those I have talked with men who have had, 

old sheep out of a large flock rather and they claim that they had good suc- 

than to take the middle-age culls? cess in grading, but after the first 

Mr. Payne—I would. cross or even the second, they claimed 

Mr. Kellogg—What will a farmer do when they continued it, the success | 

who has nothing but Merinos? ‘was not so good. They gave me to un-
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derstand that they considered that a Mr. Payne—I could not. You would 

man had better sell the Merinos and be the gainer by it, when you got to 

puy high grades. ‘the single lambs, I mean. 

Mr. Fox—I don’t think it ought to be, Gov. Heard—Who knows how twins 

a matter of doubt as to whether Down come anyway? 

crosses upon the Merino can be ‘suc-| Mr. Hennessey—It seems to be ac- 

cessfully made. It can be successfully cepted here that it pays better to buy 

. made and is successfully made through- full bloods than to grade up Merinos. 

out the Northwest. That is what the | Now, I think we can well afford to 

flock masters of Dakota, Nevada and grade up Merinos. We can get about 

Wyoming are now relying upon. fifteen ewes with Merino blood in them 

Mr. True—I am convinced from ac- for the same price it will cost for one 

tual observation that good results can full blood, and we will have a better 

be obtained in crossing with the Mer- | chance fhan if we put all our eggs in 

ino as a basis, but with the present | one basket. I believe we can well af- 

price at which grade mutton sheep ford, in the northern part of the State 

can be sold, it seems to me to pre-| where they don’t look so critically, to 

clude the practicability of taking time the quality in the market, to grade up. 

to take a basis that is not desirable in| Mr. True—I don’t understand that 

order to produce a sheep that may en- anyone has advocated full blooded 

title it to our consideration. ewes for the farmer’s flock, but I do 

Mr. Trigg—Two years ago i bought contend that when you can buy half 

a few of the blood Cotswold lambs. or three-quarter pred Shropshire or 

These I crossed onto Merinos; that was | Down ewes at a price but a little ad- 

my start. Of course I don’t know vanced on what the Merinos will 

what is the average weight of Shrop- bring upon the same market, it is 

shire Down, but on the second cross, not good policy to take time to manu- 

(my lambs came in early), I wasn’t facture these sheep. 

provided very well and I lost a great The Chairman—I believe these gen- 

many. In the beginning of June. my tlemen aré ail right, every farmer 

ewes got pretty fat and I disposed of should get the best that his cireum- 

quite a number of them to the butcher, stances will permit of, but don’t be 

and a good many of them weighed satisfied with that, grade on, breed on, 

over a hundred pounds,—that was the until you get something better. We 

second cross; they were three-quarters will now switch off onto the feed. 

Cotswold from two to three years old. Mr. Meyrick—The gentleman who 

Mr. Fox—I think I can say with read the paper recommends turnips. 

safety that with a flock of Merino ewes I would, like to know what is the mat- 

averaging in weight, say ninety ter with mangle-wurzels for sheep 

pounds, from three to five years of feed, or lamb feed, after they are 

D age, that the first Shropshire cross will three or four weeks old. 

average a hundred pounds, the year- Mr. Payne—I should rather leave 

lings. The second cross will average them out of the ration of a flock of 

115 pounds, and that is about tue ratio. breeding ewes. I have lost several by 

Of course that is modified according feeding in that way; there is too much 

to the class of ewes you start with sugar in them. 

and the class of sire, and the man Gov. Hoard—It caused derangement y 

who is feeding. Perhaps the last of the urinary system. 

item ought to be mentioned first. Mr. Payne—Yes. 

Mr. Massee—Could you tell me why Mr. Meyrick—I have made a prac- 

a flock of sheep of about 100 raises a tice for the last five years of feeding 

large amount of twins and then the mangle-wurzels to all breeding ewes 

next year with the same flock and the after they have dropped their lambs, 

f same sire there are no twins at all? |and likewise to the lambs until they
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are turned out to pasture, all they will | the owner. I am talking about the use a 

eat, and I have had no bad results. I of it. 2 He 

do not feed my ewes either grain or| Mr. Payne—You understand I merely th 

roots before they lamb. suggested the use of the lime before y 

Mr. Gibson—It is generally recog- the floor was relittered. I use none of t sf 

nized in England that the mangle is this after the bedding is put in, sim- Hi 

not a proper food for rams, but for Ply put that lime on to sweeten the ae 

ewes we have no better feed, for caus- shed after it is cleaned out. ig 

ing a flow of milk, and they are in-| Gov. Hoard—Lime is not at all like ie 

variably fed to them on the pasture;— land plaster. 
i 

they are sunned. We consider they| Mr. Payne—The lime will sweeten it Ha 

rth h for feedi d the land plast ill dry it if th 4 
are worth twice as much for ing and the land plaster will dry ere i 

after they have been left out in the sun is any moisture there. § M4 

two or three days. a is like S| Gov. Hoard—The action of land i 

them. You take winter fruit in the plaster is to absorb ammoniac gases, | u 

fall, and it is not fit to eat; but —- which are very valuable on the manu- a 

while it is sweet and palatable. I rial question. 4 

lieve the mangle-wurzel ought ce to! Mr. Trigg—Do you think it right to i 

be fed in this country where it is S80 have your sheep shed so warm that it ty 

cold until the spring of the year. We won't freeze in there, and if it would it 

feed about a bushel to ten or twelve freeze, what would be the object of ft 

ewes. cleaning it out? , 

Mr. Barnes—Can you compile a i Mr. Payne—My sheds are not that § 

harass eat length and strength way. It is cold enough to freeze if the 4 

ie ‘woo! ret ... weather is cold enough. od 

ee oe of anything fr, Noyes—How do you ventilate? if 

Mr. Spalding—What is the best ra- er ye Meee the roof; don’t A ’ 

i 2 . 4 

aoe to tates = old sheep? Mr. Noyes—How near to the ground a | 

Mr. Payre—You couldn’t get any- ig dha awe pent? 
Bi 

thing better than turnips and potatoes. Mr. Payne—My sheds are built about he 

Mr. Hyatt—Does the cotted-fleece ‘ 
ee 

cue seven feet to the ties and they come i 

come from irregular feeding? _ between 

ae —— en some “Mr. Miller—I would like to have you t 

mismanage! D- give us. the style of a building for a : 

Gov. Hoard—Are mutton breeds 
s i 

h troubled with cotted-fleece? sheep house. I want to build one this 

— ee a s summer, one to hold about a hundred 

Mr. Payne—No, sir. heen 

The Chairman—We wilt go: now 1 Mr. Payne—I would build two build- 

the shelter. I notice that the gentle- |. zi : « 

oke of using air slacked lime. ings, or one long enough to divide into 

man ey . of E ‘flocks; my sheds are 18x20, and 18x15. \ 

Gov. Hoard—The action of air- ‘hese six-and-a-half-foot posts are two 

slacked lime is to set the ammonia free inch, that give you seven fect to the a 

and you would be the loser in the eqyes; there are racks around the out- 

manure. : side, giving the whole centre to the 

Mr. Payne—Well, we want to lose it sheep; they are very cheap buildings, 

in the sheep shed. simply boarded tight, with the excep- 

Gov. Hoard—Oh, no, it costs you 19 tion of the part we use for lambing; 

cents a pound where you buy it. those are papered and sheeted inside, 

Mr. a eo it see more so we can shut them up warm, if we 

than that where it is allow ‘o stay want to. 

in the shed. | Mr. Miller—I understand you have a 

Goy. Hoard—But that is the fault of single roof. :
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Mr. Payne—Yes, open to the south,; Mr. Payne—No, sir; I dip them about 

but the doorway should be not less ‘a week after shearing. 

than ten to twelve feet wide. We) Mr. Arnold—If you dip the lambs. 

hardly ever keep over fifty sheep in a immediately after the shearing, 

punch. A flock of fifty sheep will get wouldn’t that be sufficient, as soon as 

through a door that width without | the ticks can get off the ewes onto the 

crowding. 
| lambs? 

Mr. Wilson—Don’t you think it| Mr. Payne—If you didn’t dip your 

| would be a good plan under the same flock you would find that your old 

roof to have your clover or feed above, flock would have some ticks on. There 

and have a good convenient place to would be very few left on the ewes, 

drop it down? 
put if there were any scattering ticks 

Mr. Payne—If a man wanted to put around they would go to the flock of 

in that expense. 
ewes and they would soon multiply in 

Gov. Hoard—Would not the effluvia the flock. 

go through the hay and poison it? Mr. Hennessey—Sheep are sometimes 

Mr. Payne—It would, unless it was caught out in a wet snow storm and 

tight. 
llive through it. Is dipping them in 

Mr, Wilson—I have had sheep for the winter time and putting them in a 

twelve years in a shed, and the hay warm place any worse than that? You , 

loft is above, and I never found any speak of it as dangerous. 

pad effects. I never clean out the Mr. Payne—A sheep caught out in 

puilding from fall to spring. It is lit the wet snow or a rain storm, hardly 

tered every day. 
ever gets wet through to the body, but 

Mr. Noyes—How often do you clean you put them in a vat and they have 

out, Mr. Payne? 
got to wet through; if they don’t we 

Mr. Payne—Once a month. hold them there until they do. 

Mr. Cole—How would you clear a Mr. Miller—Is there a remedy for 

flock of ticks in the winter time? scab? 

Mr. Payne—I don’t have ticks to Mr. Payne—I think these dips will 

clear. It is rather dangerous to dip cure it. I never had it in my flock. 

if it is very cold. 
Mr. Cole—I saw a flock effectually 

Mr. Arnold—Isn’t it safe to feed cured of the scab by using a solution 

them sulphur? 
of ile water pty eke Lor 

z ages put sulphur every e after we 

a Payne—That won't drive them put in three or four sheep. The water 

i a “ : was kept warm, as hot as we co} 

ia ss of the year yoid our hands in. The flock was 

Mr. Payne—In the spring I dip all cured by once handling. I know of 

stock after shearing. 
another man who tried the same rem- 

Mr, Wilson—What do you dip them edy and dipped his sheep time after 

for if you don’t have the ticks? time and didn’t cure them. The dit 
ference was in the thoroughness of 

Mr. Payne—To keep them from them. | the work. 

If the sheep are dipped they will never, Mr. Heath—How strong do you 

get near them even if they are in the make this tobacco water. 

buildings, as they often are. Mr. Cole—We used tobacco stems. 

Mr. Kellogg—What kind of dip do here wasn’t any danger of making 

you use? 
it too strong, I don’t think. 

Mr. Payne—I haye used several Mr. Birch—What causes the cotted- 

kinds of dips. For the last four or five wool? 

years I have used the McDougal dip. Mr. Cole—You take a sheep in the 

Mr. Miller—Do you have to dip the fall of the year that is in good healthy 

second time the same season? ‘condition, fleshy,—you pring him up
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into winter quarters and you confine runs down into the wool, that causes’ - i 

him to short rations and he grows | an unthrifty condition of the sheep. e 

poor from that time until you turn bim | The Chairman—The next speaker, I 4 

out again; then you turn him out to a | understand, had the honor of selecting ' 

good grass pasture and there is a) and getting together for a man in New ; 

change of conditions that causes the | York State the herd of Shorthorns that % 

fleece to separate from the body of later sold for the longest price ever 3 

the sheep. It carries the gum with the commanded by any sale of Shorthorns : 

fleece and ina short time you have|in America, if not in the world, some is 

eotted fleece. of them being sold at in the neighbor- 

Mr. Birch—As a wool buyer andj hood of $40,000 each, for exporta- ' 

handler I have found out that tiere | tion to England. This same gentleman 4g 

are other things that will cause that. | selected the cattle that were shown it 

I believe that letting sheep get wet from Canada at the World’s Fair last 4 

in the winter and spring and letting | summer. He also judged the greater i 

them have a little fever and then turn- part of the mutton sheep exhibited at 4 

ing them cut again will cause that. \Jackson Park last October, and it 

Mr. Cole—Also letting them run un- gives me great pleasure to introduce to 

der the straw stacks where the chaff | this audience, Mr. Richard Gibson. 

SHEEP AS A FACTOR IN ADVANCED AGRICULTURE. : 

RICHARD GIBSON, London, Ont, Can. 

The Spanish philosopher of old who Sheep as Fertilizer. ty 

declared that “Sheep had a golden! Take my own county of Lincoln for j 

hoof” was no doubt wise in his gene- instance. Within the last century over j 

ration, and if this assertion was true|a million acres have been subjugated | 

as regards the primitive state of agri- and made profitable farming lands, i 

culture at that period, how much more about one-half by banking out the sea 

so must it be at the present time, when | and drainage and the other by a sys- | 

we know that without the aid of sheep | tem of cultivation in which sheep have 

vast regions of what are now produc- heen used as the main factor. On the 

tive and profitable farming lands high tablelands called the wolds, 

would go out of cultivation. stretching nearly across the county 

Thousands of acres of what were from east to west, are farms that years | 

originally barren wastes have in Eng- ago rented for fifty cents or a couple of i 

land been redeemed and brought into rabbits an acre, and which now are 

a high state of cultivation by encour- |about the largest and best eultivated 

aging tie growth of clover and other in all Britain, renting at from $6 to $10 

green crops and consuming them on per acre, and ranging in extent to over 

the land, by sheep. This was attained 1,000 acres. I recall one at Witheall 

not alone by returning to the soil what of 3,000 acres, the tenant of which paid 

it had produced but also by the me- out for a great number of years at 

chanical action of the hoof in consoli- least $7,500 per pear for artificial ma- 

dating and making firm these light nure alone, besides purchasing and 

blow-away soils. feeding great quantities of linseed
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.  eake. His breeding flock consisted of south of England on the chalk forma- 

1,500 ewes. Another district in the tion is different put the means are the 

neighborhood of Lincoln called “The same, growing green crops and feeding 

Heath” was such a barren and deso- sheep. 

late waste that a column was erected Systematic Fertilization, 

and lighted up at night so as to guide ae 

any belated traveler, a land light In Wiltshire dere are large Downs 

house, in fact. Where this column or on which the sheep are partially past- 

pillar once stood is now one of tthe mred and alway . folded on the culti- 

most celebrated farms in the district, rai portion at night. In Hampshire 

and many a noted Royal winner has 2% Berkshire some pasturing is at- 

been sent from its folds as well-as tempted, an old sainfoin meadow be- 

specimens of the flock to all parts of ing used for that purpose. In these 

the world, and some of the Columbian counties a greater variety of green 

winners were from this very farm. om are grown and sheep are used to 

distribute that crop equally over 

Intensive Farming. a portion to be sown to grain (ani- 

How has this change been effected? mated manure carts, in fact). For in- 

‘After the tenants had secured leases stance, after the wheat crop is re- 

and a satisfactory tenant right, they moved the stubbles are harrowed and 

were encouraged to farm well and lib- trifolium incarnatum sown (the scar- 

erally. So by the use of large quanti- let clover now being boomed). This 

ties of artificial manures, mostly bone is eaten off early enough to be suc- 

dust, clovers and other green crops ceeded by oats and tares and these are 

were induced to grow, then turnips followed by turnips (speaking of tur- 

which were all consumed by sheep, nips I refer to the various varieties 

supplemented liberally by the addition white, yellow and Swedish), so that 

of linseed cake, the soil gradually be- here are three green crops in one sea- 

came firm enough and rich enough to son, all eaten where grown, putting 

grow grain; and what was once noth- that field in prime condition for a crop 

ing but huge rabbit warrens and the of barley; moreover at night these ma- 

home of vermin has now been s0 nure manufacturers are folded thickly 

changed that great rows of grain and on the bare fallow for a succeeding 

clover stacks are to be seen, resemb- grain crop. The system adopted dif- 

ling little towns with streets and ave- fers from that of the north inasmuch 

nues. 
as the sheep, or as we may say the 

The rotation, turnips, both white and rent payers, the enrichers of the soil, 

Swedes fed to sheep hurdled on the are moved twice a day and folded very 

fields, with the addition of cake and close, being penned so close as to eat 

grain, followed by barley seeded down up everything in twelve hours, and 

with clovers and a little rye grass, then at night moved to equally close 

parsley, ete., and this succeeded by quarters on the bare and generally 

wheat, the ordinary four course. | newly plowed fallows. Of course this 

Again take the county of Norfolk requires careful watching and skill on 

which has often been called the poorest the part of the shepherd to hurdle off 

in England and as generally admitted just enough to be eaten up clean so 

to be as well farmed. The same system that nothing be wasted, and I would 

has been adopted in Lincolnshire, viz., here digress to say that within their 

sheep and grain crops, and so success- | Sphere, these often uneducated, illiter- 

fully that the naturally poor and bar- ate men, show as much talent in their 

ren soil has here not only been prought line as can be found in any walk of 

into cultivation, but worked into full life. 

competition with soils naturally fer-- I know many large farms of say 

tile. The system of cropping in the 1,200 to 1,500 acres, that with the ex-
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ception of water meadows have no per- creased and when the time comes that a 

manent grass, except a few acres im- we are compelled to farm better then * 

mediately surrounding the dwelling will sheep occupy that place in the 

house, and where the only cattle, ex- economy of advanced agriculture that $ 

cept working oxen are one or two they do in other countries. : 

cows, just sufficient to supply the, AS regards Canada most of our He 

household with the required milk and farmers keep a few sheep, more as eC 

cream. 
scavengers than as enrichers of the ; 

soil. They help to clean up the fence ia 

How to Improve Light Soils. % ‘i 

I have not gone into minute details — they keep down weeds by : 

as to the management of a sheep farm, cropping them when young, they seem f 

the crops to grow, or the varieties of to cost next to nothing during the sum- * 

sheep best adapted to folding. Neither men eetne: what the horses and cat- } 

sae - tle have no relish for. I am speaking a 

have I thought it necessary to prove 14W of the Down, or dark-faced shee} 

that without sheep, agriculture would - P 4 

-  yetrograde, and much of the now most who prefer to be up and gathering 

prosperous farm lands in England their own breakfast, in distinction fo 

would go out of cultivation. It is ad- = ‘a ee in re we 

mitted by all who are conversant with pecnren preter taking things easy ; 

the facts that such would be the case. until breakfast is announced and _ 

oy anjoct more eopecaliy writing "TT, Sette howeret, pete be 
this Ioter_ wan to call the attention of yin de morning, picking out here 

fase ss * choice morsel, there a delicacy in the s 

igh sols, to what bar been cc” Shape ofa tle twig that might ater, 
‘ wards grow into an eyesore, culling , 

tem that has proved 0 eminently S06 ere and there and ag here is wothing 
. ie gross in their appetites so there t 

ee ey mi ea iaeak cae nothing gross in their flesh. To me it iq 

aaa hoe ue tie me Ba ~ is quite evident that the State of Wis- ‘4 

olden hoor and with the pauahet ot consin is eminently fitted for suecess- i 

old exclaim “The wilderness and the a onan ae eons ‘ 

solitary place shall be glad for them, aula an oe pei 

and the ore shall aah and aa idea that because the duty is removed ‘t 

eae ee Neraan aera) off wool sheep cannot successfully be i 

achieved may not in a degree the grown here must be scouted. j 

American landowner? We are read- Matton For Profit. 

ing all the time of abandoned New What did the farmers of England do i 

England farms. Are the farms as poor when the duty was removed? They ' 

naturally? Are they as wild and deso- said “We will devote our attention to 

late as the heaths of Lincolnshire or growing mutton sheep, not for wool 4 

the sands of Norfolk? No lighthouses alone, our Australian children can pro- + 

are needed there except on the coast. duce it so much cheaper than we can 

csc eaeraial pabeaapent isteen we will let them do it, but they cannot 

S e : compete with us in growing mutton 

Within reach of good markets it does nor can any people unless they employ 

eee beak os ee system of the same means as we do, that is pro- 

sheep husbandry wou be possible duce mutton breeds and then feed 

and remunerative, and I would say them on rich succulent food.” Ameri- 

not in New England alone, but all over cans do not care about the labor of 

our continent it is the same, our sheep growing roots, and corn will not pro- 

industry might be indefinitely im-| duce the article we are afraid of, so we ! 

| il 

. 
|
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need look for no competition there. you know it is necessary to see that it 

Now, how can we successfully grow | provides itself with milk, and after it 

sheep here, I have been asked, if we | has once milked it will take care of it- 

have free wool? I would say by grow- \gelf. Be sure and keep your lamb pens 

ing mutton, and looking upon the wool | very clean, especially at the lambing 

as a product, certainly worth some-|season. I have known fatal epidemics 

thing, and ever to be kept in view, but | go through a whole flock which could 

make mutton growing the main object. | be traced directly to having a filthy 

| You may ask, Where is the market? I|lambing pen. One of the most impor- 

reply all over this continent, I find it tant things about the lamb is to induce 

is almost impossible to get a good chop. | it to eat as early as you can. Fix up 

Dining at the Railway eating house | a little pen in the corner of the barn, 

coming up I asked for a lamb chop. 1) put it where the sun will shine in, fix 

looked at it but did not venture to it so the ewes cannot get to the pen 

taste, being satisfied 4f I did so I could | and make trouble, and give them some 

not address you on sheep here today, oil cake, bran and oats. You will find 

Now, just as long as such a miserable | that there is no time in the life of the 

apology for what is the most tooth- sheep when a little feed will pay as’ 

some, healthy, ‘and nutritious meat pro- | well as it will before they are turned 

duced on the farm, is allowed to mas- ‘out to grass and it is an educator for 

querade around as mutton it is no them. If you continue the same sys- 

wonder that the taste for mutton is not tem when you turn your sheep out to 

more general. 
| pasture and puild a little crib in some 

As to our management. Select your part of the field, so that the lambs can 

ewes according to your soil, the crops get in, and have a little trifle of food 

that can best be grown, and your mar- given to them twice a day, when the 

ket. Then select the ram to suit the | weaning time comes, those lambs will 

ewes, ever having in mind that as the never think about the mother as long 

ram is half the flock especial care as the trough is there, and you will get 

should be taken in his selection. more pounds of mutton from the lamb 

1 % by the little feed that is given to them 

Matare!Lambs Early. early than you can ever make up after- 

If you want to sell your lambs early wards. 

it is necessary that they should be) 

lambed early, say February. With us Have Ewes in Thrifty Condition. ° 

they go off at about twelve weeks to| I always think it is wise to feed the 

four months at about $4 each. If kept ewes about a pound of oats and bran 

until September it is doubtful if they a day, for a month before lambing. I 

will make as much, though if the feed the ewes no grain except then 

lambs are not intended to be sold until jand when they are first turned out 

next year it is just as well to let them with the jambs, but during the sum- 

lamb at grass in May. When lambing | mer they get no grain, nor in the win- 

in February or March it will of course ter. I feed roots in the winter, hay 

be necessary to provide warm pers. It | and straw, and about a month before 

should be seen to that the lamb ean bran to make them strong and hearty. 

provide jtself with milk; after it has In shearing we have to wash with us. 

once got an appetite no more trouble They dock us one-half the value of our 

need be anticipated. wool if we do not, so that we are com- 

When a few weeks old fix up a pen pelled to wash. If we were not I 

with a creep for the lambs as I believe would not advise washing. About ten 

no feed can ever be given that will days after washing we shear, and 

pay as well at any period of the life about a week after that we dip. Most 

of the sheep. 
\any of the commercial dips are good 

After the lamb is dropped, of course enough to kill ticks. I use a prep-
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aration of my own, which is just as; Gov. Hoard—You wouldn’t put two oe 

satisfactory as any of the imported thousand sheep in three flocks, would ta 

ones. We feed oats, clover, all kinds you? 
4 

of roots. 
| Mr. Gibson—I have seen as many as % 

gests mested | five or six hundred in a flock, but they ty 

. e are banded so close that they eat up i 

We ere great believers in roots and gyerything given to them in twelve 7 

.I think that is one reason why our hours and then they are moved. tg 

mutton sheep is regarded in New Mr, Arnold—You couldn't handle five ie 

— ss ~ _ is e _ : ee or six hundred in, one flock. ue 

- Nv oe e Mr. Gibson—I don’t see why? i. 

think it is fed by a sheep breeder that | Gov. Hoard—They feed more than i 

I know of in Canada. lwe feed. It is the idea all over the A, 

Shelter and Buildings. West that you cannot feed more than AE 

I have never had my sheep do as fifty or one hundred mutton sheep in a 

well as when they had an open shed a flock. They say they don’t flock ie 

to run under. Have it tight about six well. 
ys 

feet from the ground, so there is no Mr. Wallace—I was over in England Me 

draft; as long as you keep out the three zee ago and I was surprised 7 

snow and tain, it can be open above to find six hundred Suffolk sheep in * 

that. You will have far more trouble flock; it struck me as a strange ae ' 

if you try to shut them up. I once —o ee you feed oil cake to 

i agg Soa ae ee a ewes, "Mr. Gibson—They feed it to both cat. 

Neither rain, nor snow came on them, tle and sheep. People have different i 

and I had the poorest, weakest lot of ways of feeding it—some feed it alone; ; 

lambs I ever had. The next year I I prefer to mix it'with grain. 4 

tore the south side of the shed and fed Goy. Hoard—Is it pulverized? 4 

a great deal of the hay on the snow, Mr. Gibson—Oh, yes, they have what ) 

let them have exercise, and we never they call cake-breakers; they are set : 

had such success as we had in doing apart so that you pick it into whatever 

that. 
. size you want. We can buy it in 

pieces about as Targe as peas. We 

ESE vk Geko * find that both sheep and cattle prefer 

it in lumps rather than meal. t 

‘eenceunen: Mr. Coburn—You fold those sheep on ‘ 

what you call plowed ground. I gather 

Mr. Wallace—How large are the that the sheep never have a clean 

flocks of Down sheep ip England? place in which to lie down. Doesn't 

o platen on — cis se their wool get loaded full of dirt and i 

fampshire Down in larger flocks than soil? 
7 

any other, two or three thousand Mr. G bson—I have seen it so loaded 

sheep. in the winter when it has been a wet, a 

Gov. Hoard—All in one flock? rainy season that it is in clods and you j 

ere Gibson—They will be arranged can hear them rattle. But the sheep | 

in flocks according to age. You must are putting on mutton every day. 

understand that a Hampshire lamb Mr. Coburn—In order to fold the | 

has the grandest opportunity of any sheep, as you say you do, it seems to 

lamb and a Hampshire ewe has tie me that they would sacrifice in a large 

worst. The lambs run forward and measure the value of the wool by hand- 

pick out the best of the feed, and then ling it in this way. 

come the feeding ewes, then the old. Mr. Gibson—You must pear in mind 

ewes get what neither the lambs nor that these sheep have not got such long 

the feeders eat. |wool. The long wool sheep are not 

|
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compelled to eat off the ground, their; and below for rams and keep these 

food is prepared for them. large flocks of sheep. Now, tell us 

Prof. Henry—What does a good about the range of prices these men 

sheep farmer who is raising sheep for pay for the use of that land. 

mutton, pay for a good sire such as he, Mr. Gibson—It varies very much, 

wishes to put at the head of his flock? You take different parts of Lincoln- 

Mr. Gibson—I have known some of shire and they are renting for about 

them to pay up to 60 pounds, $300. I thirty shillings an acre, about $7.00. I- 

know of several instances where that want to say that among the sheep 

has been paid for Lincolnshire rams, farmers the best of barley is grown. 

and that is by tenant farmers, too, and Barley has been selling for more than 

they are the men who are making the wheat. It is only on those sheep farms 

most profit. that the best of malting barley is 

Gov. Hoard—What is such mutton as grown. These rents run up as high as 

they are raising worth today in the $20.00 an acre, in the lowest parts of 

English market? Scotland, and the renter pays the taxes 

Mr. Brown—Highteen cents. besides that. 

Mr. Gibson—That is almost like ask- Mr. Arnold—Tell us how they get it 

ing a man how big a lump of chalk is, back in case they use certain feeds. 

because there is a great deal of differ- Mr. Gibson—A tenant there is en- 

ence in the value of mutton in Eng- couraged to farm well, to improve his 

land. Take a small shoulder of moun- land, and if it were not for the tenant 

tain mutton and it is worth twice as right I believe the land would go out 

much as big, heavy, long-haired mut- of cultivation entirely. The tenant is 

ton. 
encouraged to spend money in buying 

Mr. Taylor—Is this $300 a fancy artificial manure and growing crops to 

price in any sense of the word? feed the stock. * If he uses fifty tons of 

Mr. Gibson—Those men are just as oil cake it is understood that he leaves 

hard handed, business men as you will the farm in better condition, if he 

find the world over, and they are not leaves the farm in April, after feeding 

the kind of men to pay fancy prices, that through the winter, he will get 

and they don’t pay them because they ,one-half of that oil cake bill paid for 

are fancy, but bedause they can see the manure. If he pays nine pounds a 

their way to get that money pack | ton for oil cake, he will get back four 

again. Sometimes they may be de- pounds ten a ton, if he leaves the farm, 

ceived like anybody else. because the oil cake is supposed to 

Gov. Hoard—Tell us how you would leave that amount of manurial value 

select a ram. in the soil and he will get one quarter 

Mr. Gibson—I would have a typical of the year before. He gets so much 

ram, especially a masculine ram. Ibe- for draining and for tiling. The in- 

lieve in masculine males, I don’t be- coming tenant pays it and if he can’t 

lieve in the pretty man of today, I the owner pays it. 

never saw a pretty man who amounted Mr. Trigg—How would you eall Lin- 

to anything. colnshires in comparison with Shrop- 

Gov. Hoard—That is cutting some of shires? 

us out rather hard. Mr. Gibson—I will have to decline 

The Chairman—I have seen a great answering that question because I 

deal of sheep judging done. I watched would have a great many of you fel- 

Mr. Gibson’s work last summer at the lows jumping upon me at once, and I 

Columbian Exposition and I know he | want to get out of this town safe. 

understands 1autton sheep. Mr. True—You understand how our 

Mr. Coburn—I understand you to be American flocks are constituted. 

talking about tenant farmers, or, as we | Would you advise a man wishing to 

say, renters. You say they pay $300 start to raise sheep to buy Merino 

ll
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ewes as a foundation for that flock? | Gov. Hoard—What do you think of 1G 

Mr. Gibson—Most certainly not. | peas as a feed for sheep? ie 

Gov. Hoard—If he had Merino ewes, | Mr. Gibson—It is one of the best 

would you advise him to do the best he crops we grow in Canada. They are i 

could undér the circumstances. | worth infinitely more to us than the : H 

Mr. Gibson—I would advise him not corn that we grow. We feed them : 

to sell them. I would advise him to whole to sheep. We thresh them. We ’ 

take a good Shropshire, or some other 40 not feed them heavily to breeding [a 

good mutton sheep and grade up. stock. e 
‘A 

Mr. Arnold—We have found that a Mr. Arnold—Do you consider the i 

Shropshire cross on Merino sheep pro- siraw of any value? 
i 

duces the best kind of sheep for this Mr. Gibson—Oh, yes. You want it ! 

climate. 
cut at the proper time. One feed of 4 

Gov. Hoard—Wouldn’t you advise Clover hay and one of pea straw is ' 

them to put more Shropshire into the better than two feeds of clover. ' 

succeeding generations? 
Mr. Payne—How do you sow them? i 

Mr. Gibson—Yes, and use better Mr. Gibson—We sow them with a # 

rams every time. 
wheat drill about two bushels of seed 

Mr. Henderson—I think we can make to the acre, and we cut them with an 

a good cross from Cotswolds on Me- attachment which we put onto our 

rino. I think I did better on that cross mowing machine, a long arrangement 

than they did at the station with that runs underneath and raises the t 

Shropshires. I believe we could do Peas. 

good work in the State by establish- Mr. Wallace—Have you early and ' 

ing among the farmers additional Bx- 1ate varieties of those peas? 

periment Stations. I want to say that! Mr. Gibson—Yes, we confine our- 

we can successfully cross Merinos and selves principally to the yellow pea. 

long wools. 
Mr. Sterne—Which do you consider 

Gov. Hoard—I remember a Farmers’ best, turnips or rutabagas? 

Institute in which a farmer gotupand| Mr. Gibson—Turnips for milk, ruta- i 

made the following combination. He bagas for feed. I have found cabbage 

said, “I commenced with Merino, 1 one of the best crops that we can grow 

then crossed with Cotswold, then with for feed, and I have such a simple 5 

Shropshire, then with the Southdowns, way of growing it that I would like : 

and my sheep ain’t worth a tinker’s some of you to try it. You sow your i 

Ticonderoga.” That man represented seed the same as you do turnips, only 

a very large class of farmers who are put them in early. If it had not been 

everlastingly making hash of their for my cabbage this year I don’t know | 

preeding. It can’t be profitable to mix what I would have done. We had no j 

up breeds in this way. | rain from the 25th of June to the last : 

Mr. Gibson—I believe in cross-breed- of October, notwithstanding that I had ; 

ing sheep sometimes for feeding pur- cabbage half the size of that table. 

poses, but where you want to keep a Of course we cut them out, leaving : 

breeding flock, stick to the line right them thin, about two and a half to i 

along. I remember once your govern- three feet each way. 

ment published a report by some gen- Gov. Hoard—Can you keep them for 

tleman in Kentucky who had started winter use? 

a new breed: There were illustrations Mr. Gibson—There is no doubt we 

in this book, and it was like a chem- could if we had the appliances. My 

ist’s prescription, so many pounds of sheep run until Christmas in the field. 

long wool, so many of something else,, Mr. Woodward—We used to keep 

a little Southdown to give color to the them in New York by digging trenches 

legs, etc. 
‘and putting them in head down. | 

|
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Mr. Gibson—Exactly. I believe if; Mr. Miller—I have been troubled a 

you had a shed and put them head little with worms in the sheep, in the 

down and covered them with straw bowels. I tried to fatten three last 

that you could use them all winter. winter, I couldn’t do it. After killing 

The Chairman—This year we had a I had the intestines examined, and 

nice patch of them and we found them they were full of little lumps, what 

an excellent thing, especially in feed- you might call worms. 

ing show stock. \” Mr. Gibson—It is more like tubercles. 

Mr. Arnold—How *many can you! Mr. Fox—About what time should 

grow to the acre? the farmer sow his rape seed for the 

Mr. Gibson—There will be 5,000 land to be green in July? 

plants to the acre, ten pounds apiece. Mr. Gibson—I do not believe you can 

Mr. Arnold—Can you get a ten get the rape that early to be of much 

pound cabbage without cultivation? value. I would prefer keeping over 

Mr. Gibson—But you do cultivate. mangle-wurzel for that purpose; the 

They are sowed in drills and culti- vyetches will be in about that time. 

vated. If you have a few in the gar- Mr. Fox—i have sowed the 10th of 

den you will have a lot of butterflies April and the 25th of June I had a very 

at them, but if you puta lot in the tine crop starding ready for use which 

field you will never rotice the putter- was not affected by the worms at all. 

flies at all. | Mr. Wallace—The Agricultural Ex- 

Mr. Barnes—Can we afford to feed periment Station at Ames, lowa, sowed 

those cabbages to sheep when they are rape in 1892, I think in May, and about 

bringing us from five to-six or even July that rape was a sight to behold. 

more cents per head? I+ was as black from the worms &8 

Mr. Gibson—I think if you can get though it had been through a fire,— 

five or six cents a head for cabbages cabbage worms,—and utterly unfit for 

you don’t want to breed sheep or any- any purpose. I sowed rape the same 

thing else. year, the 15th of July, and the worms 

Mr. Hyatt—How do you prevent the didn’t affect it. If you sow rape with 

loss from the fly on rutabagas? a view of having it for July feeding 

Mr. Gibson—I don’t know. the probability is that it will not be ; 

The Chairman—They don’t’ bother worth anything on account of the . 

- the Yellow Aberdeen. worms. 

Mr. Gibson—That is because it comes — Mr. Foster—Let those fellows out in 

at a different season. Iowa raise a little more clover for their 

Mr. Trigg—If you put in your sweet worms, and they will let the rape 

rutabagas in the early part of May, alone. 

the fly will never eat them at all. Mr. Heath—I would like to know the 

Prof. Henry—What do you think of comparative value of mangle-wurzels 

rape? for feeding sheep or cows as compared 

Mr. Gibson—I think it is one of the with corn. 

finest feeds we can have for sheep. I. Mr. Gibson—I could not compare 

think that rape alone will feed sheep them without a good deal of thought 

if it is well grown, as well as most and calculation. 

any other crop. I know it will with Mr. True—I am very anxious that we 

the addition of grain. should get the benefit of Mr. Gibson’s 

Mr. Woodward—Are there two kinds sheep dip, and have it put in the Bulle- 

of vetches? tin. 

Mr. Gibson—There is a winter vetch Mr. Gibson—It is three pounds of 

and a summer vetch. A friend of soft soap, three pounds of sulphur, 

mine says, “If you will give me spring three pounds of washing soda, and 

yvetches and I have to pay a lot for three pounds of carbolie acid. This 

winter vetches, I will buy the winter.” should be dissolved in about two gal- 

‘
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lons of hot water and well mixed.|your attention to what Mr. Gibsom is 

Then take thirty gallons of hot water | mentioned as to the grading up process via 

and pour upon your dip. When you that has been going on under Prof. 

mix these dips never pour the dip into | Henry at the Experiment Station. In y 

the water, but always the water onte | the last Bulletin you have three or four Y 

the dip, it mixes better. ‘The acid|pictures showing these crosses and a 

sometimes will fioat if it is not done| grades, and it will be valuable read- ‘ 

that way. I prefer to have it a little|ing for you. I will say that my expe ’ 

warm in using. 
rience shows the same results as Prof. i 

The Chairman—In closing I will call Henry’s. 

Stacey eae, 
A 
1a 

CARE AND FOOD VERSUS BLOOD IN THE FUTURE OF 

THE AMERICAN SHEEP INDUSTRY. 

J. S. WOODWARD, Lockport, N. Y. | 

My theme might easily be given so an extent that in some cases as much F 

wide a range as to consume the whole as two full skins were found on a sin- ; 

session. But I will only consider it gle carcass. 

priefly under three heads: 1st. The A Change, 
' 

future of the Sheep Industry. 2d. But a change came over the shee ' 

Sheep fitted to the conditions. 3d. industry. By the settlement of ped i 

Food and Care versus blood in its pro- tralia and other southern hemisphere : 

duction. 
‘countries, and stocking those cheap { 

‘The Future of the Sheep Industry. lands with innumerable sheep, the pro- 

Sheep have always been an important quction of wool so increased as to give 

factor in the development of this na-|the world an over supply and down, | 

tion. More than nine-tenths of our down went the price until in spite of j 

clothing is second hand from their the protection to the American growet 

backs. And mutton has always formed py the provision of the McKinley Bill t 

a large part of our food. our finest grades of American Merino 

The time was, and not very far in wools, unwashed, sold for from 18 to 

the past, when the principal income 22 cents per pound. But worse yet, at ; 

from the flock was from the wool. the present time, owing to the uncer- | 

Mutton was of minor importance. tainties of legislation by the present 

Many before me can doubtless remem- Congress, the market has discounted f 

ber times when sheep have been the danger of wool being placed on the ; 

bought and killed simply to make free list and millions of pounds are 

available the wool upon their backs. still in the hands of the growers, for 7 

When unwashed wocl sold quickly at which they can get offered but eight 7 

40 or more cents per pound, according cents per pound, and many would ; 

to its fineness, the whole energy of the gladly sell for ten. 
| 

sheep owner was turned to the pro- 

duction of the heaviest fleece of the Mutton the Best of Meat. 

finest staple. And as the belief was Happily for the future of the indus 

common that the yield of wool was in try, as the price of wool has gone 

proportion to the area of the skin, the down, the consumption of mutton has | 

craze for wrinkles was carried to such increased. Our people are becoming | 

|
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aware that itis the freest from disease, |the growth and the quicker the animal 

= the most nutritious and healthful of all arrives at maturity, the less food it : 

animal foods. And careful experi- ‘eats, and the less its cost of produc- 

ments have established the fact, that a | tion, and “a penny saved is twopence 

pound of mutton can be produced for earned,” as surely in mutton making 

less cost than fiesh of any other kind. as in anything else. 

While wool is lower than ever before, | And lastly the wool, for that will 

it is an encouraging fact, and one that |help on the Fight side of the ledger, 

should stimulate the sheep owner, that ‘even if low in price; what we want is 

prime mutton is now selling for more ‘a good fleece, with staple from two and 

money than either beef or pork, and a half to five inches long, soft and of 

its consumption is increasing much close texture, free from gum and yolk, 

faster than the growth of population. and of good lustre. This class of wool 

Sheep owners, then, should not be is now most in demand and will sell 

discouraged, but look the situation for from 25 to 30 per cent. more than 

squarely in the face; realize that con- | the fine, heavy wools. 

ditions have changed; that in the fut-| What we want then, is a sheep that 

ure mutton must be the chief end and | will combine in the highest degree 

aim of their business. ‘early maturity, largest development of 

‘And while we should not wholly ig-/ meat on the best parts and give the 

nore the growth of wool, we must rec- ‘most pounds of the most desirable 

ognize the fact that fashion changes | wool. How shall we secure it? 

even as regards the kinds of wool Food and Care Versus Blood. 

wanted. What is now most indemand| No domestic animal is so suspectible 

is not the fine heavy fleeces as for- to change as the sheep. When Father 

merly, but the lighter, coarser wools, Adam looked over his stock to give 

the mediums. them names, on that bright first Mon- 

In the future then to get most profit day of creation he found among them 

from the flock, will require the largest put a single pair of ovines. Just what 

growth of medium wool, all of which they were is not so clear, nor does it 

shall be produced for the least money. make the least difference; for what- 

Sheep to Meet This Want. ever they were, they had in their or- 

It would be quite natural here to ganization capabilities of producing, 

drift into a discussion of the breeds, under proper conditions, all the dis- 

but nothing is further from my pur- tinct breeds which we find today. 

pose. It is types, not breeds that 1 ‘Change Comes With Environments. 

shall consider. ‘As these have all come from that sin- 

We must not lose sight of our pre- gle pair, there could have been no cross- 

vious conclusion, that mutton is of the ing or mixing of bloods, and we must 

first importance. We must ¢o another look for other causes to account for 

step and show that the mutton now these variations. 

most in demand, is that which is lean “Every effect has its cause.” 

and juicy, not over fat. The day of “Like causes produce like effects.” 

fat eating, by our people, passed away The same cause now, will produce 

with the active out of door life in clear- like effect as a thousand or five hun- 

ing our lands of the giant forest that dred years ago. 

once covered it. What is now wanted) In looking over the field trying to 

is lean meat (flesh). The “gobs of fat” find or produce the ideal sheep to meet 

once so welcome, if now cn a mutton our wants, it may not be unprofitable 

chop or leg of mutton, for American to glance at the most valuable breeds. 

eating, go into the waste. | In this country the Merino is the 

Another very important considera- most distinct breed. Imported from 

tion is the fact that the more rapid Spain originally, and being a fine
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wooled sheep, and the demand being |horse. Contrast, if you will, the oat- a 

then for fine wool alone, so much care eating men of Scotland with the blub- y 

was used in developing them on this ber eating Esquimeau. Contrast the ql i; 

line, as to result in producing a preed English drafthorse with the Shetland F 

of the heaviest shearers, in proportion pony. 
A 

to the weight, of the finest wool, of any All originally from the same blood, a 

sheep in the world. and yet, now, how different. What Ne 

Aside from these, all others have then is the cause of these great varia- i 

been kept in a hap-hazard way, more tions? 
t 

as scavengers than anything else, and Food and Care. 

we find very little variation. ‘As to food and care—and by care I ite 

Going to England we find a very mean environments, surroundings, it is il 

marked contrast. There, although = a well known fact that the physical, i 

sheep may be included in one of the mental and moral development of a ; 

tee great classes, “Longwools” OF nation may be very accurately gauged 

‘Middlewools, almost every county or py their food and surroundings. ; 

shire has its distinct breed, and each “But do I believe that it would be pos- é 

with very marked peculiarities. | sible to start with our common sheep 

Types Produced. jand by any possible system of feeding f 

‘As we look over the Longwool types, and care, to develop a sheep of the t 

with their massive bodies well covered |“long wool” or “ down” type? I an- 

with long glossy wool, with their sWer most assuredly, yes. Only it would 

abundance of fat laid here and there take too long a time, and cost too much 

in lumps or chunks; the Middlewool | 2 care, in these days of electricity and i 

type with smaller bodies, shorter sta- steam. We had better by far start f 

ple and more compact fleeces, and with with what has already been evolved by 

their flesh and fat nicely mingled; and many generations of food and care. i 

the little Welsh mountain sheep, with | Hence you see I place great impor- ' 

their scanty fleece, deer-like form and tance upon blood, blood which has #4 

yenison quality of mutton, and remem- been enriched and enforced by genera- i 

ber that they all undoubtedly came tions and generations of a special line 

from the same stock,—from a common of feeding and care. But this blood, not 

plood, seeking the cause of these great to disappoint us, must have its potency 

variations, we will surely have to look | Kept UP and reinforced by the same f 

for something besides blood. line of feeding and care that has pro- 4 

duced it. 

Blood not Everything. Americans are Getting Wild} 

Don’t call me a crank and say I ig- Since the great importance of mutton f 

nore blood. Far from it. But blood is production has become so apparent, t 

not everything. Blood is only valuable our people are getting wild. They 1 

as it has potency behind it. What I seem to think that to buy a few full f 

contend for is that there is something bloods of some of the English mutton : 

beyond and above blood from which breeds or a thoroughbred ram to turn ; 

this potency comes. loose with our common sheep, is all | 

Nature is very kind to all her creat- that is needed to change our sheep in- 

ures; she is ever ready to meet half dustry into the mutton channel. 

way all who court her, and she will| I desire to sound a note of warning. 

surely and, quite rapidly change an ani- I see our people foolishly throwing 

mal to ccrrespond with its change of away millions and millions of their 

food and environments. Where in all hard-earned dollars. 

the world will you find such perfect American Breeds. 

type of physical development as in the| I said we had two breeds of sheep 

oat-eating Scotchman and English | which had been developed in America. | 

2 J
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The American Merino, and the com- forms no part. In fact corn never en- 

mon sheep. The one the result of the ters into their food except for a very 

greatest care and most judicious line short tinie in finishing off a bunch for 

of feeding; pastured on the very rich the block 

herbage ot the Vermont hills, supple-/ Contrast this with the manner in 

mented by an abundance of nitroge- which our common sheep are fed. 

nous food; carefully housed from every Turned away in the spring time upon 

raindrop and as constantly protected some bleak, rocky hillside, or into 

from the sun and wind by an im- some bush pasture, and never seen eX- 

pervious blanket, it has developed into cept on an occasional Sunday morning 

a sheep, as I have said, nowhere else to be salted, with no water except the 

equaled as a wool-producer. The dew or an occasional shower. Never 

other by ecrstant neglect has resulted g mouthful of supplemental food even - 

in a race with smaller bodies and though the grass be eaten to its very 

longer legs; active and reliant, capable roots. When frost has killed the last 

of picking a living in scanty pastures yestage of herbage they are brought 

and «mong rocks and bushes, and liv- gown to the home farm and turned 

ing for weeks with no water but such jnto some eaten out cow pasture and 

as obtained from the dew-laden there compelled to run for the winter, 

herbage. They are small bodied, light many times with no shelter. Their 

sicarers, but have a constitution and food consists of corn stalks or swale 

hardiness nowhere else found. or timothy hay. If they get grain at 

To take the special bred, and special ail, towards spring it is corn. All the 

fed sheep of England and subject succulent food they have is what little 

them to the same neglect and want of grass they could pick from the frozen 

care that our common sheep get We sods. Is it any wonder that English 

shall raise only scrubs. The worst of mutton is so much better than ours? 

all is the thoroughbred serub. The wonder is that ours is as good as 

Before going into the raising of any jt is. Even our best importers and 

of the English mutton breeds, it is well preeders, many of them, I may say all 

to study the conditions which have pro- as a class the exceptions are so few, 

duced such splendid results. Reared in fai] to see the necessity of making the 

a much milder climate than ours, with conditions here conform to what the 

far more rain, and that more evenly dis- sheep have enjoyed at home. 

tributed over the year, they run in 

pastures Jonger than our summers and Avoid too Much Corn, 

the growth of grass is more uniform 

and abundant. They contain a fine I have sometimes thought, as I looked 

mixture of grasses in which timothy at the way corn was fed here, that it 

forms n0 part. 
was a curse to the American Sheep 

breeder. We grow it here so abund- 

English Feeding. antly, easily and cheaply that we lose 

Notwithstanding the fine character of sight of the fact that it is not a suit- 

the pastures nearly all sheep in Eng- able food to be givep so exclusively to 

land have some food, supplemental to our flocks. I have been on the farms 

the pasture nearly every day of the of very many importers and breeders 

year; and this is all of a nitrogenous in this country and on very many of 

character and furthermore, the sheep them I may say the most, particularly 

never pass a day in the year without in the West, I have seen corn drawn 

succulent food. This extra food con- out by the load and scattered un- 

sists of turnips, rutabagas, mangolds, husked in such abundance that in 

sainfoin, vetch, rape, cabbage, beans, many cases bushels and bushels re- 

peas, linseed cake, parley and wheat mained uneaten. I have seen many 

bran. Indian corn and corn fodder flocks where the only food they had be- 

oo) lial
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sides corn was what little grass they we shall be compelled to go to the ibe 

dug out from under the snow. mother country and trade our gold 

for blood. But I am an American, 

. Mutton What we Make it. proud of my country and my birth- t 

The experiments made at Madison in right, and I fondly hope to see the day 

pig-feeding, and at Cornell ‘n lamb when we shall be able to do with ® 

feeding, show most conclusively that sheep, as we have already done with +i 

the character of the meat made on a cattle,—furnish England with better i 

growing animal is very largely con- stock than she has at home. i 

trolled by the food given. Thatwhere Why not? We have a better climate d 

the-carb-hydrates form the bulk of the than she, one much more congenial for 

food the carcass will be very fat and sheep developments less diseases and 1 

the fat hard and crumbly. That there parasitical enemies. If our grasses do Sa 

will be but very little flesh or lean not grow as luxuriously and constantly es 

meat and that dry and hard. That on as hers they are far more nutritious. i 

the other hand where .the food is Clover, that best of all forage plant 4 

mainly nitrogenous a large proportion for the sheep, grows a hundred times 

of fiesh or lean meat is produced and better here than there, and then we 4 

that more tender, and the fat is much have an abundance of all the by-pro- 4 

more tender and yielding, and that ducts which she must import if she it 

where much succulent food is given will use them as sheep food. And 

the meat will be more juicy. These when we awaken to the necessities of ‘ 

facts being true it is easy to see that the case, and apply our energies in do- ‘ 

mutton can be made to order, lean-or ing our best, we shall find food aud 

fat, and as what produces lean meat care more potent than blood, and, S 

also produces a iarge growth of wool, working on this line, will produce the ie 

sheep properly fed will give large car- best mutton sheep in the world. 

easses of lean meat, tender and juicy, 
im 

and a heavy fleece of wool also. ———“- 

Raise our Own, ~* | Discussion. 

Must we continue to import sheep to Mr. Noyes—What is your best and - i 

maintain quality, or can we grow as cheapest succulent tood? 

good at home? This is a yital~ques-| Mr. Woodward—Corn silage by far, ; 

tion to the flock master. and that is one of the things they can- i 

Our English cousins like to have us not grow in England. t 

think it necessary to continually im-| Mr. Heath— I want to tell about 

port fresh blood. While they like us some lambs we had. There was a mis- 

first rate, they like our dollars better take made, and the lamb eame before 

and nothing disturbs their even good we expected it. My boy came and 

nature as to claim in their presence asked me if he could have the lamb; it ; 

that we shall soon grow our own stock was a very small, weak little fellow, i 

sheep of the mutton breeds. But just and the boy took great care of it. He i 

as long as we depend upon corn as blanketed it as we do trotting horses. - 

our main feeding stuff, and make our There were more mistakes and more 

sheep mere corn cribs, we shall find a lambs and the boy went into the house 

continual deterioration, and that rap- and cut the sleeves off of some of his 

idly increasing. The get of our fat underwrappers and put the lambs’ legs 

corn fed sheep are less able to impart through the holes. He saved the 

to their offspring these desirable mut- lambs, but his underwear was pretty - 

ton qualities that were their parents, well used up. ' 

and each succeeding generation will Mr. Sterne—How long would you 

show an acceleration of this trouble. keep the same ram in a breeding flock? 

And so long as we go thus blindly on Mr. Woodward—That would depend 

| 
j
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upon how good he was. As long as 1 | native Merinos and grade up. The 

could and not breed to his own pro- care and feed is the important thing. 

geny. - : | Professor Hoyt of the Stout Manual 

Mr. Henderson—How cold is it safe Traming School, was introduced to the 

to have the room where lambs are Institute, and tendered an invitation 

dropped? 
to the visiting members to visit the 

Mr. Woodward—I would keep them school and study its methods. 

as warm as I could. Get your lambs The invitation was accepted for four 

up as quickly as you can and get their p. m., the same afternoon. 

stomachs filled. They can stand a Adjournment was taken till 1:30 

good deal then. I think the best stock o’clock p. m. 

we have in this country is to take our) 
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED SHROPSHIRE 

SHEEP. 

As adopted by the American Shropshire Association. 

Points. | Points 

Constitution and quality indicated | Head short and broad; wide be- 

by the form of body; deep and | tween the ears and between the 

large in breast and through the | eyes; short from top of head to 

heart, back wide, straight and | tip of nose; ears short, of me- 

well covered with lean meat or | dium size; eyes expressive; head 

muscle; wide and full in the | should be well covered with 

thigh, deep in flank, skin thick | wool to a point even with the 

put soft and of a pink color; | eyes, without any appearance of 

prominent, prilliant eyes and | horns; color of face dark brown. 10 

healthful countenance. 25 Objections. Horns disqualify, 

Objections. Deficiency of brisket, | “white face disqualifies, head ; 

light around the heart, fish | with prominent bones, bare on 

back, pointed shoulders, tucked | top of head. 

in flesh, pale or too dark skin |Neck. Medium length, good bone 

objectionable. | and muscular development, and 

Size. In fair condition when fully | especially with the rams, heay- 

matured. Rams should weigh | jer toward the shoulders, well 

not less than 225 pounds, and | set up, and rising from that 

nae nes eee aye 10 point to the back of the head. 5 

ections. Rams in ful es) 

175 pounds or under. Ewes in | Legs and eg Broad, short, 

full flesh 150 pounds or under. | straight, well set apart, well 
ik d 

General appearance and charac- | shaped color dark brown, an' 

: | well wooled to the knees. 10 

ter, good carriage; head well up; 
a 

elastic movement, showing great | Fleece. Body, head, belly and 

symmetry of form and uniform- | legs to knees well covered with 

ity of character throughout. 40| fleece of even length and qual- 

Objections. Head drooping, low | ity scrotum of rams well cov- 

in the neck, sluggish move- | ered with wool. 10 

ments. 
Quality of Wool. Medium, such 

Body. Well proportioned medium as is known in our markets as 

bones, greai scale and length, “medium delaine” and “half- 

well finished hind quarters, | combing wool,” strong, fine, lus- 

thick back and loins, twist deep | trous fiber, without tendency to 

and full, standing with legs mat or felt together, and at one 

well placed outside, breast wide | year’s growth not less than 

and extending well forward. 15, three and one-half inches. in 

Objection. Too fine bones, short | length. 
5 

pody, deficient in twist, legs | —= 

close together, light in brisket. | i 100
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED SOUTHDOWN } 
# 

SHEEP. 
} 

As adopted by the American Southdown Association. 

Points. 
Points : i 

Head medium in size and horn- Hips wide, with little space be- i 

less, fine, carried well up, the | tween them and last ribs. 6 | 

forehead or face well covered Thighs full and well let down in 

with wool, especially between twist, the legs standing well 

the ears and on the cheeks, and apart. 
6 

in the ewe slightly dished. 5 Limbs short and fine in bone, 

Lips and under jaw fine and and in color to agree with face. 3 

thin. 
1 Forelegs well wooled, and carry- 

Ears rather small, tolerably wide ing mutton to the knees, but t 

apart, covered with hair, and free from meat below. 2 ' 

carried with a lively back and Hind legs well fitted with mutton 

forth movement. 2. and wooled to the hocks, neat 

Byes full and bright. 3 and clean below. 2 4 

Face a uniform tint of brown, or Belly straight and well covered 

gray, or mouse color. 3 with wool, the flank extending ' 

Neck short, fine at the head, but | so as to form a line parallel be 

nicely tapering, and broad and with the back or top line. 5 

straight on top at the shoulders 4) Fleece compact, the whole body 

Shoulders broad and full, smooth- well covered with moderately : 

ly joining the neck with the long and close wool, white in al 

back. 
5 color, carrying some yolk. 12 ? 

Breast wide, deep and projecting Form throvghout smooth and i 

well forward, the forelegs stand- symmetrical with no coarse- I 

ing wide apart. 5 ness in any part. 9 ; 

Back and loin broad and straight General appearance, spirited and | 

from shoulder to rump. 7 attractive, with a determined ft 

Ribs well arched, extending far look, a proud and firm step, in- : 

backward, the last projecting dicating constitutional vigor and 

more than the others. 6 thorough breeding. 8 ' 

Rump broad, ‘ square and full, 
— 

with tail well set up. 6 
100 
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED OXFORD 

DOWN SHEEP. 

As adopted by the American Oxford Down Record Association. 

Points. Points. 

Head. Not too fine; moderately quite to the knee; leg with 

small and broad between the heavy bone and upright, being 

eyes and nostrils, but without a clear from superfluous skin; 

short, thick appearance; crown dark brown or smoky in color; 

well covered with good wool. 8 should stand square and well 

Face. Either brown or gray, but | apart. 4 

not speckled or white; with a Breast. Broad and well for- 

i white or gray spot on end of | ward, keeping legs well apart; 

nose. 4 girth or chest full and deep. 10 

Nostrils. Wide and expanded, Fore-Flank. Quite full, not show- 

and dark. 1. ing hollow behind shoulder. 5 
Eyes. Prominent, but wild. 2 Back and Loin. Broad, flat and 

Ears. Broad, moderately long, | straight, from which the ribs 

thin and covered with short, | must spring with a fine circular 

brownish hair or wool. 4 arch. j2 

Collar. Full from breast and Belly. Straight on under line. 3 

shoulders, tapering gradually all Quarters. Long and full, with 

the way to where the neck and | mutton quite down to the hock. 8 

head join; the neck short, thick Hock. Stand neither in or out, 

and strong, (with a masculine | but straight. 2 

appearance in rams), indicating |Twist or Junction. Inside the 
constitutional vigor, and free | thigh deep, wide and full, 

from coarse or loose skin. 6) which, with a broad breast, 

Shoulder. Broad and full, and at | will keep the legs open and up- 

the same time join so well to the | right. 6 

collar forward and the chine |Pleece. The whole body should 

backward as not to leave the | be covered with wool of a close 

, least hollow in either place. 7| texture, a good length, and fine 

Fore-Legs. The mutton on the | quality. 18 

arm or fore thigh should come | 100 

a eee
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¥ 

POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED COTSWOLD ¥ 

SHEEP. 5 

As adopted by the American Cotswold Association. 

Points. Points. { 

Head not too fine, moderately the knee. Leg upright with 

small, and broad between the heavy bone, being clear from { 

eyes and nostrils, but without a superfluous skin, with wool to 

short, thick appearance, and in fetlock, and may be mixed 

young animals well covered with gray. ob 

with long, lustrous wool. 8 Breast broad and well forward, 

Face either white or slightly keeping the legs well apart. 

aioe ae gray, or white dap- x Girth or chest, full and deep. 10 

Sa oe — as Fore-Flank quite full, not show- 

a wide and expanded. Nose | ing hollow behind the shoulder. 5 ‘ 

Byes prominent, but mild look- Back and Loin broad, flat and 

ing. 
2 straight, from which the ribs 

Ears broad, long moderately thin, must spring with a fine circular 

and covered with short hair. 4 arch. ea 

Collar full from breast and shoul- Belly straight on underline. 3 t 

ders, tapering gradually all the Quarters long and full, with mut- 

way to where the neck and head ton quite down to the hock. s : 

join. The neck should be short, Hock should stand neither in nor : 

thick, and strong, indicating out. 
= t 

constitutional vigor, and free Twist or junction inside the : 

from coarse and loose skin. 6 thighs, deep, wide and full, : 

} Shoulders broad and full, and at which, with a broad breast, will i 

the same time join so gradually keep the legs open and upright. 5 { 

to the collar forward and chine Fleece. The whole body should | 

backward as not to leave’ the be covered with long, lustrous ; 

Jeast hollow in either place. 8 wool. 
18 i 

Fore-Legs. The mutton on the 
—=— : 

fore-thigh should come quite to 
100 : 

o}
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SWINE SESSION. 

: The Institute met at 1:30 p. m. . 

Prof. Henry—Ladies and Gentlemen crop amounted to $2,000 this year, so 

—This afternoon we consider the im- {he knows something about it. 

portance of hog-raising, perhaps va The Chairman—It is generally con- 

in importance to that of the dairy cow. | ceded that when an article is low then 

I shall caJl to the chair this after-'is the time that we should seek to 

noon as our presiding officer, Mr. ‘A. F. know more about how to reduce the 

Noyes, of Beaver Dam. He is a cost of production. At the present 

- farmer wno some years ago started | price of pork it is becoming very neces- 

farming in a small way aud has grown | sary that we shall produce it at as 

to be a very large farmer. He is much low a price as possible. 

interested in clover. His clover seed | 

ee 

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF YOUNG PIGS. 

A. SELLE, Mequon, Wis 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- Mature Stock in Proper Condition. 

men—I have the honor today of giv-| The sow should be at least eight 

ing you some of my jdeas as to how to | months old at the time of breeding and 

take care of little pigs. Successful pig-|be bred to a boar equally as well bred 

raising is an art which cannot be|as herself, and equally as good an in- 

learned in a single season, neither can | dividual, and not closely related; one 

it all be learned from hearsay, put the|that has not been overworked but is 

best knowledge is obtained from ob- | full of life and vigor. 

servation, careful study of the subject,| A sow should be in good flesh and 

especially the requirements of the in perfect health at the time of breed- 

preeders, and by practical experience, |ing, so that she can start under good 

which however, very often proves to|and favorable conditions, for we all 

be an expensive school. 
know that health is a prime factor in 

In order to raise good and healthy successful stock growing und especially 

pigs it is a general rule to begin four |in the raising of hogs. I am satisfied 

months previous to their birth. I shall that a good many make a mistake by 

take it for granted that you have se giving the sow too much concentrated 

lected the best sow attainable, (no ra- food, and not enough exercise, and 

zor back, of course,) having been care: when getting too fat they are like sa- 

ful to select one with well developed loon-keepers—too lazy to take exercise 

characteristics of the respective breed —and any farmer will have noticed 

in order that they will be transmitted that a hog is naturally a lazy customer 

to her progeny, and from a mother | if he always has enough to eat. If the 

that has distinguished herself as @ breeders are too fat from corn, I think 

good milker and in raisng a large num- this is one cause of the small litters, 

ber of pigs in each litter. of which some hog raisers complain; 

put there are several other causes. 

i eal
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Feed for Health. | water and mixed with fine white mid- £ 

After the sow is bred feed her so as dlings and lobbered skimmilk, which 

to have her in good, strong flesh, but | is the best food to correct the stomach. 

itis not advisable to feed too heavily, Many hog raisers are afraid of this ' 

especially corn, during gestation, for method of feeding clover hay, as it is if 

she will either grow too fat, or de- | combined with a little extra labor, and 3 

yelop the young ones too much and is not nearly as handy as ‘to throw a i 

poth causes will tend to render birth few basketfuls of corn over the fence a 

difficus.. Now, on the other hand, do 48 is the habit on some farms. But be i 

not go to the other extreme and keep it remembered with this little extra 

the sow tov thin, like a walking skele- labor you will have warm food for 

ton, and especially young sows com- your sows, a variety of food, and a 1 

ing in with their first litter for it they cheap and proper food, and when feed- ‘ 

are stinted too much with proper food ing this I never have trouble with con- ~ 

and happen to have a large litter they stipation or irregularities of the bowels, | 

can easily be fed so that in a short with my pigs. Now, again, do not ‘ 

time they will look like a bag of bones. practice too much of a good thing and 

If we want a sow to remain in good compel your sows to carry more water 

health we should never confine her in in their stomachs around the yard | 

a small pen, where she can hardly than is necessary, for if you feed too ) 

turn around, and then leave her there much slop, and very thin swill, the | 

during gestation, and perhaps longer sows often take a different form and 

and on one kind of food, expecting her soon have a down-hanging cow-belly; * 

to remain healthy and produce a good it is best to follow the golden middle 

family of pigs. way- 

a ee eee Whoever raises hogs on a somewhat 

a large scale can have things handy, and 

Much exercise in the open air is very use a small steamer to cook his roots 

beneficial to pregnant sows, especially OT steep clover hay, etc., or as is the ‘ 

to those that suffer considerable swell- case with the average farmer who only 

ing of the genitals at the end of gesta- keeps a few breeders, he can heat 

tion. The main object, however, is to water enough on the kitchen stove. e 

keep their bowels open and regular. But here is where many breeders } 

Should you notice signs of constipation, strike a rock; whenever they wish to b 

which is likely when fed too highly use the stove the atmosphere in the | 

and too much dry food, you can easily room will soon be in a boiling heat, ; 

relieve it by feeding some sloppy food the result of a row, with the better-half. ; 

and giving them a little oil-eake meal, You may wonder what this has to do } 

or some cracklings, by pouring water with my subject. Oh, nothing, per- } 

over them and letting them stand a haps, but it is of some importance, and ; 

day and then feeding it in their slop, it puts me in mind of a statement ; 

about a quart three or four times a made by a gentleman who is known t 

week. This is a good thing to give all over the world or at least in Wis- ; 

daily a few weeks pefore farrowing. consin, that whoever wants to make } 

Those having a supply of roots as pig-raising a success in winter and is 

beets, mangels, or small unsalable po- away teaching others how to do it, ' 

tatoes should feed them daily, as must have the right kind of a wife. | 

oan are an excellent substitute special Care at Farrowing. 

Next comes farrowing time. Any in- 

Chagas See. telligent farmer knows the length of | 

If you have no roots try some of gestation with the sow. By noting j 

Everett's patent cured clover hay; this the day of coition you can tell alinost 

is best fed when cut fine, steeped witb to a day when a sow will come in as . 

|
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they are promptly on time. It is ajand if they do it will not hurt them 

1 good plan for each sow to have a pen | but will correct their stomach. 

for herself in which she should be put| If the sow gets plenty of succulent 

a week before farrowing time in order food during gestation, as beets, clover 

that she may get used to it and not be jhay, milk and many other good things, 

fretful, and that she may have a and is fed as described before, I have 

chance to fix up her bedding a day never known of her being off her feed 

previous. It is well to run some clean | or out of condition, for her bowels are 

rye straw through a feed cutter, be-| all right, and she will seldom eat the 

\ cause this cut straw will absorb the | afterbirth and never devour the pigs. 

moisture better and the little ones can | Now we will turn over another leaf. 

hide in it. If it happens to be a cold | This js food for the sow and her suck- 

day I fill one or two of those large) ling pigs. We are more sure to raise 

bran bags with cut straw and put them | pigs in summer, when the sows can 

+ near the stove to have them thoroughly | get out to eat grass and roots in the 

warm, and use them for bedding when | ground before pigging time and as 

pigs are born, for nothing is more | soon after farrowing as possible, there- 

beneficial for them than a dry, warm l\fore in winter we must follow the 

bed. When you have large, old sows, course indicated by Nature and give 

a good many advocate having a shelf | them a substitute. , 

or poles twelve inches from the floor, | ries Sutemnt ia Woomind: 

around the sides of the pen so the lit- 

tle pigs can slip behind it when he | fo day or two after a sow has 

sow lies down; but when the sow is a Piss she needs no food and I would 

good breeder and is in good condition never stir her up to get her to eat even 

instinct will tell her not to lie on her if she lies quietly for two days. Then 

pigs and all these precautions are not give her a little dishwater, or the 

necessary. It is usually the owner's water from soaked cracklings, steeped 

fault when the sow lies on her pigs, clover hay or Jobbered skimmilk; we 

for if she received too much concen- mus t always be on the alert to guard 

trated food during pregnancy she will against over feeding. Be governed by 

be too fat and lazy at farrowing time their condition as to how much feed 

and have no life and ambition to get they shall have; all do not require the 

up when one of her little ones cries, | S2™me amount; and no iron-clad rule 

hence they are smothered to death. that will fit every case can be laid 

Tt is recommended that at the period down; it is like a coat,—this may fit 

of deliverance some one should be on a good many but will not fit every- 

hand to assist the sow in case of diffi- body. 

culty in farrowing; but if the sow and| Sometimes there are sows that geta 

her surroundings are in proper shape caked udder, or so-called milk cake. 

it is best to leave her entirely alone, This is liable to happen when the sow 

for I would sooner have Nature for her is too fat and fed too highly right after 

midwife than to have some inexpe- prea s uf = on eo 

rienced person around her. has only a small litter. If the udder 

Abnormal Appetite. becomes badly caked there are only 

When the pigs are all born the ques- two remedies to be followed,—either 

tion is whether to remove the after- feed and raise the pigs by hand or let 

pirth or not; some sows will eat itand them die. If the pigs are very valu- 

others will not. I have sometimes left able it is worth trying to pathe the ud- 

it in the stable for two days and the der with hot vinegar and water every 

sow never touched it. In my judg- half hour for a day or so, and feed the 

ment I think if the sows are in the pigs with a bottle. If the thick milk 

right condition they will seldom eat it, can be removed it may come out all
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right, but all the trouble is mere guess-| Pigs, like children, suffer more or ey 

work. 
less at teething when two to four be 

In order to be on the safe side and months old, and scours very often is a 

not overfeed the sow make her feed of the result, if precaution is not taken 4 

amore bulky texture and mix her and the feed given regularly and BF 

: slop, which is best made of bran, mid-| plenty of dry bedding, besides allow- S 

dlings, and a little oil meal, with clover |ing them to have exercise and sun- p 

hay (steeped), which can be greatly shine. It is always best to prevent dis- a 

improved by adding some Jobbered | ease as little pigs are very delicate and | 

skimmilk, for this is easily digested sensitive, and always try to find out i 

and she will always be ready for her the cause, for if not tended to in time 

feed and never be out of condition. If I have observed cases where scours 1) 

fed in the manner described I like to have become contagious. 7 

feed some cracked corn and oats as a) ‘Thumps in Pigs. 

variety; this will prevent her from los-| ‘phere is still another trouble among { 

ing too much flesh. Sometimes the jittle pigs before they are four weeks 

sow will not allow the young ones to old which is easily prevented but sel- : 

suckle. In such cases the teeth of the gom cured; they usually -huddle to- 

pig should be examined and if pointed | gether and sleep, get a thick neck and 

too sharply such points should be preathe like a heavey horse. Somebody 

broken off ee eee has named this disease “Thumps.” 

ork fox S108. You will notice this disease principally 

Place in the corners of the stable a in winter, seldom in summer when the * 

quantity of earth, charcoal and ashes <5. rung in pasture followed by the 

where the little ones will work. This jittle ones. I think according to my 

will prevent them from drinking urine Ghacevallon the cause of “thumps” is 

and filthy fluids, and from devouring that the pigs have no exercise, and 

sour substances usually found near the also when the mother is a good milker 

trough. The devouring of such decay) and only has a small litter they will 

ing stuff som be avoided by all tax too much milk and overload the 

means, because it is the cause of the stomach, get lazy and sleepy, and j 

existence of many DUnY, and crippled make no effort to take exercise. it you : 

pigs. Usually when the pigs are three watch the pigs when the mother is eat- j 

or four weeks old they begin to eat and ing and find that they run about, ride , 

are best fed with lobbered skimmilk, = each other, fight and pull cae i 

soaked corn, or wheat, and for a other’s ears,—_they are on the right ; 

: change dry grain coarsely ground and road when enjoying that kind of sport, ' 

placed where the sow cannot get at it. _14+¢ on the contrary when they do not } 

The most prevailing disease of little leave the nest and at sleeping, when it 

pigs is diarrhoea, cansed OSHS, ny their throats are swelling and they } 

improper food and over eating of the iow difficulty in breathing, there is 

mother; another cause % @ S mae. igs no certain cure and death is the only j 

_ dirty stable and the effiuvia rising rojer But as I said before this is 
from liquid manure that has gathered easily prevented. In winter we ae } 

below the floor. For scours the reme- give them a substitute for what nature 

dies are numerous. If the stable and rovides for them in summer. 

bedding smell strong remove the bed- Bey " 

ding and scatter some.land plaster or Prevention Better Than Cure. 

scrub the floor with fresh lime water; They like to root in the ground, not | 

also change the food of the mother if only for fun, but to find something to 

this is the cause, or give some rice | correct the digestive organs, therefore 

water and ginger in their slop and you I supply them with sods out of fence 

will see the difficulty pass away leay- corners oF woods and mix soaked 

ing no bad results. | eracklings; in order to pick out the 

i 

|
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t 

| eracklings they are only too willing to in an old filthy pen, with unhealthy 

: turn over the earth many times, which surroundings, which is particularly in- 

i gives them plenty of exercise. In this jurious, you will soon see the mistake. 

3 way the bowels will be regular, health Feed for Early Maturity. 

improved, and disease become un- 
@ 

; known. You will surely admit that , Feed for growth and not for fatten- 

} prevention is easier and cheaper than ing is the right idea. To feed too much 

cure, and if you do not strive to pre- corn for growing young pigs means to 

vent disease it is a sign that you do not check their development. They must 

} understand your business. have plenty of succulent and sloppy 

\ There are some other unaccountable food. Milk is the proper food, clover 

misfortunes to young pigs,—why one and middlings, of course, as 1 have 

: or two pigs in a litter should develop said many times, not of too concen- 

a crooked back, while all the rest fed trated nature, at least as an exclusive 

alike should not, is a secret to me. It food. The point is, first development 

seems to be the result of stomach trou- of frame, flinty bene and good inuscle, 

ples and in winter when they have a and when that ‘is accomplished the 

cold stable and not exercise enough it pigs will be ready for putting on fat 

will sometimes happen even with the for going to the show, or his final er-d, 

best care; they will in most cases out- —the pork barrel. Many farmers as- 

i grow this mishap and get straight sert that pigs cannot be made to grow 

again. Sometimes a pig will keep poor materially in winter. _Dairymen will 

because his tusks are out of line cut- take good care of their cows in cold 

ting the lips and making the mouth weather. The same principle of care 

gore; when this is the case pull the and feed that makes cows give milk in 

tusks out. 
winter will make pigs grow. A dry, 

One of the worst misfortunes that warm pen from 60 to 70 degrees, 

can happen to a pig is to have a shift: plenty of milk and clean, nutritious 

less owner, one of those fellows who food are necessary to bring about this 

is not ashamed of making his pork in result. 
filth and thinks a hog can stand any I think I had better close as I do not 

abuse. 
wish to task your patience any longer, 

Tf at the end of six or seven weeks but in conclusion will say that to suc- 

the pigs are growing nicely we may cessfully raise and wean little pigs 

think of weaning, but it should not be especially in winter, requires some 

determined by their age but on how skill and thought on the part of the 

they are eating and growing and are feeder and breeder, for we must al- 

able to take care of themselves. I ways be on the alert to find out their 

then increase their feed and diminish many ailments and also the cause of 

the feed of the sow, but give her more them, and always be ready to adminis- 

corn,’and less milk producing food, in ter to their wants. We should know 

order to get her to her normal stand- what to do and when to do it, and have 

ard, and in good flesh for breeding. In patience and general knowledge of 

five or six days after the pigs are their requirements and the whole busi- : 

away the udder will shrink and ghe | D&S: : 

will usually be ready for business —_—— 

again. 

q 

I would take away the two or three Discussion. 

strongest pigs in the litter at first; Mr. McKerrow—Which do you con- 

after two days two more, and so on un- sider the best and cheapest succulent 

til all are weaned. I then put them on food for your use? * 

the pasture which is the best place for Mr. Selle—I keep my breeding sows 

them, or in winter give them a dry, on finely cut clover hay, milk, mid- 

warm pen. If you keep them shut up dlings and roots, but if you hayen’t
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any other then clover is the cheapest. | with clover hay steeped, with milk and ‘a 

You can sooner raise a ton of hay than middlings? 
‘ 

roots. You see I haven't land adapted) Mr. Woodward—Yes, sir. . 3] 

to roots, so I raise clover hay. | Prof. Henry—At what age would 4 

Mr. McKerrow—What kind of roots? your sows have their first litter of é 

Mr. Selle—Mangel-wurzels. 
| pigs? 

¥ 

Prof. Henry—How do you prepare Mr. Selle—I have sows that are ten i 

this clover hay for your hogs to eat it?, months old, and I have that old sow wl 

Mr. Selle—I run it over the pea-cut- | yet on my place, and she raises two lit- ¥ 

ter, cut it fine, and steep it with hot ters a year, but I would not make it | 

water so that it is soft as grass. They ® rule. Usually at a year is soon 1 

want grass in the winter just as well enough. It depends somewhat on the 1 

as the summer end this answers the | breed. 
' 

purpose. 
Mr. McKerrow—At about what ages 

Mr. Hyatt—How often do you have do you find your brood sows the best? 

to prepare that clover hay? | Mr. Selle—After they have their first 

Mr. Selle—Every time I feed, twice litter, they have large litters right 

a day, about eight o'clock, and about along. The one I spoke of is four { 

four. Then they go to sleep. | years old ard she is just as good as . 

Mr. McKerrow—When you have had | ever. 

9 plenty of roots to feed your breeding | Mr. Faville—How old is it profitable 

sows, have you ever had any trouble | to keep a brood sow if she is a good 

from caked udders? one? 
Mr. Selle—If I had ever so plenty y| Mr. Selle—If she is a good one I keep i 

would feed clover. A good many feed her as long as she breeds. 

the most of what they have the Mr. Miller—Do you keep these sows : 

most of. 
together in large numbers? 

Mr. Linse—I feed quite a little | Mr. Selle—Well, I have nine ecompart- ; 

clover, and I have just the piekings-up, ments and each stable is full, one is B 

the clover blossom and leaves from a little the biggest, another, and an- 

my barn floor. I pour the slop food other, and so on, and the rest are run- ; 

right over it, and they eat it all. |ning outside in a large shed, half as i 

Mr. Boynton—Would not ensilage large as this hall. There are ten alto- i 

take the place for succulent food? gether, and the rest, the twelve,—I i 

Mr. Selle—I haven’t any ensilage. y have them penned vp, but they also i 

couldn’t find enough clover leaves on have a run during the day time. t 

my barn floor as Mr. Linse says, I) Mr. Miller—You let them out the | 

have twenty-four sows. same as a man would his horse and : 

Mr. Convey—I think it is a waste of put them into a stable again? 

ensilage to feed it to hogs. Mr. Selle—Yes. About a week before ; 

Mr. Bradley—Why do you like lob- farrowing, I put them in their separate 

bered milk better than sweet milk? stables, so they get used to it, and fix : 

Mr. Selle—Because it is healthier as UP their own bedding. If you put 

it is easier to digest. Anybody with them in just the day before, they are : 

a weak stomach who eats lobbered Bot used to it, and they will often loose : 

milk will soon be healthy. Try it on lots of little pigs. 

yourself. 
| Mr. Cole—How do you give your 

Mr. Woodward—You must have en- young pigs exercise in cold weather? 

tirely different kind of hogs than we| Mr. Selle—I don’t care what the : 

have. There isn’t anything that my weather is, the weather is all right in 3 

hogs will eat quicker than corn en- the stable. I have my stables where it 

: silage. ; | don’t freeze, about 60 degrees. I have 

Mr. Selle—Did you ever try them an attachment to the cow stable, and 

;
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also to the hog stable. They take their speaker's directions you will have no 

exercise themselves, but if they are trouble. 

sickly they will hide themselves in the Mr. Selle—That.is what I say. Z 

ped and don’t come out. I usually, Mr. McCullough—How often do you 

stop a little in the stable and watch feed little pigs while they are running 

them, and they are playing and pulling with the sow? 

each others’ ears and have exercise) Mr, Selle—About three times a day, 

enough. If the sow is in good health perhaps a quart in the little trough, 

: her milk is all right, and then the pigs and if they won't eat it, I have it re- 

} are healthy, and they run about and moved. Sometimes they won't eat the 

: skip and play. new food the first time and then I try 

f Mr. Miller—When it comes a warm j¢ again the next day; if they only nib- 

} ay do you allow those pigs to run out ple a few spoonfuls that is enough to 

' doers? 2 get them started. 

Mr. Selle—Oh, yes, when it a warm |“ Mr, McKerrow—Do you use any salt 

q day they go out a few hours. in hog feeds? 

| Mr. McKerrow—What do you feed Mr. Selle—Yes, they can have a little 

! these young pigs first? salt, but I hardly think a pair of scales 

Mr. Selle—I had a young litter that ean weigh the amount they need. I 

i came just two weeks ago, when we had give them some ashes—I mix some 

Vit that blow-out storm, and when I left with the earth,and they may eat itas 

home they were already eating soaked they want to. zi 

cracklings. 

Mr. McKerrow—What are crack- Gov. Hoard—A year ago there Was 2 

lings? 
great mortality with young pigs on ac- 

Mr. Selle—They are scraps of meat. ae ae be PsP 

Look it up in the dictionary. I have be ge oat fice tc ae rile eeaiths> 

a whole wagon load of sod out of the 4 § 7. 

fence corners and out of the woods ™4D if he takes special pes 2 aa se 

that is good for the pigs. I take it it that the ye0ne pigs, their be one 

into the cellar, and give them half a and all, is kept free from moisture? 

pushel, mixing it with the cracklings, Mr. Selle—Why, yes, that is the main 

5 and they will root it up to find some- thing. The feed may be ever so nice, 

thing. They root to find bugs and and with a damp stable you can finish 

things, and they will eat it up in two them in one night; and then the stable 

weeks, and they don’t eat hardly any has to be cleaned out every night. 

milk. That is their first food. Then They have to be very clean, just the 

I have a stable where they can slip Same as you wash your little baby. 

through for they are like little children, They want clean bedding every day. 

if they can get something on the sly It is the damp, wet smell in the stable 

they like it. I feed a lot of skim milk. that hurts them. The feed may be 
Mr. Hyatt—There is a great com- ever so sweet, if their bedding is 

’ plaint some springs of sows destroying strong and foul it is bad. 

their litters of pigs by eating. Mr. Arnold—Don’t you think it is of 

Mr. Selle—That is right. They went the greatest importance in raising 

according to their stomach. You can’t Youns pigs that the sow should be 

do any saving on a hog. If my sows properly fed for the first few days 

would eat their pigs I would be after farrowing? People are apt to 

ashamed to stand here and preach. feed her too much. ; 

That is the owner's fault. Mr. Selle—Yes, if they lie quietly 1 

The Chairman—Is there any one just let them lie. They like to have 

present who has had that experience a little lobbered skim milk or soaked 

and cured it? cracklings and water. They are rather 

Mr. Miller—I think if you follow the costive at that time, and you ought to 

i
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{ 

feed them so as to keep the bowels{ Mr. Selle—That is from lack of exer- i i 

open, and that is all. ise: in the summer when they are out ze 

Mr. Arnold—Can you make a good on the grass they never have any. pi 

hog unless you start right? And ‘you | Dr. Porter—It is a diseased condition ' j 

are pretty sure of having a good hog lot the body that causes thumps. Iam b | 

if you get him to be two months old | told that it is fatty degeneration of the ’ { 

and all right. |heart, that men as well as pigs are a 

Mr. Selle—Yes, if he is spoiled in | liable to have it from lack of exercise i 

starting, of course you can’t raise him. |and too much rich food. { : 

Mr. McKerrow—I understand you Mr. Selle—Yes, I have noticed it ' | 

give the sows the first two days | When the sow has been fed rich food 1 

plenty of slop to drink, but no heavy and had only two or three pigs in the i . 

food? litter. They get too much. «| 

Mr. Selle—That is right. It is more| Mr. Rapager—Have you ever lost a ny 

important to feed the sow before far- | Sow from caked udder or milk fever? ie 

rowing. | Mr. Selle—I didn’t lose any, but I a 

Mr. Arnold—Isn’t it a good plan to nearly lost one. I saw the pigs were 

give her some meat? sucking and sucking all the time, andI 

Mr. Selle—Meat is too high. Crack- found she had no milk. I took them in 

lings are only half a cent a pound, and the house. Then I washed the udder 

they are good. in hot water and vinegar every half } 

Mr. Tubbs—You take a couple of noe sd Swe aera ot fed -the lite 

pounds of fat pork, cut it into three | °2°S with half cow’s milk to keep them ai 

or four pieces and feed it to them, good and strong, and every half hour 3 

esas wan har tak al te peek) ee ee —— 
they want, they won't eat their pigs.| Dr. Porter—How many minutes at ‘ 

Mr. Selle—If you shut them up in the each application did you give? 

stable and feed them a lot of skim) Mr. Selle—I will say about two or , 

milk, it is too rich. If you feed them three minutes. 
1 

some lobbered milk it will help their Dr. Porter—Try it the next time fif- ! 

stomachs some. teen or twenty and it won’t take so | 

Mr. Jacobs—Do you think it is profit- long. 
| 

able for the average farmer to have Mr. Rapager—I myself have fre b 

his sows raise more than one litter of quently had sows bother in that way, j 

pigs a year? and the remedy I found is cold, salt | 

Mr, Selle—The average farmer, every water. Make a brine a little strong t 

me. ‘You see it is natural for ne on and bathe it quite often and let the 

if aan is fed right. It would be just pigs still be with the sow; finally the i} 

= nable to say that we ought not fever will leave and the swelling go Hy 

Feaso! y is down, and the sow will come out all i 

to raise but one colt in every two OF jiont in a short time. Ht 

three —— ne my ae ay Mr. Arnold—Mr. Selle is speaking i 

aes ‘4 $200 for h 7 Feet from the feeder’s standpoint, to make + 

was offered § oe the best pork for the least expense, 

Mr. Craig—Do you think there is not from the breeder's standpoint, not | 

more profit in fall pigs or springs to get a strong constitution in the hog i 

pigs? or in the progeny. What might be 1) 

Mr. Selle—There is more profit in good policy for a breeder might not be i 

spring pigs every time, because it takes for the feeder. ; 

less labor in the summer; they attend, Mr. Selle—If I had a sow that far- i 

to themselves. rowed in June and had only two pigs, | 

Mr. Dickson—What do you do for would it pay me to keep that sow idle } 

your pigs when they have thumps? _until the next June? ' 

crag 
; i 

t
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; PRACTICAL POINTS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SWINE. 

V. D. HEATH, New Lisbon, Wis. 

| Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-|ket for pigs at four weeks old; then 

{ men—How evident it is that the pres- | comes the 170 to 200 pound hog, and 

' ent is an age of progress, for within | lastly the heavy hog. 

; the last few months the steam engine | Before you cross two distinct breeds 

; has made better time than ever before, | consider well what the result will be. 

5 the thorough-bred trotter has lowered | Nathusius, the great writer on domes- 

it the record almost out of sight, and the tication of animals, says that the infu- 

f dairy herd has produced more milk sion of 1-32 or even 1-64 part of the 

1 which, with the aid of the separator |plood of the sus. Indicus hog into the 

iti a has been converted into butter in less ‘breed of sus. Scrofa is sufficient to 

1 i time than ever before. I am here to change the form of the skull. He 

; ‘ tell you that the registered pig is right | further says that rich and abundant 

ii 2 up in line with the best of them. His food to the young causes the head to 

f valuable excellence and beauty make grow wider and shorter. Their color 

{ him a very desirable piece of property. is often changed by their surround- 

The horse has his rivals in steam, lings. +a 

electricity and the bicycle; the ecw in| Proper Quarters, 

' oleo, butterine, ete., but the products| If you winter pigs you will need 

of the pig will always be wanted in some kind of a house for them and you 

the market and larder. | should plan it to suit your own and 

Now, if you are going to try swine-| their convenience. They demand a 

husbandry the first thing is to see \dining-room with a clean floor, a bed- 

what the market demands. I dare say room with a roof and a closet. Don’t 

it is not the scrub hog with a rain-bow let them in until you have scattered 

back and a nose suitable for drinking feed all over the dining-room floor, put 

r out of a jug, for such hogs will de- straw in the ped-room and a shovelful 

moralize the owner and damage his of droppings in the closet. In this way 

purse. But a scrub hog is more to be the labor of tending the house will be 

respected than the man who breeds greatly diminished. The bed-room for 

him. How many who sit before me the brood-sow should be bedded with 

have suffered from having a few such 2 little chaff or cut straw and must 

hogs shipped in a car with theirs; the have a guard rail or shelf around the 

buyer and grower both know too well base to keep her from lying on her 

the consequences. 
pigs. Should the little ones come ina 

cold time don’t forget to spread a stiff 

Evenness Commands Best Price. canvas or blanket over the mother 

Then we must have a car of hogs hog; also have a weighted canvas at 

ready all at the same time, or induce the doorway for day and a board door 

our neighbors to raise the kind that for night. Don’t forget to select your 

we do in order to get the best returns. brood sows from second litters in order 

A registered sire must be at your com- to obtain length, strength and produc- 

mand if you breed only for the eastern tiveness. 

market. It costs but little more to With all of our diversified cares we 

have the dam registered and then you need some constant reminder, like a 

are ready for any market. A market good farm paper, right before us, and 

for breeders is preferable, next a mar- after we have attended to these little 

i. 

.
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details, even the wise ones will say, |then it naturally follows that he wiil , 

“J wonder how it is that you. always like a pig. Now, I like a good pig, and £ 

have such good luck?” |my pigs like me. I have seen the time a 

Cleanliness with hogs is one of the more than once when with the mother 5 

important things. This, with plenty pig it was money in my pocket that a 

of exercise is the great safeguard to I was on friendly terms with her. 4 

health. This is one theme which 1|She allowed me to place her pigs in t 

have always tried to carry out, and I | more comfortable quarters and no riot bi 

have lost but one hog in fourteen in the family and no little pigs stepped t 

years, and that was for want of exer- on and killed. Now, these little pigs ; 

cise. 
‘have to eat. First the mother should ‘ 

How to Exercise. be fed on warm, light food, which can : | 

\pe imereased quite rapidly. I don’t t 

ited and aap thee, geet tow waar smn fo ee a, 
exercise. I throw mixed grain in a (unless it is milk), but I think the uy 

pile of straw and they spend many greater the variety the better. If she ht 

happy moments in the winter under ean have a nice mess like you give it 

that straw. Variety of food is the that new milch cow once or ee u 

mother and out-door exercise the dag Sone ne Pee 

father of health and vigor; these often I 2 ve her eae 7 a 

wedded to a bin of feed will produce Sei a. r oe oa a eh cah iced 

pounds, shillings and pence. When cet = a cane wheat bran, 

this clean place is in readiness pick out shorts, wheat bran or buckw: nae 2 

the pigs that are to be parents. Choose = as a, a ees : = eee 

according to your market and facilities fae os ae ena — ‘ill aE a 

for handling. I prefer a Poland-China oe jo that the le pigs will no a 

with clean, white feet and a white get sick and so that they may get Prop” 

nose, with a long body and straight on erties necessary for all parts of the 

the back,—hair thin and glossy, ears body. When the pigs are large enough 

that lop and cause him to look toward to eat I have a low trough in a yard . 

the ground. Every mother should |e the old hogs where none but the 4 

have a name, and her record should little pigs can go, and I put milk and ; 

be kept. How many times has the some of the best slops jn there and 

hired man been known to say in the aca —— to go and help themselves. | 

morning when he came in that such a And this pays, for they snow beta } 

hog has so any pigs, and the owner’s faster and the old hogs will be nee 

reply was “Is that so, I did not except dition to sell much earlier by so doing. i 

them yet,—how time flies.” “Yes, but 1 h ave tried feeding little pigs on i 

they are all dead except one and I boiled rye, but it did not agree with 

guess that will die, for the old hog got them. I never derived any particular 

in a small bole in the straw stack and benefit from cooking any feed only i= i 

laid on them,” or “she got on the connection with pumpkins, poe 
i 

wrong side where the cold storm and roots, ete. Rye ground and mixed i 

we Ae cued chem (ideas Then the |Sun other grains is all right; the mane | 
owner would say, “The old fool,” and kinds of grains you mix together the : 

leave you to guess which or who was ve fox, 1 Sone ake feeding seo ae 

the old fool. This record is a very im- thin slop, put I feed it thick and leave 

portant thing indeed, and only re- wae ie oe one baat smack 

quires a little time to keep it. a ee eee ss i poke = y ane i a } 
ni a e fed dry o i 

Qualifications of a Swine Breeder. wet, ident think it makes any hi 

eo ee tee ats |e ae a ian eo ae | 
= clean trough an 

has made money from growing pigs; floor to feed on, but if one has not a 

4 

} 

| 
} 

-
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proper place for feeding dry and has his feed. I noticed by a feeding ex- 

to water them, and feed in troughs on’ periment in 1890-91 by Prof. Henry 

the ground in the wind I prefer to that it took on an average about 4.7 

wet their feed. pounds of meal and shorts to produce 

one pound of live pork where the hogs 

‘Time for Farrowing. 

I like to have my pigs born the first weighed 127 to 140 pounds, and with 

of April for then the weather is warm such hogs and such feed at $12.00 per 

enough so that with a little care they on one pee nd of = ot 

can all be saved, and soon they an a little over 2.7 cents besides your capi- 

the mother commence to condition tal and labor. If the feed should = 

themselves on that cheapest of ail a per Ut ae would ae 

{ foods, clover, and with a little grain < hi een > ae at 

{ each day through the summer they | en es jogs weigh eae 

i grow to be quite fat hogs at a compara- |pounds it required 6.3 pounds of meal 

: tively low cost, and by the time the an ge ie Pee ra pound a 

{ sweet corn is large enough for green e th a # oa Aes eel Bon 

- corn, I begin to cut and throw over to fe e a ike apes ae ot ea 

$ them. They eat stalks and all, and no ee eC interest Maney. 

Lie time is lost in husking and handling. at $12.00 per ton, 100 pou of such 

. When frost comes I break off the ears, ee cost about $3.75, and when = 

; unless the pasture is short, then I con- | $4.72 ties a Soe oe 2 

1 tinue to cut the same and let the cows Lama ae an os pees Pe Saunas 

¢ eat the stalks. By so doing I harvest jnow about Se ee me are goin: 

' and dispose of a large per cent. of MY {9 get for our labor. We don’t - at 

i corn and hardly know how or when it oie for diversion. ay art is for profit. 

is done. I have gotten out of shorts “we all agree that ee beat Peed a 

and other ground feeds at different te 28 if mt i 

times and fed corn almost exclusively Er e “s he tes ice Iittle 

until worms would rise in their throats P ee = a a a See a Wee 

ee coke thons wolie dvakiag. ROO a coded: G08 We eT eee 

they try” to doctor themselves by eat- ae ra Ay 7 bh fi ie! t oe +. 

ing the lime out of the stone wail. I TE eat a ie teen cid x a = 

usually stop these two evils by putting ay = a pig along on eee 

copperas in their swill, with a little; oe ti ba i Lite Rites: sine 

sulphur and plenty of coal and ashes ea ipa as eae bcc a 

where they cai get at them. My hogs = aa 7 ane ee eS aie s Be: + . fF 

are never shut in a pen more than a + my, to rates Se 

few days at a time, when I want to oo Sa ches — 

wean their pigs or when the little pigs ae eure sas ek ae 

get to hunting holes through the past- ee es Ee cont stand a loss for one 

ure fence. Then I make prisoners of | or more years and know whether he 

them until I can fix the fence and they | eoyja stand a thorough examination on 

Beare partially torent Te coe eee at ae ee 

time they have the whole estare: ge) would produce before It would 
ate be advisable for him to make a spe- 

. cialty of growing pork, although the 

Prof. Henry’s Experiments, business does not require as much con- 

Another important thing a grower stant personal attention as the dairy 

should know is just what it costs him business. But when you unite the 

to produce a pound of pork. This is two you really double the profits of 

almost impossible for a man who has both; one is absolutely dependent on 

no scales to weigh his hogs and weigh the other. 

ha oe
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Spring or Fall Pigs. + Mr. Heath—My hogs sleep on straw E 

- In regard to spring or fall pigs I can- 0D the ground, but I am careful to 

not say but that there is just as much change it just as often as I do the bed- e | 

* profit in one as in the other; the dairy- ding under my cows or horses. They b | 

man should have both. I prefer keep clean all the time. j 

spring pigs because I think I under- Mr. Cole—Is it a good plan to occupy a 

stand handling them best and my farm the same feeding ground year after ' 

is better adapted to them. I think I year? : ; 

can handle them nearer to Nature’s| Mr. Heath—I think not. When I | 

own way which is undoubtedly the throw corn over the fence into the 

best. First the spring pig does not get pasture, I never allow it to be thrown 

such a cold reception from Nature as more than twice in the same place. 

the fall pig, and I think it will build) Mr. Miller—Why do you prefer a clay ' 

up a better and healthier frame on floor toa plank floor? 4} 

clover and that will get it ready for Mr. Heath—It is cheaper, I don’t say " 

green corn that will condition it for it is better; if the ground is dry and i 

ripe corn which will round it up ready you have a closet in connection and | 

to sell; and the money comes just the feeding floor clean, the bedroom 

when the hired help want their pay, Will be clean. 

when the taxes have to be paid, and Mr. Miller—Then would you have 

when the time for recreation is at your closet floor as high as your bed- 

hand, and pig money goes just as far Tom floor? 7% 

as anybody’s money, and in order to. Mr. Heath—No, sir. 

obtain all this you only need to like a|_ Mr. Arnold—You want your sow to 
pig, ete. lie on the floor, don’t you? (| 

Mr. Heath—I would rather she 

a would. 

. Mr. Arnold—You want to fix it so no 

Discussion. air gets under her? 

Mr. Arnold—I think the point is of Mr. Heath—No more air should get i 

great importance that the eating quar- under than under our own houses. 1 

ters and the sleeping quarters should be Mr. Marks—Isn’t it a fact that the i 

separate and that the sow should be brood sow, properly fed ‘and having | 

compelled to walk from one to the the run of the yard, will exercise suf: } 

other. ficiently ‘for her own good? 4 

Mr. Heath—As I said I feed in three Mr. Heath—I presume so, but I can { 

different places and that is partly to get a little strength and length, per- i 

give the scw exercise. Where I feed haps, by compelling her to exercise a | | 

the corn is at the corn crib, about ten little more. j 

rods from the basement door where | Mr. McGilton—Do you also recom- ti 

keep my slops. I feed the corn out of mend raising two litters in twelve 4] 

doors when it is nice weather. months? i} 

Mr. McKerrow—Do you advise an Mr. Heath—I am just a general fH} 

extensive, permanent hog house, or a farmer. I have done mean things as : 

movable house? Mr. Louis said he had done, and fool- : 

Mr. Heath—For brood sows I would ish things. I first obtained a litter of } 

puild as cheaply as possibly, either registered pigs from Michigan. I have y 

just by making a square about eight bred from young sows; they grew i| 

feet square, on runners, that I can smaller. Then 1 changed and teok in i 

draw from one place to another or just some brood sows for mother hogs, and j 

slanting the boards up and making a later on I have concluded it is better { 

roof. to stay right by a good breed that fs } 

Prof. Henry—Do your hogs sleep on already made up, than to set myself | 

planks or straw or on the groand? |up and try to make something better i 

|
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than Mathews and these wise men |ing sold at St. Louis a few months ago 

have done. My practice is one litter jat 20 cents a pound. : 

per year, but I don’t advise it. | Mr. Woodward—We have quite a 

Mr. McKerrow—Did you ever feed ‘number of men in New York who are ° 

soft co2i? building up just such a trade. We 

Mr. Heath—Yes, sir. |have men who are making a specialty 

Mr. McKerrow—Did you ever feed of making hams and shoulders and 

hard weod ashes? \sausage, and they are feeding right 

Mr. Heath—I don’t feed them. -1/along on the line that Mr. Goodrich 

leave them where they can eat what talks about. They feed nitrogenous 

they want, and the same with salt. food. I know men there who would 

Mr. Arnold—I have been feeding not give you a cent a pound for corn- 

' about 200 hogs all this winter, and 1|™eal to feed to their hogs, and they 

} feed about two bushels of soft coal | wouldn’t have it if you would give it 

' twice a week and they will eat it up; to them. They want hogs fed by 

: I believe those two bushels of soft | #irymen wholly on skim milk and 

, coal are worth more than two bushels | middlings and oil meal. 

{ of corn, or worth more than ten| Mr. Meyrick—I am working on that 

t bushels if they didn’t have avy. It same line here in Dunn Co. I am try- 

t seems to me that the results are better ing to make an extra article for an ex- 

4 than charcoal. I have had good re- tra price for our home market. 

; sults also from coal ashes. | pr. Porter—Is there any hog cholera 

q Mr. Meyrick—It appears to me that in this State? . 

} the demand at the present time has Mr. Linse—At La Crosse they have 

j changed very much for the quality of about sixty hogs at different places 

meat that is produced, especially of With hog cholera, and it is caused by 

{ pork. I would enquire what is consid- feeding acid slops. ‘ 

ered the best ration for lean, Juicy, | Mr. McKerrow—Does this lean meat 

sweet pork? production of hogs all depend on the 

Mr. Heath—I feed shorts for one feed? 

| thing. I have not a complete ration. eS a I think it depends a 

Mr. Goodrich—We want te make just good deal on the breed. 

the kind of meat that the acy | Mr, Woodward—Does anyone in this 

g mands; we can make that just as ae Se flour t 

cheaply as any other. The market has eae i 

come to demanding lean meat. There Mr. Arnold-I have a neighbor, feed- 

is a man down at Ft. Atkinson who is ing it, and he’ claims the bone ee 

making a fancy sausage and bacon, is worth more than the corn meal in 

and curing ham. He buys his pigs at conjunction with other foods. 

from six to eight months old, aud _ Me. Woodward—We feed it regularly 

weighing from 200 to 250 pounds, of in New York with all other pig feeds. 

the dairymen, every time, where they Mr. Vasey—How much should a hog 

are fed on skim milk and middlings, put on in weight a day, that weighs a 

and very little corn It is well under- hundred pounds, to be a good average 

stood that he will pay 25 cents per gain? 

hundred more than any shipper could The Chairman—That would depend a 

give, and I have every reason to be- great deal on the feed and the pig. 

lieve that he will pay a half dollar a Mr. Vasey—Do you recommend feed- 

hundred more if he can’t do any bet- ing shorts for fattening pigs. 

ter, and he has a market for this fancy Mr. Heath—I do in connection with 

meat all over the country: He sent other feeds. I do not recommend feed- 

some to St. Louis and some to New ing any one feed. A pound of corn is 

York. I saw some of his sausage be- good feed, but don’t feed it alone. 

4
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Mr. McGilton—At what age do you in both. I can well understand that 

market your hogs? the dairy business will help out the hog 

Mr. Heath—I sell them at 170 to 225 business, but I don’t know that the 

pounds. 
|dairy depends upon the hog in any 

Mr. Convey—What success have you | way. 

had in feeding middlings or shorts; Mr. Heath—They help out in using : 

dry? 
up the skim milk. . 

Mr. Heath—Very good success. Mr. Arnold—How much more will it 

Mr. Gibson—The question was asked cost to winter a yearling or a two-year 

just now as to certain breeds for lean |old or three or four years, from that 

meat. I may say we have five packers up, after she has got her growth, than 1 

in Canada who are making what they it ‘will a young sow that is growing; ty 

eall English Breakfast Bacon from | would it cost any more? 
vy 

small hogs, weighing not more than | Mr. Heath—I don’t think it would, {it 

175 pounds, and those men have been | put the gain for your sow I calculate eB 

importing pigs from England to dis-|ofsets the fact that she does not raise a 

tribute around through the country to’ quite as many pigs in number, nor x 

breed this very meat. They do not be- quite as large ones, so it is about the 

lieve that the fat hog will make fancy | same thing, if you haven’t an old sow, 

English Breakfast Bacon, and to en- why breed from a young one. 

ass “ De te ea The Uhairman—We have with us to- ei 

seat they have oon at the HUDIE St gay ‘te geniemen who Juaeed he 
through ms country at a nominal swine at the New Orleans Exposition, 3 

price, ‘They are the Tamworth ana W»° judged alone part of the swine at 4 

Improv: ed Yorkshire. the Chicago World’s Fair, and was on 3 

the committee to judge the balance, 

Mr. Massee—Mr. Heath states in his and I now have the pleasure of intro- 1 

paper that by adding the dairy to the qucing him to you. i 

hog business it will double the profit’ 
: 

| 

te 

| 

OBSERVATIONS ON SWINE AT THE WORLD’S FAIR. ' 

F. D. COBURN, Topeka, Kan. 
+ 

It lias been well said by high author- ters of pigs convertible into cas} | 

ity that in the American hog we haye|on demand. Harvesters, combined f 

an automatic, combined machine for | mowers and reapers when compared 

reducing the bulk in corn and enhanc-| with the utility, deftness and profit- a 

ing its value. A machine that oils it-| ablenss of the complicated and multi- 1} 

self; puts ten bushels of corn into less|form machinery which is wrapped up HH 

space than a bushel measure and in so|in the bristly integuments of a healthy it 

doing quadruples the value of the | and well-bred pig are insignificant in- ei 

grain. Corn loaned ona well-bred hog! ventions. This patent pig is a con- ih 

is cash at a big interest. A good prood | depser; he is also a manufacturer of } | 

sow is an incarnation of safe invest-|hams, lard, illuminating oils, hair Fl 

ment,—a sort of bucolic pond, the cou-| brushes, head-cheese, tooth-brushes, Hi 

pons of which materialize in large lit-| glue, buttons, fertilizers, fat, bacon, i] 

' 
}
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knife-handles, whistles, soaps, souse, pecially shown in feet and limbs. This 

sausage and satisfaction. More than would seem scarcely to need pointing 

this, the well-bred American hog is a out, while it is a fact that not one in 

mint and the corn of our common five in high flesh, presumably, too, the 

country is the bullion which he trans- best representatives of their kind, past 

mutes into golden coin. Transformed six months old, that is put on exhibi- 

from his old time homeliness he has tion tor prizes, is able to stand 

become a thing of beauty and joy for- squarely and steadily on its feet, or to 

ever, at least so long as there is a walk into the ring without showing it- 

mortgage to lift, a house to be built, a self, as far as locomotion is concerned, 

! piano,, a sewing machine or a young- a misshapen cripple. My judgment is 

j ster’s schooling to be paid for. In- | that this is getting worse every year 

Wt stead of being driven through muddy as it is so much more noticable among 

' lanes and over dusty roads, he now the younger stock,—animals not yet 

; rides to town in a wagon, and con- half grown. Is it not unavoidable that 

i tinues his further journey toward the such: stock continuously interbred 

ie great commercial centers of the world must, in the near future result in a 

Ht in railway cars specially constructed race of swine that anywise fat will be 

| i for his comfortable transportation. helpless before maturity? 

if Having paid his debts to the farmer, | 

he goes forth on a voyage around the Strength and Activity Needed. 

‘ world, a privileged character whose 

company is sought by rich and poor. In these days any judge at fairs 

| In all civilized lands he is equally at who requires the exhibitor to move his 

i home at the table of high born lords animals about at a somewhat lively 

and ladies and in the rudest cabins of gait even for no more than a moment, 

the lowly. He camps with the soldier is likely to find himself severely crit- 

under every flag, and is the intimate icised in some directions while in 

acquaintance of every sailor who tryth he is taking the best possible 

braves the perils of the stormy sea. measures to find out if the subject be- 

fore him is sound and strong in frame 

At the Columbian. work and wind,—if it has the strength, 

y Since first beginning my wild career the vigor and the stamina requisite in 

on a Wisconsin farm some forty-ifve animal life of the highest order, or is 

years ago, I have had perhaps unusual merely a jelly fish—a compound of 

opportunities for observing the pecu- spongy bone and undesirable blubber. 

liarities and workings of this wonder- Comparatively few committees or 

ful machine; but it is more especially judges pay a tithe of the attention to 

of it, as seen at the World’s Fair at this feature that its imporance de- 

New Orleans and at the Columbian mands, and their failure to give such 

Exposition at Chicago, where I had a serious defect the critical notice and 

the honor to serve as a juror of awards the severe treatment it so often de- 

and hence was brought into very close serves is undoubtedly doing the swine 

and somewhat critical contact with it, industry a grevious harm. This ap- 

that I purpose speaking to you briefly pears as true at least in England as 

today. Perhaps I can do no better here, for Sanders Spencer, the great 

service than to say at the outset what pig authority of the British Isles, in 

I think needs to be said in Italies to commenting upon it recently said in 

nearly every swine breeder in the disgust, after much observation of the 

United States, and possibly Great practice, that, “to award prizes to such 

Britain and Furope as well, that one animals is a misuse of the society’s 

of the growing and worst defects in money, and misleading to the owners 

the swine rearing of today is the lack and to the public, both of whom have 

of strength in frame work, as more es: been robbed by these fallacious decis- 

ia ———————
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ions which led to such poor brutes be-| breeder’s art. And that, too, at the 

ing decorated with ribbons.” hands of judges thoroughly and keenly } f 

Large as was the display of swine alive to the wretched absurdity of a 

at the Columbian, it has been sur-| what they were doing in making such ' ft 

passed in mere numbers at one or unworthy disposal of the Exposition’s ei 

more of our prominent State fairs. |prize money. This state of affairs sug- i 4 

But I think it entirely safe to say gested most forcibly the fact that some 4) | 

there was never before anywhere, at of the breeds exhibited quite targely i 

qny time put on parade an array so at this and various State fairs are } 

nearly representative of all the breeds, | maintained principally for the purpose | 

their characteristic and quality and in of filling classes and absorbing pre- ty 

a considerable degree their compara- miums rather than for their utility or a 

tive popularity among pork-producers /any pressing need for their existence. | ‘ 

in the United States and Canada. The Guan Ger ee 7; 

large proportion of the blacks—Poland- | mee See ew eee j j 

Chinas and Berkshires—suggested for-/ Of course new breeds, the promoters _ 

cibly the situation as to popular favor- of which are making worthy, honest 
ites in the great corn and hog produc- \efforts to demonstrate there is a place, 

ing Mississippi Basin, and the various | 20d rightly a demand, for something 
white sorts, less in number and qual- | different from or better than we now a 

ity, indicated the preference in those have, are worthy of all encouragement, r 

states further east, where less atten- j but when some of these old breeds, so ai 

tion is given the swine and some of Tepeatedly weighed in the public bal- 3 
those qualities in them which our more @2ce and found wanting, that for Hy 

thorough-going, more deeply interested Many years have been either at a is 
and more extensive breeders regard as Standstill or found depreciating in ; 

indeed highly essential. |quality and numbers are maintained 7 
‘almost solely for gathering in the } 

Some Excellent Individuals, | shekels of well-meaning Fair organiza- : 

In nearly all breeds were individuals | tions, it is time they were given rather ; 

and groups of wonderful excellence, less recognition in prizes, and the { 

attesting to a remarkable degree the money which it has heretofore been i 

patience, skill and genius of the latter- | the practice to squander in that direc- i” 

day breeder, the feeder and the ex: tion used to swell the prizes on other 

uibitor as well. Among some types | sorts conceded to possess merit in larg- ; 

there were indeed so many of these as est measure. ' 

to prevent more than a fraction being) In numbers there were three Poland- ; 

given deserved recognition in the form|Chinas to one of any other breed. 

of prizes, and of whose worth such | But in my opinion the larger percent- 

failures to receive recognition implied age of high class animals in any breed ' 

no disparagement whatever. While on| shown was found in the Berkshires 

the other hand there were animals and | which at least unmistakably surpassed y 

in some instances herds shown in this any others by their high ratio of su- i 

world’s competition, by men, too, who | perior youngsters. A noticeable fact ' 

lave been long in the business, that it in connection with this breed was that i 

would have been discreditable to ex-| while there were animals in the com- ; 

hibit at a third-rate county fair in any | petition selected and imported to win vie 

State where swine husbandry is given | with, and said to have been winners ! 

intelligent attention; and furthermore | at the latest shows in England, includ- i 

the regulations and rules laid down by | ing the Royal, there was but a single i 

the management made it possible for | instance in which one was adjudged iW 

such abortions to win prizes sometimes | superior to home-bred stock in the tH 

equal in amount to those won by the | same classes; and the striking excel- ; 

choicest production of the foremost | lence of that strictly United States pro- 1 

tH 
ul 
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duct, tne Poland-China, was such asjone hand in too close contact with a 

to make every true American’s hear
t | buzz-saw. Wretched backs, poor feet, 

swell with proper pride. 
‘long, crooked legs, small hams, and 

cas weak ugly heads were the rule. 

So much was this the case that 1) puroc-Jerse eres resent in fair 

cannot quarrel with one of my fellow numbers and Oke of ‘ne m were amaz- 

jurors when he says that the Poland- ingly fine boned and meaty. This was 

Chinas, so far as merit was concerned, so much the case as to ex! hos the idea 

were easily first in comeliness, POPU- oF ext Ds tained b: 

' larity and practical utility, and the ex- oo cone enter y 

} hibits of this breed, save in two sec- many petsor™ connection with thes® 

* bs reddish hogs, and the contrasting of 

| tions, was the best, quality and quan- inem with the le; long-sided, long- 

i tity considered, ever presented for 
sey, s is 

awards. The two excepted sections rege eS aeons 

' were boars over and under six months, worths, ine the Dare e-Jerseys ap- 

i which ranged way een all the pear almost the ae tidy com- 

. F elt pactness and ready feeding. The ex- 

| t merits, their breeders should give cyse offered for the existence of this 

y strict attention and renewed efforts to style of Tamworth is that his meat is 

; get rid of the creases pack of the jean and the proposition that ihe hee 

i oe ee nay en es which cannot be made fat would yield 

i In Berkshires, the hams should be bet-| ne a tae Deon a 

ee ee 
lower lines CaD gay others hogs shown as Tamworths, 

: e = pred in the United States that were 

as esters vet aoe quite different from those mentioned, 

Goanty6 ? = minylor 1may ot ate possessing quiet habits, fineness of 

et. But if the latter have contour and the more blocky form so 

2 ive prized by ‘American breeders. It is 

eee eee oo put just to say of the ill-favored quad- 

possessed twenty-five years a 
there we jebediceyeodgetent 

ne en 

scale eet paragon — being wonderfully prolific and suck- 

ae pba Se Asia peel ling well litters of extraordinary num- 

3 - bers, and further that they have much 

sae a mene ee of activity and vigor. The exhibitors 

S of the coarser types of Tamworths 
it! 

sad ‘wih ao many onporantlt 5 mere ae fre compact 0 
demonstrating fue, owing ‘Eye made what they wer 2 
they made as a whole was most humil- girection by an admixture with the 

jating. A quarter of a century ago 
ee 

they rated high, but within that time blood of the Duroc-Jerseys. 

they appear to have peen at a stand- Small Breeds 

still as to quality, and retrograding in Considerable numbers of Essex were 

popularity, while two or three other | shown and a few were really merito- 

preeds were making astonishing prog- rious, but as a collection they fell far 

ress all the while in both these re- short in uniformity, quality and high 

spects. Not more than twenty per cent. | finish as compared with those, espe- 

of those exhibited had sufficient merit cially from Canada, seen at New Or- 

to be used as breeders, and the first leans in 1885. 

class animals could be counted on the, A possible 30 per cent. of those ex- 

fingers, even of a man who had had hibited as Small Yorkshires and a like 

4;
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proportion of those called Suffolks as at New Orleans eight years before. i 

were creditable and fairly typical of There are to be sure, some New 

what we have in mind when these Yorkers who have something wholly 

breeds are mentioned. The remainder different that they call Victorias, but 14 @ 

scarcely ranged far enough above com- less in numbers at least in the west, 

mon-place to justify use in perpetuat- than the Davis invention, and when I i 

ing their kind. If the best of the two talk about Victorias and mean the In- ; 

breeds were bred together and the diana sort the New Yorkers failing to { 

name of one dropped, there should in understand what I mean are likely to | 

good hands be evolved a stéck that declare me crazy, in fact one who Gj 

would prove very pleasing to those uses his hat for a telephone. a 

preferring a compact, contented, good- The only other breed shown was the fil 

natured, friendly, quick-feeding hog, Cheshire, cultivated chiefly in New uy 

for small places, and cleanly, comfort- york and possibly to some extent in a 

able surroundings. other eastern states and are very little ty 

Another so-called breed brought from known to the farmers of the country ig 

Canada and wholly new in the central who follow pork-making as a business ) 

west was a sort labeled Improved jn earnest. Except the Tamworths, ug 

Yorkshires, with a peculiarly concave they were the most ordinary of any 4 

face, a white coat and pinkish skin, and there was little about the best to =) 

but without much other apparent fixity excite the admiration of the average 5 

of type, though by no means unpre- feeder or breeder, their mission or the i 

possessing in a general way, having yoid they are superlatively qualified to is 

good length of body and looking as if gl was to most observers an unsolved is 
first rate material from which to de- mystery, while the exhibitors seemed if 

velop a most useful family of Whites. quite unable to agree among them- iH 

These, it is claimed, are, like the Tam- gelyes.as to the characteristics of a 1y 

worths, esteemed for the lean bacon trye Cheshire or to explain satisfac- 

they afford for the English markets. torjly the wide diversity in the charac- 

I have since discovered that these are teristics of animals from different or 

nothing more nor less than the family eyen the same herds. iy 

of heaviest hogs most propagated in 

England by Sanders Spencer and Too Much Refining. 

others, where they have no other desig-| As a whole this grand array of the 

nation than Large Whites, there being best of their kind, did much to confirm 

also in that country two smaller types what some of our most observant 

of the same characteristics, one known breeders had gradually come to be- 

as the Middle Whites, and a diminu- lieve. One of these beliefs is, as I 

tive sort called Small Whites, not dis- have before suggested, that the process 

similar from what we know as the Suf- of refining the bone and lightening the 

folk, or Small Yorkshire. frame work has been carried very near 

An American Institution. to the danger line, and the time has r 

The Victorias, that boasted blend of come to emphatically call a halt in ' 

Poland-Chinas, Berkshires, Suffolks that direction. Another has been that | 

and Chester Whites invented a few entirely too little attenion was being | 

years since down in Indiana by George given even in a majority of the best 

F. Davis, (an Englishman who should known herds to securing sturdy, i} 

rightly have been born a Connecticut straight limbs, and strong upright feet. { 

Yankee), are drifting somewhat away A very large proportion of the animals i 

from their type of a few years ago shown, over six months old, were de- | 

which then prompted people to name fective in this respect and many of | 

them White Berkshires, and I may say them in such a condition as to be de- i 

are losers to that extent. They did not formed if not downright cripples. A i 

show up at Chicago nearly so strong third belief confirmed was that the ex- | 

i
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cess of fat to lean in the hogs as we | ing to the strength of bone to bring 

raise them is detrimental to the best out this quality you speak of? 

interests of the producer, the handler| Mr. Coburn—It is a mighty import- 

and the consumer and the need of | ant question at this juncture. 

striving for such methods as shall eI Mr. Arnold—In considering hogs 

. sult in an animal not so nearly all lard. | would you give any importance to the 

Another objectionable feature, plainly | thickness of the skin? 

| discoverable as common to very many) Mr, Coburn—Well, ordinarily in a 

. of the youngsters, noticeably Poland- | well bred hog of today, his skin will be 

Chinas and Berkshires, was their be- primarily all right. Of course, there 

ing too high on their hind legs. Too’ were animals there that had skins that 

F long, too slender, too much of the pipe- would disqualify them from any sort 

stem order somewhat above and all of a prize. There is a difference in in- 

the way down below the gambrels, | diyiduals of the same breed. 

ending in slim, uncertain anklés and yr. Arnold—What breed in your 

i weak feet together with a failure to opinion develops the most muscle of 

; _ a ie ag full and well down qj] the breeds you examined there? 

( et Ne Mr. Coburn—The opponents of the 

# t a mor Se ram bey Berkshires claim that they are entirely 

f menity fone ep the Be ea tua too active, and activity tends to the 

i tion as to swine breeds and breeding. 4. 0) tof muscle rather than fat, 

q The intelligent inquiring observer, re- evelopmen aoa ae 

{ . and if there is a fraction of truth even 

i gardless of bias as to breeds could not in what the opponents of the Berk- 

f fail at such an exhibition to be helped, | hi Jaim, it ae t ible that th 

enlightened, proadened, and his possi- . Hees cam, is just possible tha’ ex 

bilities for future usefulness greatly are just about as lean as any of the 

increased. 
hogs that we recognize in any large de- 

| - i gree in this Western country. 

| Mr. Convey—Do you consider the 

Discussion. | size of the limb as an indication of 

° Mr. Jones—There seems to be con- quality? I have found in my experi- 

siderable difference of opinion on the ence that those large, round boned 

different kinds of corn. I ask the hogs with spreading feet are more in- 

gentleman why he designated yel-| clined to get out of condition than the 

low corn? 
medium boned hog. 

Mr. Coburn—Oh, that was just a| Mr. Coburn—The bone is largely 

pretty phrase. I don’t care anything Skin, to be sure, but the bone repre- 

about the color of the corn, if there sents the frame work of the animal, 

is any difference I don’t know what on which you have to build, and of 

: it is. 
course that is a very important factor. 

Mr. McKerrow—Do you determine The sort of bone that allows the ani- 

the quality of meat beneath the hide mal to stand upright and squarely on 

by touch, the same as the judge of his feet is the sort of bone we are 

sheep does? 
after, neither too large nor too small, 

Mr. Coburn—Yes, to some extent; I of course. A very large bone, as we y 

like to get my hands on the hog. know, indicates a sponginess or soft- 

Mr. McKerrow—I noticed the judges ness all the way through. 

at Chicago did not handle them very, Mr. Philips—From your standpoint as 

much. 
a judge of hogs, how many breeds 

Mr. Coburn—I guess my friend was would you have come into the county 

not about all the time. I know it was Fair for premiums? 

done. 
Mr. Coburn—Oh, I think three or 

Mr. Arnold—Wouldn’t it be a good four breeds are as many as we are 

\ idea to give more attention in breed-| suffering for now. 

Lhe ————
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Mr. Philips—Please name them. | can we not spoil a good bone by im- } 

Mr. Coburn—Perhaps that would ap-| proper food or keep it by proper food?” | 

pear to be flying in the face of some | Mr. Coburn—I should say you can do- ® 

gentleman here who has his money | very much to maintain good bone by 14 

oe or | aes enroeariy eek ae oc! a inherently wi ! 
Mr. Philips—Let it fly. You are; 2 7 

away fom Katinas aa can’t hart in bone I don't think it is worth yous . 
you. | while or mine to try to feed it up. \ 

Mr. Coburn—I don’t know about that. | Pc drshescagnernatcde Pheer as | ' 

; is faulty structure 0: e hog 0: i 
Mr. Philips—It is a fact as you have) 3 1 

stated there, that we have a in our which you speak is very largely i 

county fair ‘men who have brought in| brought about by injudicious eines I) 

breeds of hogs, not that they thought | = ee a te wa 

that they were the best breed, but be- ‘ eascherige peal eeap ioe nid 3 

cause they could take away a little of ;., : aoe € feeding? 1 st k 

our money from the county fair. {ines ene Ee ce 
= z c we should teach breeders that the 4 

Pos oedema os ag a hon-| great improvement is in the line of G 
; m will be the same) feed first. t 

with you. I don’t wish to offend any-| Mr. True—Is there any danger of our ea 

body: ut steers just right about) peing led into error by paying too i} 
et A shes - big ce far as ae much attention to some fancy points a) 

se ie ee T know a like dished face, or something else? oy 
of cases where men wil} . 

keep a few of a certain sort of hogs, | a eee oe Seas { 
not berause they have-any merit, bol] all the way through. Nearly every ’ 

Gacanae they are sharp encustl + Hos man we see is cranky in some direc- 1 

premiums provided for them at the ae ih one: many: Che ae 
County Fairs, and they go there aaa ain sf can =< another wants some- | 

gather in that money. It is sinew oe ater i 

ness on their part, but I admire a 5 1» 

Fair association that has back bone Prof. Henry—There is one point 
enough to decline to be robbed in any which I desire to call your attention ; 

such way. | to, viz., the importance of unusual or ; 

condimental foods in pig feeding. We } 
Mr. Trigg—Does not the form of the| 

hog ecod principally on the meat) - ee s . ae -oe show a ing for such unusual sub- } 
ne muscles more than on se stances as old mortar, soft bricks, soft 

| sandstone, hard coal, coal ashes, ete., q 

“ae Coburn—In a large degree I| ete. Do not be puzzled over these ar- 
tl ink that is true, but a hog that) ticles, doubting their utility, but give 
— - cor a —o =a gions en to = hogs freely if they seem | 

3 -|to crave them. Just what he ij 

eral principles. That is indicative of | substances are we nol ae ee xaos. 
= rahe ee a ee if but perhaps they correct acidity in the j 

aed eas sie te Hy ee coh stomach in some cases, and it is prob- 

See ct ioe fees icone able that a others they kill intestinal 
worms. t any rate, es i 

your ideal hog and not let your mind hogs shut up Gt aa aaa ae mn } 
run to bone altogether, nor altogether not get to the earth, and living on a 

to muscle, but combine all those es- ration consisting of corn, supply freely | | 

sential features. some of the substance above men- 

Mr. Everett—Is not the quality of | tioned. I 

the bone affected largely by the food; Permit me to call your attention to i 

dl 
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some of our experiments at the Station | to make the most juicy pork. In Den- 

where bone meal and hard wood ashes mark the results of careful and numer- 

were fed to pigs living on a corn diet. ous investigations show that skim milk 

In these trials when pigs were about) and barley meal will give a better, 

100 days old, litters were divided into sweeter pork than will Indian corn 

two lots equal so far as we could see; and skim milk, but if you will use 

jn‘ all respects. One lot was com- skim milk and corn you will do pretty 

pelled to live on corn with water, well. If you use skim milk and shorts 

while the second received the same along with your corn you will do 

treatment in all respects excepting pretty well, but if you have barley it 

that bone meal or hard wood ashes will pay you. You can all afford to 

was added to the ration. Bone meal feed wheat to your fattening hogs, it 

. was made by grinding up the bones of improves the flavor of the pork. We 

animals to a coarse meal, this material are now experimenting with wheat. 

being largely used as a fertilizer. In The Dominion government experts say 

i our experiments about one teaspoon- that if wheat is soaked thirty-six hours 

ful was fed to each pig mixed with | or ground to a coarse meal, it is en- 

| ' the grain ration daily. Where hard tirely satisfactory. 

‘ wood ashes were fed they were sup-| Mr. Brown—Have you ever had any 

plied by placing them in a separate | difficulty with hogs being weak’in the 

| Prough to which the hogs had access| hind parts, taken with laulestss first 

; and could eat all they wished. Now| in one leg and then in another? 

i for the results in brief of several ex-| Prof. Henry—We had a case within 

i periments, which may be summarized two weeks and examination showed 

¢ as follows: | that the kidneys were gone, we don’t 

know how they went. 

ashes was to save 25 per cent. of | Mr. Selle—Years ago when my father 

corn required to produce 100 IDs. used to run the farm we fed a lot of 

gain. This shows that ashes are peas. 1f we feed the peas dry they 

ir important aid to digestion where': -| woul” metimes go lame like a foun- 

corn is fed. | dere: se. If we feed too much con- 

2. That by feeding bone mez re) cen 1 food, that sometimes hap- 

more than doubled the strength o. 

thigh bones; ashes nearly doubled (3 . Brown—I usually feed milk and 

strength of the bones. | shorts and sometimes a little corn. 

3. There was about 50 per cent.| Mr. Selle—How old were those pigs? 

more ash in the bones of the hogs) Mr. Brown—They were late fall pigs. 

receiving bone meal or hard wood Mr. Selle—Did they have good quar- 

: ashes than in the bones of those not) ters, clean bedding and enough bed- 

so fed. 
ding? Sometimes it also happens in @ 

The ashes and bone meal seem lim- | disease of the kidneys that they get 

ited to building up the bones and aid-| lame, kind of wobbling from one side 

ing digestion, but this is enough to to the other. 

give them a high value with any Mr. Hyatt—That thing happened to 

farmers who feed much corn. Hard|me years ago. They would go down 

wood ashes seem to do the work about | 00 their hind quarters and finally die. 

as well as ground bone, so that most ‘A man who lost several pigs was ad- 

farmers have the desired material at vised to give a certain amount of tur- 

hand for the mere saving. Farmers pentine and it cured them. 

whose hogs become too fine in bone) Mr. Bverett—I think that trouble is 

have in hard wood ashes a substance | sometimes caused by allowing too 

\ which will help prevent that trouble., many hogs to nest together in cold 

| Finally, as to the varieties of food weather, perhaps getting too warm and 

Le LT
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coming out into the cold air in a frosty] good dose. If you are going to get 5 { 

morning they catch cold, and they are| drunk, get drunk and have done with 

taken across the small of the back) it. If you are going to drink a little : 

with kidney trouble and it breaks| today and a little tomorrow, you will 

them down. probably drink all your life. a 

Mr. Cochrane—I have used kerosene] Mr. MeKerrow—I know of three f 

as a remedy in such cases, just poured | spring pigs that went down in that ne 

it right onto them and rubbed it in.| way, and the feeding of corn was a 

I have one now, I guess he weighs six| stopped and they got all right. a 

or seven hundred pounds, and I used| The meeting adjourned until 7:30 | 

pretty near a half gallon of kerosetie| o’clock, P. M. ne 

on him all at once. I gave him one ! : 
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED BERKSHIRE 

SWINE. 

As adopted by the American Berkshire Association. 

eo Points. | Points. 

' Color. Black with white on feet, | Flank. Well back, and well 

: face, tip of tail, and an occa- down on leg, making nearly a 

sional splash on the arm. 4| straight line with lower parts 

F Face and Snout. Short; the for- of the side. 5 

' ne a _" and | Loin. Full and wide. 9 

i va hace Ham. Deep and thick, extending 

f ee Cee rather large, 2 well up on back, and holding 

Hi end. thickness well down to hock. 10 

a Ear. Generally almost erect, but 

f sometimes inclined forward Tail. Well set up on back; taper- 

{ with advancing age; medium ing and not coarse. 2 

t size; thin and soft. 4| Legs. Short, straight and strong; 

‘ Jowl. Full and heavy, running set wide apart, with hoofs erect, 

I well back on neck. 4| and capable of holding good 

Neck. Short and broad on top. 4| weight. 5 

Hair. Fine and soft; medium | Symmetry. Well proportioned 

thickness. 3| throughout, depending largely 

Skin. Smooth and pliable. on condition. 6 

Shoulder. Thick and even, broad | Condition. In a good, healthy, 

on top, and deep through chest. 7 growing state; not overfed. 5 

é Back. Broad, short and straight; Style. Attractive, spirited, indic- 

ribs well sprung, coupling close ative of thorough breeding and 

up to hips. 8, constitutional vigor. re 

Side. Deep and well let down; | ieee 

straight on bottom lines. S 100 

Le i i a lla
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED CHESTER } 

WHITE SWINE. 
d 
¥ 

As adopted by the Chester White Record Association. 

Points. | Points. ' 

Head. Short; broad between the | pam. Broad, full, deep, of me- G4 

eyes, and nicely tapering from | dium length; coming down well a 

eyes to point of nose; face over the hock. 10 | } 

slightly dished; cheeks full. 6) Limb Medium length; short a3 

Byes. Large, bright, and free rather than long; set well apart, ad t 

from overgrowing fat. 2| and well es muscles full @ 

Ear. Drooping; thin; pointing- above knee and hock; bone firm ‘ 

outward and forward; well pro- and not coarse; pasterns. short tal 

: and strong; foot short. 7 3 

portioned to size of body. : 
Tail. Small, tapering, smooth; ay 

Jowl. Full, firm and neat: car- well set on. 2? 3 

LG well back to neck 3s Coat. Fine and thick. 3 ij 

Neck. Full, deep, short, and well Color. White. (Blue spots in 2% 

arened: 
3 skin, and black specks shall not . 

Brisket. Full, strong; well let | ace impurity of blood.) 1 if 

down; extending well forward, | ion. Easy; prompt; fine and ’ 

and on line of the belly. g| _etacefal 5 1! 
| Symmetry. Uniform build, and 

Shoulder. Broad; deep; thickness | ‘all points in animal in propor- 

in proportion to the side and | tion. 

ham; full and even on top. 6) 

Girth around the heart. Full | 400 ” 

pack of shoulders; ribs extend- | 

ing well down; wide and full Serious Obiections 

back of fore-legs. 10\ Form. Small growth; upright 

Back. Broad; straight, or slight- | ears; small, cramped chest; 

ly arched, carrying width well | erease back of the shoulders, so 

back to the hams, and of me- | as to be readily seen; deformed 
; 

dium length. 
7, and badly crooked legs; feet ' 

Sides. Full; deep; carrying width | broken down so that the animal f 

and thickness well down and ; walks on pastern joints and t 

back. 
6 dew-claws. 

| 

Ribs. Well sprung; carrying full- Disqnalifications, i 

ness well back, and deep. 1 Conditions. Excessive fat; bar- ' 

Belly. Wide and straight; width | ren; deformed; unsound or dis- } 

approximating that of the back. 4\ eased; ridgling or one-sided. { 

Girth around Flank. Flank well | Score. A score of less than sixty } 

let down and full; loin broad, | of the standard. | 

strong, and full; measure of | Pedigree. Lack of eligibility to | 

flank-girth equal to heart-girth. 10| record, 

) 
i 

a 
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED POLAND 

CHINA SWINE. 

As adopted by the American Poland China Record Co. 

Points. | Points. 

4 Color. Black or dark spotted, | Belly. Wide and straight. 4 

“ with white points (sandy spots | Flank. Well let down and full. 3 

4 and speckled color shall not ar- | Ham. Full, broad, deep, holding 

! gue impurity of blood, but are | width, and coming down well 

; not desirable. 3| over hock. ‘10 

Head. Short, broad between the \'Tail. Well set on, small, smooth 

eyes, and nicely tapering from | and tapering. 2 

} the eyes to point of nose; face Limbs. Medium length, well set 

slightly dished, cheeks full. 5| apart and well tapered; bone 

Ears. Drooping, fine and silky, firm and flinty, not coarse; mus- 

‘ | pointing forward and a little | cles full above knee and hock; 

i outward, well proportioned to | pastern short; foot short. Kg 

i size of body. 2| Coat. Fine, thick, and covering 

' Jowl. Full, firm and neat, carry- the body well. 3 

r ing fullness well back to shoul- Action. Easy, prompt, fine and - 

4 der and brisket. 2| graceful. 
5 

i Neck. Full, deep, short, slightly Symmetry. A harmonious com- 

t arched. 
| bination of the foregoing scale 

' Brisket. Full, well let down, ex- of points. 5 

tending well forward and on a a 

line of the belly. 3) 
100 

f Shoulder. Broad, deep, thickness | Disqnalifications. 

in proportion to sides and hams, = 

full and even on top. | Excessive fatness, barrenness, de- 

dia nies tek, SE, eae a ae: 
shoulders; ribs well extending ~ score of less than 6) to the 

- tandard, more than one-half 

f well down; wide and full back . hi : 
of fore-legs. 10 2 ite or sandy, not being eligi- 

Back. Broad, straight, or slight- | Ble toixesen 

ly arched, carrying width well | Serious Objections. 

i et hams, and of medium _| Upright ears, small, cramped 

Loin. ad Ae 7| chest, crease back of shoulders 

pies ar ence es ae 7| so as to be readily seen, de- 

elk eee eee ing size formed or badly crooked legs, 

} eg cca aa | feet broken down so that the 

rying natiews ea d a well acting ene oy tee 

Sos epth we! or dew-claws, or lack of 

- 7 growth. 

\ 
| 
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EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7:30 p.m. Mr. P.C. Wilson. president of the Dunn Co. 

Agricultural Society in the chair. Music by Grace Church choir. 

4 
° 

\ FARMING HAS NO PARALLEL. 
; 

{ T. J. VAN MATRE, Fayette, Wis. 

! In accordance with a custom as old particular subject he will very nat- 

| } as the Institute work we are assem-| urally paint his subject red. Tonight 

| bled here in the beautiful and enter-| I shall employ no color for my sub- 

: prising city of Menomonie to hold the | ject;—it needs none; behold it for your- 

f closing meeting of 1893-94. And we| selves. It stands unparalleled. “Like 

i can but congratulate the people of this| the tall cedar that lifts its head high 

j city upon their good fortune in having} above the surrounding forest, like the 

+ such whole-souled, philanthropic men strong oak that strikes its roots deeply 

as Captain Tainter, whose munificence| into the earth,” it fears no competitor. 

i has given to you this spacious and 

| commodious Memorial Hall, and other apie eee 
gentlemen alike generous who have Agricultural industry finds a natural 

; given to you a Manual Training School home in these United States. It has 

i with its complete equipage which| eT been a great and constantly ee 

m should be and I trust is the pride of creasing contributor to our nation’s 

every citizen of Menomonie. wealth and prosperity in time of peace 

“Truth crushed to earth shall rise and our country’s mainstay in time of 

again. depression and war. And during the 

The eternal days of God are hers. great financial troubles of the past 

But error maned wrth, In pain | MES satrence aot oe fre jog”? cer c 

aud (en amon, Ber xo did I hear of making an assignment 
The Objects of Institutes. or going into bankruptey, but the pa- 

I suppose the object of this Institute; pers recorded the daily suspension of 

1 work is to raise the agricultural banner} many banks and business houses. Its 

from the dust of error and place it] growth has been almost phenomenal. 

beneath the bright light of truth. And| A varied climate and inviting soil has 

as a plain, practical farmer I wish to encouraged native energy and held out 

pat you on the back and extend to you| perpetual inducement to immigration. 

the right hand of fellowship, for I amj| The national government has thrown 

proud to stand before the people of sad oper: its public lands to actual settlers, 

own State as a practical representative | anda to some who are not so actual, 

of the business upon which a thousand | at nominal figures, and has encouraged 

millions of men are dependent for its citizenship to engage in the most 

daily sustenance, and upon which two healthful of occupations. It is to be 

hundred millions of men devote their, regretted, however, that agriculture in 

daily toil. It is expected if a man this country has not been carried on 

stands before the people to discuss any as an exact study. But latterly the 

| ie! ee
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i 

Department at Washington and the dif- | der upon which we are just as likely to | i 

ferent State Experiment Stations have descend as mount higher, and the very ' 

done much to encourage and stimulate | instant that any of the faculties of the } 

thought in connection with farm la-| mind or body ceases to operate that i i 

por and the breeding and feeding of | instant retrogression begins. 
4 

stock. 
| Object of Education. bi 

Agricultural Advancement in Wiscor sin. | The object of our agricultural col- ig 

As I steamed across the beautiful | leges, the object of our Dairy school | 

expanse of country which intervenes | and in fact the object of all our great iG 

between this place and my own home, institutions of learning is to encourage id 

showing unmistakable evidences of the thought, for out of thought comes fi 

intelligent application of thought to knowledge, and knowledge is power. 4 

agriculture, I was brought to exclaim, Should I say to a boy, “My boy, what 1% 

“What a change, what a happy change are you doing?” and he should make ad 

has taken place within the easy recol- | reply, “I am thinking,” I would at once iy 

lection of your speaker,”—for 1 once conclude that I had discovered in that 4 l 

knew much of this country as an un- boy material for future greatness. , 

inhabited wilderness. This change Rome had her Mars hill dedicated to ig A 

might be attributed to the excellent | the god of war; Wisconsin has her ai 

native qualities of our soil, the kind- Madison, and Madison ber College hilt ie 

liness of our climate, and the rush dedicated to science, literature, agri- 1 

after extended acres, so characteristic culture, and the arts ot peace. And a4 

of our people. A farm in this country now while our _minds are . directed 3 

. means more than in almost any other toward College hill I wish to eall your is] 

country, for as a rule it is a man’s| #ttention to what the state of Wis- (td 

own acres and thus becomes a direct consin, through Prof. Henry, aided by 3 

contributor to thrift and independence his efficient corps of workers, is trying 1! 

of character. Farm occupancy in gen- to do for your boy and for mine, and ' 

eral is not humble tenancy but proud which only our extreme indifference na 

ownership. 
_can prevent. 

14 

Success the Reward of Industry. | Scope of our Agricultural College. ny 

Yet with all the advantages of al Perhaps there is not a farmer in this i 

luxurious climate and productive soil | State who has not heard of our agri- i 

qe must remember that success in any cultural college at Madison, but, alas, i 

department of life is always the re-| how few there are who comprehend 

ward of industry and pains, and that) its seope and usefulness. In regard to 

there is no excellence without great the situation I want to say there is : 

labor. Repeated instances may be | Bot on the face of this great green ' 

cited where the seductive influences of earth a more inviting natural situation 

a luxurious climate in conjunction than that occupied by our State Uni- F 

with the love of ease has paralyzed versity. The agricultural department I 

the noblest faculties of the mind and in which we as farmers should nat- - 

lulled to repose the energies of the urally feel most interest consists of { 

body, and many instances have come three courses: the Graduate course, i 

under my immediate observation of the Long course, and the Short course 

men of the greatest natural genius in agriculture. 
{ 

whose beginning promised everything, The Short Course, 
1 

but who have degenerated wretchedly | _ It is in this latter that our interests . 

as they advanced, simply because they aS practical farmers principally center | 

depended too much on their own nat-| and to which I wish to call your at- : 

ural gifts and made no effort to im-| tention. This course is designed to ’ 

prove. Weare all climbers upon a lad-| meet the wants of young men who are 

L
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anxious to excel in their chosen pro-/ is breeds and breeding. This subject 

fession and who feel the need of more | is taught by Prof. Craig, a graduate 

and better preparation before entering|of the Ontario agricultural college, 

upon their iife work. The time which Canada. In this department much at- 

such persons can devote to study = tention is given to the judging of live- 

often limited, and for this reason stock in order that the student may 

everything has been arranged so as to| be enabled to judge stock well, not 

afford the student the greatest amount | alone for his own personal gain, but 

of information and assistance without | that he may become an expert in the 

1 overcrowding. Those studies are show ring, where animals are gathered 

Pe taught in regard to which every young | for exhibition and competition. The 

1 farmer should have definite knowledge, | students visit the neighboring stock 

i and they are handled in such a way farms where they get practical 

: as to be helpful to the student in the| knowledge, using the score ecard and 

i highest degree. There is no eee! they thus acquire the habit of judg- 

any question concerning advanced defi- ing accurately almost at a glance. 

' nite knowledge regarding agriculture | Other Topics. 

| ? to those who follow it. Education and| Agricultural Physics, Practical Me- 

Bailie pay on the farm as they pay| chanics, Horticulture, and Economic 

t elsewhere in life. | Entomology—Farm Dairying and Vet- 

| i Feeds and Feeding. Senay, Science are all taught by pro- 

ih 
‘essors of experience and ability. The 

| ae pad one of the most ad- University library, consisting of 25,000 

i gricultural experimenters in i 
tte United States lectures upon the| volumes, the Madison city library, con- 

¢ feeding value of the different farm sisting of 12,000 volumes, are open 

products. Lack of definite knowledge to the students. The agricultural li- 

regarding this one subject is costing bray consists of 4,000 volumes, four 

if the farmers of this state many ane undred volumes of registered pedi- 

ands of dollars annually. It is not) ey age renting "One ae 

¥ enough that we are industrious and | pled _with allot Be met ate 

economical, that our stock is well fed, | apd jouruals both of —— 

b or that our work is done at a proper| ny Oe 

j time, for we may be a model in all A Plea for More Students. 

i of these respects and yet fail to get| With an agricultural college equipped 

the full value from our crops from asc cuts is,/ iS eee meres 

want of wisdom in feeding. There is| with young men as ours is, with @ na- 

no other source of so great loss to the| tion thirsting after advanced agricul- 

farmer, as this, and there is no other| tural knowledge as ours is, T say it is 
way by which our profits may be i) a shame that we have to go over this 

; creased with no additional expense ex-| state begging for boys to fill our agri- 

cept by intelligent feeding so as to get| cultural college, while all of the liter- 

the full development of the animal and ary institutions of learning throughout 

the whole value of the food cousumed. | proneanianwiut Gets se. overiiowing 

Animals fatten not so much upon what a Be the aiiierent yor™ 

they eat as upon what they digest. tions of life, while how very few there 

The value of a food consists not en- are who think it necessary that a boy 

tirely upon the amount of nutriment | a is to follow the most complicated 

it contains, but the amount which the| Pes oa ee - a = 

enim: | y education at all. 
pie al is able to get out and ee ask you, brother farmers, how long 

you think we can maintain this un- 
Breeds and Breeding. | equal contest,—pitting ignorance 

c Another subject of much importance) against knowledge, muscle against 

ie —
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brain. Oh, you say, we can’t afford) state told me recently that it was two qi 

to send our boys to an agricultural col- years after before he noticed the tim- | 

lege. You old hypocrite, you have ber that had been removed and a beau- q 

spent money enough in the last ten tiful residence erected along his run, 

years for peer and tobacco to give your | SO intent was his mind and his eye i 

poy a thorough agricultural education. upon his business. He was a part of H 

Do you ask how much it costs? Only his engine, 2 mere machine, and the 
fi 

seventy dollars, all told. 
engineers running the flying trains be- 

A Need of This Education tween New York and Chicago the past 4 

= Fe = _,./ Summer averaging forty-eight miles an 

Now, I have spent my entire life hour were only able to work three 1a 

upon the same farm and there is not jours each day, so great was the phys- i. 

a day passes that I do not feel the  jca] strain, and when at the end of iq 

need of just such an education as is their run they clambered down from 4% 

accorded to your boy and mine at their cab, pale and exhausted, they | 

Madison, almost without money and had none of that elasticity of step iW 

without cost, and which was denied | seen in an ordinary granger 
after he ff 

to us as boys, at any price. Iam ac: has ridden a John Deere or Cassady ee 

quainted with a number of young men| sulky plow for ten or twelve consecu- ing 

who have taken this short course and tive hours. 
a 

also the dairy training, whose services 
i n 

+ 

are being anxiously sought after at a Farmers’ Advantages. 
ai 

salary of twelve hundred dollars a For my part I never could see a very si 

year, while thousands of young men great deal of pleasure in a law office 3 i 

all over this state with equal natural where the occupant continually halted 
ii 

ability but wanting this same mental between hope and fear at the sound of a7 

training are seeking situations at one-| every foot fall. Hope on the one hand 1] 

fourth this amount. A business does of meeting an unfortunate client, fear a 

not consist entirely in the dollars and on the other of meeting an irate and a 

cents which may be gotten out of it, unpaid householder. Oh, you say, : 

put we should also take into consid- Many lawyers are rich and revel in 

eration the pleasure, the independence, luxury. Grant it those are the excep- { 

and the health—and viewed along these tions and not the rule. And the great 

lines there is no business which can trouble with us in comparing our con- “y 

compare with farming. The constant dition with that of the rich is we en- f 

contact with nature and the ever vary- tirely overlook the great gulf of pov- ‘ 

ing scenery makes it pleasant. erty which intervenes between us and ° } 

by which we are very likely to be : 

" Agriculture the Foundation. swallowed up. I have often thought 

The fact that all other business rests it would be a grand good thing if some 

upon farming as a basis makes it the of our farmer boys who find so much . 

most independent, and the constant ex- | to condemn on the farm and so little f 

ercise in the open air with the most to commend could only have one year’s ki 

wholesome food makes it, as statistics experience behind the counter in some ; 

show, the most healthful. I would large retail establishment in the city 

rather work twelve hours each day of Chicago, or some other equally dark ; 

upon a farm well supplied with its and sooty city where artificial light , 

modern improvements than I would must be provided day and night for i 

work eight hours grading a road or| six months in the year, and where the f 

digging a ditch. Ah, you say, I would sunbeams come struggling in dim and \ 

neither grade a road or dig a ditch, | late as if they loathed the sight. Fortu- 

I would be an engineer, a lawyer or a) nate is he who lives a life of rural t 

merchant. An engineer making a daily | quietude and enjoys its abundant | 

run between two large cities in this! fruits, free from the allurements and ; 

\ 
t 
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temptations of city dissipation. The' you may farm with a proper under- 

city may have its temporary amuse-| standing of your business, and assist 

ments and feverish attractions, but the| in elevating your calling to that po- 

country is the place in which to be su- sition to which it is entitled by,its 

premely happy. And I would say to| great importance. 

every young man, qualify yourself by| Music, Solo—Mr. Clark. 

a course of agricultural training so 

ee . 

pa 
i * 
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. WISCONSIN’S FUTURE AS A DAIRY STATE. 

Pt 
eu Ex-Gov. W. D. HOARD, Fort Atkinson. 

et 

| Bold indeed would be the intellect | Dairy Products. 

t that would deem itself sufficient to) Of this agricultural product dairying 

i adequately attack this subject. The stands credited today fairly and hon- 

i future of Wisconsin as a dairy state estly w'th an annual produ-+ of about 

t is an unknown quantity. No spirit of $30,000,000. The cows in Wisconsin, 

H prophecy that ever opened the lips of 701,000 in number, bring up the state 

‘ seer can adequately picture what the milk account to about $30,000,000. So 

\ opportunities are that lie locked in the rapidly has dairying progressed that 

ii embrace of Wisconsin. we have today in Wisconsin about 

| it Wisconsin's Resources. 2,500 Sheet peace creameree 
5 — representing abou . men who 

‘ Nt es ae He a aan are interested in this pursuit in this 

i nase asd ate a = ae Ae a line alone. We have also a vast army 

' a - ad eo se ee i. vibes ae aA _| of men who are engaged in private 

e ae re ay th e Pei ae dairying. We have other men who are 

- ee he at oe 7 T-| supplying cities with milk, and this 

i s a = h fa ms ae and Te-) interest, silent and unseen, almost like 

fe aa ee nee ee the silent forces of light and heat, pro- 

ae ibid =f were: Pie Ee duce every year a wonderful influence 

See ap te aaent Co ere in winning the honorable fate and 

' about five hundred million dollars an- Seal ity, oa tlch chats Cterisee war see 

nually. In manufactures it produced The Farmer to Blame, 

about two hundred and fifty millions,| Now the difficulty with Wisconsin to- 

the annual increment to the amount} day, and it has ever been so, is not 

of labor in the manufactories; in agri-| the soil. The soil of Wisconsin today 

culture, from one hundred to a hun-| is just as kindly, and as quick in an- 

dred and fifty millions more, making] svver to intelligent tillage and good cul- 

an annual wage account in one sense|ture as it ever was. The cows of Wis- 

of nearly five hundred millions of dol-|consin are not to blame. Who is to 

lars, and this with a population of} blame if Wisconsin does not take at 

1,600,000, today probably in the neigh-| once the largest possible place in the 

borhood of 1,800,000 economy of this country in connection 

\ 
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with her interest in the dairy work? | hindered one moment of my progress i 

Who is to blame? I am accustomed to | by the intelligence of my neighbor. i 

speaking firmly and plainly when I What is it that has always laid across : 

treat on these questions. I put the my pathway and hindered me? It is q 

blame right where it belongs. The|my own ignorance and stupidity and § 

farmer of Wisconsin is the man solely | that one single factor has done more , 

to blame today for all lack of progress | to delay my progress and cast beyond i 

in this direction. He has been moved | my grasp that which I felt I ought to ? 

upon, he is moved upon, and gradually | have than any other thing, and if one i 

the scales are falling from his eyes, could only roll away these clouds of if 

and gradually he is taking hoid of the | ignorance and stupidity and see the 7 

dairy truth, and as fast as it enters | truth, the plain, simple truth as it | t 

his nature and comprehension it cre- exists, “it would from many a blunder ' Gi 

ates marvelous changes in his environ-| and foolish notion free us.” We need ‘a 

ment and in the progress and pros-| to stand up and confess. If there is lf 

perity of the State. The markets are|a set of men on God’s green earth i "4 

all right. 
that need to stand up and bravely face . H 

No CAI for Grease Batter. | their own shortcomings, it is the men a 

| today, that are dealing or attempting “ @ 

Do you know of anybody today £0-| to deal with the cow. ei 

ing around in the city of Menomonie 
: , 

hunting for poor butter? “Is there Growth of This Interest. aq 

a man with soul so dead who ever to| The difficulty is that self-love and aa 

himself said, ‘Give me poor butter?” vanity,—we have been accustomed to sy 

Do you know of a cow today in the | hear ourselves so much rated,—oh, if if 

whole county of Dunn that is clamor- you could stand where I do, if you 24 

ing to have her milk made up into could look back to the year 1870 and Le 

poor grease? You can’t find a cus-| See with what feeble steps this infant +a 

tomer that wants it, you can’t find a|commenced to toddle its way across i 

cow but feels outraged at such treat-| the floor of its destiny, this little in- ; 

ment. Who is it then that is produc- | fant then scarcely out of its swaddling 

ing this vast flood of poor butter, that) clothes, this thing we call the Wiscon- ‘ 

is laying upon the stomach of the mar- sin Dairy Interest, that you look at Hi 

ket undigested? The man or woman) today almost with awe as it goes on ‘a 

who makes a pound of poor butter out- making conquest after conquest, bring- i 

rages God, the market and the cow in | ing peighborhood after neighborhood io 

that production, and Heaven looks | under its benign influence, if you could | 

down with pity upon the scene. I) see it as I did, it seems to me you i 

have said before and I will say it| Would take courage, and more than 5 

again that if the cows of Wisconsin | that you would be convinced of the 

could be heard, they would be heard | truth of my words, that no man has . 

all over the land calling for an im- ever made progress who has not him- f 

proved breed of dairymen. | self confronted his mistakes, who has t 

Ignorance in the Way. | not been willing to learn. k 

Now, it is this sluggishness of | Self-Conceit Must Go. ; 

thought, it is this unwillingness to face| Christ said, “Except you become as t 

one’s own error that stands in the way | little children you shall in no wise t 

of the glory of our State; it stands in | enter the kingdom of heaven.” It isa t 

the way of the wealth of our State. | profound truth, one that applies so ' 

It is this willingnss to roll ignorance wonderfully not only to moral ques- f 

and stupidity under one’s tongue like | tions but to material questions. He t 

a sweet morsel. I tell you, my friends, might well have said, “Unless you be- | 

I have never in my life time been) come as little children, you shall not 
\ 
{ { 
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i enter the kingdom of mathematics, or) ter knowledge, for the taking in of 

ee the kingdom of science, or the king-| more knowledge. I have said to many 

' dom of agricultare, and particularly to them when they have come to the 

' the kingdom of dairying.” Men must creamery in the morning. “Now, this 

become teachable and here lies today ‘isn’t right, can’t you do a little better, 

; this disinclination on the part of the| can’t you put more money in your 

average farmer to take in knowledge, pocket? Can’t you make your practice 

to see himself as the facts show; these conform with the truth a little better?” 

j are the things that stand in the way and those men gradually begin to take 

, of the progress of dairying every- 0D better judgment and petter skill. 

i where. 
| Skill at a Premium. 

; ' Comparison of Methoas. I have before me the problem that 

I hold in my hand the annual report auyiiee oe neighborhood in the 

i of the Hoard Creameries to their pa- State of Wisconsin. It is the aim 

. trons, now nearly 600 in number. That today in Dunn County as it is in Jef- 

; little book contains the names of ae County. It is simply 8 question 

the patrons at the time it was a of whether these men shall sell to the 

i lished, and their yearly average, Tad market skill, or whether they shall 

, this ce jeaned 10 lovnee, a enee and | sell crude labor. Now, what is crude 

each man there sees himself as he cea mores lyon the wages of 

stands in comparison with his neigh- : ag man, but dairying, my friends, 

bor. Let me say to you that as an calls for the exercise of a larger and 

element of education among 600 farm- wider range of knowledge. Now, cra 
e little book shows a range of from 89 

ers, that and the Babcock test OD cents a hundred to $1.36 a hundr d 

which it is based, have been the most | pounds of milk. Think of it. The aie 

ig potent of anything I have ever seen who gets $1 36 sells skill, sells thought, 

i or known, and I have lived among sells a study and intelligence, salle on 

ie those men and preached to them er, has becom = ak i “ 

r steadily for twenty-four years. When ey? e as a god knowing 

\ . good from evil, is determined to be a 

is we put that little thing out and said <tydent. That man does not content 

t = oe ik gsc and confront pimself with sitting down and being 

i i oa = comparon with your merely a common farmer, but he says, 

it ghbor,” there was bank after bank «1 am bound to be a dai 

i _ 
airy farmer to 

hy) eae a and prejudice went down the extent of my ability.” That man 

i efore the comparison. An old farmer 
: 

2 said out in Iowa, “The Babcock test ea _ eS a 

F oe the Bible making a man hon- gows pay him $65 per cow, and then 

) 
we turn him over his skim milk which 

g A Moral Machine. has been calculated here to be worth 

: I quoted Scripture to them for two 15 cents, and so you see his cash re- 

years and it never phased them a bit, turns on the whole herd come to $80 

and the Babcock test brought them to apiece. The other man gets 89 cents 

time in less than a week. Spiritual | hundred. His cow gave less milk 

minded men are affected by spiritual than the first man who received $1.36. 

things. Carnally-minded men are af- What is the difficulty? What is the 

fected by the Babcock test. Now, this| iierence betwoet the two men? Just 

little community is a type of Wiscon- the same condition that makes the 

: sin today throughout the whole length successful and the unsuccessful dairy- 

( and breadth so far as the dairy inter- man all over Wisconsin. 

| est is concerned. I have studied those Thought Makes Better Cows. 

men, I have pleaded with them for One is a thinker, and thinks towards 

greater skill, for the exercise of bet-| expression; the other is a man who is 

\ 
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& 

as adverse to thinking! as possibly can | bering about seventeen millions, aver- 

pe, who is content with simply going | age 3,800 pounds of milk apiece, or E 

along with a herd of cows and barely|an average of about 115 pounds of ! 

existing with them. | butter apiece. In 1870 the cows aver- } 

Now, my friends, I have given you) aged only about eighty pounds of but- i 

the key to the secret which will make ter apiece. Now, I am ambitious for } 

Wisconsin a Dairy State of greater) Wisconsin. As I pass through other { 

and vaster glory than she is today. | States engaged in dairy work, I grow ‘ 

In 1870 practically we commenced our more so. Wisconsin is to me a con- ij 

dairy work in this State. We then| stant spur to do what I can in the 

had about a million dollars’ worth of best possible way to advance the dairy 1 

dairy products, and what was our sit-| interest here, and add to the material | 

uation as farmers? So low had we| Prosperity of my State. '@ 

sunk the productive effort, that in Jef-| 
' 

ferson County, for instance, the land eateries Saat: :f 

would produce but eight bushels of I am gratified when I see the out- ; 

wheat per acre. The mortgage indebt-| look. In 1870 we had hardly any ‘ 

edness of Jefferson County at that time organization among the farmers into 4 

was equal to about 45 per cent. of the cheese factories and creameries; we af 

farm valuation of the county. | had no Farmers’ Institutes, we had no ey 

Dairy School, and I remember well at 

Dairying Changed It. |how Uncle Hiram Smith and myself a 

What is it today? One of the rich- used to come together in 1872 and "73 at 

est communities that I know of, either and ’74 and '75 and every year up to « 5 

in the west or in the east. In the the day of his death, in the Wiscon- af 

panks of Jefferson today lie deposited | sin Dairymen’s Association, and talk i% 

in the neighborhood of a million and rbout what we could do to arouse the at 

a quarter of dollars put there by intelligence, the thought and make the oY 

dairymen, a reserve fund, and this Wisconsin farmer think towards @ Vy 

does not represent the wealth in land, larger and better expression. We have } 

in cows, in buildings, in factories and today in Madison the culmination of Wa 

in creameries, but simply the cash sur- much of that thought. We have @ ! 

plus. Fyrthermore, the effect upon the | Dairy School which is today famous 

price of real estate has been wonder- throughout the length and breadth of 

ful. The price of real estate today the land. I was way up at Foxcroft ‘ 

runs from $65 to $90 per acre. Now, in Maine, this winter, attending a con- \ 

what makes this? The wonderful ef- vention, and men asked me questions 1" 

fect of steady, constant accumulation there concerning the Wisconsin Dairy 

from the cows. Those farmers have School. The same questions were 

come to know the value of the cow, asked me in Keene, New Hampshire, 

and then they have used the plow with in Ohio, in Pennsylvania, and in New 

more intelligence and wider diversity. Jersey. 
f 

Improvement all Along the Line. It Pays. ; 

They have gathered to themselves all. In New Jersey I spent several weeks k 

these adjuncts of the dairy, the pig, among the Quakers, and one old Qua- t 

the calf, the raising of better stock, ker said to me, “Thee has a very fine f 

they have gone into breeding, and dairy school, I understand, in Wiscon- 

there is shown in all these creameries sin.” “Yes.” “Does thee think It f 

today a large sprinkling of improved pays?” “Well,” I says, “I can’t say 

blood, and today there are herds repre- how much it pays, but I know that t 

senting an actual increase over 1870 the road that has been traveled up to f 

of nearly 2,000 pounds of milk per cow. the present establishment of that 

The cows of the United States num- school has paid the farmers of the | 
| 

| ' 
| 
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: State greatly, and I believe that the| Dunn County. I know there are in 

A dairy school has become one of the| some other parts of the State. 

a most important elements in the larger) Central Wisconsin for Dairying. 

| reward to the labor of e farmers of | Now, my friends, I will close this 

Wisconsin.” He says, “Will thee tell : 
ae rambling talk with just this injunc- 

me why?’ I noticed two young men) ;;5), 5 

at the table looking over intelligently ton: Dairying today in Wisconsin 
ee as an be aaa Wy Promises to be the redeemer of a vast 

pee en aber th Ty cconaing the| Portion. of this part of the State. You 

aed of Wisconsin have acaniad have no finer section in Wisconsin to- 

t time and labor and millions of d TH for the progress of dairying than 
= millions of dollars! these central counties. I have hunted 

in the fruitless effort and in the fruit- 44 fished over a large portion of this 

VW lars  ciengtore lace ae with @ timber tract, and in every tote road 

* teilekea ihe ae oe e a a where you see the magnificent swathe 

1 Sra shea wane es ee an. Sey | of grass that you do in this section, you 

: young men to do dairy work with an pe sure that this is the place for 

c intelligence, and I believe intelligence tye cow. Wherever grass grows the 

' a a aaa nor one hun-| cow will be successful and you have a 

po ne ae = en a —. 'salubrious atmosphere. You have 

” and he turned to his sons and ‘says | re ee aoe we a i 

to them, “That is a good text. Intelli-) much worried over the over-production 

gence never cost one-hundredth part as| of the article. The cows do not in- 

ee ee = on ee one crease any where nearly as fast as 

oe Pan y' ae = ate Oates does the population. The cows of Wis- 

: . consin have increased only about five 

; see es ee oe beef and one-half per cent. annually, since 

: Bae ee eectings Ta ee a 1850, so that it takes about twenty 

3 shrewdly led around where the ane poaraita dopiessie mambo eee 
ki Tetea eat thie bensat of SL young ulation increases very much faster. 

f | A : 
: Intelligence Seeks Light. yg oeeee oe is th 

a e pro- 

¢ The father asked me, “What sort|duction of poor butter and Soe 

\ of men attend your Dairy School?” | cheese, the keeping of poor cows, the 

Rs aes se aoe ey we os of —— and discouragement of the 

; en?’ ell, are they the most ignor- farmer in this way by poor results, 

Yd ant or the most intelligent?” “Oh, bless and the spread of adulteration and 

F you, they are the most intelligent, ‘the counterfeit in the form of counterfeit 

poor we have with us always.’ The putter. If you have the soul and the 

Ae a te se the cee spirit and the pride of American citi- 

¢ chool.” “Are they suffering with an zens you will pretty soon put your- 

‘ excess of intelligence?’ the father selves on record against the further 

asked. I couldn’t get his drift, but I sale of this counterfeit, robbing the 

answered, “No, I hadn't heard of any- | farmer as it does of his rightful mar- 

ae doing that ee there.” oe ket, and robbing the consumer as it 

ere are some,” he says, “in Penn-| does, of his right to an honest produc- 

sylvania, some young men who are) tion. The outlook is encouraging, the 

suffering with an excess of intelli- | prospect is good and it has come 

gence, and they think farming will not | through better thinking, better study, 

a“ Li an ae sel i and the better intelligence of our peo- 

Vell, now, I wonder i ere isn’t | ple.. The hands of the farmer are to- 

tie some young man of that character in | day no harder than they were in 1870, 

yey 

is Le Ll
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put his head is harder, his thinking is} worked just as hard before as he does 

harder, his intelligence is stronger,| now, yea, harder, and it shows that 

and he is beginning to put an intel- farming is largely a business of culti- f 

lectual stamp upon this business. He! vation and study. 
f 

; 
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NAMING THE FARM. 

: 
| 

BENJ. BLEASDALE, Janesville, Wis. 
| i 
1 

In naming the farm some “eaptious show our own history has handed down | 

individual might be led to exclaim,|to us and future generations, the i 

“Why, what's ina name?” names of places made memorable and ‘ 

But if we take more than a cursory famous by our civil strife, which here- rn 

or superficial view of the matter, 1| tofore had remained in comparative a4 

think we shall find that the name| obscurity, until the outcome of some s 

of any place or thing, carries with it) fratricidal contest brought them to our ® 

a certain significance and importance | light and knowledge. 
4 

which cannot very well be laid aside’ And in our revolutionary war the « 

or underestimated, even if it be only names of Lexington, Bunker Hill, Val- aa 

a farm. 
| ley Forge, and Trenton, will ever be j } 

And to most of us, I presume, the! enshrined in the heart with patriotic = 

greater part of our school days were. devotion, while filling a monumental 1 

spent in poring over ancient and mod-| niche in the world’s history, as paving a 

ern history, searching out, noting and the way for the downfall of monarch- } 

naming the various places made mem- ia tyranny, oppression and wrong, Wd 

orable by some particular feature, cir-| and the repudiation of that musty old 

cumstance, event or production; a idea of divinity, whicb for ages had 1 

knowledge of which was supposed to popularly been supposed to hedge 

impart a certain strength to the mind, about a throne and be the heritage . | 

while making us better acquainted of kings alone; the ignoring of which \ 

with the world outside our local sur- by our predecessors, has now placed \ 

roundings. 
us as a people and a country, in the 

secusen an ominaecs vanguard of human liberty, human de- 

= Z : velopment and worldly progress. 

And even today, the names of vari-| Hxultant, proud, tender, or mourn- 

ous places will revive the memory and ful associations thus cluster around 

carry us back in remembrance to some the names of places made sacred in 

momentous period, filled with some ‘history, song and story, and though we f 

soul-stirring event, to awaken pleasur- | may have no other Mount Vernon with i 

able emotions in the heart, or sink in| a revered Washington; no other Mon- 

the depths of woe at the folly, de-| ticello with its Jefferson; no other Her- f 

pravity and crime which mark the his- mitage with its Jackson; yet, the name F 

tory of centuries. |of some of our farms, like theirs, in ' 

And we, who are now standing on) the future, may go down on the pages 

or have passed the meridian of life, of history as having been the birth or f 

have only to take a retrospective view | abiding place of some statesman, war- 

and look back a few decades, to note rior, poet or divine, who has electrified 

! 
| 
j 
' 

} 
i
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5 the world by the glory of their achreve-;and though free delivery in the coun- 

¥ ments, either in peace or war. ‘try districts, may still seem to be far 

Name the Farm. from an assured fact, yet it must 

# 
eyentually come, if right and justice 

5 Then is not the farm worthy of 2) oyer predominate, and equal privileges 

} name—a special baptism? Seeing that|are accorded to all classes notwith- 

its culture is the chief and most im-| standing the set back it has received 

f portant calling of the human race; the py the unfavorable report of the ex- 

reservoir from which flows all those periment by the assistant postmaster 

healthy and reproductive powers, which | general. 

: revivify and restore the emasculated, ‘phen is the naming of the farm de- 

f wasted energies, vital force and life sirable or practicable? We think 
of cities; the fountain head from which | j¢ js, 

bs our most eminent men have sprung, At a meeting of the Pomona Grange 

4 and have their being—the nursery /neld during some time last summer, a 

1 where the virtues of temperance, £004 committee was appointed to formulate 

i morals, thrift and love of liberty! or suggest scme plan by which this 

b> emanate to help us as a people to the qesirable result might be attained. 

: attainment of a broader humanity, a) after some consideration, they re- 

higher civilization. ported in substance, that the most 

4 ‘And it seems somewhat surprising, feasible plan, with the least cost, in 

* since we have become a well-settled their estimation, was that it needed 

| part of the state, that the naming of no special legislation to secure the 

our farms has not become more gen-/| right to any name the owner of a farm 

eral, as our county is popularly sup-| might adopt; that all that was neces- 

posed to possess so many progressive |sary was that the town: clerk should ; 

farmers alive to their interests in otber | keep a record in his office of the name, 

directions; but it is likewise to be de-| so that the owner might have a legit- 

i plored, even at this time and day of jmate claim thereon; and that a special 

# the world, with all its ready intelli-| effort should be made to appoint and 

ii gence, progressive ideas and methods, induce some public-spirited individual 

¢ there are still some farmers who do not |jn each school district throughout the 

? take kindly to any seeming innova- county to interview and solicit each 

. tion, it generally taking some time to/jand owner to adopt a farm name, so 

# _ outgrow deep-rooted practices and that like any other profession, trade or 

i prejudices and to adopt new methods: occupation, his calling and place of 

o nevertheless, let it be said to their business might be designated. 

i credit, that when experience has 

is proved the utility of any measure or Plan in Practice. 

fe thing, they readily fall into line and 

| seize the opportunity to benefit them- And I have been told, and am glad 

selves; which I hope will be in this to say, that this plan, in a measure, 

. case, seeing they are accustomed to has been carried out to some extent in 

giving a name to their children, their the towns of Janesville and Fulton, if 

, eattle and horses, then why not to the not in others, by the enthusiastic and 

farm as being of as much consequence individual effort of one of the mem- 

and importance as its productions? bers of the appointed committee so it 

sae a aeacueeery: seems that if a special effort is made 

_ si ra there need be no farm in the county 

And in view of the ultimate realiza- unnamed. 

tion of rural free mail delivery, we can And while thinking over this matter, 

see how essential it is that some it has seemed to me that our town 

method must be adopted to more read- board of supervisors throughout the 

i fly reach the farming community; county should also have the various 

{ 

| 

iat 
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roads leading in different directions ; Keep in Use. 

from our county seat, likewise named. | Having named the farm, let all cor- 

Every street or road in a city or in- respondence on social or business mat- 

corporated town, has its name, to more |ters have its appropriate farm head- q 

easily reach its inhabitants, and why | ing, so that we, as farmers, may be ti 

not our town roads have a given | more identified with our calling; never } 

name, also. 
ashamed to put the farm name on any 

article or package shipped therefrom; 

[In Harmony with the Surroundings. always striving to gain a good reputa- 

nd in giving a name to the farm tion for the farm name as well as its 

— be eet one, if possible, in |OWneT that the package disposed of 1 

harmony with its surroundings. welat home, or shipped, is guaranteed i 

can see how inconsistent it would be what it purports to be, either good oF ‘ 

to adopt a name, with none of the | the best of its kind, while always striv- ‘ 

features or characteristics its name ing to excel, so isons the epithet of 1 

would naturally indicate. “honest old farmer” may become more | 

ea 
of a reality in word and deed, and 4 

Naming 2 farm Shadeland, Shady not so often used as a by-word and a 

Nook, or Shady Hill, with only a wire | sarcastic term of reproach by the city { 

fence enclosing it for the farm stock dweller, when finding nine eggs out ef 

to seek relief from the oppressive heat| or a dozen to be unserviceable after : 

of summer days, or cold of winter, purchasing, as one of my city friends ay 

would to most minds seem supremely asserted was the case with her last so 

ridiculous, or to name a farm Pleasant | .ymmer. 
na 

View, with a hog pen on one side of 
a4 

the homestead, and a cattle yard on Ties to the old Home. cs 

the other, would seem somewhat in-| As a good name is more to be prized 3 

congruous to a refined nature. than riches, then let the farm be Vy 

But if a homstead is situated on an | named, and as one by one the children 1 

eminence, surrounded by a grove, or|depart from it—as some by choice or i 

woods, or water in close proximity, @ necessity must—to battle with the 

name can readily be found, appropri: | stern realities of life on the world’s 

ate to the situation, and if any indi- highway, its good name may bring back 

vidual farmer finds himself in a quan- cherished remembrances and sweet re- , 

dry in regard to choosing a name, let lief when sick and weary of the city’s 

him by all means consult his wife, as endless turmoil, rush and strife, which 

her ready intuition might soon help today’s mad rush for wealth en- ' 

him out of his difficulty, or let the Bi- genders. 

ble be searched, or the Greek and Latin | Music, Grace Church Choir. 

names at the end of a dictionary be| The committee on resolutions was an- 

looked over, and if not suited there nounced by Prof. Henry, as follows:— ‘ 

then it might be inferred he is as dif- H. C. Taylor, A. A. Arnold, B. S. } 

ficult to be pleased with a name as a Hoxie. 

newly married couple with their first Adjourned to meet at 9 o’clock a. m. ; 

baby. 
the next day. 

ft 

' 

' 
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DAIRY SESSION. 

The Institute met at 9 o'clock, March 1. 

In opening the meeting Prof. Henry introduced a number of short-course 

students and agricu!tural students, who were present at the meeting. ' | 

Mr. Thomas Convey was called to the Chair. 
ea 

14 

RAISING THE CORN CROP. 
, 

GEO. L. HOWARD, Durand, Wis. 
| 

4 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- by most farmers. Choose the type of d 

men:—We are about te devote 2 day to corn that you think will do best on 3 

the discussion of subjects relating to your farm and then select ears that , 

the dairy interests of our State. come as near your ideal as possible, " 

As a food for the dairy cow we raise and with good judgment you will be ; 

no more important crop than corn, poth able to improve your corn year by : 

for its grain and. fodder. Its impor- year. Always avoid ears containing j 

tance is easily recognized when we smutty kernels. To insure good seed ‘ 

learn that Wisconsin produces annu- pick it either before or at husking ‘ 

ally about 30,000,000 bushels, having a_ time and place it where there will be i 

market value of about $12,000,000, to free circulation of air around it, and 4 

say nothing of the value of the fodder. where it will become thoroughly dried ve 

But when we view it in another light as soon as possible. Then keep it dry 

and see that the average yield per acre until planting time. Never store seed Lik 

is hardly 30 bushels, it must strike us corn over or near bins of grain. $i 

forcibly that much can be done to in- Proper ‘oil. 
i 

crease the yield, thereby greatly in- By a soil adapted to the crop I mean 4 

creasing the net profits of the farmers; not only a fertile soil, but one that is 9 

for the proportion of net profit to the well drained, yet sufficiently moist, i? 

cost of production increases rapidly as and lying in a pesition to be well ‘ 

we increase the yield per acre. There warmed by the sun’s rays, for corn is 

is, of course, a limit to this, but we are a crop that requires a large amount of 

far from reaching it yet. heat. I know of nothing better for 

Seed. corn than a clover sod that has not 

How then, will we accomplish this been down over two years, with a top 

end? Among the things required for a dressing of manure. The best time of 

good corn crop are, good, well-bred the year and the proper depth of plow- 

seed, a soil adapted to the crop, and ing will vary greatly upon different 

thorough cultivation of the right char- soils. 

acter. The difference between seed Upon our soil ~ve prefer to plow in 

that will throw out strong, healthy the spring for two reasons. One is 

sprouts and seed that merely has life that it enables us to manure the 

enough to grow will make a far greater ground with manure direct from the 

difference in the yield than is realized stables during the winter and early 

J 

i
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p spring, thus avoiding the losses that | Saving Water. 

4 would oceur by its being left around) This would lead us to believe that 

the barns; and another reason is that | we naturally have too little water in 

our land is sandy, and fertility is Sur soils to produce the largest crops. « 

5 easily lost by percolation. Therefore | As the normal rainfall for this section 

f we prefer to have a growing crop upon /of country during the growing season 

the land as many days of the year as |is only about 20 inches it is plain that 

possible. l|we must carefully preserve what 

4 Plowing, Fitting and Planting. |e we do get if we would obtain 

; We plow about four inches deep. [ae re a Soe ee ete 

an The plowing should be well done and | fin . 2 pid ing — —. . 

: we find a jointer very useful as it e pulverized condition, thereby mak- 
Es ing a dry mulch which effectually pre- 

1 turns under all grass and weeds at the vents the evaporation of thi th: 

q edge of the furrow. The preparation lis bein hee at eS fi Sea . 

ng of the soil before planting should be| oa ‘Nai is ath = Sa rom below by 

4 thorough as a good seed bed will give | aoa th oe d bef 

PY the corn a start in the spring that it} it ha: Seah ee a oe = a ne 

4 will maintain throughout the season. | ae a ke aaa ~ . ae 1a sod 

on Timothy or blue grass sod especially of es ears ate ee 

i, should be well pulverized to a depth dacana! eee ‘Harrow a one s : 

f of at least three inches. In planting, dna eae ie lg én etext ox ies et = 

i especially with hand planters on sandy | soil eee ieean Bee ie ee 

soil, care must be taken not to get the a omen oe oes = a a 

‘ seed in too deep. There will be a great) oo, cet eas ae is ee ee 

B many less weeds to contend with if the | with dew or rain, as it is then ae 

it land has raised a crop of clover the) brittl a y il ve a. . 

By year before or has been used as oe ttle and easily injure 

ki sheep pasture. | Root Pruning. 

i | While it is true that a dry mulch of 

i Cultivation of Crop. earth 4 inches deep will preserve more 

: The objects of cultivation are, the moisture than a mulch one inch deep, 

é destruction of weeds, the preservation another factor comes in here. The 

% of soil moisture, improving the texture corn plant throws out, even in the 

ha and friability of the soil, and aeration |early stages of its growth, a large 

& of the soil. The question of soil moist- number of feeders near the surface of 

© ure is coming to be recognized as one the soil. It was found by examining 

F of the most important factors in grow- | corn 27 days after planting that the 

i ing a good crop. Prof. King of the | roots extended laterally to a distance 

ra Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment ‘of 24 inches and their tips were only 

e Station has found by a series of ex- 4 inches below the surface sloping 

| periments that in Wisconsin it requires | gradually upward toward the hill 

iF something over three hundred pounds where they were only two inches be- 

mn . of water to produce one pound of dry low the surface. In cultivating with 

ie matter in corn. In his field experi- the old-fashioned four or six shovel 

ie ments this amounted to a rainfall of plow four or five inches deep close to 

if from 12 to 14 inches. But in growing the hill, so many of these feeding roots 

A the corn in galvanized iron cylinders are cut off as to hurt the crop. Many 

I and supplying water enough.to amount of the best farmers of the State testify 

8 to 25 or 26 inches of rainfall, he more that by changing to shallow cultiva- 

His than doubled the computed yield per | tion they have materially increased the 

it acre on the same kind of soil and un- | yield. 

A der as nearly the same conditions as I would recommend cultivating about 

' were possible. | three or four inches deep, in the centre 

i 

i 
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of the row, and two inches deep near see just how deep the teeth did go. { 

the hill in the fore part of the season, |We barrow until the corn is four or " 

lessening the depth to two inches in| five inches high. 
' 

the centre and an inch and a half near; Mr. Meyrick—There is another point | 

the hill at the close of the euttivating | which applies to the clay land, and i 

season. Use a cultivator that will|that is drawing out the manure in f 

ee adres as ea oie as winter when we have time to do it and i 

possible as the throwing up © ges | likewise in saving the fertility of the } 

increases the amount of surface eX-| manure. 
i 

posed a likewise the amount | Mr. Goodrich—Do you advocate \ 

evaporation. 
changing seed? 

4 

In conclusion I will say, use your) Mr. Howard—No, I don’t. If you = j i 

pest judgment to adapt yourself to cir- pave a good kind of corn stick to it i { 

cumstances, be thorough in all the de- | You can grow better seed yourself i 

tails, and success will be yours. |than you can get, as a general thing. ; | 

————_ | Dr. Porter—Would that be true of 4 t 

Discussion. jensilage corn? i 4 

Mr. Cole—How do you preserve a ee pa rn fst a 

moisture after plowing if it happens ° Brows tor iy | yeaee, 2S tf 

to be in a dry tim e? jonly on one farm, put almost on one 3 ¥ 

Mr. Howard—After plowing in -the ae Ak ee : a plant oe can 

spring I think that the soil should be | e grown over and over, on ae sa 

worked down as soon after plowing as jsoil as long as there is fertility, it is 3 

possible. Harrow it down thoroughly the corn plant. It is particularly a +7 

and pulverize the surface, so as to pre- | home-loving plant, and like the Indian, 4 

yent the evaporation of the moisture. it pines away and never does so well VW 

Mr. McKerrow—Do you plant in hills when removed from its native spot. x v4 

a drills | receive letters every week at this time ‘ 

Mr. Ho ward—Always in drills. in the year from farmers asking where 

Mr. Barnes—What time in the sea-|they can get a good variety of seed | 

oon do you save your seed corn? corn and what variety I would recom- i 

Mr. Howard—We prefer saving it at mend. That is altogether impossible { 

husking time, as it gives us a better for me to say. If you have a good a 

selection. kind of eorn stick to it. If your neigh- 

"Mr. Wilson—Do you use any fire bor right by you, on the same kind of Hs 

teat to dry your seed corn? soil practically, has a better variety, : 

Mr. Howard—Yes, we ary our seed then I would take his, but I would not 

oemin a loft over the kitchen. go more than a few miles from home i 

Mr. McCullough—Why not splow in for my seed corn, if I could possibly i 

the fall and save this rolling? It avoid it. As to silage corn, it does f 

seems to me that it would be easier to not matter so much. You want a large s } 

work into a perfect seed bed, particu- variety that does not always mature. | 

larly in clay soil. | Mr. Noyes—Does level culture pre- | 

Mr. Howard—I have never had ex-| Serve more moisture than otherwise? 

perience with clay soil. Perhaps it. Mr. Howard—Yes, more than ridge } 

would be better to plow in the fall. culture. The ridge culture will throw f 

Mr. Noyes—Mine is clay soil, but 1 up ridges and it accordingly increases t 

get the best results following Mr. the surface of the soil and there is 

Howard's plan. |little mulch along in the bottom of the f 

Mr. Tubbs—How deep do you har- | furrow and this allows the moisture to | 

row? 
‘eome up from below by capillary ac- , 

Mr. Howard—We use a harrow with | tion, and it passes off easily into the | 

straight teeth. I never measured to air. 
j 

| 
} 
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; Mr. Stiles—How late would you cul- they can harrow through it and it 

. tivate? won’t hurt it. 

Mr. Howard—We have never prac-) Mr. Goodrich—In my experience I 

ticed cultivating any later than it find that there is no time to wait in 

7 could be done readily with the sulky harrowing corn. You must commence 

: plow, about when the corn is tasseleti before it is up and harrow very often, 

+ out. | and when the ground is dry, I want 

F Mr. McKerrow—In case a season is | to keep harrowing and prevent the 

i, very wet, we find it a good plan if the weeds from coming up, for when they 

t weeds get the start of us, to run the once come up, we cannot kill them 

t cultivator through and then the har-| with ‘the harrow. 

1 - row after to get the weeds out. | Mr. Heath—The secret of success in 

lo Mr. Cole—You say you plant upon harrowing depends upon getting the 

' spring plowing? In case a person has surface of the ground smooth before 

i fall) plowing wouldn’t you think it you harrow. I think it is quite detri- 

: would be advisable to run the harrow | mental to try to harrow corn where 

i over that fall plowing as soon as the | the seed-bed has not been properly 

ground got in condition, in order to prepared. Farmers complain that they 

A preserve the moisture? lose a great deal of corn by harrow- 

a) Mr. Howard—Yes, I would. ing and that is where the trouble is. 

, Mr. Vasey—Wouldn’t it be necessary | Mr, Everett—At what depth do you 

to cultivate the corn deeper in order | prefer to plant corn; what kind of cul- 

to cover up the weeds? ‘ture do you use when the corn is three 

Mr. Howard—If the corn is kept thor: |or four inches high, and would you 

i oughly clean during the fore part of harrow in the forenoon or afternoon? 

be acer oe ee nor oe Mr. Howard—I think an inch is 

Kt Beet - oe eee sy much neces- Hienty deep enough in ordinary sea- 

sity of cultivating en eee sons, just to get it down to where the 

7 them up. e 
: Mr. Thorpe—t find in our section, ‘ete soil is good and moist. Be careful not 

| though we have been harrowing pen ee ee deep. As to the soll cul- 

fi for twenty years or more, that there ture, we have not been using the oe 

Bi eg ee eh Pe style cultivator. I would not recom- 

are a great many farmers Ww ho do not A 

f understand the true principle of har- mend it. The later styles for shallow 

i anger pene mi aoe if aI-  Gultivation are the best. I consider the 

ak rowing. They wait till just the wrong |, ¢;, a : 

i 
_. 3, / afternoon is the preferable time to har. 

fe day before they harrow. Of course it . ‘ - 

i. is all right to harrow as much as you row, as the corn is then more limp and 

3 “ai Ee ; ai 1 “Jess liable to break by the harrow pass- 

f choose before it is up, but they harrow |; 
ft ing over it. 

le it after the leaves have grown out, per- 

i haps two or two and a half inches, Mr. Rapager—These men are all 

* and they think if they wait any longer, talking about farms where there are 

; they will surely ruin their corn crop. | 2° stumps to contend with. What are 

it Now, that is just the wrong time to you going to do with your nice cultiva- 

it harrow. They had better wait till the | tion where you have stumps and trees. 

if corn is still higher, then go on with a} Mr. Howard—I guess in that case the 

i light harrow. The corn will not break, double shovel would be probably the 

1 and hold those leaves down, but while best. 

i it is so short a lump will fall on top of Mr. Rapager—My best success has 

the hill, if there are any lumps, which | been with the large shovel on a small 

3 there generally are, although there cultivator. 

should not be,—it will sometimes bury Mr. Trigg—I would recommend my 

{ those short leaves and they can’t start friends to get a spring-toothed culti- 

i up again, while, if they wait until the | vator and cultivate shallow, and if it 

: corn is six, or even eight inches high, ‘catches onto a root, it will let go, and 

‘ 

ii} 
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the rest of the teeth that don’t catch ,made here. One is, that it is very im- | 

will keep in the soil. |portant that we have our soil in file } 

Mr. Rapager—My dear friend, I have spring very fine, if it is dry weather. } 

got one. | Another point is in the drill and check { 

Mr. Woodward—Isn’t it customary |rowing. Where we have clean fields | 

here to plant in drills instead of hills? and can use the cultivator ahead of } 

Mr. Howard—The majority of |the drill, there is no question but what } 

farmers plant in hills as yet. I think | we can get better corn by that method, } 

that more corn can be grown in drills, but where we have stumps, perhaps it } 

and with the later and more improved | would be unwise to try it. Another i 

style of cultivator I think it can be | point is in harrowing corn after it is qq 

kept clean as easily as the other way. | up. So many people make mistakes by . it 

Mr. Woodward—In New York we |harrowing in the foreuoon when the | 

are planting largely in drills wherever corn is brittle and breaks off, when by 14 

the land will permit of it and in re-|waiting a few hours, it becomes soft | | 

gard to the harrowing we never stop and gives. 
if 

for covering up. If we cover it up in Mr. ‘Tubbs—One spring I had a piece uy 

harrowing one way, we take it the of corn and there were some ten or uf 

other way and uncover it. twelve acres; it was pretty heavily i 

Mr. Noyes—What depth of shallow manured and I planted it three feet iy 

or deep culture do you consider best? ard ten inches one way and about two ati 

Mr. Howard—Shallow culture I con- | feet the other. I had considerable corn 4) 

sider to be three inches or less and | to attend to and I went through it with 4 

deep culture would be more than that. the cultivator and the weeds came up 4 

Mr. Dickson—For many years I have thick, and the corn got up six inches rn ] 

made a practice of going through the |high after it had been cultivated. I Ne 

corn sometime after cultivation and | told the man to go through it and har- MG 

taking out any weeds that are left. | row it. Well, the hired man and my “ 

Mr. Howard—That is no doubt a son told me if I did I would tear it 

good plan if a person has time and all to pieces. Says I, “Then I will ij 

help. 
have to, because it is so full of weeds, i 

Mr. Fox—It seems to be agreed here I can’t possibly get a crop.” I put in 

that it is a good practice to drag after a seventy-two perpendicular tooth har- at 

fall plowing. I believe it is a very bad row, right onto it, and I set a 

one, and for this reason. In the first boy on that, and told him to lap it halt i 

place you are spending time and labor and go lengthwise of the rows; he did 4 

that has to be reapplied in the spring | so, and I asked if it tore it up much 

at a time in the fall when you want to | He says, “It don’t tear up at allas I 

take care of the maturing harvest. In see.” He went right over it that way. i 

the second place, plowed ground in the I went and looked the corn over once, E 

fall should be left as rough as possi- and says I, “You turn right around f 

ble, much rougher than you would | and go the other way;” he did so, and | 

plow it in the spring, and this for two | that did the corn more good than any | 

purposes. If you spread your manure | cultivation that I ever gave a piece of t 

in the winter the manure is caught in|corn in my life, and I have raised a { 

these rough places, the snow which | good deal. 
{ 

comes on is caught in the rough places,| Prof. H anry—I wish to call the at- | 

and you get a greater accumulation of | tention of the farmers in this part of 

moisture with a more even distribution | the State and especially those living 

and a more even percolation of it into \farther north, “to the importance of 

the soil afterwards. jmaking a thorough test of the flint 

Mr. Everett—I would like to use | varieties of corn. We get our corn in 

about thirty seconds in emphasizing | this section largely from points to the } 

some excellent points that have been south of us, where dent corn mostly | 

| 

‘ 
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. prevails. Further north flint corn only ,Smut corn, but I don’t think it is im- 

: shouid be grown. This year at the Ex- | portant. 

‘ periment Station we grow from sey-| The Chairman—The question is asked 

enty-three to seventy-eight bushels of | what shallow culture means. 

shelled flint corn per acre. Many have Mr. Noyes—As I understand shallow 

an idea that the flint corn does not cultivation, it means an inch to an 

yield so much as the dent. This is in-|inch and a half, and deep cultivation 

; correct for this section, and I urge the between two and three inches. 

. farmers, especially those who have a| Mr. Howard—I am asked about cul- 

: somewhat cold soil, to try flint corn. tivators. I use the Tower Surface 

P Gov. Hoard—Consequently you must Cultivator and the Breeds Weeder. 

% have more shallow cultivation, as the Mr. Convey—I have used the Dise 

* flint varieties do not grow deeply. cultivator, with levers attached; I have 

Prof. Henry—We planted the White |a style of cultivator that you can ad- 

| 
just the depth of the cultivation. 

° 
‘ 
is 

ST 
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% CLOVER AND GRASSES. 

‘ HENRY WALLACE, Des Moines, Iowa. 

i Mr. President—While the subject as- ; ticular kind of fertility which it sup- 

i signed me by your committee is “Olo-| plies would have been received with 

( ver and Grasses,” I propose to confine utter incredulity, not cnly by the 

i myself mainly to the clovers and par- farmers, but by scientists. It is the 

é ticularly to such varieties of clover as fact that this discovery explains much 

y ean be grown readily in Wisconsin, | which has been mysterious that has 

[ and without which agriculture cannot won for the new doctrine the universal 

at reach its highest success in this or any acceptation by scientists and has led 

ie other State in the humid sections of the farmers to say, “We don’t under- 

: the Northwest. 
stand the reasons given nor the hard 

e If the ancients had known what we ‘ words used to explain them, but never- 

if know about clover, of its power of ob- | theless we accept it as’true and will 

fl taining its supply of the costliest ele- act accordingly. We believe that no 

a ment in stock food and food for the hu- agricultural discovery that has been 

i man family from the free winds of made during the last hundred years 

if heaven, it would have been regarded has been so important and valuable to 

iy like the lotus of Egypt, a sacred plant, | the tillers of the soil. 

1a and a wreath of clover would have been | Use of Clover. 

i the garland for the brow of the victor in| Whether this discovery will result in 

Ht the great contests at the Olympian enriching the soils, improving our live- 

: games. “Had it not been for the fact stock, adorning and beautifying our 

that sofar back as we have any homes and adding to the solid comfort 

‘ knowledge of agriculture, clovers have of farm life as well as to the wealth 

it been regarded as great soil reaovators, of the country as a whole, or whether 

a the discoveries of later years with ref- it will result in impoverishing our soils 

i erence to the sources from which the and with it impoverishing the whole 

t plant obtains its fertility and the pat- agricultural interest, depends upon the 

Ne 

ip ; i ht ell aie alll
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use which we make of the clovers. forgive us. It requires the penalty of { 

. The danger may be a distant one in | transgression to be paid in full. If by 

“many sections of the country, but it is|the use of clover we draw upon the j 

none the less real, and we wish to im- | winds of heaven for fertility in the 

press upon the farmers of Wisconsin |form of nitrogen, which enters into all i 

this important truth that clover mar |the flesh-making compounds, the draft 

prove to be to the soil what the gospel | will not be honored unless counter- 19 

may be to the soul, “A savor of death | signed by a legume. If we draw. off i 

unto death as well as of life unto life.” | and sell the product in the shape of i 

It may be the means of conserving and | hay, then plow under the roots, grow j 

starting and gradually increasing the | grain, sell it off the farm and repeat ‘ i 

permanent fertility of the soil, or it| the process, it is only a question of i t 

may be the means of stimulating it to time when we will have land so poor \t 

a point where it wisely refuses to re- that only commercial fertilizers, cost- i 

ceive further stintulant; in other words, | ing in a very few years more than the 1 

it'may become clover sick in order to land is worth will restore it; the land i ' 

retain the non-nitrogenous elements of may perhaps be saved, but the owner ", 

the fertility yet remaining. This is al- | will be bankrupt. Nature steps in and { 

ready the case over almost all of Eu-|binds up by her slow process the it fi 

rope and in many sections of the east-| broken-hearted land, but for this the iE 

ern states. How, therefore, now to use owner cannot afford to wait. * i 

the clovers is a question of the first Difrerent Class of Growers. va 

importance. 
B E - a 

efore dealing with these varieties.  § 

Those Adapted to Wisconsin. of Clover in detail, I will speak briefly ie 

The clovers which may be used in | of the different classes of farmers who t 

Wisconsin to advantage are the com- wish to grow the clovers. The first 1 

mon red (erroneously called medium class is made up of men who are \4 

red, this being the scientific name of | brought to realize what they did not 

the mammoth and not of the smaller believe years ago would ever happen, { 

variety) the mammoth, the white and | that their land has lost much of its 

the alsike, botanically known in their virgin fertility, and they wish to grow 

order as trifolium pratense, trifolium clover for fertility, and if possible for i 

medium, trifolium repens, and tri- seed, and ask what kind they shall { 

folium hybridum, this last being so sow, how much seed, and how they | 

named erroneously because of the be- shall manage it. The plain answer to ve 

lief that it was a hybrid or cross be- this is the mammoth. Ten pounds of 

tween the white and the red. This by seed per acre sown with spring grain 

no means exhausts the clover family. and well covered, or on winter grain 

The Creator has sown the earth with before the frost begins to leave the ' 

dlovers with no lavish hand, and has ground, or, on drier lands and in drier { 

given to every latitude and longitude sections, alone without a nurse crop ' 

eapable of sustaining an agricultural |and harrowed in. 

population a variety adapted to its Gare of Clover: | 

wants. If we use these wisely we fn Wisconsin a stand caa be secured i 

need never complain of a barren soil usually in any of these ways. If se- ; 

or abandoned farms. Unwisely used eyred it should not be pastured very 

our only refuge will be in the use of ¢josely in the fall and on drier lands 

commercial fertilizers. not at all. It may be pastured in the | 

Soil Cannot Forgive. spring up to the ist of June, and even 

If I sin against my friend and repent, later; in wet seasons up to July 1st, . 

he forgives me; if we sin against our provided sufficient stock is turned on 

Maker and repent he forgives us, but to eat it down even, or it may be kept ; 

if we sin against our land it does not mowed off, provided the mowing is | 

;
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done early and often enough up to his land and add as much to the value 

the 1st of June; but until the farmer |of the next crop or at least the next 

has had some experience we advise two, put if he concludes that he has 

him to leave the mower in the barn. found the Philosopher's stone, or that 

(The only thing I have to retract or he can check at will by the sign man- 

modify after a year’s criticism of the ual of the clover leaf on the winds of 

book on Clover Culture, is the advice heaven, he will sooner or later be a 

{ given to mow mammoth clover about wiser and poorer man. If, however, he 

: the 10th of June It is one of those has his wits about him, and uses mam- 

! pieces of advice given on the testi- moth clover as a means of changing 

, mony of farmers living farther east. his base and becomes a stock farmer 

' I have taken the advice myself, and and a diligent gatherer and spreader 

’ in a second edition will retract all that of manure on his land, he is all right. 

1 is said on the subject.) 2 acento, 

i The Serd Crop. | Another very large class of farmers 

4 Treated in this way mammoth clover have adopted a regular rotation of 

a will furnish a seed crop in August from three, to six, seven or eight years. 

AW [ with reasonable certainty. It should They are engaged in stock growing, in 

| be cut and thresked when ripe, and it dairying, or in sheep growing, and who 

| is better not to wait for the late heads wish clover for fertility. for hay, for 

2) to ripen. It should not be allowed to pasture and in favorable seasons for a 

i , stand until the haulm is rotten, aS seed crop. To this class we recom- 

= i many old clover growers contend, but mend the common red under ordinary 

$ threshed as soon as it is dry enough, | circumstances, and as a rule they need 

7 which in hot, dry weather will be in yery little advice as to how to grow it 

j from three to five days. It should be If their rotation is a short one, for ex- 

i threshed, if possible, with the huller, ample, clover, corn, oats or barley, or 

3 and not with a hulling attachment. If spring wheat, and then back to clover, 

i it is intended to follow this crop with 1 would usually sow the clover alone. 

é winter wheat, the land should be If, however, it is intended to mow twa 

F plowed as soon as possible; if with | years, or to mow one and pasture one, 

‘| corn, it may be pastured as closely as or more, I would sow timothy with the 

é a farmer likes until late in the fall, clover. If the land were thin and 

¥ and then turned under just before the needed building up, or if the clover 

ie ground freezes up. There is no better seed midge prevailed in the locality, 

e place, we may remark, to apply ma-|then I would have no hesitation” in . 

. nure than on clover sod intended for | sowing the mammoth for clover hay. 

corn. The reason the land should be |[f the land were rich and would pro- 

a plowed as soon as possible for wheat | duce a rank growth, I would not. 

fi is to give time to prepare a solid seed wo eas, 

i] bed, and for this purpose the less y 

: haulm there is left on the ground the, mere &* Fo oe oe 

ii better. The reason the plowing should the meadows to Tanisinotls oie ie 

i} be delayed as long as possible for corn thinner land with the object ae eee 

- is to keep the soil filled with live reots inane Ge ay Uh at tor ah = a 

Te, in order to arrest the waste of nitrogen longing the hay barre is or the Fear 

Ie during the fall rains. that mamomth comes into its best es- 

tate along with the timothy. There is 

Value of Seed Crop. another class of farmers with whom 

ah This method may result in the finan- the great object is to secure an abund- 

is cial salvation of the farmer, or it may ance of pasture and of such variety 

4 mean just the opposite. His seed crop as will furnish a stand with a succes- 

; should give him from five to ten dol- sion of bloom from spring until fall. 

‘ lars rent or net profits per acre from In this case I would use the mammoth, 

\; 
i 

ist, 1 a i
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1 

and the common red in equal propor-| grasses are established in the neigh- | 

tions. Care should be taken, however, borhood, and in time we have a mixed, } 

not to get these varieties mixed where permanent pasture. if 

the object is to procure seed from | Good Done. 
A 

either, for the reason that their period I imow of many farms in cox 

of maturity is so far apart that either | h iain He Daca aoveres } 

one or the other will have to be sacri- ee Saat fi ie sizhtl. re i - 

- ficed. There is about as much differ- oe ae Ste scat | 

ence between the seed maturing period et I J ee ae { 

of these as there is between that of ae pee Ce Ee aes a pas ‘| 

winter and spring wheat. fairly well on good corn land as a ' | 

Alsike. mixture in a permanent pasture, not ‘G 

The main place for alsike is in yielding the quantity either of pasture iq 

sloughs in the prairie sections, on river or hay, but of superior quality. It ; £ 

bottoms subject to overflow, on cheap should form an ingredient in the mix- 1 | 

lands too wet for cultivation and too |ture for hog pastures, and I cannot 4 t 

low in price to drain. We know of no conceive of any finer sheep hay than 4 } 

grass its equal for this class of lands. | that made from alsike clover. In sec- i \ 

Alsike will grow on Jand that is too tions where the insects peculiar to the t Y 

wet to plow nine years out of ten. If |common red clover prevail, it may be ti 

sown in the slough or on lands of the | substituted for it on any land for the "4 

above description, on the sod in the | time being, as also in sections of the % i 

spring without plowing, and if the |country where the winter climate~is a 

growth of wild grass is kept down so severe that the common red or if 

- either by frequent mowing or pastur- mammoth varieties are in danger of it 

+ ing to give the young alsike plants ac- | winter killing. 
4 

cess to sunlight and air, there will usu- | White Clover, 
i { 

ally be no difficulty in securing not) Of white clover it is not necessary } 

only a stand but a profitable crop. It | to speak, further than to say that as a 

is absolutely necessary, however, that rule our farmers do not appreciate its } 

the wild grass be kept down in some value. It is their good friend, although { 

way. If itis allowed to grow until the like many other friends, it has its dis- 

usual hay harvest and then the land agreeable traits. It is blaméd for caus- “f 

mowed, the hot sun and the dry period ing horses to slabber, justly perhaps, i 

likely to follow the haying season will | but the other clovers may well share tv 

either scorch the young and tender|part of the blame at the period at’ 1% 

alsike or kill it from lack of moisture. least when their seed is ripening. It 

It is essential that the young plants is blamed for bloating cattle, and some- qi 

have every opportunity for develop- times does; so do the other clovers if 

ment. It ‘s remarkable how rapidly when not properly handled. I have t 

alsike will dry out lands of this kind,. kept on an average of one hundred ' 

mainly, I think, by occupying the head of cattle a year for ten years on ; 

ground, when given the above ad- rank clover pastures, and have never f 

vantages to the exclusion of the wild had a case of bloat from clover, al- } 

grasses. In time the roots of these though I have had one, not fatal, how- t 

grasses decay and allow the water to | ever, from blue grass. Allow me to ' 

sink away. If the field is pastured in- hazard the opinion that were it not | 

stead of mowed, the tramping of stock for white clover, blue grass would not 

will greatly force the water, in case of be very much of a success in many 

sloughs or swales with any perceptible | sections. These two are married, and 

fall, into narrower channels. The al- no priest can forbid the bans, and no 

sike then naturally gives way to white court dissolve the ponds of union. The 

clover and the ‘blue grass if these white clover feeds the blue grass with 

z 
'
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nitrogen, and thus it is growing while | Iowa Experiments. 

the blue grass is taking its natural | Some two years ago I requested the 
two months siesta or mid-summer nap, |Iowa Experiment Station to make 
and modestly falls in the back ground some experiments in covering clover 

| when the fall rains come and the blue | from one-half inch to four inches deep. 

; grass says, “Watch and see how I \I will not give the experiment in de- 

stretch out and occupy the ground and tail; suffice to say, that while clover 
; provide feed for horses and sheep covered one-half inch deep came up 

i when the soil is covered with its man- the quickest and for a time looked the 

, tle of snow and the roar of the bliz-| best, that covered two inches deep was 

: zard is heard from the North.” on the whole the best, while that cov- 

: Alfalfa, ‘ered three inches deep stood a severe 
i I have frequent inquiries as to how drought better than any other. If clo- 

alfalfa will de in Wisconsin and occa- Ver Seed is sown with the expectation 
sional inquiries concerning crimson that it will be covered by the freezing 

clover. There may be farms and spots #24 the thawing of the ground, we 
4 ; where alfalfa will be preferable to the | Would not wait until the last snow in 
: clovers I have mentioned, but they are | March and sow it when the first snow ‘ 
we few and far between. Alfalfa land is 808 off the ground and before freez- 
in land that has a light soil of yood depth img and thawing has commenced. In 

Wy and a porous sub-soil resting on water this way we get the deep covering with 

ey beating sand. It requires a climate for Much less danger of freezing than if 
t * growing so hot and dry that when cut sowed later and only partially covered 

s one-fourth in bloom it can be cured before the frost goes out of the ground. 

. ; readily. This does not fit Wisconsin On Spring Grain. 

' conditions. Crimson clover has not yet} If sown on spring grain the depth of * 

: been developed to a point where it can covering will depend upon the char- 

i be safely sown as far north as south- acter of the soil; if it is light, we 

2 ern Wisconsin, nor even as southern |would give it-the same covering that 

| Iowa and central Illinois. In time it | we give spring grain; if a heavy clay 

may become acclimated, and have a gojj, we would cover it more lightly. 
| gradual northward extension, but at It should be noted that self-sown clo- 

i , present it fits into southern conditions ver is always sown in the fall when 

| and the light, sandy soils of New Jer- | the seed ripened; that it lies in the 

a sey when used for trucking. ground all winter, having the ad- 
< * Covering Seed. vantage, however of the haulm as a 

F Having thus described the different protection. Farmers have often noted, 

i varieties suited to different conditions by the way, that clover sown in the 

| and circumstances, I wish to say chaff, was sure to grow. 

i something as to the method of cover-| An important question arises in con- 

f) ing. Western clover growers brought nection with the sowing of any of 

i with them from the east the practice these clovers as to the character of 
i of sowing on the surface on spring the companion crop, or as it is ordi- 

Gt grain and allowing the first rain to narily called, the nurse crop with 

i cover it and also the practice of sow- which it is sown. The term “nurse 

i ing on the last snow in March. crop” is misleading. Any grain sown 

i Farmers are very conservative and do with clover and allowed to mature is 

et not change their methods, especially always a damage and never a benefit. 

i when they are taught, as they have It nurses the clover to its death. 

3 been by European and eastern author- Nevertheless to save a year’s use of 

ee ities, that clover seed will not grow the land, farmers nearly always sow 

i when covered one-fourth or at most a companion crop, ‘and hence treat 

ei one-half inch deep. clover as a catch crop. The best com- 

ti if 
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panion crop is ryé sown in the fall and ; and the farmer is not likely to allow | 

pastured off in the spring, thus giving jit to go to seed. I have, however, } 

the clover full use of the land as fast maintained a clover pasture of this : 

as it can occupy it. I have never kind for eight years by simply spread- 

known a failure of clover managed in- ing second crop clover, too light in j 

this way. Even in the driest seasons | yield for threshing, over it in the fall { 

the pasturing of rye when the land is of the year, and allowing the cattle to { 

in fit condition with small cattle or eat it and then not pasture it so closely | 

with hogs is a positive penefit in itself, as to prevent more or less going to i 

as their treading compacts the soil, seed. 
1 

and enables it the more readily to On Old Pastures 
iB 

withstand moisture. If pastured when) ] am often asked whether clover can i 

the ground is wet, it will of course be pe introduced on a timothy pasture. I y 

injurious. 
have never tried it, but should do so | 

Early Sowing Best. : if I had a timothy pasture, without H | 

Clover seldom fails except on springy hesitation. Farmers have often no- i 

and undrained land if sown in the ticed that when clover and timothy are ! 

spring on winter wheat, and the earlier sown together, the first crop is mainly ‘7 

it is sown after the snow is off the clover, the second timothy and, in the i ! 

ground and before freezing and thaw- third clover comes in again. It could : { 

ing begins the better. It is dangerous only do so by self seeding, and if clo- ' 

to wait until after freezing and thaw- ver, by self-seeding can hold its own i 

ing is well nigh over, for the reason among timothy why can it not/when {9 

that if the clover is not deeply cov- sown by hand on the bare ground in ¥ 

: ered by this process it may spring UD the latter part of the winter? In all ie 

too quickly, get into the third leaf and farming operations it is well to study q 

catch a frost which occasionally proves nature’s methods carefully, and in if 

> fatal. Of the grains, parley, or spring none more so than clover culture. I ob- 1 

wheat are preferable to oats. The tained my first idea of deep covering 

proad leaf of the oats shade the ground and the necessity of compressing the ' 

so thoroughly that the clover has little ground by noticing that among my 

chance to become hardy or to grow first sowings I had a stand only around 

vigorously, and hence when the oat the edges of the field where the horses { 

crop is removed in harvest, a few hot turned and also along a wagon track ' 

days or a prolonged dry spell will in through the field over which some i 

all probability kill the clover. A good hauling had been done. It occured to " 

stand may even be obtained by sowing me then that the difficulty was lack of ’ 

with flax in its proper season, but my covering and compression of the dry 

experience has been that flax in some prairie soil. I once had a fine stand 

way is poisonous to clover as it is to|in native prairie grass which disap- fe 

almost everything else. It is not, peared, the first leaves becoming yel- % 

therefore, recommended. 
low, sickly and then dying. I con- f 

On Wild Lands. cluded the reason was that it was 

Red and mammoth clover, and alsike nursed to death by the wild grasses. t 

may be established on wild lands, | Vitality of Seed. 
t 

whether prairie or newly cleared tim-| I noted that clover will lie two or ' 

ber, by sowing on the surface in the | three years jn a manure pile, and grow ' 

spring, and then keeping the native |when the manure was spread on the 

4 grasses closely pastured during the | ground, and I concluded that three 

period of their most rapid growth. The | things were essential to the growth of 

stand is, however, difficult to maintain, |the clover plant, moisture, heat, and 

when blue grass is sown with it, for | more or less light, not one or two, but 

the reason that clover is a biennial, \all three. If any of you wili lift up
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the edge of a stack of old clover hay in| as advised by a number of your Insti- 
the month of June and notice how far tute workers. I believe in this way a 
in the clover seed has sprouted, you better quality of clover hay can be se- 

will get an object lesson as to the con- cured on a good farm, and under your 

: ditions under which clover seed grows. conditions, than in any other way. My 

; It should always be borne in mind that| own practice is to start the mower 

; the mammoth clover and the common about five o’clock in the afternoon and 
: red are, speaking in a loose way, bien- cut as much as can be handled sucéess- 
} nials, that is, they grow one year, fully, using a seven foot cut. The 

: mature seed the next and then die. next morning I start the tedder, using 

1 Strictly speaking, however they are a rapid walking team, and in some 

C not biennials for the reason that the cases use the tedder the second time 
common red will mature seed the first where the,growth is very heavy, and 

year and the mammoth in all probabil- by eleven o’clock or by the afternoon 
ity would if the season were but long the hay will be ready to put into the 

enough, and that by pasturing they barn or stack. The condition of the 

may be continued to three. They are, atmosphere and the temperature are 

; therefore, strictly speaking, short per- the determining factors. A warm day 

a! ennials. with a light breeze and a drying at- 

j F: rmers’ Mistakes mosphere are desirable conditions un- 

g ; From lack of correct knowledge on der which the work can be pushed 
this point a great many farmers make rapidly. Under the reverse conditions 

° mistakes. They corclude that if they the progress is very slow. 
: sow mammoth clover in the spring of r 

; 1892 and had a fine crop of seed in aoe 4 ates 
ms 1893, and the stand seems good, they| 1 curing hay in this manner, it is es- 

! will take another crop of seed in 1894, Sential to avoid any wet bunches and 
In this they will be mistaken. They to avoid handling clover hay after sun- 

; will have one-third to half a stand in| 40W2 or under unfavorable atmo- 
1894, mainly from seed that failed to spheric conditions for a half hour or 

: grow in the spring of 1892 and came even an hour before it. If the clover 

et up in 1893. I have never tried it, but '§ placed in large mows over twenty 
i believe that if half a sowing were feet with either wet bunches or carry- 
i i made in the spring or first fall, crops ‘28 _™much moisture in the shape 
bi of clover might be taken from year to f dew, there is imminent danger of 
4 year if desirable, provided that there Spontaneous combustion. It is due to 

: were always enough shatterings to re- 82Y that under our conditions, much 
seed the land. In fact I have kept up|f the clover hay put up is greatly 

“y a stand without reseeding on one @maged. It is allowed in the first 
} meadow for ten years, cutting it for Place to become too ripe the heads be- 
i seed, however, but one or two years, ing all brown in many cases, and it is 

4 but keeping it as a winter pasture, ften allowed to lie too long in the 
| thus allowing it to seed itself. swath and become sunburnt, thus los- 
‘ ing the leaves and involving a large 
Ri Clover Hay. excess of woody matter in the stalk. 
i Prof. Henry has suggested that 1 It should be cut when the advanced 
ie touch upon the subject of making clo- heads are beginning to turn brown. If 
i ver hay. It is one of those subjects I had the choice, the most practical 
ee that mast be treated differently, how- rule with most Iowa farmers is to be- 
\ ever, in different sections of ‘fie coun- gin as soon as you can, work as fast 
ie try. I would suggest to most Wiscon- as you can, and quit when you get 

ie sin farmers a method that is imprac- done. I might state that we have had 

Ht ticable on my farm, viz., that of cutting hundreds of cases of spontaneous com- 
i and curing in the cock, using hay caps bustion of clover hay in large barns 

be 
12 
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: 
| 

and stacks. I have never known one| Mr. Wallace—If it is kept up there , | 

where the barns were not over twenty certainly is. 

feet to the square and where the Gov. Hoard—I had a little experience 

stacks were not large and put up with last summer which was very interest- 

hay quite green or soaked with dew. ing to me, and upon which some light i 

Seed Per Acre. | has been thrown by Mr. Wallace’s pa- 

a * - per. I seeded a piece of oats. It was 

I think of but one other point that corn stubble the year before, and I \ 

could rr Mee and oe is the gragged it and harrowed it very thor- i 

amount of seed to be sown to the acre. oughly, and I seeded it with oats and { 

This again varies greatly under differ- a good, heavy seeding of clover. You Ff 

ent conditions. On lands sown to clo- will remember that we had a beautiful if 

: = 
i 

ver for the first time, I would not use start of clover in Wisconsin this past } t 

less than ten pounds of the mammoth year but that a very severe drought ‘ b 

or the common red clover to the acre ensued. I watched the-clover, it came i 

and four pounds of alsike. On lands up nicely, but the drought came ca : i 

eee Leas eS very severely, and I concluded to try ' | 

“| a little ex i t. I would cut th 1 

sons. One, there is more or less clover ae ote Yad ao The hae ig 

seed in the ground, and another, that was up nicely a couple of inches or it 

the clover root microbe is abundant. gy high. I cut the oats when in the ‘a 

self Seedivg. milk, thoroughly green, and that clo- i 

I once had a find stand where no ver came on and did nicely. I pastured ‘a 

stand was intended, the ground being it quite strongly in the fall; it went . } 

supposed to be too rough for a through the severe drought, and I did q 

meadow. A crop of seed had been not find a single plant that failed. I 1 

taken and then acrop of corn, among was quite interested in it, and I called i 

which winter wheat was drilled with a neighbor of mine, by the name of ie 

a one-horse drill, thus throwing the Se as ond — to look at it. y 

undersoil to the top and the result was en he ee this St in- ‘ 

a perfect stand which was cut the next ROEUDE- © says, e have the ii 

year and then cut for seed, afterward same thing whenever we cut into our * 

being turned under for corn. I would oats for early forage for our horses. i 

not, however, risk this. I am now sow- In every one of those patches where i) 

ing winter wheat, put in on mammoth the oats were cut green the clover is ' 

clover stubble a light cast in order to standing all right, and where the oats 4 

make assurance doubly sure. went through and were harvested, the 

I have thus grouped together as clover is dead.” I have found by in- j 

much practical information as I could bonita a large number of farmers { 

in the time on a subject which I think . F the same experience. As Mr. i 

will interest you. I would be glad to x ag a said, the nurse crop { 

answer any questions that may be pro- nursed the clover to death. | It ex- f 

pounded on subjects that have not been nase the moisture and killed the 

touched upen, or upon which my mean- clover evidently. 
| 

‘ing has not been clearly understood. Mr. Everett—In addition to what Mr. | 

“fit Powell, of New York, has said, ought 

we not to add manure made on the } 

Discussion. farm to the clover crop, in order to i 

Mr. Powell—In attempting to grow maintain the phosphoric acid and 

crops with the aid of clover, without potash in the soil? | 

the application of suitable manures,, Mr. Wallace—Most certainly. Clover 

is there danger of exhausting the is a large exhauster of potash and 

potash and phosphates in the soil? | phosphoric acid. | 

. 

|
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Mr. Barnes—Which variety or vari-| in that way he established clover in 
eties of clover would you recommend | this clover sick soil. 

sowing in an apple orchard where the | Mr. Wallace—I met that same thing 

grass will not be cut off, but left to| in the beginning of my clover experi- 

grow up, and remain on the ground| ence. Gentlemen, I tell you I never 

for a permanent covering? was so puzzled with anything in my 

Mr. Wallace—I do not think it makes life in connection with agriculture as I 
much difference whether you put in| Was with the inactivity of clover on 

: the Mammoth or the common Red. If, Prairie soil. I regarded it as an insolu- 

your land is very rich, the Mammoth ble probleny until I got hold of a quo- 

! might grow too long to travel through. tation from Helreigle and Wilmarth’s 
' A mixture of Alsike and Medium clo- Work. I sent to Paris and had it 

yer would be all right. |translated, and it explained to me 
Mr. Woodward—What do you mean what had puzzled me all these years. 

by clover sickness? In plowing up a piece of raw prairie 

2 s: - and sowing it to clover, I found I 
Mr. W allace—That is one of the yon get @ pretty good stand each 

y terms that is like malaria, and a lot year, and then, as the farmers out in 

Hy of other wild phrases. It is one of) Towa express it, it began to “Peter 

i those words eeue used to oie up) out,” until I would have maybe about 

| our ignorance. Ww Ben, you oe own one quarter of a stand, and that in 

toa disease called clover sickness 'spots, and in the spots where the na- 

» I don’t know of any in this country. tive legumes grew. I found then that 
: In England they have what they call if 7 just let that stand and let the 
, “clover sickness, Which is a disease, | .ooond crop go to seed, that it would 

, and the plants die in the ground. What begin to spread all out and in about 

by I call clover sickness is when the pot-) three or four years I had a perfect 

; ash and phosphoric acid are exhausted stand of clover. I had a letter from 

t and the clover won't grow, or where Nebraska the other day, stating ex- 

7 you come to the point where nature 4 t1y that experience on new soil there. 
says you shall not grow clover and rob It means simply that that land was 

her of phosphoric acid and potash any) not inoculated with the clover mi- 
i longer. That is the only sense in which crobe. In Germany they follow the 

i , the term can be used in this country. <.me practice, and I advised a farmer 

a Mr. Faville—Is it not a fact that two years ago who could grow clover 

most of the land, especially the west, in his orchard, but nowhere else, I 
is sick from want of clover rather said, “You go to work and sow the 

than the other way? soil from your orchard over the rest 

: Mr. Wallace—Yes, there is no doubt of your land and it will be all right.” 
about it. Mr. Convey—State the plants that 

| Gov. Hoard—I° run onto a point in| will grow in this country. 

i Connecticut this year as to clover sick-| Mr. Wallace—Peas, beans, all the dif- 

MY ness. Prof. Phelps, of the Storr’s Agri- ferent varieties; in other words, 

it cultural School, gave a very interest- legumes. They all have more or less of 

f ! ing account of his experience with clo- that same quality. 

fi ver the past year and he found that, Mr. Convey—How about buckwheat? 

} on the land where he could not pro- Gov. Hoard—And “pusley?” 

i duce clover, that he could take about| Mr. Wallace—I believe that is the 

ig: six hundred pounds of dirt from land | Same family, I don’t know. 

i that did produce clover and scatter it) Mr. Kronk—Wouldn’t it be advisable 

I over the other land, as he expressed | not to try to raise the whole grain 
15 it, he “inoculated the soil with the | crop? ; 

a bacteria which belongs to clover,” and| Mr. Wallace—Yes, a great many 

il 
ay 
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farmers sow a two-thirds stand of has been offered this morning. You | 

crops when they want to .grow clover. could grow white clover in rotation } 

Mr. Gibson—I am perhaps a little every other time. The white clover did | 

familiar with clover sickness, as we not have the clover sickenss. Then you ; 

had it in England before I left to a could come in again the fourth year 

very large extent. I do not believe with your red clover. 
{ 

the cause is yet known, except what| . 
i 

. 
; 

See ease | 
y 

AMERICAN STANDARD RATION FOR DAIRY COWS. if 
' ig 

Prof. F. W. WOLL, Madison, Wis. f 
e 

We instinctively look for laws and un-| tion and nutritive value, and none of j 

derlying principles in the phenomena them vary more than the meadow hay ' 

surrounding us, and seek to regulate used as a standard; the fertility of jj 

our actions accordingly. From the the soil, the time of sowing, the length { 

hap-hazard, the go-as-you-please man- and character of the growing season, i 

ner of doing things the effort is con- the climatic conditions during the cur- iB 

stantly toward the definite, the sys-) ing, all are factors of the greatest im- 4 

tematic. In the feeding of animals | portance, and under the vague term, ; 

the earliest stage was utilization of | average meadow hay, a variety of q 

anything on hand which the animals products of greatly differing feeding 4 

would at; then experience came in and_ value will therefore be included. There i 

told us that such and such feeds were | are other weighty. reasons why a SyS- ‘H 

apt to give good results, and slowly a| tem of hay equivalents could not q 

stock of facts concerning the compara- | stand very long, but they need not be 1 

tive value of different feeds was lees forward here. {i 

cumulated. Then systems and working gitadivn wat 

theories would be formulated. oes y 
Efforts to express the relative value i 

German System. of the different cattle foods by some 

The German system of hay valaes| definite figures were continued along 4 

of the different cattle foods is the| other lines, however; Liebig, Wolff and 

earliest effort in this line. Thaer, the | Grouven, all German scientists, origi- f 

originator of the system, compared all| nated different schemes, one develop- } 

feeds with meadow hay of average ing farther the plan of the preceding { 

quality; in his table of hay values) workers, and so today, we have a sys- 

published in 1837 he gives 100 Ibs. of|tem of standard rations for the vari- f 

meadow hay as equal to any of these|ous farm animals, as the result of 

qrantities—400 to 500 Ibs. green clover, hard work and study by master minds f 

450 to 500 Ibs. green corn, 230 to 300 =| in this field, for more than half a cen- i 

straw of winter cereals and 175 to 200| tury. This system considers the con- | 

Tbs. straw of spring cereals, 40 to 50 Ibs. | tent nutrients in the various feed | 

grains, 40 to 45 Ibs. oil cake, etc. This | stuffs and the requirement of each j 

system of valuation was rather short-| animal for each group of nutrients, 

lived, however, we do not have to and is intended to show the quantities 

search long for the reason. Feeding of these necessary for the various ani- | 

stuffs, and especially the coarse cattle mals in different periods of growth, or 

foods, vary greatly in their composi-, when fed for different purposes. The | 

| 
| 

. 

|
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German system for standard rations} rations for farm animals proposed by 

as developed by Dr. Wolff, was intro-| these experimenters, were the outcome 

duced into this country fourteen years of earlier experiments in this line; they 

ago in Armsby’s Manual of Gattle were given out without any regard to 

Feeding, and has with us become syn- the cost of the feed, looking at abso- 

onomous with German feeding stand- lute, and not economical yields. Sup- 

ards. pose, e. g., we find that a cow will 

Th question of rational feeding ef give 20 Ibs. of milk a day, ona ration 

farm animals has been a fertile field containing two pounds of digestible 

for theorizing, and a good deal of dog- protein; now, if the protein be in- 

) matic preaching has been done by creased to 2.5 Ibs. a day, feeding other- 

{ writers on agricultural subjects in this wise in about the same way, we may 

; country and out of it. While I have expect a daily yield of say 22 Ibs. but 

r the greatest admiration for the early it may easily happen that the cost of 

; German investigators in this field, the the ration will be increased more than 

4 pioneers, who taught us nearly all we the two pounds of milk gained will 

i know about the laws of animal nutri- bring. What becomes then of the econ- 

i; tion, and about the office of the dif- omy of the more nitrogenous feeding? 

if ferent nutrients in animal economy, 1 I have this criticism to make of the 

t have none of the same feeling for German standard rations, with their 

YS many of their numerous followers who | nutritive ratios,—and it seems to me 

a4 swear by anything the leaders say, and that it is a very grave criticism,—that 

Hy proceed to enlighten their fellow be-| they are theoretical, pure and simple, 

+t ings concerning the proper solution of in so far as they do not take view of 

} their problems, without considering the economy of the various feeds; 

- the variations in the requirements of “such and such feed rations produce 

i} different animals or the multiplicity of the best, the highest results in milk 

ot phenomena of life. _and milk solids, hence feed this way.” 

rt Nitrogenous Ration. | Profitable Combinations, 

We have an illustration of this mat-| This is an entirely fallaceous guide : 

ter in the dogmatic way in which we to offer those in need of help; what 

have been told we must feed our dairy the farmer wants to know is not what 

cows, in order to obtain the best re- kind of feeds and what nutritive ele- 

sults. In the study of this subject, the ments will give the highest results, but 

; German experimenters soon found that what feeds and what combinations 

the relatively highest production of will give the most profitable returns. 

milk and butter could only be ob- The one question is one of physiolog- 

tained when the cows receive a highly jcal chemistry, the other is one of prac- 

nitrogenous ration, one containing a tical economics. It is the former sys- 

large quantity of digestible protein. tem offered by German scientists, and 

This is necessary for the rapid build- jndiscriminating followers of them, it 

; ing up of the cells of the milk glands, ig the other which American experi- 

the raw material of the milk; the more ment stations are slowly working out, 

liberal supply of protein therefore, up and concerning which they are gather- 

to the limit of the capacity of the glands jng more and more data. 

of each cow, the greater the flow of Here we deal more especially with 

milk. The best ratio between the ni- the feeding of dairy cows; the so- 

| trogenous to non-nitrogenous nutrients, called German standard ration which 

according to Wolff is 1:5 or 1:5.4, that pas been directly transferred to our 

is, the ratio found in good pasture conditions and preached to us as the 

grass. only way to salvation, says to feed 

Cost not Considered. 21-2 Ibs. of digestible protein daily to 

¥ This ratio, as well as all standard a cow, with 12.5 Ibs. of digestible carbo- 

al eee
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hydrates and .4 Ibs. of digestible fat, | difficulty to overcome for many dairy 

in order to obtain the best results; farmers. 

now, as against this standard we find Wise Feeding. 

that our best American dairymen, suc: Our experience teaches us, however, 

cessful business men) of superior intel- that feeding a good supply of concen- 

ligence and experience do not feed trated feed stuffs rich in protein is ° 

much more than 2 Ibs. of digestible along the line of wisdom; with market i 

protein, about 13 Ibs. of digestible car- prices for protein foods and starchy 

bohydrates, and about .7 Ibs. digesti- foods about similar, select the former; 

ble fat, a ration containing about with prices higher for protein foods 

seven times as large a quantity of non- feed only enough of them to bring the ! 

nitrogenous nutrients, against 5.4 in nutritive ratio down to about a3. { 

the German ration. This is an aver- Corn fodder, corn silage, or ordinary ‘ 

age of 128 American rations for dairy hay, with grourd cereals do not coL- 

cowsas actually fed in different herds, tain flesh-forming substances in suf- | 

and its teachings therefore come with ficient quantities to produc? the most t 

a gool deal of weight; from the large economical results, and must be sup- 5 

mass ¢f material entering into this ra- plemented by some protein foods, like ‘ 

tion, as well as from the character of clover hay, or feeds like bran, shorts, i 

the evilence we may be justified in malt sprouts, gluten meal, or the dif. 

naming i an American standard ration fereut kinds of oil meal. In the selec- i 

for dairy cows, as distinguished from tion of these, the farmer must care- 

the Germin ration spoken of. fully consider the market price of each { 

feed stuff. Our knowledge of the ; 

The Practical Ration. chemical composition of the feeds, and . 

che practkal importance of the sub- of thelr digestibitity. in so far as we { 

ject lies in this, that the feeding stuffs Know. We nalts ee is ee ae — \ 

rich in protei: are our most expensive a here be of goo! service to us. oe 

foods; the cos\ of the ration is there- | Feeds on the Farm. "7 

fore increased by feeding much of While the feeds on hand must decide ’ 

them. We have abundant supplies of which of these feed stuffs are the most \ 

carbohydrates (ie, starch, sugar, etc.) valuable for our purpose, we may say, | j 

in our coarse fodlers, corn silage and jn general, that there is ordinarily no t 

fodder, hay and yrains; we usually great difference in the feeding value of ! 

have to go outside ¢ our regular farm the cereals and the mill refuse feeds; 3 

products for a good \upply of protein; wheat bran at $12 is cheaper than ' 

hence the less we ned of them, the oats at 25 cents a bushel or more; 4 

better. We may thendepend largely wheat at 50 cents a bushel may be con- { 

upon our staple Cr0js, corn, hay, sidered of similar value as corn at $16 : 

grains, when the price of the latter per ton, or barley at 40 cents per 

allows them to be fed wit advantage, bushel. As between the linseed meal 

and each need only reinfore the same or cotton seed meal on one hand, and 

py smaller quantities of prtein foods. the bran or oats on the other, the lat- 

like refuse feeds from flot and oil ter are usually the cheaper feeds at 

meals, ete. If a farmer armgnges to our ordinary market prices; compara- | 

have clover hay on hand, and \ats and. tive feeding experiments of oil meal 

peas, he will have all the proten sub- refuse feeds and of cereals or flour ' 

stances needed for the proper qutri- mill refuse feeds have failed to show ! 

tion of his dairy cows, and will b. in- any great superiority of oil meals over + 

dependent of millers, oil compates, the last mentioned feeds. Thus, cotton | 

distillers or brewers. The cash outhy seed meal was found only one-fifth | 

for concentrated feeds which ma; more valuable than corn for inilk pro- i 

come easy to the capitalist, is a hard duction at the Pennsylvania station, | 

: I
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and oil meal only slightly more valua- | increase not the cost of the mainte- 

ble than corn meal, at our own station. | nance of the cow, but only her produc- 

As the price of oil meal is usually | tive capacity. Hence we find that the 

about 50 per cent. higher than corn | best dairymen are heavy feeders and 

meal, and double that of bran, while are feeding each cow in their herds to 

*the difference Is still greater between | her full capacity. : 

these and cotton seed meal, it is evi- | Heavy Feeding Pays. 

dent that at our Wisconsin prices. we | ]¢ js almost the unanimous testimony 

ought not, as a rule, feed more of of our most successful dairymen, that 
these feeds than is necessary to fur- heavy feeding pays, that nothing but 

) nisl variety and stimulate the app@- | }jperal feeding pays, and that the 

t tites of the cows; in this respect they farmer who does not feed his cows 

% possess a value that cannot be meas- with a liberal hand will not obtin 
a ured by their protein content or the good results. 

. content of any other single component. | yp closing I would recommend all 

a) When we further consider the manu- qairymen present who are anxiots to 

4 rial value of the various feed stuffs, the improve their business, to study care- 
bh oil mill refuse feeds and other highly fully the bulletin just issued fron our 

it nitrogenous feeds have the advantage, Experiment Station on the sysem of 

it aa eee eat ae nese feeding dairy cows practiced by one 

i n fertilizing ingredients than do the pyndred dairymen and breelers; I 

} drome feeds: have gathered in the bulletin tae views 

; Vary With Animals, ‘of successful farmers on peed enh 

ij Rations for dairy cows must vary Jects cont ected with the seeding o 

i with the animals fed, the stage of lac- milch cows, and believe tha: there are 

: tation, the system of farming fol- many suggestions brought out in the 

t lowed, and many other conditions. It statements which will prove of impor- 

; P might therefore seem futile to speak tance to eee farmer wl0 is studying 

: of feeding standards and of fixed ra- how to realize greater gins from his 

tions. This may safely be done, how- dairy. 

ever, if we remember that the rations | ay eae 

; allow of considerable latitude; the Discusspn. 

: quantities given are for good cows of, Mr. Daly—What de you consider the u 

F medium weight in full flow of milk, and difference between che old process oil 

a any dairy farmer will then know that meal and the new jrocess? 

@ cow at the last stages of lactation,| Prof. Woll—In /d process oil meal 

or a poorly yielding cow ought to re- the oil is pressedout, and more of the 

{ ceive less feed, while an extraordinar- fat is left in te refuse, and conse- 

ily rich milker must have more to do quently it is ne as highly nitrogenous 

; her best. The grain feeding niay as the new press oil meal, where the 

amount to 8 to 10 Ibs. a day per cow; fat is extractd by a solvent and taken 

our best feeders give as much as 10 to out more coupletely. New process oil 

; 12 Ibs. At the 90 day breed test in Chi- meal has pt as a rule been found as 

cago last summer the Jersey and the satisfactow a feed for dairy cows as 

Guernsey cows were fed 20 Ibs. of the old yocess, however, and old pro- 

i grain feeds a day, on an average, and cess mel is preferred by most dairy- 

a] the Shorthorns 18 1-2 Ibs., but very men atthe present. 

J few farmers have cows that willstand| Mr. McKerrow—Is not that small 

such intense feeding, and give returns pere@tage of oil in the old process 

for the same in the milk pail. Any me# of advantage on account of its 

good cow will stand up to 12 Ibs. or stmulating effect upon the digestive 

‘thereabout, however; and this must be o%aus of the animal? 

. remembered that by heavy feeding we! Pref. Woll—Yes, I think it is. The 

De cen iit iain tale te alee
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fat is a wonderful heat producer and|balanced ration, but it seems to me 

stimulant. | there is something else to be taken into q 

Gov. Hoard—I think Prof. Woll did account. You could formulate a bal- 

not bring out one fact as he ought to. anced ration that the chemist would 

He says that oil meal was found to be say was balanced, and the cow, 

only one-fifth better at the Experiment wouldn’t do well on it at all. We 

Station than corn meal. With my own could take straw for instance, and oil 

cows I find that corn meal has a phys- | meal and bran so as to make a bal- 

iological effect upon the cows that oil anced ration and the cow would not 

meal does not; for instance, I fed a eat it and wouldn’t do well. We must 

three-quarter-bred Jersey cow as high cater to her appetite; she must like it, 

as fourteen pounds of corn meal a day, must be able to digest it. You might f 

and she took it and gave me in ninety fix the ration for me that the chemist ‘ 

days 3,240 pounds of milk, and by the would say is all right, but if I don’t t 

Babcock test, 160 pounds of butter. I want to eat it I won’t eat it. ; 

took another cow and fed her and) Mr. Woodward—I think that Prof. f 

carried along the experiment. She Woll did not sufficiently emphasize the i 

y was a native cow, and I undertook to yalue of succulent feed in a cow’s ra- } 

see whether she would take that same tion. I find in my experience that a { 

amount of corn meal and carry it, but cow will eat about one-third more of 

I found that cow would not take over the rich grain feed with plenty of suc- t 

eight pounds of corn meal without she culents than she will without it, and ' 

would stop at once and go right to put- | she will digest and pay for it. I have ' 

ting it on her ribs. The dairy tendency kept cows for many years, not for { 

in the Jersey was so high that she sympathy or companionship, or any- { 

would take a larger amount of corm thing of that kind; if I can get $2 out i 

meal. In the oil meal we don’t have of a cow in a month, extra in profit, ' 

that undesirable effect that you do in phy crowding her, I am going to do it, i 

corn meal, and I think that this fact and I don’t care how soon she wears j 

should be carried along with it. Oil out. We do not give this matter of i 

meal is not fattening to the same ex- succulents sufficient attention. i 

tent that corn meal is. Mr. Trigg—Do you not consider | 

Prof. Woll—Would you consider it shorts of much more value than bran? ‘i 

: advisable to feed fourteen pounds of prof. Woll—That will depend on | 

corn meal a day to a milch cow? what other feeds you have to go with t 

Gov. Hoard—I would if she would jt, I think that the market price of 1 

pay for it, I would feed her twenty the feeds indicates very nearly the rela- ' 

pounds if she would pay for it. tive value of them. Shorts are usually \ 

Prof. Woll—How many cows would a dollar or two higher than bran and ; 

pay for it? I consider them somewhat more valua- 

Gov. Hoard—How many cows are ble, but no cast iron rule can be given 4 

good cows? as regards the relative value of them. 

Mr. Martin—How many pounds of oil Prof. Henry—The Wisconsin Experi- 

meal can be fed per day toa dairy ment Station publishes an annual re- 

cow? port and not less than four bulletins 

Prof. Woll—I would not feed more a year. The last bulletin is entitled 

than two pounds at any one time. “One Hundred American Rations for 

Where you are making butter, and Dairy Cows.” That bulletin contains 

therefore have to look out for its qual- the condensed reports of over one thou- 

ity, it is not safe to feed more than sand letters. That is free to every 

one pound a day of any one kind of oil farmer in Wisconsin who will address i 

meal. a postal card to the Agricultural Ex- 

Mr. Goodrich—I like this idea of a|periment Station at Madison. j
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Mr. Woodward—We get those bulle- | this butter in New York City.” I says, 

tins down in New York, and I want to ‘fo how many customers?’ “To the 

say that this one just spoken of is same customers, for all this length of 

worth its weight in gold to any dairy- time,” he says. Then I said, “that ex- 

man who will take it and read it. |plains it exactly. You change your 

Mr. Powell—(Of New York.) Workers | customers and you will have a kick 

in Farmers’ Institutes sometimes run immediately. Your customers have got 

across some very interesting facts used to this quality of butter, and so 

among practical farmers. I made the they keep on buying it. You change 

same statement at a Farmers’ Insti-| your customer and you will ruin your 

) tute in New York that Prof. Woll has trade.” On further inquiry I discov- 

$1) made here, that I considered two) ered that he had shorthorn cows that 

4 pounds of oil meal as much as could | weighed from 1,300 to 1,400 pounds. 

7] be judiciously fed on account of affect- ‘That accounted for it again, for a 

if ing the quality of the butter. A very Shorthorn, of course, will take a great 

i! practical farmer rose up in the audi- deal more than a Jersey. That much 

| ence and said, “I am feeding ten will ruin a Jersey. 

;° pounds per day of oil meal to my cows, Prof. Woll--Our conditions here in 

{ and have pursued this practice for the west are very different from those 

| twelve years. What have you got to in the east as far as the cost of feeds 

oi say about that?’ Well, it looked like are concerned, and the same rule as 

i, a poser for a moment, and it seemed | to which feeds are preferable will not 

+i as if the practical farmer had the best apply to both sections. In the east 

j of the Institute instructor. I finally | you have to pay from $20 to $24 a ton 

ei turned upon him by asking him the) for bran, while we get it here for about 

' question: “Who are your customers, | $14, with oil mill refuse feeds but little 

y where is your trade for this butter?” |more expensive in the east than 

‘ “Well,” he says, “I have always sold | with us. 

7 ao Se ee ens 
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; SELECTION AND CARE OF DAIRY CATTLE. 

H. C. TAYLOR, Orfordville, Wis. 

The topic assigned me by the super- ing, that you may have something to 

intendent may be subject to more than , Select from. 

one construction. If the object is sim- | Selection of Foundation Stock. 

ply to so equip the dairyman that he} Selection then, commences when you 
. can go into his neighbor's herd and se- ' puy the sire and dam of the future 

3 lect the cow he wants to buy, he may dairy cow. The dairyman having in 
meet those circumstances over which | view the best results in direct dairy 

4 he has no control. It is therefore an ' products and having also in view what 

: unsafe and laborious and expensive jn the natural course of events will 

way to secure the cow wanted. If, on surely happen, namely that he will 

the contrary, it is admitted, as I ver- have surplus stock to sell, will select 
ily believe it must be, that the only for copulation male and female with 

safe place to go for the dairy cow is |rot only pedigree of authentic record, 

among those of your own breeding !put will require the best attainable 

Bi then it involves the question of breed-'eyjdence of their individual and an- 

a ll lil eae
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cestral performance. Having these heat that inclement season, it 's mete 
is in a position to start. Start with that we give the subject our most care- 
few or many as his circumstances ful consideration. Shelter, food, drink, 

justify. Successful dairying then, we care, how shall these indispensibles be 
believe to be inseparably connected secured and how applied are questions 1 

with breeding, and selection not only | that call loudly for intelligent answers. 
involves a choice of breeds but a | Men who will furnish answers on call 
choice of individuals of that breed. are plenty, but the man who can give 

The basis of improved dairying is se- the right answer to fit all cases has 4 

lection of cows. Feeding, training not been born yet, so various are the 
and handling surely are factors of in- conditions. 

fluence, but cannot be said to be the , j 

basis of progressive dairying. Selec- Environment. , 

tion both develops and perpetuates) Having some little experience and 

chosen qualities. The unrivaled excel- some opportunities for observation I 

lence of our different breeds of domes- venture, not without a sense of diffi- ; 

tie animals, each filling a special pur- dence, to offer a few suggestions. 1st, | 

pose in animal industry is in the Shelter. Your stable may be costly or j 

breed inborn, inherited, transmitted it may be cheap, but it must be warm. | 

from generation to generation. The How many stables are there in Wis- j 

first day of a calf’s life is the day on consin where the mercury will not go | 

which selection proper commences. below 50 degrees in the coldest ‘ 

On that day, as well as at any future weather? Many, I hope, but I fear ' 

day, malformation may be detected there are more where it will go below j 

and if any such exist the calf should 30 degrees. Cows kept in a stable t 

be rejected. If it is selected it should where water will freeze and where an i 

reteive its mother’s milk for four to six axe is one of the tools needed in remov- 7. 

days, then taught to drink, and gradu- ing the excreta will soon convince you “a 

ally brought to a skimmilk ration, ac- that winter dairying is not what it is | 

companied with oats, bran, and clover cracked up to be. But without steam | 

hay. This calf should be grown with or other artificial heat you say it is t 

an idea of developing a healthy, nearly impossible to build a barn that | 

strong animal, but not a fat one and will not freeze. Granted, if you leave ' 

from the first day to maturity should the barn empty for any length of | 

receive no check in its growth. time. This brings us face to face with ' 

Points of a Good Cow. the question, How much exercise does { 

If you ask me what constitutes a the cow need? Different men will d 

good cow I would reply, 1st. A good give different answers. If you prefer 4 

cow must be a good feeder and have to follow in the footsteps of your f 

good assimilating powers,—four to nine “jllustrious predecessors” afford your 

years old, an easy milker, kind dispo- COWS the luxury of all out doors, corn 

sition, not necessarily large, medium Stalks in the field and water in the 

size preferred and thoroughly feminine brook included, from the rising of the 

in her organization. 2d. A good cow sun until the going down thereof. A 

is characterized for an inherent ten- Why, God help you, you had better 

dency to convert her food into milk dry your cows off in the fall and wait 

and an organization especially adapted for the June grass to build up the 

to that work. These are largely the skeleton and get them ready to begin 

result of breeding. Dairying in winter their work about the middle of sum- 

is a modern invention and as to some mer and be dried off again in Novem- 

methods it is not strange that “Doctors ber. Then if you would have a winter 

. disagree,” as success or failure de- dairy, keep your cows in the barn mst 

pends largely—we might say almost of the time. Some successful dairy- 

entirely—on the treatment of the cow men would say all the time. The barn 

| 
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keeps the cows warm—the cows keep | Ration for Dairy Cows. 

the barn warm. | The best ration that I know of is 

Exercise. | 26 : - oe matter daily to a 

- cow in full flow of milk. 1 part ni- 

But how about exercise? Domes- trogenous food, 6 parts ait 

tic animals need to be trained and food, 2 parts kindness and 2 parts en- 
handled with an eye single to the thusiasm. 

service we require of them. We ‘The dairyman must have good food 

give our horses exercise and plenty and he must have cheap food. Of 

\ of it; their usefulness in this world de- | gourse you either have now or will 

) pends on their ability to go along; have a silo. Estimate all your stock, 

iH whereas the usefulness of the cow de- horses, cattle, sheep, into cows for 

n pends largely on her ability to st&nd eating capacity. Allow 4 tons, 200 cu- 

7 still. In this direction the dairy cows pje feet of corn ensilage for each cow. 

ti from ee peaenels Islands ees been Gut up and carefully shock all corn 

i trained or generations, perhaps for that does not go into the silo. Do this 

fi ages. They seek their food at home, when the ears are glazed and the 

( within short distances, and that under | giaiks yet green. AS you commence 

ih the immediate guidance of the coun- feeding ensilage, commence hauling in 

i try maid and the tether. If you want the corn, put in through your ensilage 

iy rustlers, go to the ranches of the plains eytter, ears and all. Mix with ensilage 

it, and buy the full aieee of the to equal parts, turn on the hose and 

iH steer. This affiant happens to know sprinkle to a condition a little more 

} that the Jersey cow Islip Lennox moist than the ensilage. Allow it to 

i 31,703, a cow standing well up in the jay 12 hours in your feeding hall when 

iF Columbian Dairy breed test at Jack- you will find it all warm, and the cat- 

ni son Park, when mane her famous ‘je and all stock will eat the whole of 

i year’s record of 712 1-2 pounds of but- jt and relish it too; and you will be 

é|: nonaiel eee oe pheeet se surprised to see how much stock that 
or x e middle of Oc- i i 

\ tober, 1890, and the 1st of May, 1891 patch of corn will winter. If anyone 

* et May, ares makes you believe that it is not a well 

fy In the Minnesota herd where she was pajanced ration, and the professors will 

yt then owned, all cattle, young and old, py ¢o, tell them you will add some oat- 

} were handled in the same way that meal, or oil meal, or wheat bran. 

tf year, and all subsequent years. That -~pis makes you independent of a hay 

; herd has been fairly successful both in crop. Don’t husk your corn and leave 

i the dairy and in the show ring. |the stalks (a good half of the crop) to 

Food Elements. | “wither in the wintry blast and waste 

: _ |their sweetness on the desert air.” 

There are before me in this room 

7 men who can tell you all about it. | Watering. 

So much nitrogenous food and so much | We are located in a prairie country. 

carbonaceous food. About one part | We depend largely on some kind of 

, nitrogenous to six parts canning process to raise our water 

. : The average dairyman uses about 1| from wells. Raise it to a level just 

to 7. The wider the ration the cheaper i, than the ceiling of your stable. 

i and poorer the milk. The narrower Then with gas pipes and a bit of 

3 the ration the more expensive and | hose place it before every animal 

richer the milk. The standard formu- in the barn and keep it there. They 

Jas laid down by our Experiment Sta- | will drink a great many times a day. 

tions are a useful guide and an aid to ‘As to Flesh. Don’t be afraid to feed 

a better system of feeding, but should | well when cows are dry lest they be 

i; never supplant the judgment of the in too high flesh at time of parturition. 

painstaking dairyman. It is held by many that good flesh in- 

. ad
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vites milk fever. I think a fleshy con- |few days,-Remember the cow has more 

dition is often confounded with and | or less fever at this time; her tempera- 

taken for a plethoric condition. The | ture ranging from 103 to 103 1-2 or 

two are very different. One indicates |even 104 degrees is often reached with- 

health and strength; the other an ex- lout any apparent disturbance. For 

cess of fiuids in the system and in a | this reason coupled with the fact that 

sense is disease. Many men are feed- she is a mother, performing the func- 

ing dry cows as well as those in milk tion of maternity, she is a sick cow, and j 

with the sole purpose of bringing up in all cases should be treated as such. 

their flesh as a reserve force to fall ‘Twenty-four hours previous to parturi- 

back upon when they are called on to tion we administer 1-2 oz. of nitrate of 

do their best work in the dairy. These potash in 1 Ib. of salts. After freshen- { 

men are having no more milk fever ing she should receive 10 drops of { 

in their herd than other men. aconite twice a day to counteract the 

Stable Fastenings. ‘ fever. If she is a heavy milker give 

I do not like to put my cows in no slop food for a week or until the | 

stanchions. They seem rigid. They danger period is passed. Don’t expect { 

should be so tied as to give sufficient a2 increased flow of milk until the y 

latitude to turn their heads and allow fever subsides and she resumes a nor- { 

them to reach any part of their bodies mal condition. j 

with their tongues. Make the platform Development up to Capacity. 

on which they stand wider at one end! Then give increased rations three ‘ 

than on the other to accommodate times a day, gradually bringing her up { 

cows of various sizes, use plenty of to her full capacity, which should not | 

bedding. If corn stalks are more be reached under two months, always j 

plenty than straw put them through remembering that the more a cow pro- 

the cutter and they make good bed- duces the more she is able to produce t 

ding. Keep the cows clean. Take the and that a cow well wintered is half \ 

time that your neighbor uses in driv- summered. If you have made a wise { 

ing his cows off down to the corn selection in this cow and do your duty { 

stalk field in the morning, and in to her as your interests demand, you | 

watching his dog bring them up at will soon become an enthusiastic dairy- | 

night, and go carefully over them with man. My friends, it is enthusiasm all j 

a card and brush. along the line we need. Did you ever \ 

Pare at Calving. think it is the enthusiasm of the { 

After having used all possible care preacher that drives convincing truth i 

in selecting the cow; and after YOU home to the heart of the sinner? That 4 

have religiously resolved to treat her j; jg enthusiasm of the physician that i 

with kindness and consideration your brings to bear his best medical skill bi 

profits for the year all depend on the that aids nature in restoring the sick 

treatment you give her for 30 dayS man. So it is the constant heavy ra- 
after freshening. Give special atten- tion of enthusiasm that causes the cow 

tion to her general condition and to respond to good selection and train- 
health prior to this time,—a prosperous. ing So my hearers, in all of your 

thriving. up-grade condition preferred. dairy enterprise in getting milk, cream, 

It is after freshening that all the skil! putter and cheese, I beg of you get a 

and judgment of the herdsman is thysiasm. 

called for. She should have a box- 

stall and in winter weather should be 

kept blanketed and absolutely free Discussion. 

from draughts of cold air for 30 days. Mr. Hennessey—Some of us would 

All water given should have the chill like. Mr. Taylor to explain the pvints 

taken off and she should receive small of difference in the two illustrations on 

quantities frequently, especially for a the board. 

}
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oe — = De a the oe e feeding silage, but there is ab- 

‘ ke selves to you| solutely a necessity to administer aco- 

dairymen. You have eyes and you can nite to counteract the fever after par- 

see that there is a difference in these | turition. If there is a tendency to- 

ae ee ae ae pedigreed | wards milk fever this will counteract 

on = ree a oe ae = aE eg milk fever sets in, then you 

' 2] o bear upon| have all the effect of this aconite ac- 

en ot Be ee Cale ee ee “ is animal throug! 

different lines of producing different | Mr. Powell—I am very thoroughly 

) human foods. One has been bred for| impressed by the point you made of 

f generations with the idea of convert- | comfort to this cow. We are here in 

i ing farm products into flesh; she has) a winter climate attempting to carry 

1) — of er that would pot on dairying which requires the condi- 

Sa Nee be i mie » es os ee 
i s. e ow far can we go on breeding the 

ft cow has been trained for hundreds| dairy cow and securing that sais im- 

hi of years with the distinctive purpose| portant principle of strong vitality in 

\ of one ee peoncl - aa t her constitution, in order that she may 

t an utter. e has not a drop of| be large in her productive power and 

} j beef-producing elements in her blood.| at the same time not do this at, the 

if Mr. Woodward—Mr. Taylor, do you, cost of the same principle in her off- 

it think those animals came from the) spring. In other words, can we con- 

fe same animal originally? tinue for generations to come, strong 

HH Mr. Taylor—I think they did. vital power and good health in the 

be Mr. Woodward—Then don’t you! conditions under this system of close 

Fae think it would be possible to change | housing? 

Fi, one type into the other in the course) Mr. Taylor—As I understand the 

; t of ee : y : = ai question it is: Can we keep our cows 

f Mr. Taylor—You are too old, an |in the barn and follow this system 

; am too old to take up that question. | without sacrificing their vital force or 

It might be possible, but not profit-| energy? I think we can. When a cow 

ot ue a ued ie . je down and chews her cud she is 

cP r. Woodward—The poin want to! working. A horse, when he trots or 

; get at is this. There was something | runs, is doing his work. That is spe- 

produced that change. Now, was that) cifically the work for which we will 

; something selection or feed? | raise the cow. She will stand still all 

So Se ee 
which embody the sum total of animal| Mr. Trigg—Would ane feeding car- 

industry comes from selection. i -—" the necessity of giving 

Mr. Woodward—Is it selection first her salts ¢ 

: or feed first? ‘ | Mr. Taylor—Yes. : 

Mr. Taylor—Selection first; then feed | Mr. Trigg—Mr. Taylor said it was 

and care comes along. | injurious to feed immediately after 

Dr. Porter—Do you think it is neces- | calving, within the first week. How 

sary to give the cow just before calv-| would it operate to feed roots, carrots 

ps ing those salts and afterwards a dose or potatoes? 

3 of aconite? Is not that process physi- Mr. Taylor—It would be an excellent 

ological and not pathologie2l? feed. I meant, of course, that we do 

Mr. Taylor—I give this dose of salts not give them any heavy feed. such 

previous to parturition if there is any as corn meal; we give them a little 

tendency to constipation. If not, I do. oil meal three times a day, to keep the 

: not administer it. There is no need bowels loose. The cow should always 

——
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be in the hospital when she freshens. | Mr. Arnold—Do you consider from q 

Give her a little water, she will thank | one to six a ration for all your cows? 

you for it in a thousand ways. She is| Mr. Taylor—We vary it one to seven 

a sick animal, bear that in mind, and/|and sometimes one to five, when we 

she cannot produce good milk when | get an extra good cow. 

she has a fever. When the fever| Mr. Carlyle—Do you warm the water 

comes down increase her feed, but do for your cows in the winter? 

not get her up to her full capacity be-| Mr. Taylor—We warm it out of 

fore two months. | doors, and water twice a day. Cows 

Mr. Everett—What do you mean by | that are in full flow of milk we water 

*being independent of hay? | three times a day, the temperature of 

Mr. Taylor—You have so much | the water is about 60 degrees. 

coarse feed that if you haven’t any| Mr. McKerrow—How much feed can 

clover hay you can buy bran anda good cow use daily? 

other things. Every dairyman ought! Mr. Taylor—If she is worthy a place 

to raise a crop of clover hay to go| in your dairy she ought to eat eighteen 

along in connection with silage, but if | pounds a day when she is in full flow j 

you haven’t got it, don’t be seared. |of milk and doing her best work. I 

Your grain crop will carry you) have got them in my herd to eat up 

through; that oil meal and oat meal | to twenty-four pounds. If I had a cow 

Mr. Everett—How long do you let like Gov. Hoard’s, that would eat 

your calves stay in the barn? fourteen pounds of corn meal a day, { 

Mr. Taylor—From four to six days. |I would dress her in fancy silk. We 

Mr. McKerrow—Do you draw all the | feed about forty pounds of corn silage 

milk from the udder of this cow for early in the morning, besides the eight- 

the first few days? een pounds, of course, that is, concen- 

Mr. Taylor—No, sir, we don’t. A trated feed. The cow that can take 

cow that has a very large udder, we a large portion of concentrated food 

milk partially, from each teat. is what you are after. I do not count 

Mr. Philips—Do you allow the cow | the corn in the silage among the con- 

to drink the first milk? centrated food. 

Mr. Taylor—No, sir. .Gov. Hoard—Give us your ration. 

Mr. Cronk—How do you raise the| Mr. Taylor—From four to six pounds } 

calf, indoors or outdoors? of corn meal, one and a half of oil {q 

Mr. Taylor—He doesn’t go out doors meal, four pounds of bran, four pounds 

until the warm weather, next summer. | of oats. I don’t care how you make 

Mr. McCullough—Why is it you do up this ration so that you get about 

not draw off all the milk right after | fourteen pounds of digestible organic ; 

parturition? matter and feed it in the proportion : 

Mr. Taylor—Men who have made of about one to six or seven, it is all 

this a study advise not to do it, as right; study the characteristics of your 

it is apt to collapse the udder to such cow and give her what she can take. 

an extent as to invite inflammation,| Mr. Everett—What did Brown Bessie 

which might run into milk fever. have? 

Mr. Arnold—It seems to me that we Mr. Taylor—Brown Bessie was fed 

should lay as much stress upon the twenty-six pounds for her regular ra- 

feeding and handling as upon the | tion in the test. 

breeding of a cow, to produce the re- Mr. Goodrich—What are you going to 

sults shown in these two, and in that do with all such cows as Brown Bes- 

respect I would criticise Mr. Taylor’s| sie, after they are nine years old? 

paper. 
| Mr. Taylor—I am contemplating 

Mr. Martin—Do you milk before caly- building apartments in the barn to 

ing? 
keep them in if they are good ones. 

Mr. Taylor—No, sir. | Mr. Martin—Ain’t the majority of
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our dairy cows, after nine years, of | cow. Then that lasts them until pretty 

more profit than before? | near noon. In the middle of the fore- 

Mr. Taylor—Not in the dairy. The| noon they are watered. At noon they 

best thing to do with a worn out dairy | are turned out a few minutes and the 

cow is to sell her right off. stables cleaned, the cows put back 

Mr. Martin—How many cows at nine and given twenty pounds more silage. 

years old are worn out in our country?| At night they get a grain ration in 

Mr. Taylor—It is according to how | the manger, and then the hay ration. 

they have been treated. They ought We are working our cows for a full 

to be worn out when they are nine| flow of milk and we feed three times 

) years old. a day. We study the likes and dig- 

in Mr. Mertin—Wouldn’t it pay to keep likes of the cow, give them what they 

Si such a cow as Brown Bessie for breed-| want and encourage them to take 
>}! ing? more. You want to watch carefully 

a Mr. Taylor—Yes, sir. | that you don’t overfeed, and you can 

i Mr. Woodward—You think there is work her up to such a pitch that she 

; | such a thing as a worn out cow? | will give more and more milk. We 

Bi Mr. Taylor—I mean she will stop had a cow a little while ago; she fresh- 

{ 1 giving you large returns for the feed | ened the 28th day of November, and 

rr you give her. I had great hopes of her. I thought 

fi Mr. Woodward—I had a cow in my she was in a nice thrifty condition. 

; herd that the maa said he couldn’t She was kept indoors from November 

Bi spend time to whittle sticks to put on till spring. Then I hought some cows 

Bit her horns, and she was the best cow | of Mr. Foster, 2nd among them was 

i, I ever owned. this one. They took them out of the 

Bi Mr. Taylor—That is the kind of cow barn when it was 23 degrees below 

a to hold. zero and took them to my farm, and 

h Dr. Porter—I wish you would tell it made a set-back. When she fresh- 

at the occasion of Brown Bessie’s death. ened in November I said, “We are 

| It has been claimed that she died from going to get a cracker out of this 

a} overfeeding. cow.” In fifteen days she was giving 

Mr. Taylor—Oh, no. She wais,in over twenty-two pounds and it was 

pu splendid shape the morning that they rich, pretty near seven per cent. The 

Br shipped her; she was feeling as good milk kept increasing until we got it 

} as could be, so glad to get out of that up to thirty-two pounds, and it was 

: hot place. She felt the heat very still rich. We weren’t satisfied. We 

q much, not having very much muscle, put two pounds of ground oats into a 

being in a soft condition. They put pail of water and let it stand about an 

| her in a car on a very hot day, and hour. We filled the pail full of water 

shipped her down as far as South Chi- and gave it to her at half past nine 

eago, on the Lake Shore, and there and again at half past three in the 

they stopped and left her there for afternoon; that was the first; then we 

several hours, subject to the lake wind; gradually increased the water until we 

she got acute inflammation of the got a pailful of slop. Finally we got 

lungs and died, the most lamentable to six pounds of ground oats in the 

death that ever occurred in Jersey his- slop. It had a wonderful effect in 

tory. stimulating the milk production. She 

! Mr. Meyrick—How do you feed this went to thirty-nine and a half pounds. 

feed? Then we had a fall of temperature 

Mr. Taylor—We feed hay, two or down to 23 degrees, and she fell in 

three pounds; we then milk her, and her milk, but during the week she 

feed her a grain ration dry. After made thirty-five pounds of milk daily, 

' breakfast she gets twenty pounds of and produced 19 pounds and 4 ounces 

| corn silage, according to the cow, every | of putter. The next week she did 

a aie eee
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almost the same thing within two, Mr. Hennessey—Do you keep them in 

ounces. W» have followed that same, stanchions? 

plan of increasing the flow of milk! Mr. Taylor—I was in hopes you 

with other cows. The stimulation of, vouldn’t ask me that. I do keep them | 

this cow to the secretion of milk is In stanchions. My only excuse is that 

what does it,—intelligence does it, and. it is a matter of habit. 

enthusiasm,—the kind that causes you) Mr. Rapager—How do you like the 

to get up in the night and go to the Bidwell tie? 

barn to nurse a little calf and feed| Mr. Taylor—That is an excellent 

the cow and give her a drink of warm thing. I am going to build a new barn q 

water. 
soon and put them in. 

Gov. Hoard—Do you take special, Mr. Woodward—Do you expect that 

eare to clean the mangers to prevent the calves of these heifers that you 

the souring and the accumulation of have been developing will be better 

bad and distasteful and unhealthy fer-| than their mothers? 

ments? 
Mr. Taylor—I do, because they de- 

Mr. Taylor—Yes, sir. We have velop capacity, a quality which in our 

found that it will accumulate under domestic animals is desirable. F 

the boards, and about the boards it Mr. Woodward—How do you develop 

will become soaked and the cow won’t the quality, by selection or by feed? 

c eat at all. We feed in a box, each) Mr. Taylor—By selection first, by per- 

cow by herself, and that box jis scalded petuating certain qualities. 
. 

very thoroughly. There are germs of, Mr. Woodward—Don’t you believe 

disease that will accumulate there very that the better feeding of those ani- 

quickly and the warmth of the barn mals makes them actually transmit ito 

will help to increase them, of course. | their progeny better qualities? 

Mr. Hent.essey—--How long do you let) Mr. Taylor—Yes, sir: 

your cow go dry? The Institute adjourned till 1:30, 5 

Mr. Taylor—All the way from four o’clock. 
3 

to six weeks. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 p. m. the same day. Mr. Goodrich called to the 
Chair. 

i THE VALUE OF INDIVIDUAL TESTS IN THE HERD. 
nt 
ne W. F. STILES, Lake Mills, Wis. 
tit 
i 

if The two chief points sought in ay The variations found in the milk 

, " dairy cow are the quality and quantity | of different cows is surprising. In our 
r., of milk she is able to produce. By| herd of twenty-five cows the range is 

1" quality is meant the per cent. of but-| from 2.4 per cent. to 4.8 per cent. or 

+) ter fat in it. The quantity is very| twice as high. I have found that the 

? easy to determine and because of this} cows that give the smallest quantity 

HH with many it has been the end sought} of milk do not test the highest, nor 

Bs in securing a herd. Before the oil] do those that give the most test the 
i tests were discovered the cow that) lowest. The quantity in the same 

ain gave the greatest amount of milk was) herd at least, rarely has any relation 

ie hailed as the champion. Those ani-| to the quality. 

; mals whose pedigrees traced back to| In Chart No. 1 are given the results 

n? her were eagerly sought after. Since of a two days’ test in the home herd. 

pt the oil tests have been discovered| The feeds given were ensilage 50 Ibs., 

‘ quite a revolution has taken place in| middlings 9 Ibs. and clover 10 Ibs. I 
a | the dairy world. It is now rare to hear] have allowed $2.50 per ton for ensi- 
Be tl of a cow giving one hundred pounds] lage, middlings $12.50, and clover $8. 
BP of milk in a day. Their value is now| All the cows had the same, or nearly 

’ placed upon the amount of butter or} the same amount of feed. Fifteen per 

a cheese they are able to produce in a} cent. of the fat is added to itself for 
; given time and from a given quantity | the butter, and 25 cents per pound is 

of feed. When we consider that it is} allowed for the butter. 

{ the per cent. of fat in milk that gives] I venture the assertion that there is 
it its value, and that a cow is a ma-|as great a difference as this in many 

chine to convert feed into milk and| of the herds of the State. If the hay 

fat, it can be seen that this is the) and ensilage had to be purchased the 
true method of estimating her value.| same as the mill feed we would either 

be obliged to dispose of these low 
Zee pemee Tae yielders or put up the sign “closed 

7 Before the Babcock test came out! jut” How long would a manufacturer 
it was not an easy matter to deter- continue to run a machine that did 

mine the amount of fat in each cow’s| not turn out goods enough to pay for 
I milk. With that machine it is quite an the coal and labor? The dairyman 

easy task. The entire process is SiM-| myst awaken to the fact that this is 
ple, and anyone who is able to maN-| ay age of rapid progress. 

i age a herd can make the test. Its Ae 

great value over the older methods is anak ee 2 
is that it is a much shorter process. The man who continues in the old 

eel
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Chart No. 1. q 

lee 
erage ee phe ee a oe es ee ee 

| Burt- | VaL- | Paor- 
Les.or Mitx.| Test) Wop | ur. Cost or Freep. oat 

pe Ce a ae 

No. 
7 

Lbs. 
or. | — . zs xe ed ‘hikes Meal. tare Total. | Cts. 

- 35 36 | 3.4 | 1.38 $.345 | 62 ota [56 otm 4 ets. |15.8 cts.) 18.7 

2 36 36 | 3.7 | 1.53 | .383 | 62 cts. | 5.6 cts.| 4 cts. [15.8 cts.) 22.5 

3 32 31 | 3.15 | 1.14 | .285 | 62 cts. | 5.6 cts.| 4 cts. [15.8 cts. 12.7 

4 31 31 | 355 | 1.26 | .316 | 62 cts. | 5.6 cts.| 4 cts. |15.8 ail 15.8 

5 23 24 | 3.4 92 | .229 | 6.2 cts. | 5.6 cts.| 4 ets. [15 8 ets.) 7.2 

6 23 24 139 | 1.05 | .263 |62cts.|5.6cts.| 4 cts. |15.8 cts. 10.5 

¢. 21 24 |3.95| .84| 21 |62cts.|5.6cts.| 4cts. |15.8 cts. 05.2 

8 20 20 | 3.90| .89 | .224 C cts. | 5.6 cts.| 4 cts. [15.8 cts! 6.6 

9 22 23 |2.95| .733| .i83 | 62ets |5.6cts.| 4 ets. [15.8 cts.) 2.5 

10 18 22 | 3.9 89 | .224 eats 5.6 cts.| 4 cts. [15.8 cts.| 6.6 

oo 4 

rut will wake up some morning and Either by purchasing thoroughbreds 

find that he has been so completely; with good pedigrees and from indi- 

frozen in that he can never hope to,, vidual merit, or by thoroughly and 

extricate himself. As dairying has | carefully testing each cow in the herd, 

paid well in the past some have rushed! and then from the very best of them ‘ 

into it blindly and as a result many grade up by using a thoroughbred sire q 

inferior cows have been “produced. | of good approved merit. Of the two q 

Competition will be sharper in’ the fu-| methods the latter, it seems to me, | 

ture, and only those dairymen who is the better for most dairymen. i 

have good cows will be successful.| Allow me to read an extract from q 

The proportion of dairy farmers is| Hoard’s Dairyman of Dec. 8, 1893, by 

constantly increasing, and more than | Wm. H. Caldwell. “At the present 

this we are obliged to sell our goods | time no farmer has a legitimate ex- 

in competition with the various imi-| cuse for remaining in ignorance of the 

tations of butter. Thus it behooves | yield of butter and milk of any ani- 

us to look well to it that we have ony | mal in his herd. The more progres- 

first-class cows and then feed liber. i dairymen have a definite stand- 

ally and judiciously. ard of butter production, ranging 

a seceucd | usually between 200 and 300 pounds 

Nan ie ens: | per year, and any animal falling be- { 

What each must strive for is to low that point is put out of the herd. 

bring up the standard of his herd.| The offsprings of the animals showing 

There are two ways, it seems to me, the greatest yield of butter are se- 

by which this may be accomplished: lected for preeding purposes. ‘his 

; 
if 

'
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system is entirely rational and has “Some mute inglorious Pauline there 

been productive of great good, but we | may stand,” some Brown Bessie guilt- 

sbould not overlook an equally im-| less of the herd’s low test. 

portant factor in dairy breeding and| After a dairyman has determined 

management and closely allied to this, which are the best cows in the herd 

viz.: The selection for breeding pur-| he should divide them into families 

poses, at least of animals that not| the same as the various breeds of 

only produce large quantities of butter, | thoroughbreds are. In order to do 

but do so at the minimum of cost.” | this accurately it is best to keep a 

If after we have thoroughly tested) home herd book, and then label the 

, the herd we find that we have cows | cows and keep them registered in the 

iy that do not produce milk enough to| home book. To rely entirely upon 

{8 pay for the feed we should beef them one’s memory is not a good way. To 

dy and sell them to the butcher at once. | grade up the herd in this way will be 

+i) Those that are paying a slight profit) somewhat slow, but there are few 

+4 should be carefully watched, and if| things of much importance which are 

tH they do not improve they should be) atiained in a day. If the work is 

a disposed of as soon as it is necessary | done faithfully to the end I believe 

;.., to reduce the size of the herd. If) that the result will be worth all the 

1G each cow is tested the owner will | effort. We should not expect that each 

Hy ee a. which ones to sell in case| time we will get an extra, A. No. 1 

: of necessity. |ecow. Some may not be as good as 

a Gale by Teutine. (the mother. There may be those 

ry A | which have not the power to transmit 

H. es chief Ae sald? t to be! their qualities to their offspring. Some 

Bi: eee Se ore seeMS | may do better through their grand- 

i to me, is to be able to determine which daughters than through their own 

h aeeet adage. Se ae eel daughters. In order to determine this 

Bit like” should hold here the same as the records must be carefully kept 

if in other lines. “Men do not gather It is not best, to judge a cow by one 

i grapes rfom thorns or figs of this- test, or even by three or four. There 

Hy tles,” neither do they mate Shorthorns ™@Y be causes which we do not no- 

it and Galloways and expect Jerseys. | tice that make her test high or low. 

St Throughout the vegetable kingdom we In Chart No. 2 are given the results 

: find that “Whatsoever a man soweth of several tests of the same cows 

: that doth he also reap.” Nancy Hanks as in Chart No. 1. It will be noticed 

do not often spring from streeters nor that there is quite a variation in the 

Brown Bessies from scrubs. Thus we quality as well as in the quantity of 

should not expect a cow whose milk their milk. Thus we can see that it 

tests but two and five tenths per would not be well to judge by one 

cent. to produce a calf, that, when a test. In order to determine a cow's 

; cow, will give milk testing five per ee << he — 

cenit lot TA period of her lactation. It would be 

: Good Blood. safer to take a sample once a week. 

; In raising the standard of the herd The sample should always be from 

it is usually best to get a thorough- two consecutive milkings. At the end 

pred sire. Be sure that he has a good of the season the several tests can be 

reliable pedigree, and be certain that| added and an average made. By this 

it is good in the last two or three gen- method we can form a true estimate 

erations. For the mothers use only of her value. At each time the cow 

the best cows in the herd. Let each js tested she should be as near as 

. animal be tested for who knows but possible under natural or normal con- 

! what in some of the untested herds ditions. Let the same person do the 

—— ee S—
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Chart No. 2.— Result of Several Tests. 

a a a ee ee 

Ist. 2nv. 3RD. 47H. 5TH. AVERAGE. | 

No. 
| 

ee a em ek. fo =e 

cows | 4 mt.|Test.|Amt.|Test.| Amt.| Test.] Amt.] Test. | Amt. | Test. Amt.| Test. 

z 18 | 4. 21|3.4| 37 4.4] 36 3.6| 34 3.8] 29 3.84 

2 22 | 4. 29 | 3. 39 4.6] 36 3.7] 34 3.7] 32 3.8 

3 16 | 3. 22)/3.3| 38 | 2.6) 33 3.1 | 32 3.2 | 28 3.04 

4 21|3.2| 22)3.6] 33 3.3] 31 3.3] 33 3.4] 28 3.36 

5 17| 3.4] 21)3.3| 21 3.4, 24 34] 23 3.4] 21 3.38 

: 6 914.2] 16)3.2| 23 3.9 | 24 3.8] 28 3.7 [ 20 3.76 

¥ 20) 3.2) 241) 3. 29 2.8 | 24 3.6 24 3.6 | 24 3.24 

8 1513.6; 18'3. 26 3.4 | 20 4, 20 4, 20 3.6 

9 [4 25 | 3.7 19 | 38) 2 3.8| 26 | 3.9| 22 | 3.88 

—_— ee ee ooo 

milking and have it done at the usual A dairy cow is, to a great extent, dif- 

- time. Cows that are kept in a warm ferent from other lines of stock. The 

stable should give more nearly uni- machine by which she does her work 

form results than those which are is on the inside. She may have all the 

out in the yard most of the day. external appearances of a good cow 

Dairymen all Need a Test. and yet not be a profitable animal to ] 

keep. “By their fruits we must know 4 

Each dairyman should have a Bab- jpem.” and to determine these we 4 

cock tester either on the farm or at come test them. To purchase a herd 

; the factory. They can be = for 4 of dairy cows because they all have 
very Seta price, a « e present good dairy forms would be some t 

time. If the herd is large it is best }ixe sending men to our legislature 

to have a fair sized tester. It takes because they chanced to be good-look- 

no longer to make a test in a large ing 

machine than in a small one, and it |) % “ 

is the time that some object to. I rhe Bene ea! a one of no bees 

When it is convenient to test in the spot eae prep e a one zs - ” 

large tester at the factory, I believe arte x gh gate tie, . =e 

that it is a good method. When this {° Oa n Te Ce ee 

can be done all that is necessary to # = ae a u aa 7 a a apt 

buy is the test bottles and a half cling tp 8 prego ee — 
sized pipette. one else all the gains of new discov- 

eries, and then wonder why farming 

Test Alone T. lls the Story. does not pay. What we need to make 

Testing a cow by means of the our vocation more profitable is more 

scales and the Babcock test is the only system in our work and more readi- 

s true way of arriving at her value. ness to adopt new methods.
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Discussion. Mr. Stiles—I do not own the cow, 

Mr. Rapager—What sized tester and I cannot sell her. 

would you recommend for an average Dr. Porter—How many cows have 

dairyman? been discarded in that herd as a result 

Mr. Stiles—A man with thirty-five | of the test? 

cows ought to get a tester of fifteen Mr. Stiles—I have only tested since 

bottles. I took charge of the farm last spring, 

Mr. Kronk—How long would you and we have disposed of none since, 

keep a cow or at what age would you but I shall strongly advise the dispos- 

test her? ing of five or six in the herd. 

) Mr. Stiles—She ought to be tested| Mr. Philips—Would you discard a 

in when she comes in the first time. three-year old heifer if she tested un- 

fis Mr. Cole—Do you find the different der three per cent. the first season and 

* breeds have anything to do with the gave a fair amount of milk? 

‘i quality of the milk? | Mr. Stiles—No, I would not. 

it Mr. Stiles—I suppose you refer to. Dr. Porter—Would you discard a 

ay the per cent. of butter-fat. The indi- two-year old heifer that gave about 115 

i, vidual cow has much more to do pounds of butter the first year? 

i: with it. Mr. Stiles—I think I would not, not 

t Dr. Porter—Do you find that a differ- the first year. , 

+) ence in the milkers has anything todo Mr. Taylor—About how far from 

; with the per cent. of fat? freshening do you expect your cows 

Hy Mr. Stiles—It has been found at the to do their best? 

i Experiment Station that the difference yy, Stiles—I have found that when 

hi in the milkers will make considerable gows are fresh they give the largest 

i: difference at first. After the cow has amount of butter fat although the im- 

i got used to him it don’t make so much \pression is that when they are first 

Bs difference. ‘fresh they give a large quantity of 

BH Mr. McKerrow—Would it make any | ijk, but a small per cent. of fat. “ 

difference in the test as to whether, Mr. Cole—The aggregate of fat you 

: ‘i your cows are milked ten hours be- | think is more, when they first come in? 

tween milkings or fourteen hours? . 

By Mr. Stiles_If there is only ten hours| Mr. Jacobs—Do you expect a larger 

on between milkings she will give a less Pet cent. of butter fat from an aged 

: amount of milk. That is all. | cow than from a heifer, a two-year old, 

| Mr. McKerrow—In making these | the first time? 
tests how was it? | Mr. Stiles—Yes, I think when she 

Mr. Stiles_I think she would give a| Was four or five she would give a 

less amount of butter by milking ten larger per cent. After that I don’t 

hours at one time and fourteen the | think it makes much difference. 

next. I took two samples. | Mr. Gibson—I think I understood you 

Dr. Porter—Does the morning’s milk to say that the feed made no difference 

test the same as the evening’s? as to increasing the butter fat. 

Mr. Stiles—Not unless she is kept un-| Mr. Stiles—In increasing the per 

der the same conditions. cent. of butter fat it changed very lit- 

Mr. Thorpe—How long have you used tle. The quantity of milk kept in- 

the Babcock test in your herd? creasing. 

Mr. Stiles—I think I commenced) Mr. Gibson—Why then should we 

three years ago, when I was attending | give nvtritious food? 

the school. I have tried it right along) Mr. Stiles—To increase the flow of 

since. milk and thus get a larger amount of 

Mr. Thorpe—What is the object in butter? 

; keeping that low-testing cow that pays) Mr. Rapager—What do you do for a 

4 you no profit? cow that is hard to milk? 

i 

—————
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Mr. Stiles—Sometimes I milk her and, Mr. McKerrow—Will it pay to feed 

sometimes the hired man does. grain at that time? 

Mr. Rapager—Does that make her Prof. Woll—Sometimes it does and 

milk any easier? sometimes it does not. It varies ac- 

Mr. Stiles—It does to me if he does it. cording to the condition of your pas- 

I haven’t found any way to help hard ture and according to the price you are 

milking. ‘ getting for your butter. The Cornell 4 

Mr. Carlyle—Has the period of lacta- Experiment Station has made a long 

tion any effect upon the amount of fat? series of experiments along that line 

Mr. Stiles—After milking about five and they found that when the pasture 

months she usually gives a smaller is fresh and plenty it does not pay in 

flow but with an increased per cent. of immediate effects to supplement the 

fat. pasture by grain feeding. That means 

Prof. Henry—A farmer asks me to that they do not get at that time any 

ask if milk taken for test the first of greater flow of milk, because of the 

the month can be kept good for the feeding of grain, but cows that receive 

test till the 15th of the month? grain while on pasture will give milk 

Mr. Stiles—I think it can. There are for a longer time, and a larger quantity j 

chemicals that can be put in that will of milk, after they get off from the : 

keep it, so they can take a sample once pasture, so that in the net returns it 

a week and test once a month. will usually pay to feed grain to cows | 

Prof. Woll—There are several methods on the pasture. They will do better 

proposed of preserving samples of milk the next year. q 

for analysis. The most satisfactory is Mr. Faville—And the same pasture 

the use of the yellow bi-chromate of will take care of a good many more q 

potassium, but I do not think it is wise cows. 

for a farmer to use any such chemicals. Mr. Everett—I am often asked this 5 

He ought to test at least once a week, question: “Why is it necessary for me q 

and if the milk is measured out into to have the Babcock test?’ I can } 

the test bottles they can be kept safely weigh the milk, churn it and weigh the i 

for that length of time so that no butter, and I know then what the 

chemical will be necessary. cows are doing. Can you tell us why d 

‘Mr. McCullough—Is there any inven- that method is not accurate, and why j 

tion that is worthy of being called a we should have the test? 

milking machine? Prof. Woll—With one cow you can 
Prof. Woll—I don’t think there is. —_ tej. pretty nearly by testing with the 

Mr. McKerrow—If you were feeding ¢hyrn, but a man with fifty cows can- 

your herd of cows as they should be not test them separately by the churn. 
fed on good feed and plenty of concen- Mr. E tt—In ch Jae ie the: ene 

trated grain ration up to the first of _— — = churning by Se 
June, or whenever grass became you cannot tell how much fat there is 

: he buttermilk and skimmilk. 
plenty, and you put them out upon a 
that grass alone, would you expect Mr. Arnold—About how much will a 

your test to be as rich a week after cow’s milk increase in richness during 

they had been on that grass as it had the period of lactation? 
been previous to that on dry, rich feed? Mr. Stiles—About one per cent. 

Prof. Woll—No, I should think that Mr. Taylor—Did you ever test a cow 

it would not be as rich, but I would continually from the time of freshen- 

expect them to give more, and give ing for three or four months so as to 

more butter, not quite as high a per know her. total increase of butter pro- 

cent. of fat, although at some tests duced? 

they have maintained or even in- Mr. Arnold—I have tested one cow 

creased the per cent. of fat on an in- I think five months, beginning with 

creased flow of milk. the time of freshening. 

6 { 
q
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Mr. Taylor—When did you reach the | Mr. Taylor—I should criticise the 

highest point of butter production? | skill in handling the cow. The cow 

Mr. Arnold—The first test. The high- | should gradually be increased, and my 

: est per cent. of fat was reached with | experience is that the limit should not 

those two cows, the first test, about be reached until about two months 

two weeks after they came in, the ‘after freshening; that by eareful feed 

highest daily yield and the highest per|and skill and watching the cow you 

eent. of butter fat. |can constantly and regularly increase 

Gov. Hoard—That is not usually the the yield of butter product up to that 

) ease, is it? | time. 

iv Mr. Stiles—I think it is not. 

” 

i ear 
f ; 
it THE IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING MILK RECORDS AND 

i MAKING FAT TESTS. 

te C. L. HILL, Rosendale, Wis. 

! In these days of sharp competition ; see it hag an extra movable hand that 

An if we would be in the front ranks, or | you set to read zero with your pail on. 

te even keep up with the crowd, we must Solder can be put on the bottom of 

i f as farmers, study every detail of our the pails to make them even weight, 

iin business. It is not enough for us to if necessary. 

P know that our cows average 200 or 

1 300 Ibs. of butter each. We must How to Use. 

os know which of the cows make 150 Ibs. 

i; and which ones twice as much. For Hang your scale in a convenient 

f this end there should be in every cow place in the stable and near it put a 

fi stable a scale, not for oceasional use, dressed board a foot wide and at least 

et but to weigh every milking of every 16 inches long. This will be large 

hy cow. A 15-cent spring balance will enough to tack a sheet of foolscap 

st answer if tested frequently. Such a paper on which will answer to keep 

a seale as I hold in my hand is the the record of ten cows. Make the 

a3 pest. It is made especially for this board longer and use two sheets 

a purpose. The retail price is $5 but it gummed together if you wish the rec- 

i can be bought for less money. As you ord fora larger number of cows. 

; 
Illustration Table. 

‘| | 
1893. Gow No. 1, Rose. Cow No. 2, Spor. 2 No. 3, Lapy. | Cow No. 4. 
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Rule the sheet perpendicularly with; a Babcock test since February, 1891, 

lines about 3-4 of an inch apart. The| and have never owned another tool 

first column is for the day of the that pays so large a dividend on its 

month. Over each succeeding three cost. A test is made in our herd at 

columns write a cow’s name. The first| least once each month, of both morn- 4 

column of each cow’s section is for mg and night’s milking of each cow. 

the morning’s milking, the second for The number of pounds of milk given 

the night’s milking, and the third for| by a cow each month multiplied by 
the tota' for the day. Two columns to the per cent, of fat shown by the test 

a cow will answer, the first for the for that month will give you the num- 

morning’s milking and the othe? for ber of pounds of fat given. If you 

the total. If you use the regular milk continue this record for a year you 

scale the readings will be in pounds can tell approximately how much but- 

and tenths of pounds. With the com- ter each cow has made. The longer I 

mon scale read the fractions as 1, 2 use the test the surer I am that there 
and 3, each representing 1-4 of a is no way to tell anything about how , 

pound. Add the total columns at the much a cow’s milk will test without 
end of each month. using the machine. The amount of 

y | cream shown is just a little guide. So 
Monthly nad Teeny Recut is the color of the milk, as that runs 4 

Keep a yearly record in much the in breeds, or rather in families of 4 

same way, having the cows’ names breeds. 4 

at the top of the sheet and the monthly wii ntesece 4 

records in a column. At the end of x 4 
the year this column added will give The most fallacious of all is the oft- q 

you the cow’s milk record. Unless you repeated statement that the condition 4 
keep some such record you cannot tell of a cow as to flesh is a sure guide, i 

within 1,000 pounds, or even more, of claiming a fleshy cow will test higher. d 

how much milk any cow gives. For From all the tests I have made, sev- ' 
instance, one cow in your herd gave eral hundred in all, I find no, differ- 

413-4 Ibs. of milk at her flush, and in ence. We have one very fleshy Guern- 4 
300 days gave 5,400 Ibs. Another giv- sey cow, and she is this winter the 4 

ing 36 Ibs. at her flush, nearly 6 Ibs. lowest tester of any of the Guernseys. 

less than the other, gave 650 Ibs. more The more tests I make the more I 
in 300 days. A third giving but 291-2 think it is useless to try to tell how 

Tbs. at her flush gave 6,300 Ibs. in 330 much a cow will test. To illustrate,— 

days. there stand side by side in our barn 

two cows,—about the same size, con- 
Mepalte af Tuat. dition, ete. In seven days from Sept. 

Milk records in our herd have run 24-30, 1893, one gave 2691-4 Ibs. of 

from 4,400 Ibs. up to nearly 10,000 Ibs. milk, an average of 381-2 Ibs. daily. 
in one year. It is safe to say that a The other gave 1831-2 Ibs. or 29 IDs. 

cow that will milk an average size daily. The first one gave 11 Ibs. of fat 
mess of milk and is persistent. will or an average test of 4.1 per cent., 

give more milk in a year than one while the latter gave 113-4 Ibs. or an 

giving several pounds more at first, average test of 5.7 per cent. How 
but not so persistently, The majority would anyone judge between those 

of our cows calve in September, and cows without the test? 
some of them will milk as much when Two others tested Oct. 5-11, as fol- 

they go to grass in May' as when they lows: One gave 2033-4 Ibs. of milk { 

first came in, while others do not give with an average test of 5.95 per cent. 

over half as much. which should make over 141-2 Ibs. of 

The second part of the subject is of butter, while the other giving only six 

even more importance. I have owned Ibs. less milk in the week made 3 Ibs.
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less butter. Other instances nearly as, mendation and after careful use for a 

marked could be shown from any) year does not think he has paid for 

month’s record of our herd, and it was | it several times over I will take it 

even worse when we first purchased | off his hands at the original cost. 

the test. At that time a cow milking ee ee aes 

put 12 Ibs. per day was making nearly | saecenion. 

one pound of butter per day and more am ci 

than another giving 26 Ibs. per day. | ae _ 7 —— that the 

’ = best one was then making 134 of fat? 5 cata percentage 

; s. and the poorest 23 of a Ip. I 7 * 

i" have repeatedly tested whole herds for ae aus : a a: Ca pi 

7 the neighbors and there are always ae = any posible wey ® ne 

Ay 
. MecKerrow—In making a com- 

i cows making 1-3 more butter than rison of thi tw 

ob those giving more milk. There is * silt jose two cows which was 

af 
the most profitable, the cow that gave 

eit} never a month goes by, but in testing = 

hit some surprises develo} \the tweny-nine pounds, or the cow 

iW TP P- that gave the twelve or thirteen 

a Single Test not Satisfactory. pounds? 

i However do not depend on a single Mr. Hill—The one that gave the 

a test to determine the value of any cow, smaller quantity of milk was the most 

hy as she may be off her feed, in heat, profitable. She, if anything ate less. 

a or in some other way not quite right. | I did not enter into the details of feed, 

| Prof. Farrington of the Ill. Experi- though I do watch it pretty carefully. 

i ment Station says in the Breeders’ The smaller cow, of course, would eat 

bP Gazette of Feb. 7, 1894, that when a considerably less. 

! cow in the World’s Fair test showed Mr. Arnold—Would it not do just as 

Rs an abnormal per cent. of fat the su- well to weigh the milk once a week 

in perintendents would go immediately to instead of every day? 

i the barn and take the cow’s tempera- Mr. Hill—It would do just as well to 

t ture. They would nearly always find test it once each week. I am making 

4) her feverish. There were some days tests oftener than I was before. I pre- 

BY a cow gave nearly twice as much sume the time will come when it will 

. putter as the day before. A test made be oftener than once a week. 

) on either of these days would have Mr. Thorpe—Do you suppose that if 

; been unjust. The Guernsey cow that a man goes to the trouble of getting 

made the highest weekly record for appliances to weigh his milk that he 

that breed in the World’s Fair test, will stop at that? 

161-4 Ibs. was fourth among the Mr. Hill—No, I know he will not. He 

Guernseys in production in the 90 day will get in the habit of tt with the 

test, and was the tail ender of the scale right handy and the scale sheet 

Guernseys in the 30 day test. There close by. 

were ten Guernseys in that test that) The Chairman—Do you know what 

had been milked longer than she had the expense of weighing milk for @ 

: and that excelled her in both produe- herd of cows would be? 

tion and profit. 
Mr. Hill—I will guarantee that it 

Of course a single test is better than will not be over ten dollars a year. 

none and it is an excellent way to The Chairman—I have heard folks 

4 buy cows by testing them, but I am talk about the trouble, so much trouble 

here to plead with every dairyman to to weigh the milk, and I thought I 

keep a daily record of milk from each would time the boys; I found that it 

i. of his cows and to test the milk as averaged twelve seconds each weigh- 

i often as once a month so as to know ing, that is, one minute’s time weighed 

iE what they are doing. Commence to- the milk of five cows, and they were 

. day. Don’t put it off. If anyone pur-| not hurrying either, they didn’t know 

é chases a scale and tester on my recom- that I was watching them. That in- 

—
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cludes recording it also, and they, the milk fell suddenly about one-half 

could have done it in half the time|in the amount of butter fat, and on 

if they had tried. a : Saad we oe ea ee had 

Mr. Hill—I calculated that it took been distur! during the day by par- 

five minutes’ extra time each milking, ties that were inspecting with the ob- 

or ten minutes a day, not to exceed ject of buying. 

bec on . twenty-two a = —— year I — a paper 

rr. eath—I tried weighing my at the ate Dairymen’s Association 

milk with a pair of scales, and at the and I made the same assertion that 

end of the season I calculated it was Mr. Stiles made in his paper today, 

worth $25; when the man weighed it that the per cent. of fat increased, I 

I thought it was worth fifty. thought, one per cent. as the cow got 

Mr. Hill—I believe that the men are @long further in lactation. I think 
enough more careful in milking a cow that the highest per cent. of fat In 

to cover the difference in the expense. a ene eine cows = 

Prof. Henry—What we are saying _— a wee s Pee tr na ce ee 

goes into history. I want to find out 3 sare ae oe they ea 

today how many dairymen in this ee a =. ae anee = 

room at this time are weighing the pi ray ist, a8 many © os 5e eam 

milk of their cows so that in the Fi A i 

future we may know the progress of go Sa ee oe aarp 4 

all dairymen along this line. Please 2 ves Pie ay toe eae { 

raise your hands. Nine, I see. Now, pe one aa aoe - eee ee — q 

they will talk about that ten years What they had tested 2° ‘butter fat at 
from now when there is another con- ee “ ee Hs Oe : = S 
vention in this room. hone: ene about four per cent. on an { 

Mr. Powers—Have you noticed a dif- ae Sep had some experience 4 
ference in the quantity of milk taken jj; Mr. Convey’s. I didn’t get over | 
with changes in the seapererite from half the cream. I tested the skim milk j 
— hed colder sie oi : me and also the cream. The cream, when j 

Mr. Hill—The weather doesn’t effect I only got half the amount, tested 36 i 

age mano faa I = ben don’t per cent. When I got the full amount 
let them feel ie weather. ey gO of cream it tested about twenty-two 

quite a little distance to the spring per cent. 

to drink, but they are out on inclem- Mr. Martin—How do you account 

ent days not to exceed twenty min- for the fact of the cows testing more 

a _ ee at home than at the World’s Fair, 

Mr. Powell—Have you ever noticed Mr. Taylor? 

that you get less milk on colder days? 4 paylor—They were under normal 

Mr. Hill—No, sir, if anything it is conditions at home. When I am away 
the other way. If the weather is from home and have my store clothes 

brisk and smart they feel better, the on I am under a strain, I get more 

same as we do, and they eat a good tired. You remember those cows were 
deal more. driven up twenty or thirty or even 

ee ee san ee eee Ser | ke Seb can toe oe Oe ee ion to go Ww o ° going back and fo’ a e time. 

many dairymen here not only are in [¢ one tried to go to sleep, she was in- 

the habit of weighing the milk of their stantly wakened up; she was dis- 1 

eows, but are testing it with the Bab- turbed, not surrounded by her normal 

cock tester? Fifteen, I see. conditions, in a barn, upon dry feed. 

Mr. Convey—I want to make a re- All pena things a come ee : 

mark that may be of some value to fat. Our cows shou made ex- 

this meeting. At one time in our herd tremely happy and contented, and then !
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they will respond to good feed, care condition, and it is a dangerous con- 

and selection. dition in which to get a cow. 

Mr. Hill—The cow from our herd) The Chairman—What was the high- 

in the World’s Fair test was certainly est test at the World's Fair in one 

one per cent. below what she was at day of any one cow? 

home, and she has not yet got back to Mr. Taylor—I don’t know that I can 

her per cent. of fat that she had shown | remember exactly. Brown Bessie went 

the other two years of her milking. 8.4 per cent. one day, and way down 

The Chairman—I should judge from to 3.2 the next day. 

) what you say that it was not safe for The Chairman—There was one cow 

” a man to be dairying without a Bab-| went above nine per cent. 

io cock test, and I don’t know as it would) Mr. Taylor—I think that was true. 

bY be safe to keep house without one. I would like to know where your 

Hy How is that? | fourteen per cent. cows come from. 

ie Mr. Hill—I can’t say for keeping) The Chairman—I guess they are 

i} house. I know it wouldn’t be safe for| cows that were sicker than Brown 

: me to try to dairy without one. Of | Bessie was. 

"i course, I have what I have got out Mr. Taylor—That is right. A cow 

! of it in three years. | ean give less milk, and it can be very 

Hy) Mr. Taylor—It would be extremely rich. We have a cow that has ‘een 

f unsafe to select a cow out of a herd’ tested and makes four pounds of but- 

Ri where the owner had a Babcock test. ter to thirty pounds of milk, seven 

4 Mr. Carlyle—What was the highest) and eight tenths (7.8) per cent. of 

a individual test you ever got from one butter fat during the week, upon ac- 

if cow’s milk? tual test, and the butter agrees with 

\ Mr. Hill—S.4. She was not giving that test. 

» enough milk to amount to a great) Mr. Cronk—Are you not apt to find 

i. deal, about ten pounds a day. We these extremes more in Jerseys than 

- have had fresh cows repeatedly test in other breeds? 

i six per cent. Mr. Taylor—We find more extremes 

i Mr. Carlyle—You don’t know how there I think than anywhere else, . 

pl high that 8.4 cow tested when she that is, an average in that extreme 

tt first came in? high level. 

BD Mr. Hill—She had been milked two Prof. Woll—I think it may safely be 

years, she was a farrow cow. Six put down as true that when milk 

: per cent. is a high test for a cow tests above 7 or 8 per cent. there is 

i when she is fresh. something wrong with the cow or with 

; Gov. Hoard—When you hear men say the method of sampling. There are 

that their cows test ten, twelve and no records of chemical analyses hav- 

fourteen per cent., do you believe it? ing been made of carefully sampled 

j Mr. Hill—Why, yes, I have no rea- milk that tested above eight or nine 

son for disbelieving it. I have heard per cent. except where there was @ 

E of cows that made butter out of three specific reason why that cow gave that 

and a quarter pounds of milk. kind of milk. She may have been 

Mr. Taylor—Do you know that na- feverish and sick, or may have given 

S ture is retrogressive, and that if you only a fraction of a pound of milk. 

give a strictly dairy cow a large Normal milk from cows giving 4 fair 

; quantity of butter producing feed, she quantity of milk will not run up to any 

will digest it and assimilate it and in such per cent. as 7 or 8 per cent. 

order to get rid of it, it puts her into Mr. Convey—We tested some very 

an abnormal condition and you get it rich samples of milk in this state and 

in butter fat. These cows that are have almost invariably found that 

! giving ten, twelve and fourteen per such milk was produced from cows fed 

cent. of butter fat are in an abnormal on a ration calculated to dry them up 

al lal
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so that while there was a rapidly de-; what my cows had done; there began 

ereasing milk flow, there was a higher to be a terrible rustling around in the 

per cent. of butter fat, so that these Grange and whispering to one another, 

high tests are very often due to feed- and I couldn’t think what they were 

ing an unbalanced ration. doing, but I finally found out that 

Gov. Hoard—That is the kind of ra- they were doubting my word, so I 

tion you must feed if you wish to! don’t know that it is safe for a man 

dry up the cow. to weigh his milk. 

Mr. Hill—There certainly has come The Chairman—Some men have 

this much out of the Babcock test, asked if the Farmers’ Institutes paid 

the day of weekly butter records ex- | the farmer. If they had never taught 

ceeding forty pounds, made with the anything but the, use of the Babcock 

churn, is gone by. If I did not know) test on the farm, they would have 

it in any other way, I know it by the paid ten times over. There is one 

way men talk who come to our place thing that has not been mentioned 

to pick out a bull. There are five now about this Babcock test, and I think 

where there used to be one asking it is going to settle a great deal of 

how many pounds that bull’s mother difficulty between patrons and di- 

gave. They are going by the record rectors of creameries. If every pa- 

more and more. tron of a creamery would have a 

Mr. Remington—One of my neigh- Babcock test and test his own milk it 

bors is a graduate of Prof. Henry’s| he would know whether the creamery 

school. I got him to come over and man was giving him credit for just } 

test my cows; he took the milk both) what he brought in. 

night and morning and it run all the, Mr. Tubbs—What is the cost of the ‘ 

way from six to nine per cent. I| Babcock test? 

don’t know whether it was done right) The Chairman—They can be bought i 

or not. very cheaply. I have been told you 

Prof. Henry—Get a test, my friend, can get it for five dollars. It was in- q 

and do it yourself; you can’t afford to vented as you all know by Prof. Bab- y 

be without it. cock of our Agricujtural College. j 

Mr. Carlyle—What is considered the Prof. Henry—Already some of the i 

average test of a good cow’s milk? ereameries in New Zealand are pay- 

Gov. Hoard—The average test of ing the farmers by the Babcock test. 

eight creameries that we handle is) Three weeks ago Dr. Babcock received 

about 4.3. There are a very large a letter from London saying that a 

number of grade Jerseys and grade firm had just received an order from 

Guernseys. Australia for ten gross of the Bab- 

‘A Member—Some time ago I was cock test bottles to be used by farmers 7 

using a dairy of cows that were all) there. Now, this is an invention of 

of my own production, and I wasn’t Dr. Babcock, which he did not get 

satisfied exactly in regard to whether | patented so that everybody could have 

I was doing the best I could or not, it free, and our farmers ought never 

and I concluded to weigh my milk; I to doubt for one moment whether they 

: rigged a table and had a spring bal- | ought to use it, right here in the home 

ance and kept a record during the | of Dr. Babcock, when already in far 

year of what each cow gave. In sum- away New Zealand the farmers say 

ming it all up, I went up to compare | they must have it, and Australian 

with my neighbors; I told one what I manufacturers are writing up to Lon- 

had done and I found that nobody | don to get the test bottles. There are 

else was doing it, so I told this gen- | probably forty creameries in Australia 

tleman I wouldn’t say anything about today: paying by the Babcock test and 

my experience in the meeting. How- | probably six or eight in New Zealand. 

ever, he called me out and I told them) Now, to you farmers, right here in
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Wisconsin, I will guarantee that every I never saw any butter score 100 

one of you who uses the test, will save| points until I saw it last summer at 

all of your taxes each year that you the Columbian Exposition, but butter 

use it, in the use of it. was sent down there that was made 

The Chairman—Perfect butter scéres| in Wisconsin that scored 100 points 

100 points. I have attended a great} and we are fortunate today in hav- 

many State Fairs, not only in this| ing the man here who made that but- 

State, but others, and also many meet-| ter that scored 100 points, or perfec- 

ings of Dairymen’s Associations, and | tion. 
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it HOW I MADE BUTTER THAT SCORED ONE HUNDRED 

1 
+ 

i POINTS AT THE WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. 

i CHAS. LINSE, La Crosse, Wis 

ai You will find by looking over the 21st | butter-making, three things are indis- 

: report of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s pensable,—good milk, pure air, and the 

i. Association that the butter of seven most scrupulous cleanliness. To ob- 

, exhibitors of our State scored one hun- tain good milk, good cows aye required 

a dred points. You will also find that giving us milk rich in butter fat, as 

” the butter of these exhibitors in no butter of two and one-half and three 

ih one instance scored alike in the differ- per cent. cows will lack in grain if in 

‘ ent exhibits they made. This shows nothing else. We must feed such cows 

BF Hi that we have not yet learned and dis- good, clean and healthy food, for I 

. covered a standard rule which enables hold that the food we feed the cows 

: "i us to make an even grade of butter un- may not change the butter fat in her 

i it der like conditions at all times. It milk as to quantity but as to flavor. 

ie would hardly be reasonable to believe Such cows must be in a good, healthy 

that the butter of these exhibitors that condition, as the milk of a cow in an 

y scored alike was made alike. This unhealthy and feverish condition is un- 

teaches us that the best butter can be fit for making fine flavored butter. 

made in different ways and under dif- Close attention must also be given to 

ferent rules. the flavor in the milk. If any of the 

What Skill Gives. cows in the herd for reasons unknown 

q The mechanical skill in butter-mak- are out of condition, though all seem 

ing that is to give the butter the proper to be in full health and vigor, one of 

grain, color, and salting is not very such cows may give milk of a disagree- 

difficult to understand, but to learn able flavor, and very little of such 

: how to develop the fine flavor is a more | milk is required to be injurious to a 

; difficult task. This flavor which in-| whole mess. Especially is the milk of 

; sures to us the highest price for our cows near the end of lactation very 

} putter is what we all are trying to pro- often of a bad taste or flavor. 

. duce. If we could lay down a stand- Must Keep Clean 

ard rule by which the most delicate That the flavor of milk can be im- 

and highest flavor could always be ob- pared by unclean milking is indisput- 

z tained the problem would be solved. able. The udder of the cows should 

: To secure the very best results in | always be wash¢d before milking. To 

a el ae
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milk with dry or wet hands is a mat-|;the stovepipe must run at proper 

ter for each one to decide but it can height ard be extended on the inside 

. be done cleanly either way. Speaking thereof to the top of said chimney. In 

of wet hands I mean not dripping wet, | this way a circulation of fresh, pure 

but only moist. I hold that milking air may be secured whenever it is 

with moist hands is preferable to milk- | necessary. 

ing with entirely dry hands. Experi- Free From Odors. 

ments have proven that in milking phe principle upcn which this theory 

with dry hands more dust and bad j. founded needs no explanation as all 
substances have entered the milk than j,ogern houses are now furnished 

if done with wet or moist hands. It With ventilation on this plan. If I en- 
is also more pleasing to the cow, aS @ toy the milk room before breakfast, 

ary gs milking is apt to irritate .oon after the hired girl has’been get- 

the udder to such a degree that she ting milk or cream for the same, I can 

ee less’ of her toi)’ without mistaking, of what my 
eS breakfast will consist, whether of 

— buckwheat pancakes and fried pork, or 
Another important factor to secure &@ ham and eggs or hash, as even the 

delicate flavor in butter is pure air. short time the girl remains in the same 

Pure atmosphere lacking in the place yoom is sufficiently long to fill it with 

: j where butter is made, no first class ar- the odors of the kitchen. It is an un- 4 

ticle can be procured. It is therefore gisputed fact and we all know that y 

absolutely necessary to have a build- yj will readily absorb all odors it j 
ing for the purpose in question, en- comes in contact with. How can it be 

tirely isolated from any dwelling expected to make good flavored butter q 
house. A building 16 ft. square on the jnside of a dwelling house. 

inside is large enough for a dairy for ux 

from 15 to 20 cows. A building built Clean Surroundings. q 

of stone half way under ground, lo-| The third of the most important fac- j 

cated if pcssible on the north side of tors in making fine butter is cleanli- i 

other buildings, or otherwise well ness. That cleanliness must be ob- ‘ 

shaded, is preferable, for it is of great Served to start with in the cow barn, q 

importance to have a building cool in has been already mentioned. But even 

summer and easily warmed in winter. people who are moderately clean in the 

Such a building must be equipped barn are way off in the milk room, and 

with a stove and an air draught. A have no idea that they are. They think 

shaft 10 inches in diameter for an air they have reached the height of clean- 

draught of such a building is of suf- liness if they wash the cream and milk 

ficient size, and should begin at the vesséls with warm water, thinking 
level of the bottom floor outside of the they do an extra job if they give the 

building and extend upward about 6 cans a rinsing once in a while with hot 

ft. above ground, entering the wall on water, by pouring a quantity of it 

a level of said floor under ground, ter- from one can to another, and by the 

minating and opening under the stove. time they get through with a dozen or 

The stove must be enclosed by a so- more the water is cold. That such pro- 

called jacket made of tin, leaving a cedure is entirely insufficient has been 

space of about four inches between fully proven by experiments, as it re- 
the stove on all sides of the jacket. On quires boiling water to destroy all 

the opposite side from the stove in the | germs or bacteria. A good brush and 
room must be a brick chimney about soap must be applied when washing 

10 inches square inside, which must the cans and milk vessels. Special 

come down to the floor, leaving an|care should be taken to scour the 

opening at the bottom of said chimney seams of all tin vessels; they should 

of about 6 inches. Into this chimney \then be scalded in boiling water in a 

'
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larger vessel mstead of pouring the | question in butter making. Having 

water from one can to another and so no established rules and measures by 

on. It is a good plan to have the ves- which to be guided in such questions, 

sel you scald your cans in on the stove our senses, taste and smell are our 

and the water there is continually boil- only assistance, and considerable ex- 

ing while rinsing your cans. The perience is required to ascertain the 

churn should be well scalded and well proper state of acidity in cream for 

aired, and the cover must never be left obtaining desired results. It will be 

; on the churn while not in use. These found that wnile the cream undergoes 

are only the gross outlines to be ob- the different stages of acidity, its most 

) served in regard to cleanliness in pleasant taste is full developed when 

" dairying. 
it has reached the turning point, of 

« Separating Cream. forming from the watery into a thick- 

a There are different ways of separat- ened creamy condition, and has the 

Mi ing cream from the milk. The best most unpleasant taste just before it 

ie and most effective method applied in reaches such point. Tasting milk just 

| creaming, consists in the use of cen- | before its final congealing or thicken- 

i; trifugal force by the so-called cream | ing, will convince one that its taste 

wy separator. The next best system of When in that state is apparently the 

rt creaming is setting the milk in cold sourest and most unpleasant, this cir- 

a) | water. If this is properly done, most cumsance induced me to examine and . 

7 all the cream can be obtained, un- taste the cream in its various de- 

i fortunately, however, not more than | grees of ripeness to ascertain at 

* one out of a half dozen farmers will Which time it has reached its proper 

. do it right. To secure a complete and desired flavor. 

r creaming by this method two things The Starter. 

' must be observed,—the milk must have I use a so-called starter in souring 

+ a proper temperature, that is not less and ripening the cream. To prepare 

i: than 90 degress, and the water in this starter I take fresh skim milk, 

i which the cans with the milk are kept warm the same to 90 degrees, and keep 

on for creaming must not be above 40 de- it in a warm place until it has reached 

© grees. In very cold weather it is ad- the required acidity. The mistake 

ul visable to add to each can of milk from should not be made of undertaking to 

att one to two quarts of nearly boiling make such starter in your kitchen or 

" water, for the purpose of restoring the in any room in the dwelling house, as - 

i lost heat in the milk. The skimming the same disagreeable odor or bacteria 

should be performed with the utmost will impregnate your milk as if you 

* : care to prevent losses. The cream be- kept your cream there. Our learned 

7 ing of a thin consistency will readily professors tell us that these bacteria 

b mix with the milk if skimming is done increase in number far more rapidly 

4 in a hasty and awkward manner. than a herd of Jersey cows, tn fact 

Ripening. small numbers of these individuals 

; Having made sure of a good cream- will increase themselves in a compara- 

ery building, and good cream, we will tively short time, so you can see that 

now proceed to make good butter. The 2 very small quantity of such adulter- 

butter our market demands is such as ated starter may and will impregnate 

: is produced from soured or so-called ® large mess of cream with its injuri- 

ripened cream, which must be allowed ous matter. 

to attain a certain stage of acidity in Tiwe for Ripening. 

order to develop the desired flavor. The time for ripening the cream I 

Here is a field of unsettled questions. regulate to be from 18 to 20 hours. It 

What degree of acidity must the cream is not necessary to churn every day. 

; have reached to impart to the butter If cream is kept at a temperature of 

the finest flavor, is the most difficult less than 50 degrees it can be pre- 

a el
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served two or three days without in- the butter thoroughly with cold water; 

juring the quality of the butter. The afer this no more washing would be 

different skimmings must always be necessary if the butter did not get too 

mixed together in one vessel to secure hard in winter to be salted and 

an even ripening. In the winter I find worked. I therefore apply a second 

that the cream must be warmed to a water less in quantity than the first 

temperature of 60 to 70 degrees to time, and temper it to about 62 de- 

bring it to a proper condition in the grees which effects the desired condi- 

time above mentioned. In summer, of tion. I do not practice salting in the 

course, it is not necessary to heat the churn, but use a common lever butter 

cream at all, but a different course worker, on which I salt and work the 

must be adopted to accomplish the butter. I believe too much salting, 

same result. A great deal depends soaking and leaching the butter with 

upon the temperature of the room in strong brine has a tendency to carry 

‘which you keep the cream to ripen. away some of the fine flavor. 

Amount of Starter. Salting and Working. 

About a half pint of the starter per Great ee, must be taken in salting 

gallon of cream is sufficient, and must and working the butter, as over-work- 

be mixed thoroughly with the cream, ing will damage the grain of the same. 

which should be stirred gently as often It requires considerable skill to do it 

as possible, during the time of ripen- right, and cannot very well be ex- 

ing. ‘The proper temperature ox plained, but must be learned by actual f 

churning depends a great deal on the practice. All instruction I can give on j 

kind of cream you are churning. I this point is, that the butter must be 

found that the cream from the deep evenly spread over the butter worker | 

setting in ice water required a higher in a layer not more than two to two j 

temperature than the cream I now get and one-half inches in thickness, over q 

from the separator. I had to heat the which the required amount of salt ‘ 

former in the winter season about 64 must also be spread evenly. The first | 

degrees, while the cream of the sena- working of the butter is the most im- } 

rator requires only about 58 degrees in portant. Only a small part thereof i 

winter and less in summer. I aim te should be cut down with the lever at - 

effect a churning in from 30 to 40 min- pose fime to prevent the salt a we 

utes, which I can accomplish by hav- ing packed into large quantities and 

ing the cream at the above mentioned divided unequally in me butter, as it 

temperature. The time of churning is difficult afterwards, if such is done, 

may be almost completely controlled to effect an even salting, and results in 

by the temperature of the cream, stars and stripes which are not so 

which is not always understood by pleasant nor so much admired in the 

many of our farmers. If cream ia butter as are the stars and stripes of 

churned too warm, the batter will lose our country when floating in the air. 

the texture or grain and also some of The proper amount of salt to be used 

its flavor. The loss in butter fat in the depends entirely upon what your mar- 

putter milk is also greater than if a ket demands, but always be sure of 

slower churning is affected by churn- wast (you) are eGuine and never use 

ing the cream colder. When the but- Sad work. Weigh your butter, and 

ter comes and the granules have salt, every time as nothing injures the 

reached the size of wheat I stop churn- batter market ot han See 

ing. If after a short time of rest the product, especially that produced by 

butter milk will not flow readily I sim- an uncertain quantity of salt applied. 

ply add cold water to the mass which Private Dalrymer 

always effects a good separation.| In the aforesaid I have been trying 

After the buttermilk is drawn I float to outline to my brother farmers to |
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whom this paper is addressed the chief | first time I failed to get the forty-five 

principles in dairying in general and points. I think it was because I had 

those of butter-making in special. new milkers, and it failed to hold up 

Our learned butter makers would not | the flavor. 

listen to the advice of a common Mr.Martin—What was your ration 

farmer. While I would advise the gen- when you got forty-five points on 

eral farmer to stay with the creamery, | flavor? 

I edn also safely say that many an in-. Mr. Linse—It was in summer, good 

telligent farmer might find a produc- June grass and white clover pasture. 

tive field to cuitivate in making it a I will say right here that it even 

specialty to produce fine butter on the makes a difference in the quality of 

farm. The farmer is just the man butter, the flavor, on what grass the 

r who can accomplish this far easier cow will pasture 1 have different 

“f than our creameries, which are de- pastures, but I always have the finest 

i pending partly upon the honesty and flavor when the cows run in this par- 

ui skill of others, but we should never ticular pasture where it is June grass 

! lose sight of the fact that he can only and white clover. 

i be crowned with success if he is exert- Mr. Cullom—Did you make this but- 

I ing all his energy to produce only the ter from selected cows? 

a best that can be produced. Mr. Linse—I took the butter out of 

rm eae my churn, twenty pounds, such as 

i 
went to my customers, from my whole 

Discussion. hat 

bi Mr. Gibson—What was the quantity Mr. Gibson—Did you use ensilage in 

- of salt in the butter? the winter? 

4 Mr. Linse—Half an ounce. Mr. Linse—I did. I have for twelve 

f Mr. McKerrow—Spring water or successive years. This winter I don’t 

‘ well water? use any, because I haven't it. 

5 Mr. Linse—I have well water. Mr. Everett—if you damage the 

i, Mr. Briggs—Isn’t half an ounce grain, do you not sacrifice flavor also? 

i - pretty light for the general market? — Mr. Linse—I cannot see into it clear 

¥ Mr. Linse—I can’t tell you anything about this point. It seems to me that 

* about the general market. My butter in judging butter, flavor is the first 

i all goes to private customers, who de- thing and the last thing we have to 

a mand just this amount. have in order to get a good price for 

a: Mr. Martin—Do you work butter orce our butter, and I don’t see how it is 

P or twice? possible when we are forty-five points 

¢ Mr. Linse—Once. in flavor that the butter should not 

Mr. Martin—At what temperature have the proper grain. 

. should milk be when it is put in ice Mr. Thorpe—Would you attempt to 

: water in the deep setting process? make a churning without a thermo- 

Mr. Linse—I have stated not less meter? 

than ninety. 
Mr. Linse—I simply couldn’t make 

Mr. Martin—Was your butter sepa- butter without a thermometer. 

rator butter? Mr. Massee—I inferred from Mr. 

Mr. Linse—Yes, I used the separator. | Linse’s paper that he obtained the 

, Mr. Briggs—Was the milk from flavor by the acidifying of the cream. 

which you made this butter from new I now understand that he looks some- 

milkers or old milkers? what to the freshness of the cows for 

: Mr. Linse—They were comparatively the flavor. 

new milkers. Twice I sent butter to. Mr. Linse—And the feed too. The 

the World’s Fair which scored the feed cuts a great figure. 

highest in quality, forty-five points The Chairman—I understand from 

‘ was what they gave me in flavor. The the speaker that certain kinds of food 

i 

ae
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affect the flavor. Now, does pure air butter had not exactly the same flavor, 

have anything to do with it, such as but since I am using the separator, the 

would not be found, for instance, in | butter is so uniform that my customers 

underground stables, not well venti-| flatter me very often, and they say, 

lated? Can cows that preathe such air “Mr. Linse, your butter is too good, we 

make good butter? have to buy too much of it.” 

Mr. Linse—Oh, if the air is full of| Mr. Woodward—When your cows go 

foul odors I wouldn’t have my cows in onto the grass in the spring does the . 

such a place. Still about having milk flavor change? 

set in the stable, you need not be| Mr. Linse—Yes, it does, some of my 

afraid that this milk would take on customers like it, and some of them 

these stable odors so quick, because don’t exactly. I had a custome™ fif- 

you will not leave it long enough in the teen years ago. When he first began 

stable to cool down, and as long as the to buy butter of me he wanted to salt 

milk is at a higher temperature than |down some butter in June. He says, 

the stable there is no danger of absorb- “I want butter with June flavor, I 

ing odors from the stable. don’t like winter butter.” I told him, 

The Chairman—Don’t you think that |“I can’t supply you, pecause 1 don’t 

a cow breathing impure air will have make butter in that way, put I will 

the milk affected? bring you some butter that I will make 

Mr. Linse—I have had no experience in the winter.” He has been my cus- 

in that line, for my stable has pure air | tomer ever since. 

in it; a man can eat his breakfast) Mr. Woodward—What breed of cows 

there, plenty of ventilation. The the-| have you? 
i 

ory is that cows will impart bad flavors) Mr. Linse—Grade Jerseys. I graded \ 

to the milk through the lungs, so I|up my herd about ten or eleven years q 

don’t know why impure air should not ago with full blooded Jerseys. 

affect the milk, if it is in the barn. | Mr. Woodward—Do you make better ' 

Mr. Carlyle—How do you ventilate | butter from those Jersey cows than 

your stables? : you did years ago from the old ‘cows? i 

Mr. Linse—I have a basement barn! Mr. Linse—I make a more firm but- t 

stable, but not ina pank. I have doors ter, with a firmer grain. I am ship- 

and windows all around, and I have) ping butter to St. Paul in prints; have . 

two ventilators right through the roof, been doing this for four years. My 

extending to the hay mows on each customers demand it in square prints 

side of the barn. I have seen teams |of two pounds, and that butter goes in 

stop in a cold winter morning and look ‘common wooden boxes, not in a re- 

over to the barn and think it was afire, frigerator cur, but in an open car by 

because these two ventilators are like express, of course. It has to stand this 

two smoke pipes, smoking, showing | for twenty hours, a most severe test, 

that lots of this foul odor passes right and never a complaint was made yet, 

away. 
but that the butter got there all right. 

Mr. Convey—Do you gain in quantity {I guess I couldn’t do that with the | 

or quality by the use of the separator? | kind of cows I used to have. 

Mr. Linse—Well, I think I gain in| Prof. Henry—Can you tell us how to 

quantity, and I think a little in quality, | modify that grass flavor in butter that 

too. I will tell you, I have made fully | comes in June that is sometimes a lit- 

as good butter as I make now in the tle offensive? 

deep setting. I have also made fully; Mr. Linse—There are certain weeds 

as good butter in the open cans, but| that start a little earlier, and on the 

it was more difficult to make it, and I other side I guess the grass'is in an un- 

couldn’t make quite as even a grade. | ripe condition. 

It happened years ago once in a while} Mr. Cole—Would not grain modify 

a customer complained, he thought the | that to some extent?
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' Mr. Linse—I do feed my cows as long | the same good salt here we ought to 

as they have a mind to eat, I always ; use it. 

feed them some wheat bran. Mr. Heath—How do you color your 

The Chairman—How would ensilage ! butter? 

Sree ee in et omen ee Ee 
Mr. Everett—I don’t know of any just before you commence churning, 

more important question than this one @nd it is a good plan ba take the 

about proper —— I tee ask au Ne ee eee ae ee 

this question: oes not the cow. / 

. breathe in that carbonic acid gas in| You put it in with the rest of the 

1 the act of breathing, and is not the cream. I have been using The Han- 

” blood provided by the act of respira- | 50'S butter color for ST ane i 

" tion, and is not milk elaborated tees | Se Beet a you color it high or 

t he blood and thereby made impure b; 
q pass agpaeeter pure ’Y |" Mr. Linse—Medium. There is a lot 
i The Chairman—I don’t know any- of butter spoiled by too high coloring. 

; i thing about carbonic acid gas, but I do | Mr. Carlyle—What is your reason for 

ye know that breathing impure air will keeping grade Jerseys? : 

, affect the milk. If you take some on- | Mr. Linse—I have no particular rea- 

ad ions and bruise them and place them son only I am not a breeder. To im- 

i before a cow in her manger where she prove my herd in those days when [ 

ms o can breathe that scent, the milk will started in I couldn’t reach down far 

it smell and taste of onions. jenough in my pocket-book to buy 

Mr. Carlyle—What kind of salt do those high-priced oe so I ee 

a you use? , the best milkers I had and got a goo' 

» Mr Linse—I am using so far Ashton sire, and I have a good herd of cows 

! salt, the imported salt, but they tell now. Some of them you might call 

a me that there are American salts now high grade, though I have not regis- 

ih just as good, and I am going to give tered them. 

¥ them a trial. I think if we can have, 

fi 

th 
ei) 

i DIRT IN THE DAIRY AND WHAT IT DOES FOR MILK. 

; Prof. H. L. RUSSELL, Madison, Wis. 

The subject that I have to present) but if he allows filth to accumulate in 

7 to you roday is in no sense a new one,| his dairy he loses all the advantages 

tone ae Srey one of you knows ee he mae Oe Mitt 
to be fundamentally true. Now, purely from the standpoint of 

Practically every man interested in| actual experience, the importance of 

dairy pursuits knows full well that} cleanliness has long been recognized 

cleanliness is a cardinal factor in suc-| in dairy pursuits, but today I wish to 

cessful dairying; that without it a man| present the reasons why cleanliness 

might have the best breed of cattle| is of such great importance in connec- 

and other conditions of the very est, | tion with the keeping qualities of milk. 

a. 
—<—"_
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Experience and Knowledge. | A recognition of this fact and the 

We may learn a thing from pure ex- conditions that favor the souring, that 

perience and know that it does happen is to say, conditions that favor the op- 

as a fact, but the why of the thing portunity for germs of all sorts to get 

enables us to broaden our conception | into milk, would stop a great deal of 

ef the fact and also to bring it into loss that annually occurs under our 

relation with other facts. present system. 

In other words, a scientific explana- Bacterial life is so omnipresent that 

tion of an ascertained truth enlarges We cannot entirely exclude it from 

the basis of its application, and al- milk or from any substance except un- 

lows the investigator as well as the der special conditions, but we can do 

practical worker to approach his work it, and that is what we should strive 

in a much more satisfactory way. for. 

This has been shown most conclu- i 

sively in regard to the fertilizing prop- N 1 eee ee Z 

erties of clovers. Their ability to re- 4, it ow. ig the souring of mis DEO 

: store the fertility of impoverished soils duced by the entrance of foreign or 

has long been known, but now we ganisms, but all of these disorders that 

know that this property is due to the are to be noted in milk at one time 

minute bacteria that are enclosed in or another, such as ropy, stringy, 

the tiny swellings on the roots. sliray, bitter, red and blue milk are 

Recognition of this fact, and a study due in great part to the action of 

of these organisms, and the conditions ‘these infinitely small germs that in 

under which they grow enable us to seme wer cooage eae ck to this fluid. y 

intelligently use clover as a fertilizer. Now, our’duty as dairymen is to pro- i 

Clover without these tiny swellings is bit as far as possible the entrance 

of much less value relatively than that of these germs. Milk is so admirably ; 

which contains them. adapted for the growth and propoga- ’ 

The same is true with the conditions tion or all forms of bacterial life that 

that affect cleanliness in the dairy. if germs once gain access, they grow i 

When we study the effect of dirt upon and thrive enormously. Therefore it ’ 

tuiie we find that it ia not the dirt) = "7", that we should keep the 

Taaie pat hat ee contains chat ts 60) eee. getting into such a fertile 

detriment to milk. = 
ern | Factors of Contam ination, 

This “invisible” dirt as we may call Today we will discuss the several 

it, is nothing more or less than the factors that enter into the contamina- ) 

bacterial life that adheres to the dirt tion of milk and see what relative 

particles that come in contact with the value they have, and how far it is . 

milk after it leaves the cow. Milk in possible for us to get rid of their in- 

the udder of the cow is perfectly free fluence. 

from germs. If we could secure it in There are five factors that are of 

the same condition as it is in the cow prime importance in accounting fcr 

it would remain unchanged for an in-| the bacterial content of milk. They 

definite period of time, but owing to are as follows: 

the prevalence of bacterial germs this 1. Contamination from unclean ilk 

is impossible. 
vessels. 

Souring of milk is so constant a phe- 2. Dirt from animal and milker. 

nomenon that we consider it inevita- 8. Dust in the air. 

ple, but this is really not so. If we 4. Bacterial life present in the fore 

prevent the entrance of, or kill out) milk. 

the organisms that bring about this” 5. Influence of temperature in gov- 

process, milk will remain sweet any | erning pacterial growth. 

length of time. | ‘We will consider these five elements
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in their order and note the effect that Strainers, cans for creaming, factory 

each one of them has upon the changes cans, dippers, all should be immersed 

that take place in milk. in boiling water or preferably sub- 
| jected to the infiuence of boiling steam 

Contamination From Milk Vessels. for twenty or thirty minutes. This 

While vessels in which milk is re- | procedure will suffice to kill out the 

ceived and stored may be clean as far | different forms of germ life that are 

as the visible dirt is concerned, by far | to be found invariably under such con- 

the great majority of dairymen do not ditions, and will often be the means of 

clean their dairy utensils so that the| saving the owner from considerable 

bacterial germs are entirely gotten rid loss and inconvenience. 

’ ; of. Consequently when milk is milked | 

" ; into such pails the germ life that aa- Dust Contaminates. 

i ' heres to the walls and are enclosed in 
H| . the minute cracks and joints of the) Another fruitful source of contam- 

“a pail find in this warm, rich, nutritive) ination arises from the dust and 

m3 food medium the very best conditions| dirt that gets into the milk directly 

i 3 for growth. | from the animal and the person of the 

I, milker. Dust and bacteria are invari- 

nm How to Clean. | ably associated. Where dust is found 

i " Milking pails may be cleaned in hot we also find germ life, and as the con- 

y water; they may even receive scalding | ditions to transport are so favorable, 

a or boiling water for a short time but more danger is to be attributed to the 

4 in the way in which this is ordinarily | influence of dust than presence of 

1 applied it is quite insufficient to kill out moist surface. Bacteria cannot be dis- 

‘en the resistent germs that are always lodged from a moist surface, so that 

i, to be found in these vessels. /as long as the body is wet, no matter 

: Milk pails made of wood should) how rich it may be in germ life, it is 

‘a never be used. Pails of tin or gal-| impossible for it to part with any of 

a vanized material should be used be- its contained bacteria. 

By cause they cau be readily cleaned;| Now, in the coat of the cow, and on 

" then too, the cracks and joints should the skin, germs are to be found in 

ot] be filled with solder to effectually ex- myriads. These are derived from the 

=i clude this dirt catcher and its con- particles of excrets that adhere to the 

HM tained germs. flanks of the animal, and may have 

x Under ordinary conditions the milk | adhered to the under parts in passing 

derives a larger proportion of its bac-| through a stagnant pool in the pasture. 

ES terial population from this factor than In many ways, germs of all sorts get 

from any other. The effect of this into the coat and there find a refuge 

factor I have repeatedly demonstrated for the time. When dry, they are 

A by milking the milk of a cow partly in easily dislodged and every movement 

a sterilized pail and partly into one of animal or milker must of neces- 

cleaned in the ordinary way. The sity cause them to fall to the ground. 

number of bacteria in ac. ¢. (cubic) So in this way, there is a constant 

centimeter) have been greatly reduced rain of spores and germs into the open 

and if the milk was set under similar pail during the process of milking. 

; conditions and allowed to sour in a Every hair and particle of dirt that 

perfectly natural way, the milk from is dislodged and falls into a milking 

the sterile can remains sweet from six vessel is the bearer of scores and hun- 

to twelve hours longer. dreds of individual germs. It may be 

Not only must the milking pail be said that these are strained off before 

thoroughly sterilized, but all other ves- | the milk is set away, but this makes 

sels that come in contact with the | little difference. This is not done until 

t milk must be as carefully cleaned. they have accomplished their work. 

i al
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‘The adherent germs are washed off in cultrres revealed the presence of 1,700 1 

the rich nutrient medium, and the | germs per minute as deposited. Tak- - 

straining process simply removes the| ing the average length of milking as in] 

visible filth and dirt that is objection- | fixe minutes there was in this instance 4 

able to the eye. The invisible germs) 2,800 organisms introduced when pre- ii 

pass any strainer and continue their cautionary nieasures were used against i 

growth unchecked. 8,500 under ordinary conditions. Of i 

What is true of the animal itself, is) course this number is not constant, | 

likewise true of the person of the) and would vary greatly, depending i 

milker in a somewhat less degree. upon many conditions, but there can i 

Dirty hands and dust-laden clothes are be no doubt but that the actual num- i] 

as effective agents of distribution of | ber of germs may be diminished from i 

germ life as any other. 1-2 to 2-3 by the exercise of this sim- \, 

How to Check Falling Dust. ple precaution. 
, 

Is it possible to check in any way Conditions of Air. | 

this constant deposition of germ life? We come now to the consideration of 

We know that bacteria cannot be dis- another factor that has an undoubted y 

lodged from a thoroughly moistened | bearing on this same question, and 

surface, and the knowledge of this that is the influence of the air of the a 

fact is of value in this connection. barn. Bacteria are always present in 

: Experience has taught many dairy- the air, but usually in still clear air , 

men that thoroughly washing the ud-| in small numbers, only however, in { 

- der of the cow is of value in keeping dust laden air the number is materi- i 

the milk pure and clean. This process ally increased. Therefore, all of those { 

is to be thoroughly commended and conditions that favor the raising of 

the application of warm water to the dust, of necessity increase the germ 

udder and to the under parts and| contents of the air so that the prac- } 

flank of the animal is a most effectual | tice often in vogue of feeding hay and 4 

means of preventing the dislodgment straw or bedding the animals imme- i 

of bacteria in the hair. We cannot diately before or during milking is to H 

prevent entirely the hairs from being be deprecated. The different forms of i 

rubbed off, but actual experiment germs adhering to the dust particles i 

shows that the number of germs may settle by gravity into milk vessels that | 

be very greatly diminished. We have are at all exposed to this influence. 

experimented upon this point in order Often forms that are particularly com- | 

to determine just exactly what influ-. mon on hay and straw and have an } 

ence was to be noted when milk was especially delecterious influence in ; 

received in these two ways. milk gain access to the fluid in this 

Covered glass dishes containing a way. This factor enters into the con- : 

thin layer of sterilized gelatine were sideration of the question of the con- 

expcsed for sixty seconds underneath tamination of milk, but is not as im- 

the cow during milking, and then pro- portant as the preceding influence. The 

tected so that the germs which, were | influence of this can be largely di- 

deposited upon the moist surface de- minished by the removal of the milk f 

veloped into little patches that were from the barn and by feeding the 

visible to the eye. By actual count stock subsequent to this removal. 

the number of germs were determined, A Bacterial Incubator. 

and the result was as follows:— a e 
Milking as ordinarily done, even in { 

Large Namber of Germs. the most efficient manner never with- | 

Urder a cow with thoroughly | draws the entire mass of milk. A few 

washed udder and belly, 560 germs | drops will remain in the lower part 

-per minute would fall into a 10 inch| of the milk ducts in spite of all ordi- 

pail under ordinary conditions, the nary precautions. The opportunity 

| 
|
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of contamination of these few drops|our best endeavors bacteria will gain 

with the outside is inevitable and we | an entrance, but we cam largely re- 

have always in the lower end of the | duce the number so that the milk in- 

milk duct a veritable incubator in stead of coming to the factory sour 

which the bacteria have the best pos-| will remain perfectly sweet for @ 

sible conditions for growth. There much longer period than ordinarily. 

is warmth, food and moisture, so that) Of the four factors we have men- 

they increase greatly, and are in a tioned there is a difference in their | 

rapidly developing condition at the relative importance. Contamination 
time of the next milking. When the from the milk vessels is by far the 

cow is next milked, these bacterial most important; next to this come the 

masses are milked into a pail and con-| germs received from the cow and 

y' sequently infect the whole milking. milker, next the influence of the fore- 

n These forms being in a rapidly grow- milk and probably the least is the 

i! : ing condition on account of their e€x- jnfiuence of the barn air, All four of 

1 iy cellent surroundings are able to in- these factors are more or less under 

a crease much faster than those germs our direct control; some of them ei 

+ that gain access in a resting or spore tirely so. % id 

‘aul condition such as those from the hay 

mn or straw. The milking of the first eat Comgstions. 

few streams from the teat washes out The first, impurities from vessels, 

Ba the great majority of them, and will can be entirely overcome by sterilizing 

a decrease this factor of contamination thoroughly. 
i 

a considerably. 
The second can be greatly dimin- 

i To these four factors are to be ished by thoroughly wetting the un- : 

a charged in large degree the contami- der parts of the cow and washing with 

: nations that get into milk and inevita- water and soap the milker’s hands. 

i bly bring about such a complex series The udder should not be left drip- 

1 of changes. The number of organisms ping wet, but should be wiped off. 

ll that gain entrance is legion, and the The point is to thoroughly moisten the 

be number of different species is consid- surface of the cow to prevent the dis- 

a erable. |lodgment of dust particles. 

hy Good and Bad Forms | oe oo of se eee gaed cannot 

ao Some forms are good, that is, pro-| ee a y oe 

Ht duce desirable flavors in milk and but- ventilation and taking care that no 

ls ter, some are different and some are ee dust is raised during the 

' “ a : milking, the influence due to this can 

positively bad. Now milk is an ac 10 greatly diminished. Rejection of 
; ceptable food medium to a noxious as th t ao ill < i the infl 

“4 well as a benificent form, consequently e fore milk will require the tntw 

the only thing we can do to prevent ence of the fourth factor, but will not 

a the entrance so far as we can of all oe do away with it, but an in- 

. kinds and then if we desire we can — Tie oe us a 

Hi aid special forms that will bring about gestions will enable any farmer to pro- 

¥ desired results. If the cheese maker 100g, foe period from one to three days 

i wants lactie acid forms to ripen his which milk will remain sweet. 

f milk the dairyman does not, for this Temperature of Milk. 

; destroys his product, and it is far bet- One other element governs the bac- 

2 ter for the cheese maker to control terial impurities of milk so much that 

his milk by adding a starter and thus it should be mentioned here, and that 

: “poss the acid” than it is to let the is the relation to temperature. 

acid “boss him.” 
Temperature is so important a point 

i The utmost care that we can take in the development of bacteria that it 

; will not enable us to secure milk per- cannot be overlooked. Their rate of 

* fectly free from germs. In spite of, development is so rapid, and growth
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takes place so much faster at an ele- Prof. Russell—That is so with ref- i 

vated temperature within certain lim-| erence to the odors, not so with ref- 3 

its that the presence of relatively few erence to bacteriological contents. Hy 

organisms in a rich food medium like) Mr, Carlyle—Don’t those bacteria in- ii 

milk wiJl very soon contaminate the) jure the butter? | 

entire lot. |" Prof. Russell—Not necessarily. You j 

Decrease in temperature will delay may have favorable forms present in f 
the souring process and this is because | that air. You may have, of course, 4 

the bacterial development is checked. yndesirable ones. The only way is to i 

Now in order to keep the germ life exclude them all and then introduce i 
that under the best conditions will in-| what you want afterwards. ‘ 

evitably gain access to the milk it is| pr, Porter—Can you furnish us bac- P 

necessary that the temperature of the teria that will give a good flavor to iH 

milk be reduced below the grow-| the butter? i 

ing point of the germs. Many of the prof. Russell—Yes, sir. i 

bacteria that gain access to the milk pr, Porter—How long can we keep | 

during milking are in a resting or) those? 

spore stage. In order for them to ger-| prof. Russell—It depends upon how , 
minate it is necessary that the tem- clean you keep your milk. You may 

perature of the fluid be above the pe able to keep your milk for one Ls 
point of germination. Therefore, if| churning only, or for longer. Thor- 

the milk is immediately cooled, the oughly sterilize your vessels and keep if 
temperature of the fluid falls below) that condition as long as you pos- : 

the growth point of many of the siply can. The ideal starter is that i 
germs and their development is held the bacteria produce just the flavor 
in abeyance, and the milk retains its you want. There are samples on the 

sweetness for a much longer period of market already. Some bring the right 

time. | flavor and others do not. The whole i 

Cannot be too Careful. subject is so new that we are only 4 

What I have recounted at such Just beginning on it. 4 

length is no new story to many of you,|_DT- Porter—Could that starter be \y 

yet I trust that the exposition of the placed in skim milk? f 

why these conditions are of value in Prof. Russell—Not | unless it has ; 

keeping milk in a pure and normal been previously sterilized the germs t 

condition may not be amiss. Cer- killed out of it. Of course, if you in- 

tainly we can’t be too careful in re- troduce it in ordinary skim milk, you 

gard to cleanliness in handling milk. introduce it in competition with hun- 

No substance is more susceptible than|@teds of other organisms, and you 

this to outside influences, to change C@!TY those others into your cream just i 

brought about by decomposition, to the same as your starter. ' 

taints and odors absorbed from the; Mr. Carlyle—Are there bacteria in \ 

exterior, so that the lessening of every CTe®™ that cause foaming of the 

factor that increases the impurities in | Cream in the churn? 

milk is a result devoutly to be de- Prof. Russell—That I don’t know. 

sired. |The ferment gas of course is due to i 

abet as be Se bacteria, and if this foam in the gas is 3 i 

| due to ferment gas, it is more than 

Discussion | likely that it is bacteriological in its 

Mr. Convey—It has been asserted a nature. ; 

number of times that where milk was| Mr. Convey—Does the aeration of . 

of a higher temperature than the milk retard the souring of it? } 

surrounding atmosphere, it would not, Prof. Russell—Thut is a mooted ques- | 

be contaminated with odors from the tion as yet. I cannot see what ef- | 

barn. | fect the aeration of milk would have . 

| | 

i
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upon the lactic acid organisms. It is, teria will ever come into general 

claimed, however, that it does affect | practice? 

it. Prof. Russell—I do. It has very de- 

Mr. Faville—Do I understand you to cided advantages. It possibly may 

say that the milk from a healthy, | not make a better product, but it will 

normal cow is pure? make a more uniform product, because 

Prof. Russell—In the udder it is per- you will use the same ferment right 

fectly free from germs. along; you generally get good butter, 

Mr. Howard—How low a tempera- but not always. It is going te make a 

ture is it necessary to have to keep) better keeping butter; possibly not a 

out germs? 
better flavored butter than the best 

Prof. Russell—A lower temperature | butter-makers make. The off-flavors 

than you would be able to employ in| in butter are eliminated by this 

” i any dairy. They can be checked at a) process. 

HS temperature of forty to forty-five. Dr. Porter—Do you believe that sepa- 

i) 4 Dr. Porter—Have you ever found rator cream is more free from bacteria 

4 : germs of tuberculosis in milk? than other cream? 

j P| Prof. Russell—It is possible they Prof. Russell—No, sir. A drop of 

‘Bul have been found coming from animals that under the microscope shows mil- 

H " diseased with tuberculosis. lions of these organisms. Part of them 

4 ‘, 2 Dr. Porter—Have you ever discdv-| go with the slime, and part of them 

oT ered those germs in your researches? seem to attach themselves to the glob- 

i u Prof. Russell—We are carrying on ules of fat in either process. 

i a series of experiments at the Station Dr. Porter—Does the starter separate 

ie just at present. We have not found the tubercular germs? 

. any as yet, but I do not know what, Prof. Russell—Yes, they go with the 

i the result of the experiments will be. slime and are not found in the cream. 

Dr. Porter—Is it practical for me to | They are slightly heavier than most 

zs determine by the use of tuberculin of the other forms of pacteria and it 

t. whether my herd is affected by tuber- is supposed for that reason that they 

q culosis? 
go with the heavier substance in the 

Wd Prof. Russell—I think it is. milk. 

4 {i Dr. Porter—Is there any danger of Dr. Porter—In order to use this par- 

a giving the cows tuberculosis by the ticular culture would it be necessary 

WW introduction of tuberculin? to sterilize your new milk? 

i Prof. Russell—No, sir. It is only Prof. Russell—Yes; otherwise you 

the extract of the tuberculosis, not would only introduce a small amount 

: the tubercles themselves. of good forms in with a much larger 

i Mr. Convey—How do you sterilize number of other kinds. 

‘ skim milk? 
Dr. Porter—To make better butter 

; Prof. Russell—Heat it at a sufficient |then we must first pastuerize the 

E temperature to kill out the germs,— seo 
F 

. in other words, boil it, say for forty- Prof. Russell—Yes, heating it to 

five minutes to an hour. The proba- about 150 degrees. That will kill out 

pility is that a few spores may remain about 99 per cent. 

even then, but it is not necessary in Dr. Porter—Does the skimmilk run 

this case to deal with it as carefully through the separator contain many of 

F as in our culture system, because you these germs of tuberculosis? 

: use your starter in a short time, and| Prof. Russell—It depends upon the 

you put in so many more that you condition of your milk. If the milk 

have all you want. is badly affected there is a possibility 

Mr. Thorpe—Do you suppose that of it. If the milk is sterilized, then, of 

j this idea of introducing the right bac- course, it is perfectly harmless. 

i a ie ll
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Mr. Thorpe—Where are they when |the scalding point. Sterilizing means i 

the cream is raised by the deep setting | heating to a boiling point. That will H 

process? | destroy all germs, if retained for a 4 

Prof. Russell—They go with the sedi- long enough period, say one hour, or | 

ment in the bottom; being heavier than | perhaps thirty minutes is sufficient to i 

the other organisms, they have a tend- | kill them oft, but in order to be abso- i 

ency to settle downwards. They are lutely certain you must continue it an ; 

much more liable to be found in the hour or an hour and a quarter. HH 

skimmilk in that case than in the, Dr. Porter—Are we in danger of con- | 

separator skimmilk. tracting the. disease of tuberculosis i 

Mr. Thorpe—Won’t it injure the but- from cows? 
i 

ter to heat the cream to 150 degrees? Prof. Russell—I think no special dan- i 

Prof. Russell—You can heat the |r: We certainly have not any more + 

cream sufficiently high co that it gives | tuberculosis than we did have before \ 

a cooked taste to the milk and then by We knew so much about It. Adults H 

rapid cooling down to a low tempera- very likely do not take tuberculosis : 

ture, the cooked taste is lost and ex- | from milk so affected. There is a pos- j 

perts are unable to tell the difference sibility that it may be contracted in i 

between the two creams. With the the case of children where they take 

temperature at 150 degrees Fahr. cow’s milk for a large portion of their to 

there will be no cooked tate, and that | food. Of course, the infection takes ‘ 

is sufficient to kill out the growing bac- |Place by way of the intestinal canal. + 

teria, not the spores. Usually it is through the lungs. i 

Mr. Thorpe—How long would it take The Chairman—I -understand that i 

to kill them out? |there are certain bacteria that get in 4 

Prof. Russell—About fifteen to the milk that produce good flavors and 

twenty minutes. others that produce bad flavors. Now, i 

Dr. Porter—How long does that milk I have heard it claimed that it is pos- J 

keep sweet? sible that our barns or other build- iP 

Prof. Russell—It depends upon now ings would get stocked with some form ; 

it is treated afterward. If it is cooled | or brand this good breed of bac f 

down below the germinating point of teria so that butter made from that 

these organisms that remain in the form would invariably have better ; 

milk, and then put in a cool place and flavor than from other forms where 

kept there, it will remain sweet for a the conditions were the same. 

week. Prof. Russell—That is very possible, 

Mr. Carlyle—What is the distinction | although the converse of that is more 

between pastuerizing milk and steriliz- possible, that they get stocked with 

ing? |bad forms, because you will find filth i 

Prof. Russell—Pastuerizing means in so many of such places which will \ 

heating it up to a point a little below | produce the undesirable kind. \ 

i 

i 

| 
{ 
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SOILING. 

RHODELL CROSSFIELD, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- {ter wheat, 1 or 2 acres, the rye usually 

men: My subject today is soiling. I|makes some fall pasture. In the 

am a dairyman and the son of a dairy- spring as soon as the rye starts enough 

man. The first work I can remember |to make a bite and the land gets in 

y i of trying to do was to milk a cow, and | condition, we turn the cows on and let 

nm what I am going to tell you is actual |them eat it as fast as it grows until 

Hh personal experience, no proxy work | we want to plow the land for spring 

| ; about it, my figures are all deducted | crops. Besides this we have a small 

tw from actual weights and tests, no es- piece of rye and the winter wheat 

| tt timates, and no guess work. If a man | where it does not get pastured at all. 

ei comes to us to buy a cow we can show Rye First. 

i . him just how much milk she has given “As moan 4a tis os Jacee Eaeatah 

i each milking in the last year, and how on ae a si Ro heen oa 

jm much butter it would make by the to mow, which is a little before it 

: i Babcock test; how long she went dry, gins to head, usually from the middle 

fay when she will come in again, how old to the last of May,—we commence to 

B ; eut it and draw it in the barn and feed 
i she is, and of what breed. : : 

m Bi We do not make any pretensions to it to the cows. Rye will do to feed 

it large results nor large profits, are not about ten days or two weeks, when it 

} extremists in any sense of the word. gets so old the cows don’t like it. By 

a We have a farm of 95 acres, all told. that time the winter wheat is ready to 

i 20 acres of this is rather poor marsh, feed. This will remain Zood until it 

3 10 acres covered with thick timber, and gets ripe, by the time es wheat Is ea 

i 5 acres occupied with buildings and the oats are ready; these with me 2 

5, yards, garden, ete., leaving 60 acres of green clover and pone ane a sae 

ft tillable land. We find by actual meas- ee eT ae ee 
4 f : 5 . 

' urement that we plow just 58 acres. aid of the silo keeps us in green feed 

} Good Showing. ‘the rest of the year. 

On this 58 acres we are keeping 41/ Please bear in mind that we have 

| head of cattle and 7 horses and colts, good corn ensilage, oats in the bundle 

7 making 48 head, besides hogs, and we and our boughten feed (bran, ete.) to 

manage to keep so much stock on so feed with this green stuff; cows would 

a few acres by a system of feeding not do much on such green slushy food 

; known as soiling. We buy no coarse alone. I will say here, the ground we 

is feed and no coarse grain, but we do cut the green rye off from we turn over 

4 buy bran, middlings and oil or cotton and plant to corn, and have never 

7 seed meal to feed to the cows, and failed of getting a good crop to put in 

; would do that if we had but five cows the silo, and the ground we cut the 

Be or only one. Now, I am here to tell winter wheat from is sown to millet or 

a you how we do the soiling. hungarian and usually we get a good 

y I will commence in the spring, but | crop. 

to do so I must go back to the fall and) Now, a few words as to how we raise 

latter part of the summer before, when the rest of the feed for our stock. AS 

we sow, as early as we can, a good lot |I said before we have about 60 acres, 

of winter rye, and a small piece of win- | in round numbers, to till. We raise 30 

_— 
> eae
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acres corn, 15 acres oats, and 15 acres Clover. 
i 

clover. With two crops of corn in suc- | The clover we make into hay the best fi 

cession this makes us a four year ro- | We know how, using hay-caps and cur- | 

tation. 20 acres of the corn is planted ing mostly in the cock, and feed to the i 

in drills thick, 1-2 bushel seed per acre, cows during the winter in connection | 

—planting three varieties, Flint, com- with the other feed. 
if 

mon Dent, and what we know as the ‘As to the results of all this I will say; i 

Salzer corn, which is a very large and | we have a good place to live and about \ 

late variety, grows tall, is very leafy, all the comforts of life we want, and | 

also ears well when planted thick. We we are not obliged to figure very 

do this to get a succession when we fill clogely on the cost. We have a tene- 

the silo. We can commence filling ment. house and hire a man by the I 

early on the early corn, and when we year, So we are at liberty to go to the { 

get to the last variety it has had the Fairs, Farmers’ Institutes and visiting ij 

full length of the season te mature. occasionally. We drive pretty good i 

horses and good buggies, and have j 

Filling the Silo, good farm machinery. In fact, we are i 

f 
rather independent, owe no man a dol- i 

In filling our silo three men and jar and manage to get ahead a little \ 

three horses do all the work and it eyery year. 
i 

takes from three to four weeks to put 
\ 

in the corn. Our silo holds 280 tons 

(silo rule) and we have been trying for Discussion, ' 

a number of years to fill it from 20 Question—Do you keep your cows in ' 

acres of corn, but have never had it the barn in summer? 
| 

quite full yet and never had quite fr, Crossfield—I think we do pot 

enough ensilage to feed the year round; keep them in as much as we ought, for 

but we are not discouraged, and are 4 geems rather hard to put cows into a t 

going to keep right on trying. I think, gark basement stable when the ther- | 

with the practical experiences that I mometer is 100 degrees in the shade, ; 

have heard at the Farmers’ Institutes | pyt I do believe the cows are better { 

this winter, the day is not far distant | of in the stable when flies are bad. \ 

when we will have our silo full and| Oyr cows are put in at 4:30 o'clock in | 

feed ensilage the year round. the morning and turned out about 7 or i, 

The other ten acres of corn are g o'clock. They will go off into the i 

planted in check rows, and husked to woods and pick around until the mid- if 

feed the pigs, horses and chickens. dle of the afternoon when they come } 

The stalks are run through the feed down and are put in the barn at about if 

cutter in the winter and fed to the 3 or 4 o'clock and turned out again i 

cows. 
about 7 o’clock in the evening. They j 

The oats are cut just as the top ker- are shut in the barnyard over night. ' 

nels are turning ripe and the straw is |All the time they are in the barn they 

yet quite green. Cut with a self have feed in the mangers,—clover hay, 

binder, bound in small bundles, and set green oats and whatever is in season. | 

up two and two and capped, taking a |The stables are darkened with cur- 

good deal of pains to set them up and tains. 
\] 

cap them good as it takes them a long Question—Do you use any of your | 

time to cure through. When “thor- land for pasture? If so, how much? | 

oughly dry they are stacked close to. Mr. Crossfield—Our cows run over all t 

the barn, right on the ground, two the farm when no crops are growing, 

loads in,a stack, and drawn in the barn but we grow one and two crops on all i 

a stack at a time as wanted to feed; our farm except about 25 acres. Five i 

this is to prevent the mice working in |of this is occupied by buildings. oft } 

them. 
the 20 remaining acres ten are covered
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with thick second growth oak, 5 are | close we will first have the report of 

boggy marsh and 5 are land bordering | the committee on resolutions. 

on the marsh. The woods grow no| The Committee on Resolutions of- 

grass except a few places where the fered the following report which was 

trees are thin. Only about 1-3 of the read section by section, and each reso- 

marsh grows grass, the rest is cow lution adopted as read: 

paths and mire holes. The other 5 4. Resolved, That the coming Legis- 
acres furnishes June grass pasture. Jature of Wisconsin is hereby - re- 

As I stated in my paper we have some quested to enact a law similar to that 

rye pasture in the fall and spring. We now in force in the State of Massa- 

] do not depend upon pasture at all. chusetts whereby the manufacture or 
s % Question—What kind of oil meal and sale of all imitations of natural but- 
4 how much do you feed per cow? ter or cheese in color, form, or name, 

y Mr. Crossfield—We feed about two js strictly forbidden under proper pen- 

4 * Tbs. oil meal a day per cow during the | alties. 

4 y winter. In the summer we don’t feed We have no objection to the sale of 

i @ any oil meal. We use the old process oleomargarine or butterine if done on 

hy oh oil meal. its own color and on its own merits, 

» ot Question—Do you feed ensilage all but we demand the protection of law 

fib through the year? for both producer and consumer 

| Mr. Crossfield—We have never been against the sale of all imitations of 

fo able to have ensilage enough to keep dairy products which are counterfeits. 

my through the summer. I can’t see but, 2. Resolved, That the Members of 

ei what it keeps very well. It will spoil Congress from Wisconsin are hereby 

, some in the corners. The latest we) requested to support and assist in the 

. have had ensilage to feed was July successful passage of the bill now be- 

. 10th; this year we fed the last June fore the United States Senate offered 

i 20th. It was just as good as ever ex- by Senator Hill whereby all imita- 

MM cept in the corners and near the sides. tions of honest butter and cheese may 

‘ I think with a smaller and deep silo | be placed under the police jurisdiction 

tf it will keep all summer. of the several states. 

iy Question—Hoew do you handle the 3. Resolved, That we hereby ex- 

i manure? press our thanks for the kind attention 

2 Mr. Crossfield—The manure is ap- of the citizens of Menomonie, and for 

i" plied to the clover sod during the win-| the pleasant drive they gave us to the 

: ter and spring before it is plowed for | County Asylum and to the Capt. Tain- 

corn. ter Stock Farm. 

Question—After your trial are you) 4. Resolved, That while we have 

; satisfied that soiling is the best system | been entertained with most generous 

of feeding for you? hospitality by the citizens of Menom- 

; Mr. Crossfield—We are satisfied that | onie during our stay at this closing 

by this system of soiling is the only | Institute, we must at the same time 

way we can keep cows enough on a thank Capt. Tainter for his magnifi- 

small farm to make it profitable. If | cent gift of Memorial Hall to the city 

F we should go back to the old way of of his adoption, in providing a build- 

; pasturing it would take our whole farm | ing so perfect in all its appointments. 

to furnish pasture during the summer, And to the trustees of the Stout Man- 

3 or else our herd would have to come | ual Training School we also extend 

4 down to 7 or 8 cows. our thanks for the opportunity given 

soe tae azul us to visit that most excellent institu- 

| tion of industrial education, which in 

Prof. Henry in the Chair. | many respects has made advance over 

Prof. Henry—Ladies and Gentle- former systems, and we commend its 

4 men:—In bringing our meeting to * | caumnale to the school boards of 

2 
——
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our towns and cities, and especially , All Wise, and hope that He will raise i 

the generosity of Messrs. Stout ahd up one who may in some fair measure J 

Tainter to the thought of men of carry on the work he has so nobly be- yi 

wealth to found more of such institu-| gun and maintained. \g 

tions as monuments to their memory) 2d. To his wife and family we i 

more enduring than that of marble. offer our deep sympathy and con- he 

5. Resolved, That in the death of J. dolence in their bereavement, hoping i 

M. Smith we as farmers and horti- that time, the great heart cure, may if 

culturists of the State of Wisconsin yet give them years of health and it 

have lost a true friend and honored happiness. \f 

citizen of this commonwealth, and 3d. Resolved, That a suitable me 4 

though his life work is ended and we morial be prepared for the next Bul- i 

deplore his loss, yet we feel that the embracing likewise a portrait of our 

life and character of a good man late friend and benefactor. \ 

never perishes, so we who knew him H. C. TAYLOR, { 

best in the intimate relations of life B. S. HOXIE, | 

would commend that type of manhood A. A. ARNOLD, f 

which made him dear to us and his Committee. \ 

name to be revered as one whose life’ On the offering of the last resolution, { 

was full of justice, truth and integrity, Gov. Hoard moved its adoption in the f 

as an example to every young man. fol;cwing words: 

‘And as the most prominent horticul- Goy, Hoard—Mr. President, as one \ 

turist and market gardener in our who has had something to do with 4 

State whose name was always a bond, the early organization of this Insti- | 

never discounted, wherever the work tute work, as one who was intimately ' 

of his hand was known, so in promot- acquainted with the personal charac \ 

ing the work of Institutes in every teristics of Mr. Morrison, as one who 

way possible, often at much sacrifice pelieves that the glory of a State 1s f 

on his part, we, as Institute workers, pest seen in the glory of its manhood 

personally extend to his devoted wife and particularly its farming popula- i 

and family our Kindest heart-felt tion, as one who believes that, when is 

sympathy “n this hour of great be-_ man has done a fair and honest li 

reavement. day’s work, there should exist for ; 

And be it further Resolved, That a him in the hearts and minds of " 

committee be appointed to prepare a the men who have labored with him ; 

memorial to be published in the Bul- an honest mede of justice; as one who ; 

letin with his portrait, and that a believes that that surcease of sor- is 

suitably bound copy be presented to row that comes to us in sweet death ' 

his family. is but the crown to a large reward ; 

6. Resolved, 1st, That we deeply in the hearts of our fellows, if we ; 

deplore the untimely death of our have done our duty, I move you, sir, 

late Superintendent Wm. H.. Morri- the adoption of this resolution by the | 

son. He was an able leader, an eff- standing vote of this Institute. 

cient organizer, and a wise counsellor. The resolution was unanimously 

G To him may be traced the efficiency adopted by a standing vote. 

of the Institute work in our State. and Prof. Henry—Ladies and Gentle t 

to which we point wih pride, deserv- men:—It would be too bad to part and 

ing as we believe the emulation of go to our homes in all distant parts 

our sister States. He ever watched of the State and back to our farms 

the farmer’s interests and guarded without a just word from some of 

with the greatest fidelity any retrench- these friends who have come & long 

ments upon fostering legislation. We way to be with us. Now, we none of 

miss his genial face and wholesome en- us believe much in in-breeding, and 

thusiasm. We accept the decree of the to get thoughts, to get ideas from
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others living at a distance is some-; esterday while sitting at the table 

times the happiest thing that comes to an intelligent German sitting by me 

us, and in keeping with this I wish said, “If I send my boy to the Minne- 

to call for a few remarks from Mr.| sofa Agricultural School would I lose 

Geo. T. Powell, of Ghent, New York, him cr not? He is the only boy I have 

who, happening to be in the West at} got. 1 don’t want to lose him from 

this time, very fortunately for us, is my farm.” I said, “My friend, what 

with us. Mr. Powell was recently the kind of farming are you carrying on?” 

superintendent of the New York In- Well, he said he was raising wheat. 

stitutes. We have but two minutes I said, “Send your boy to the school, 

1 for each speaker, but I am sure you| my friend. Let him become skillful in 

q t will be glad to give those two minutes agriculture, and when he comes back 

4 to Mr. Powell. he will pull you out of this hole in 

1 ow Mr. Powell—Mr. Chairman, Ladies) Which you are. If you don’t send him 

3 y ‘and Gentlemen:—I can hardly repre-| t the college and don’t stop wheat- 

| sent in two minutes the great pleas- sowing, and go at something better,— 

Sih: ure it has given me to meet with you the dairy cow and the pig and sheep,— 

today, and mingle with the delibera- the boy will leave the farm sure, and 

Ai tions of this Institute, with the most) you will undoubtedly have to leave it 

i uw. admirable program which has been) yourself.” This is the great hope of 

carried out at this time. One of the| the West I believe. You are fitting 

mB surprising things that has attracted) your young men to become skillful 

: ih my attention while being away for a agriculturists. If we could have had 

. short time in your great Northwest this sort of instruction in New York 

a has been the large attendance of State thirty years ago, the State would 

young men that come to these Insti- have been a great deal better off than 

fl tutes. When I come to stand upon it is now and there would not have 

r this platform and mingle with the been fifty per cent. of our cows losing 

i‘ men who have helped to put this great money to their owners every year they 

ni privilege into the hands of the young keep them. We are behind in dairy- 

y men of the West, it gives me double ing, behind the business gen of all 

ati pleasure to stand here with your hon- other lines of business in this coun- 

3} ored citizen, the apostle of improved try. We must make a change, and 

: dairying of Wisconsin, Gov. Hoard; you are certainly working along the 

; with Prof. Henry, who has done s0 right line. 

much to advance scientific and skill- Let me say, it has given me great 

a ful agriculture in your State, and to pleasure to sit here and listen to the 

- stand in the borders of the State which | very intelligent deliberations of your 

: has produced that grandest of citizens, Institute. We, in New York State, 

f Theodore Lewis, the apostle of the hog; have long listened to the gospel which 

E furthermore, when I have listened has been preached here, but we easily 

| from this platform to such intelligent realize that in many ways you lead. 

presentations of questions as have us, and we are all deriving benefits 

i come from the young men who are the from the farmers and workers in the 

ay graduates of your Agricultural Col- | Wisconsin Institutes. 

: lege, who, instead of going to some The Chairman—I have now the pleas- 

is city to engage in business, have gone ure of introducing to you Mr. J. S. 

| upon their Wisconsin farms and put! Woodward, of Lockport, New York, 

4 into their work the intelligence gained | who had a good deal to do with the 

: in their College, I think that it is the establishment of the first Farmers’ In- 

most hopeful sign of the times for| stitute in New York. 

the great West, the splendid work) Mr. Woodward—Gentlemen:—I have 

My that has come from your Agricultural | enjoyed this Institute very much ‘and 

College. | I am glad I came to it. I feel as we 

—————
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. used to say in the Methodist meeting | freedom from anxiety, from nights of i 

that it is good to be here, but when thinking and worrying how, in the i 

the reference was made to Mr. Mor- absence of collections from other cus- a 

é. rison it rendered me incapable of tomers we are going to meet our de- b 

saying much to you. I had the honor mands. 
ie 

of being the first director of Institutes. Then, I want to say another thing,, i 

in our State and they gave me the for the encouragement of the farmers.| Hl 

: honor and the credit of being the J believe that we are standing now | 

originator of that work, for which I on the threshold of the greatest era \ 

am very grateful, and I want to say of prosperity that ever came to agri- ia 

® to you that to Mr. Morrison more than eulture, and why? For the reason ) ; 

to any other man did I owe the suc- that since the beginning of this coun- i 

cess that I made of that work. TI try this nation has never done any- a 

could always call upon him for aid thing for its agriculturists up tilt | 

and encouragement, for direction and within the last quarter of a century | 

advice and it was always freely given. | or about that. It furnished facilities | 

I never had the pleasure of meeting for the education of all other classes, 

Mr. Morrison until last winter and I except him who had to feed them all, 

enjoyed that very much. He was @ and it never looked to him unless it ‘ 

very warm friend of mine. wanted him as a soldier, or to pay \ 

Now, in regard to the present eondi- the taxes. Now, look at the present, y 

_/tions of agriculture. I know that we time and see the great change that i 

feel that it is greatly depressed; we has come over all this. Today the 

feel that we are worse off than any- whole resoprrces of the scientific world 

body else, at least I know they do are expended in one of two directions, I 

in our State, and I have heard a good either in the direction, of electrical ap- { 

deal of it here, but we don’t know pliances, or in the direction of scien- i 

other people’s sorrows; we only know tific agriculture, and the advancement 

our own, and I want to say to you that has been made within the last 

that I am in a position where I know few years since the establishment of , 

something about it. I have a son who these agricultural colleges and experi- | 

is in the merchantile business and I ment stations give me the faith that 

assure you that there is no class of is in me that we are just entering in 

the community anywhere in America the dawn, as it were, of this era of 

that are so free from the severe agricultural prosperity, which it would : 

strains of this financial depression that be good for a man to live in. Why, je 

we have been through as the farmers. sometimes I feel that we have lived * 

I do not know of a farmer anywhere too soon in the world, we who are old § 

within my experience who has been and gray-headed. I can’t stay here 

begging bread. I do not know of a very much longer, put if I could only 

farmer anywhere within my acquaint- commence pack with the advantages 

ance but ‘who has been willing to that are now furnished for young 

contribute of his substance to the re- men in life, and opportunities of agri- ' 

lief of those who have been begging cultural education, I would be almost : 

bread; but I do know this, we do not willing to sacrifice everything I have ' 

appreciate our advantages as farmers; in the world to do it. If I were not ; 

we do not appreciate that we have too old I think I would be tempted to 

good houses, and we live right up go into an agricultural class now and { 

close to the heart of the great God graduate. Now, let me say to you | 

who furnishes all things and that we, fathers that are here, you ought to 1 

get our sustenance right at the very live on one meal a day if it is neces- f 

bosom of Mother Nature first, and we sary, and send your sons and your | 

ought to have the best. We don’t ap- daughters to Madison and give them 

preciate that, we don’t appreciate the a course in agriculture rather than to 

|
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go on, rolling up wealth and have, it shall reach every farmer in he State. 

those boys and girls go out into the| ‘The Chairman—We feel that we own 

world with a meager knowledge of Mr. Woodward in Wisconsin. This is 

their business, one hundred times bet- the second time he has been with us, 

ter it would be. and we hope he feels as much at home 

Mind controls matter in this world, With us as we do with him. We have 

always. Just look about you wherever heard from the east; there is a great 

you are and see. Look at this beauti- country to the west of us, and in that 

fu! building that we are in, this mat- Portion of the country is a great state 

ter has existed from all eternity, but Called Iowa; in Iowa is a man who has 

r mind put it into shape. You were been preaching clover. You all know ‘ 

n down at the World’s Fair and saw the him. You have heard of him, but I 

i! aE splendid architecture that was there. Went you to look at him, so that as 

| yr Don’t you know that all that material you walk through your clover fields 

ot has been laid away since it came next summer you can think of Mr. 

1) HS from the hands of the creator until the Henry Wallace of Iowa, the friend of 

es present, and it only wanted mind to the clover plant. 

 o touch it and lift those forms in all Mr. Wallace—Ladies and Gentle- 

t yr their beauty. What we want today is ™c2, I don’t feel that I am a stranger 

iy thinking, reasoning agriculturists. Let in Wisconsin. I have watched you 

4 i me plead with you. I was glad to pretty closely for the past year, I have 

Bit see those young men that were here kept track of these Institutes. I came 

i 3 on the stage this morning, graduates UP here expecting just such a round-up 

h or pupils from the short course. They Institute as you have had; it has come 

h have got something that is much bet- UP to my expectations, it has not gone 

ter than money. Give the boys and beyond them. I want to say to you 

1 give the girls a chance. I will say entlemen, that I regard this Institute 

i again I am glad to have been here, Work as the best of any state in the 

: and whether I ever meet you again or Union. In Iowa we are trying to imi- 

Bt not in the world, I hope that the Wis- tate your Institute system as closely 

i, consin farmers will never forget their a8 we can; we have a few cranks out 

A Agricultural College and Experiment there,—a few men who are afraid that 

5 Station up at Madison. I hope alsc somebody will do something so much . 

f that you will never let this Institute better than they can ever hope to do, 

4 work go down. These old gray-headed that they don’t want anybody to do it. 

fellows here can’t go to college, they But we are waiting patiently, and we 

4 are like me, I can’t go to college, but will have an Institute something like 

I could and have learned a great yours, some day; and we are looking 

i many things in Institutes. I have to you for instruction. Now, you know 

; learned some things since I came here, every State has it own peculiar devel- 

that will benefit me and go with me. opment. A man who does as much 

Now, don’t let the legislature cripple writing as I do cannot give out all the 

this Institute work, but spread it, ex- time without taking in sometimes. I 

| tend it. I hope to live to see the time | come in and I sit around and I watch 

when there will be a Farmers’ Insti- you and observe, and I have observed 

tute in every school district in my enough here in the last two days to 

State and if the legislature don’t give keep me running for six months, sug- 

us the money to do it, we will banish gestions, facts, something that takes 

the legislature. So, I say, let us stand root and grows and develops and 

by the Agricultural College and the spreads out. You will hear a whole 

short course and the long course, and lot of this back again, some of you. 

‘. all the other courses, and then let us| We come up to Wisconsin to learn 

demand that we shall have more facili- about dairying, about ensilage, about 

ties to extend the Institute work until fruit cclture in the northern sections
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and a vast lot of other things, and so iment Station. I do claim as a practi- i 

in every department of this great west cal man to have some knowledge of B: 

is something that we can learn. We how practical agriculture should be ‘9 

can learn how things go where men | carried on, and I want to assure you q 

are farming with prains, where men that your college is peing carried on 

are striving for developed brain work, in the right line, and that your experi- i 

and that is the key to your success in ments are being carried on in the right i 

the State of Wisconsin. There is noth- line, in a practical way, SO that it will ‘ 

ing that stands so much in want of result to your good. I thank you very ' 

human attention as human ignorance. much for your kind attention and for i 

There are none so blind as those who the lessons that I have received when- 3 

will not learn. Go on with the methods ever I have been in the State. i 

that you are following and that other The Chairman—Ladies and Gentle- ‘ 

States are following; the time will soon men, Farmers of Dunn County and ad- 

be here when to be a farmer on his joining Counties, Friends from other | 

own farm, will be as proud an honor States, Visiting Members and Dele- 

as can be conferred upon 2 citizen of gates—Has it paid? Has it paid you ‘ 

the United States. You are doing fathers and mothers who have left the 

_ what you can, God bless you. We are old homestead that you have been \ 

trying te imitate you in the west, and settled upon for so many years, the 

we expect that by and by possibly we piece of land that you love? Has it 

ean teach you something in the future. paid you to leave that home and come ‘a 

We are all learning one from the other! up and spend three days with your 

This Institute has been a grand suc- neighbors? I think so. I think you j 

cess, but the next will be better than will go back to the old farm with a 

this, I am sure. 
greater love for it than you ever had 

The Chairman—We have with us a before; appreciating that an acre of / 

Canadian friend, a gentleman who has land is a pretty good investment after 

proved his worth in his own section, all, that eighty acres is a heritage and 4 

and in ours, a gertleman who has |that 160 acres is a principality. » 

made his mark as judge at the World’s | Farmers’ sons and daughters who are 

Fair. I want every farmer to see Mr. here, go back to the farm and love it \ 

Gibson and hear his voice, because, as \as you never ‘did before; believe in the ; 

an agricultural writer and worker he | soil, remember that those who trudge : 

stands in many respects pre-eminent. along the crowded streets of the cities, ‘ 

Mr. Gibson—Mr. Chairman, Ladies there is a fascination about it, but it is f 

and Gentlemen: Speaking is not my the fascination of death. In the fields ; 

forte. I would rather you were a flock freshening in springtime, in the bright ; 

of sheep and I was judging them. I sunst ine of May and June, there can i 

am sure I could get along a good deal come more true pleasure to him who 4 

better, but I do want to say this. It lives near God and Nature, God’s 

lias given me a great deal of pleasuve natural works. There is more for hu- 

to come to the State of Wisconsin. 1 mfan life to those that will wrest it 

thought when I left Ontario that we from the soil and from nature in the j 

probably knew as much about the country than any other place. Don’t ti 

farm as you did here and there are a forget to get large things out of the : 

great many things that we do as well, field and the greatest of the actual. { 

I think; but I am satisfied that there We have talked as though it was all 

are a great many things we don’t money. My friends here, and every 

know as well, and I have learned a other farmer knows that the best of 

great deal, and it will be with a great farm life is not money, and so I close 

deal of pleasure when 1 go back that this Eight Annual Farmers’ Institute 

I shall tell our people, especially of the with the full satisfied answer by every 

work that is being done at your Exper- one here that it has paid.
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I wish to say to all from a distance | together, for the one purpose of up- 
that they will have an opportunity to | lifting the citizens of this vicinity. I 

visit the different parts of this build-| want to say that a member of the local 

ing, that there are rooms below, a li-|committee said to me that while this 

brary beyond, a Grand Army Room room had been used for all classes of 

Room above, and that it is but right | meetings, that the farmers had littered 

that we should carry away with us as|the floor less and done less harm to 

perfect a picture of what has been|this beautiful building than any body 

done here in this gift to these citizens | of people who ever met here before for 

of Menomonie and the people, as per-|the same length of time. My friends, 
| fect a memory of it as possible, so I|the best is none too good for the 
st hope you will all visit the rooms and|farmer. The meeting is now closed. 
* f notice how beautifully everything fits 
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED JERSEY i 

CATTLE. 
} 

. 
i 

As adopted by the American Jersey Club. l 

Points. 
For Cows. 
ae Points. 11. Fore udder full in form and 

1. Head small and lean; face not fleshy. 13 

dished, broad between the 42. Hind udder full in form and 

eyes and narrow between well up behind. 11 

the horns. 2\13. Teats rather large, wide 

2. Eyes full and placid; horns apart, and squarély placed. 10 ’ 

small, crumpled, and am- 14, Milk-veins prominent. 5 7 

ber colored. 1) 45. Disposition quiet. 5 

8. Neck thin, rather long, with 46. General appearance and ap- 

clean throat, and not heavy parent constitution. 10 j 

at the shoulders. 8 ae 4 

4, Back, level-to the setting on of 
100 " 

tail. 1| In judging heifers, omit Nos. 11, 12 

5. Broad across the loin. 6) and 14. : f 

6. Barrel long, hooped, broad and For Bails 

deep at the flank. 10 ee ° isnt 

i : ] The same scale of points sha 

e wets —— ene 7 used in judging bulls, omitting Nos. ‘ 

8. Legs shor ii, 12 and 14, and making due al- : 

9. Tail fine, reaching the hocks, lowance for masculinity, but when ‘ 

with good switch. 1| pulls are exhibited with their progeny, i 

10. Color and mellowness of hide; in a separate class, add 30 counts for 

inside of ears yellow. 5| progeny. 
i 

\ I 

: 
i
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED GUERNSEY 

CATTLE. 

; ' As adopted by the American Guernsey Cattle Club. 

FE noe 
ie Points. Points. 

1 gt Quality of milk, 30 points. 12. Barrel round, and deep at 

a 1. Skin deep yellow, in ear, on flank. 4 

i i ah .. ae yo et 13. Hips and loins wide. 2 

bth teats, and body generally. 29| 14. Rump long and broad. 2 

! tt 2. Skin loose, mellow, with 15. Thighs and withers thin. 2 

: fine, soft hair. 19) Ser 
» iB e 16. 
4 ‘ Quantity and duration of flow, . or level'to setting on of 3 

be gti 17. Throat clean, with small 
m 8. Escutcheon wide on thighs, S dewlap. 3 ore: 

! ee prea, anes 3) 18. Legs not too long, with hock 

1 : Iking. 2 
8 4, Milk veins long and promi- ies eae 

E nent. 6 19. Tail long and thin. Zz 

q 5. Udder full in front. 6 eee Sarre ane ers 

iy . ve he 8 21. Head rather long and fine, 

3 7. Udder large, but not fleshy. 4 a ee 
' 8. Udder teats squarely placed. 4 22. General appearance. 2 

9. Udder teats of good size. 4 aaa 

3 Size and substance, 16 points. 100 

10. Size for the breed. 5| For bulls, deduct 18 counts for ud- 
11. Not too light bone. 1| der, points 5, 6 and 7. 

“i ied
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FCR Ft EE-FRED HCISTFIN j 

FRIESIAN CATTLE. i 
i 

As adopted by ,the Holstein-Friesian Association of America. 1 

i 

For Rulls. 
Points. j 

Points. Tail—Reaching to hocks or below, j 

Head—Showing full vigor, ele- large at setting, tapering finely i 

gant in contour. 2 to a full switch. 2 u 

Forehead—Broad between the ” Hair and handling—Fine, soft i 

eyes, dishing. 2 and mellow, skin moderate i 

Face—Contour graceful, especial- thickness, secretions oily and of i 

ly under the eyes, medium in a rich brown or yellow. color. 10 i 

length, broad muzzle. 2 Mammary veins—Long, large, 

Ear—Of medium size, fine, cov- branched, with extensions en- ' 

ered with soft hair. 1, tering two orifices. 10 

Eyes—Moderately large, full and Rudimentary teats—Not less than i 

bright. 
2 four, large, well spread. 2 

Horns—Medium in size, fine in Escutcheon—Large and fine de- i 

texture, short, oval, inchning velopment. 8 y 

forward. 2 —— 

Neck—Neatly joined to head and 
100 4 

shoulders, nearly free from 
i 

dewlap, of good length, proud A bull that has from three to five 

in bearing. 5 of his progeny in advanced registry 

Shoulders—Of medium height, shall be credited with five points in 

well rounded and even over excess of what he may scale in 

tops. 
4, Structure. 

Chest—Low, deep and full. g No bull shall be received that does q 

Crops—Full and level with shoul- not scale 80 points. 
i: 

ders. 
4. No bull shall be received that, in ' 

Chine—Straight, broadly devel- the judgment of the examiner, will { 

oped, and open. g not reach a minimum weight of 1,800 . 

Barrel—Well rounded, and large pounds in good flesh at full age. 

abdomen. 6 
' 

Loin and hips—Broad, full, long, aardiews: 
| 

and level. 5 

Rump—High, long, broad and Head—Decidedly feminine in ap- 

level. 5 pearance, comparatively long 

Thurl—High, and great width. 4 from eyes to base of horns, fine 

Quarters—Long, straight behind, in contour. 2 | 

wide and full at sides. 5 Forehead—Broad between the | 

Flanks—Deep and full. 2. eyes, dishing. 2 

Legs—Short, clean, tapering, with Face—Contour fine, especially 

strong arm, in position firm, under the eyes, showing facial 

wide apart, feet of medium size, veins, length medium, broad 

round, solid and deep. 6 muzzle. 2 

7
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| Points. | Points. 
ql Ears—Of medium size, fine, coy- _Tail—Reaching to hocks or below, - 

t ered with soft hair. 1 large at setting, tapering finely 

Eyes—Moderately full, large and | to a full switch. 2 

mild. 2 Hair and Handling—Fine, soft 
. Horns—Set moderately narrow at | and mellow, skin of moderate 

base, fine, oval, well bent, in- thickness, secretions oily, and of 
ee eee - - 2 a rich brown or yellow color. 10 
eck—Fine, nearly free from 
dewlap, neatly joined to head ee oe Baas 

and shoulders, top line slightly | sions entering large orfices. 10 
curving, of good length, moder- = of 
ately thin, elegant in bearing. 4 | Udder—Capacious, flexible, well 

; i Shoulders—Fine and even over | Sereloped beri sas trons eat 
4 € : tops, lower than hips, and mod- | et pny vee ee Bia 12 
i} g erately thick, deep and broad. 3 E P a, ” Seen = a 

: 5 Chest—Low, deep and broad. Cee ee 
e ‘rops—Full and level with,shoul- 

ie ders. 2 100 
Bie Chine—Straight, broadly devel- 

i oped, and open. am : 
i Barrel—Well rounded, with large A cow that has made a milk or but- 

8 abdomen. 5 ter record in excess of the minimum re- 
1 @ Loin and Hips—Broad, full, long quirement applicable to her case (See 
i and level. 5 Rule 6) shall be credited one point for 

ee Rump—High, long, broad and each and every eight per cent. that 
ae level, with roomy pelvis. 4 such record exceeds such requirement. 

f Thurl—High, with great width. 4 No cow shall be received that does 
a Quarters—Long, straight behind, not scale 85 points (credits from milk 

y roomy in twist, wide and full at records being allowed as provided 

A sides. 4 above). 
i] Flanks—Fairly deep and full. 2. No cow shall be received that, in the 

1 Legs—Short, clean, tapering with judgment of the examiner, will not 
a" strong arm, in position firm, reach a minimum weight of 1,000 

wide apart; feet of medium size, pounds at full age, in ordinary flesh, 

i round, solid, and deep. 5 milking form. 

. 

; 

a i i lll
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POINTS OF EXCELLENCE FOR PURE-BRED AYRSHIRE 
CATTLE. 2 

As adopted by the Ayrshire Breeders’ Association. iq 

j For Bulls, : Points. 

sDiasiapuiiia (decteable ine the femaley © Teron ake nei well Oe i 

are generally so in the male, but must, , Bene ae = fee " b 

of course, be attended with that mascu- | “ Legs, short in Deepens ~ } 

line character which is inseparable “eee joints firm. Hind legs 

from a strong and vigorous constitu- = a rah and nots <reee - 

tion. Even a certain degree of coarse- ao we ae a a ° 

ness is admissible; but then it must be 8. § at yellow, soft, elastic, an 

so exclusively of masculine descrip- 4 . eae thickness. ss 

tion ms never to be discovered in a fe-| “* Color, r 8 of any shade, brown 

male of his get. or white, or a mixture of 

Points. these—each color being dis- 

1. The head of the bull may be tinetly defined. = ' 

shorter than that of the cow, 10. Average live weight at matur- 

but the frontal bone should ity, about 1,500 pounds. 10 
be broad, the muzzle good 11. General appearance, includ- 

size, throat nearly free from ing style and movement. 15 

hanging folds, eyes full. The 12. Escutcheon, large and fine de- j 

horns should have an up- velopment. 3 G 

ward turn, with sufficient ae : 

size at the base to indicate or giaen 100 if 

strength of constitution. 10 5) Weaaen i fe - Re a wid i 

* v : cS . Head, short; forehead wide; 

7 Ace peng Se ea nose, fine between the muz- 

those muscles which indicate Bese are aes iene ; 

power and strength. 10 oa pan ne ee ROEEt: t 
. wide set on, inclining w 

3. Fore-quarters-shoulders close wards. ek 10 

to the body, without any hol- 2. Neck, moderately long, and ' 

ee — oe straight from the head to the i 

erate becacticctage | fim Doduo thin on the war 
4. Back short and straight; spine | side, fine at its junction i 

pa mpd ohne: but not with the head, and enlarging 4 

“eo eae a = \ symmetrically towards the i 

; ell sprung, shoulders. 5 I 

body deep in the flanks. 10| 3. Fore-quarters-shoulders, slop- ¢ 

5. Hind-quarters-long, broad and ing; withers, fine; chest, suf- ; 

straight; hip bones wide ficiently broad and deep to 

apart; pelvis long, broad and insure constitution; brisket Fr 

straight; tail set on a level and fore-quarters light, the 

with the luck; thighs deep cow gradually increasing in 7 

and broad. 10 depth and width backwards. 5
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Points. Points. 
4. Back—short and _ siraight; distance apart at the sides 

spine, well defined, espe- should be equal to 1-3 of the 
cially at the shoulders; length of the vessel, and 

short ribs, arched; the body across to about 1-2 of the 
deep at the flanks. 10 breadth. 30 

5. Hind-quarters, long, broad 7. Legs, short in proportion to 
and straight, hook bones size, the bones fine, the 

wide apart, and not over- joints firm. 3 

laid with fat; thighs deep 8. Skin, yellow, soft and elastic, 

; and broad; tail, long, slen- and covered with soft, close, 

| der, and set on level with wooly hair. 5 

y th the back. 8\ 9. Color, red of any shade, 
4 | 6. Udder, capacious, and not brown or white, or a mix- 

1 | fleshy, hind part broad and ture or these—each color be- 
1 ; firmly attached to the body, ing distinctly defined. 38 

iy! the sole nearly level and ex- 
# a . - s 10. Average light weight, in full 

i qe tending well forward; milk- milk, about 1,000 pounds. 8 

y as| veins about udder and ab- 4 
, a domen well developed; the 11. General appearance, includ- 

ey teats from 2 1-2 to 3 inches ing style and movement. 19 
yt in length, equal in thickness Escutcheon, large and fine devel- 

a} —the thickness being in pro- opment. 3 

bey} portion to the length—hang- so 

ie ing perpendicularly, their 100 

an } 

i 4 

an 

pee 3 es 

f ae ! eet) 

he a 
ee aie ae me 
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| 
t 

TESTING CLOVER AND GRASS SEED. Fl 

A. F. NOYES, Beaver Dam, Wis. 

Whenever progressive farmers meet, | poorer to finish sowing the field. The ; 

and for whatever purpose, you hear seed showing a germinating test of i 

the talk of clover as a crop for past- only 76 per cent. of medium clover was d 

ure, hay and fertility. the lowest of any we have sown, which fj 

How much the “catch” as it is was several years ago, also of our own a 

termed depends on the seed we sow raising. 
ip 

very few of us know. We test, 1st, Canadian Experiment. y 

for the germinating quality, or ought) Mr. W. Sanders, of the Canada ex- 5} 

to, of all seeds sown, because if we perimental farms, in report for 1892, : 

know positively what per cent. of the gives the results of over 1,300 tests of 

seed we sow will grow, then we know seeds. Wheat, parley, oats, peas, beans ie 

the amount of a given seed it is best and corn showed up to 100 per cent. at 

to sow, and then have reliable data to down to 0, 19, 25, 8, 60 and 0 per ¢ent., 

know how much seed under certain respectively, as the lowest. Clover from t 

conditions of soil and season give us 63 to 88 per cent. An average of the iM 

the looked for result. samples of clover tested was 76 per 

We say, “Why I saved this seed my- cent. of corn 73 per cent., and the 1! 

self, of course it will grow,” but we other seeds named above 84 to 93 per 4 

don’t know how large a share of it will cent. 

not germinate at all, let alone the por-| Of grass seeds the best was 44 per 

tion of it that will make a poor, strug- cent. down to 0 per cent., an average | 

gling growth. of 18.6 per cent. If only about 1-6 of Wl 

Manner of Testing. the seed grew, how could the farmer * 

In testing seed we use sawdust aS expect a good “catch.” ; 

the material to hold moisture; a plate Foul Seeds. ” 

or shallow dish of any kind is filled ong, We test with the eye and by j 

with the sawdust, and a cloth laid 0D siass for foul seeds in clover and grass 

top on which the clover seed is placed ceeds, We have enough varieties of q 

and the cloth folded back on the seed; Weeds to contend with without adding ; 

the seed is out of the water but will more. In sowing home raised seeds " 

get the moisture sufficient for germina- we clean, as Test we can, with a seed ie 

tion if dish is kept in a warm room, jyj]] that also cleans grain, especially 4 

it is easy to count off all or a certain parey, very nicely. In buying we get 

portion to find the percentage Of| tne cleanest from foul seeds we can 

growth after three or four days. find. Two years when there was @ j 

With corn and grain 48 hours will faire in the timothy seed crop at X 

suffice if for any cause it has been home we sent to a friend in Minnesota { 

neglected. Our tests with clover seeds ¢o- seed. On a hundred acres sown 

the last season showed mammoth and one fall we picked about twenty wild ; 

eee of our own growth to have jnustard plants the next season, so you 

been 95 per cent., of white 98 per cent. eo the friend had selected wisely con- I 

ee tie aoe see sidering it was a section which raised f 

that tested better than 55 per cent. corals a Ree 
down to 40 per cent. We bought what Iowa Experiment 

we could find of that which tested 90 F.C. Stewart, in Iowa Station Bulle- 

per cent., but had to sow some of the tin No. 21, gives a synopsis of 63 sam- | 

;
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a 1 
i ples of clover seed tested, and contain- being heavier are easier cleaned. We 

¢ ing an average of 5.74 per cent. by are not familiar with many of the var- 

: weight of impurities; 35 varieties of ‘ieties of foul seeds and their names, 

: foul seeds in all. Eighty-four samples | either Latin or local, so are not able 
were examined, 57 from Iowa—the bal- 'to say much about them. Our work 

. ance from neighboring states, Wiscon- has been along the line of sure grow- 
sin included. In one sample 67 per ing and clean seed. 
cent were impurities, or about 40 IDs. How to Buy, 

per bushel. In only three samples did} We buy seeds, when necessary, and 

the foul seeds fall below .3 of 1 per'of men whom we have confidence in; 
| cent.—the average as above stated|we prefer to buy clover and timothy 

5.74 or 1-16. To judge by some of the | seed grown in the neighborhood, and 
) samples. should one want foul |jjke to see the crop growing ourselves, 

E. seeds, it would be no trouble to get li we can. 

ae them. From our observation and ex-| The successful farmer is the busi- 

I gi perience we can say that the seed sold ‘ness farmer, and his success depends 
a and sown in this vicinity averages con-|ypon the care given all things. He 

i Gi. siderably better than above, credit be-|may be a success and still neglect 

at ing given, in a great measure, to the| many things, among them testing the 
hs te | men who handle seed. One of the seed he sows, and yet one cannot tell 

tt H hardest to clean out of timothy, after/pow much greater the success if he 

Ba wild mustard, is sorrel. Clover seeds had. “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.” 

.B i 

FEEDING STEERS ON HIGH PRICED LAND. 

4 

it RICHARD GIBSON, London, Ont., Canada. 
i 

t In speaking of high-priced land in| oats dear, oats are sown and corn 

i ; connection with beef-feeding, I have| neglected, and you would not hesitate 

| changed my ideas considerably since| to sow the same field with oats again 

I have been in Wisconsin, and I am | and again. If pork sells well and mut- 

E afraid our Canadian system will never | ton cheap, all jump into hogs. and the 

* be in vogue here where corn is ealoae sheep has scarcely a friend. 

: cheap and labor high, until you are! Hog is king today. Horses and 

: compelled to farm better to keep up| sheep are utterly despised, and none 

F. the fertility of your soils; at present} can be found to speak a good word 
you have not exhausted the stored up| for them. The tariff changes are of- 

5 fertility of the virgin soil. fered as an excuse why sheep won’t 

| A Visteke pay, but for the horse no excuse is 

i You are farming for the present,—| vouchsafed except that “there is no 

i not the present year alone, but the} money in horses any more.” Should 

iG present week and day. We are farm-| potatoes sell for 50 to 60 cents a 

a ing more for the future, considering| bushel, there are plenty just waiting 

; rotation of crops and the maintenance| for the next “snap” to jump right in 

a of the fertility of our soils more than| and bring down the price to 12 or 15 

; an immediate profit. With you if corn} cents, ever forgetting the law of sup- 

| is likely to be cheap next year and|ply and demand. 
7 

; 

| 
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f 

A Steady Pace. j leave a good farm in the highest state 

Now, we are differently constituted. | of cultivation, maybe wasting our en- 

I suppose we think too slowly to grasp | ergics, not in increasing our posses- 

the quick movement of the kaleide-| sions so much, as in breeding and de- 

scope, and allow the opportunity to) veloping the various kinds of , do- 

pass before we have time to change) mestic animals. 

our base. I have —, anes Comparison of Methods. i 

we were no worse off for being a tri) > 
‘ 

fle slow and conservative. Our farm-|_ You glory in sending immense i 

ers go on about the same; whether | Punches of fat steers to the Chicago ‘ 

wool is up or down they will keep just | market, we to watch the development 

as many sheep. Once a man breeds of a calf or colt until the time comes i 

Shorthorns, he will keep breeding to make his appearance in the show 

along, just the same, no matter ring, and then to still watch, maybe i 

whether he is selling bulls for $100 for years, the development and future i 

or $300. The herd that won the prin- success or failure as ai sire. oan must \ 

cipal laurels at the Centennial was haye your results at once; We a 

again to the front at the Columbian, tiently wait the issue for years. Your 

and should there be another Inter- ™°? can get up on the platform and ' 

national fair twenty years hence, my address you fluently, while I have to 

good friend Russell will without doubt put my thoughts on paper, a true 

‘ be again on hand with another herd, object lesson to carry out the simile, 4 

if alive. The same with cropping. Ask of the peculiarities of the two people. 

what a certain field will be bearing However, as I said before, we =e 

five years hence, the reply will be both working for posterity and I fancy 

forthcoming at once, rotation being I hear some wag exclaim, “Fools both. 

followed, and if oats are worth more Let posterity take care of itself. What 

a pound than wheat, we should sell has posterity done for you? 

oats and feed wheat, as it will bring Cheapest Beef. 

at least one dollar a bushel to feed to 

hogs, when pork sells as high as at Now, I may be wrong in my de- i 

present. 
ductions, but it does Se to me 

that we cannot produce beef to com- 

Canadians More Conservative. pete with you in price, and should 

I think our better ciass of farmers there be a reciprocity treaty between . 

take more pleasure in their occupa- the two countries, we should be com- 

tion and more thoroughly enjoy life; pelled to go out of beef feeding en- ' 

they have better buildings, cleaner tirely, except we take into account the 

farms, neater fences, and tidier prem-| manure produced, and value it as so 

ises, with more taste about the garden, much to be charged to future crops, 

lawn and surroundings. While you the same as in the English Tenant 

are working at high pressure, make Right system. Otherwise I am satisfied 

more money, get around oftener, are our local butcher would be selling Chi- 

keener at a bargain, have more confi- cago dressed beef, that is provided you 

dence in yourselves, maybe showing sent us the proper quality. Weare epi- 

Shorthorns one year, next equally at cures as far asmeats are concerned, 

home fitting and training a trotter. and and it will not be Texan or plains cattle 

the next with just as much confidence that we fear, but just such steers as 

fixing and preparing a flock of sheep the tops of a bunch I saw at Mr. Wm. 

for a Columbian. We are both never- Ogilvie’s last Sunday. 

theless working for posterity,—you to Now, here comes in a point. Where 

increase the size of your farms and ‘are your steers of the future com- 

add quarter section by quarter section, ing from? The cows I have seen are 

and a big bank account, and we to not steer breeders, no matter how good
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4 they may be at the pail. As a close, and work during the summer to pro- 

i and unprejudiced observer, who has vide winter keep for his cows. Steers 

& been conversant with the Chicago on these fat, bottom lands of the 

i stock-yards for the last twenty years, Thames and Au Sable are no longer 

I am satisfied that the quality and size king. 

; of steers are decreasing rapidly, and 

' more so during the last five years ay anes 

than the previous fifteen. If 1am cor-| Another system was adopted, with 

rect, and I believe I am, it must be a Guelph for headquarters, were steers 

matter of concern to all interested. were stall fed, root crops being grown 

The Shorthorn. extensively for that purpose. These 

‘ If I were asked the reason I should a were wel tilled haa agi ae 

rE say that you have not been sufli-’ 49 to th a Ete a ae lord 

ie ciently careful in the selection of your jive to seal payne e soi ee yven- 

i ae sires. In this State alone, there should 5, ent could be f r ere ag e oom 

He ay be three times the number of Short- _ |. oe be ee coe 
, or horn herds, and they should be ation of well-tilled farms and pros- 

a strained to the utmost to supply the ee Seer ennai ge! ee 

at demand for bulls. Why, we have over puildi “a — 

aa | 500 Shorthorn breeders in Ontario, and Pulldings axe ample and apparently 

WS the prices have been gradually get- ex eran re ae, farmers graze 

: ting lower, still we keep up the num- ne , but have depended eres purchas- 

» ' ber of memberships in our Association, ae pers steers and selling them off 

5 of : well knowing that just as long as cat- see teen rare and ae 

ee tle will pay to raise, whether for beef i 7 ei ic ae ing a i ae 

i or milk, Shorthorns will be near the eee ss lemand. Competition 

eh. top with both, and that they will be in British markets, with western corn- 

hi } the last to leave. fed steers and cheap grades from 

1 Spain, the Australian and New Zea- 

a f Change to Cows. land trade have taught them that the 

7 As an introduction to my subject only way to feed steers protitably on 

f proper a few words as to the change high priced land is to force from start 

that is gradually taking place in Cana- to finish, and market when two years 

{| dian steer feeding may not be out of old. 

tt place. Taking Middlesex County as a Of course the system of farming is 

4 i center. the four or five adjoining coun- changed to meet these changed cordi- 

‘ ties contain the very best grazing tions. Instead of buying steers, well- 

lands in the province, and for sum- bred cows are being purchased, and 

mer feeding equal your boasted Ken- steers raised from them. Such steers 

Fj tucky blue grass lands. Taking Ailsa as are required for this purpose are 

7 Craig as a center and striking a six not on the market, they cannot be 

: mile radius, over 20,000 steers ‘have picked up, they must be bred. But 

been grazed for the British market in the change is being gradually effected, 

a season, and the owners thereof were and satisfactorily, as far as returns 

making money faster than farmers in- are concerned. 

terested in any other branch of farm- 

ing. This has all changed, and these satetna che Cot: 

grand pasture lands are now being The system is simple, though the 

? desecrated by the common dairy cow. details are numerous and important. 

a “QO tempora! O mores!” Where the The calves are either raised by hand 

; owner formerly rode around and or allowed to suck. If the latter the 

: picked up his steers in the winter and cow is entrusted with two calves. Oc- 

i strolled among them in the summer, casionally a good cow will raise four, 

i he now has to doff overalls, and milk, but this is exceptional, these simply 

: 
; 
; 

; ‘
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run with the nurse at pasture until | roots, grain and hay will be the ra- 

weaning. Those raised on the pail| tion. Keep a lump of salt for them y 

are given whole milk for a month, \to lick, and see that neither lice nor 

then gradually put onto skimmed milk infest them. 

and oil meal porridge. These calves| The secrets of successfully carrying b 

are not turned out except for an hour| out this system are, proper selection } 

or two a day, but fed grain. During of the parents, judicious feeding, ip 

the heat of summer they are kept in punctuality, and quietness. Feeding i 

dark stables and are turned out in| grain on grass the second summer is 

the evening. Care is taken to see a moot point. I find it profitable to do ¥ 

that they eat up clean, and pains| so, though many do not. My experi- ip 

taken to get them eating as soon as| ence teaches me that there is a period t 

possible. The mangers must be kept) when stock care but little for it, and * 

clean; a little food left sours quickly that is after having been on pasture 5 

in warm weather, and it is well to perhaps three or four weeks. I im- o 

wash and scald mangers at least once | agine they suffer from what the school i, 

a week. When I kept “Bach” I tried boy irrevently styles “sore teeth” le 

to get my dishes and plates washed with which he is periodically afflicted _ 

at least once in the seven days, and | about the time sour apples reign. The ir 

when I got married I transferred my | acidity of the early grass “sets his if 

washing operations to the calves’ man- teeth on edge.” This, however, wears ‘ 

gers instead, and with equally satis-| off, and it is during the latter part i 

factory results. of summer that the grain ration tells. 

During the hot weather it is advis- Of course the second winter's feeding ; 

able to house during the day in dark| is the most important, and it is ad- ‘ 
pens, and let them have the run of a visable to tie up in comfortable stalls, | 

paddock by night. In pail-feeding for finishing. ' 

there is this advantage,—the calf never | 

has to be really weaned, he has no af-| Eacet ae : 

fection for the pail beyond what it) 1 have used the following mixture t 

contains, but weaning from the cow is , V°TY successfully. For 15 head take 

different; they miss the low of recog- 4 Ibs. clover hay chopped, 1 pail (16 

nition, the lick of the tongue, and a| ts.) bran, 3 pails mixed chop (2 parts i 

something which we, with all our oats, 1 peas, 1 corn) with 16 Ibs. lin- 7 

reasoning faculties imagine only be-| Seed cake, and 5 bu. pulped turnips, a 

longs to ourselves,—a recognition after | * little salt and sufficient water to + 

months of separation,—a language, if thoroughly wet, well mixed and al- 4 

not spoken, expressed. The breaking lowed to stand two hours. We mix ) 

of these ties is very hard on some) ‘two of these rations a day, and feed 
calves, hence the pail is advisable in| at six, eleven, four and eight. A 

judicious hands. Besides, with the | small quantity of long hay is given 

frugal house-wife, those pounds of| in the rack at the same time. With + 

golden butter if they do not add much the proper subjects to treat thus, there ; 
to the bank account, they do bring to should be no trouble in getting them 

that household many a little luxury} to weigh 1,400 Ibs. at two years, and 4 

that otherwise would not be obtained. Command the highest market price. ‘ 
The Young Animal for Profit. 4 

a men | The great lesson taught at the Chi- 
After weaning in the fall give them | cago Fat Cattle Show, was that the 

big, roomy box stalls, or preferably a | greatest profit was made when young. . 

yard with good sheds open to the| For instance, the average cost of . 

south, by night; a rape pasture by day | growing steers from birth to twelve ; 

will be found very advantageous at| months of age, taking the figures as 

this time. When winter sets in pulped/ furnished by the Breeders’ Gazette,
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averaged $3.39 per 100 Ibs. live weight, | eight cents per Ib. although the in- 

and they weighed up to 1,000 Tbs. Of | crease was an average of 604 Ibs. The 

the nine five were earried over an-| next year two were fed on, and the 

other year and the cost per pound | cost per Ib. of added weight was over 

gain was $7.97 per 100 Ibs. or nearly | 121-2 cents per Ib. live weight. 
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STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR SHORTHORN CATTLE. i ‘ 

Adopted by the Ohio Shorthorn Breeders’ Association. 

‘ Points. | Points. 

1. Size. 30, 19. Chine. 55 

General Quality. 20. Fore-ribs. 40 i 

2. General Style, carriage 21. Fore-flank. 35 j 

and vigor. 60 — 130 is 

3. Bone. 20 Middle. 

4, Color. 10 22. Back. 25 3 

— 90; 23. Back-ribs. 40 

5. Hair. 30 24. Belly. 15 if 
6. Handling. 60 — 7 

7. Evenness of fat and 25. Loin. 45 i 
flesh. 40 26. Flank. 45 

Pe rane geet mae. d | ind-quarter. 

Me aaus a 27. Hip or hook. 15 i 

9. Nostril. 5 28, Rumps. 50 : 
— 41| Tail and set-up. 25 : 

10. Forehead and face. 30 30. Quarter. 30 ~ 

11. Bye. 20 | 31. Thigh 20 

12. Horm and ear. 25 nd Joos Ae 

=. AO a2. wie 40 
Fore-quarter. | 33. 'Teats. 10 i. 

13. Neck and throat. 40 Saas 3 

14. Breast. 20 | Legs, ete. } 

15. Brisket. 25 | «34. Knee and gambrel. 15 "4 

—— SD) ge te 10 4 

16. Crops. 15 36. Hoof. 5 i" 
18. Shoulder. ee 3! || — 30 4 
18. Fore-arm. 10 ae 4 

ae 1,000 | 

{
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: 

; THE STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE NORFOLK AND 

SUFFOLK RED POLLED CATTLE. 

Essentials Points of a Superior Animal. 

Color, Red. The tip of the tial and ud- Color. A deep red, with udder of the 

der may be white. The exten-| same color, but the tip of the 

sion of the white of the udder tail may be white. Nose, not 

a few inches inches along the | dark or cloudy. 

i inside of the fiank, or a small, Form. A neat head and throat. 

i white spot or mark on the un-| A full eye. 

ie der part of the belly by the| A tuft or crest of hair which 

afi milk veins, shall not be held to} hangs over the forehead. 

% ip" 1 disqualify an animal whose sire | The frontal bones should begin 

P "a ' and dam form part of an estab | to contract a little above the 

ay lished herd of the breed, or an-| eyes and should terminate to a 

Pe swer all other essentials of this | comparatively narrow promi- 

r } “Standard Description.” | nence at the summit of the 

‘1. Form. There should be no horns, head. . 

: 5 slugs, or abortive horus. In all other particulars the com- 

" 8 ' |monly accepted points of a superior 

. |animal to be taken as applying to the 

rhe | Norfolk and Suffolk Red Polled cattle. 

1a STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR ABERDEEN-ANGUS 
4 BULL. 

H 
' Adopted by the American Aberdeen-Angus Breeders’ Association. 

: Points. | Points. 

1. Color—Black. White is ob- | 8. Throat—Clean, without any 

jectionable, except on the under- development of loose flesh un- 

; line behind the navel, and there | derneath. 3 

PF only to a moderate extent; a oe di 1 i 

q white cod is most undesirable. $) eee eto ee 

; 2. Head—Forehead broad; face aaa a ae ee 
S = ae (which increases with age), 

slightly prominent, and tapering spreading out to meet the shoul- 
; toward the nose; muzzle fine; ders. with full meek voht 3 

; nostrils wide and open; distance ae : 

| from eyes to nostrils of moder- 5, Shoulders-Moderately oblique 

4 ate length; eyes mild, full, and | well covered on the blades and 

m expressive, indicative of good top; with vertebra or backbone 

i disposition; ears of good me- slightly above the scapula or 

| dium size, and well set and cov- shoulder blades, which shouid 

i ered with hair; poll well de- be moderately broad. 6 

fined, and without any appear- G6. Chest—Wide and deep; also 

i ance of horns or scurs; jaws round and fall just back of el- 

; clean. 10! bows. 10 

i 
i
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Points. Points. : 

7. Brisket—Deep and moderately 14. Flesh—Even and without H 

projecting from between the patchiness. 
4 H 

legs, and proportionately cov- |15. Skin—Of moderate thickness i 

ered with fiesh and fat. 4) and mellow touch, abundantly L i 

8. Ribs—Well sprung from the covered with thick soft hair. ii 

backbone, arched and deep, | (Much of the thriftiness, feed- L 

neatly joined to the crops and ing properties and value of the i 

Joins. g animal depends upon this qual- j 

9. Back—Broad and straight ity, which is of great weight in ap 

from crops to hooks; loins bps pagan lees ee Bi! 

strong; hook bones moderate in judgment. A good “touch will ay 

width, not prominent, and well compensate for some Ae: { i 

covered; rumps longs, full, level, cies of form. Nothing can ; 

and rounded neatly into hind- compensate for a skin hard and ah 

quarters. 10 ale = Sagem ae skin ee i 

= 
he body it shou! ave a su a 

Eoghan tele ll Maange Sage Soomro ‘i 
e ? : when benea e out- 

2 gee = ee spread hand it should move ial 

“seam” go as to form an even | easily as though resting on a nt 

se . z cs soft cellular substance, which, $ 

wide plain between thighs. S| however, becomes firmer as the 1 

11. Tail—Fine, coming neatly out animal ripens. A thin papery : 

of the body on a line with the skin is objectionable, especially 4] 

back and hanging at right an- in a cold climate.) 10 ae 

gles to it. 3 16. General Appearance—Elegant, i 

12. Underline—Straight as nearly well bred, and masculine. The + 

as possible, flank deep and walk square, the step quick, | 

full. 4 and the-head up. 10 ( 

18. Legs—Short, straight, and 
— a 

squarely placed, hind legs 
100 

slightly inclined forward below 
’ 

the hocks; forearm muscular; When bulls are exaibited with their “4 

bones fine and clean. 4 progeny in a separate class, add 25 i 

counts for progeny. 
4 

| 
‘ 4 

4 

i 
. 

’ 
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4 
{ STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR ABERDEEN-ANGUS COW. 

i Adopted by the American Aberdeen-Angus Breeders’ Association. 

; Points. | Points. 

1. Color—Black. White is objec- 11. Tail—Fine, coming neatly out 

tionable, except on underline | of the body on a line with the 

behind the navel, and there _ back, and hanging at right an- 

only to a moderate extent. 2) gles to it. 3 

2. Head—Forehead moderately C= Udder—Not fleshy, coming 

broad, and slightly indented; | well forward in line with the 

tapering toward the nose; muz- | body, and well up behind; teats 

) zle fine; nostrils wide and open; | squarely placed, well apart and 

" i distance from eyes to nostrils of good size. 8 

ti of moderate length; eyes full, /13. Underline--Straight, as nearly 

i 4 bright and expressive, indica- | as possible; flank deep and full. 4 

oie tive of good disposition; ears |14. Legs—Short, straight, and 

4 large, slightly rising upward, | squarely placed; hind legs 

ee and well furnished with hair; | slightly inclined forward below 

a u poll well defined, and without | the hocks; forearm muscular; 

Ly 8 any appearance of horns or |_ bones fine and clean. 3 

} scurs; jaws clean. 10/15. Flesh—Even and without 

¥ 0 3. Throat—Clean, without any | patchiness. 3 

mf development of loose flesh un- /16. Skin—Of moderate thickness 

1 derneath. t 3 and mellow touch, abundantly 

te OR 4. Neck—Of medium length, covered with thick, soft hair. 

i spreading out to meet the (Much of the thriftiness, feed- 

te shoulders, with full neck vein. 3 ing properties, and value of the 
a 5. Shoulders-Moderaitply oblique: | animal depends upon this qual- : 

well covered on the blades and | ity, which is of great weight in 

i i top; with vertebra or backbone the grazier’s and butcher's 

aH slightly above the scapula or | judgment. A good “touch” will 

i; shoulder-blades, which should | compensate for some deficien- 

he be moderately broad. 6 cies of form. Nothing can com- 
ie 6. Chest—Wide and deep; round | pensate for a skin hard and 

1 and full just back of elbows. 10 stiff. In raising the skin from 

\ 7. Brisket—Deep and moderately | the body it should have a sub- 

projecting from between the stantial, soft, flexible feeling, 
5 legs, and proportionately cov- | and when beneath the out- 

F ered with flesh and fat. 4 spread hand it should move 
7 8. Ribs—Well sprung from back- as easily as though resting on a 

bone, arched and deep, neatly soft, cellular substance, which, 
joined to the crops and loins. 8 however, becomes firmer as the 

9. Back—Broad and straight animal ripens. A thin, papery 

; from crops to hooks; loins skin is objectionable, espe- 
{ sane hook bones nena a cially in a cold climate.) 10 
; width, not prominent, and we! 

§ covered; rumps long, full, level, 17. General Appearance-Elegant, 

; and rounded nearly into hind- well-bred and feminine. ‘The 
4 quarters. 10 walk square, the step quick, 

i 10. Hind-quarters—Deep and full; , and the head up. 5 

thighs thick and muscular, and 400 

in proportion with hind-quar- | 

i ters; twist filled out well in its In judging heifers, omit No. 12, and 

i “seam” so as to form an even add 3 courts to No. 15, and 5 counts 

wide plain between thighs. 8 to No. 17.
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THE MUTUAL RELATIONS OF SCIENCE AND STOCK 4 

BREEDING. iH 

Prof. WM. H, BREWER, New Haven, Conn. 2 
‘i 

Address read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, i 

Madison, Wis., August, 1893. i | 

The production of crops and the pro- | the civilized world was invested in on 

duction of animals are the two great | Agriculture or in handling its products. i f 

branches of Agriculture. The modern) Now, perhaps, not one-third is thus : 

application of science to the economic | employed, and the ratio is continually } 

production of plants has been so much | diminishing. 
\ af 

more conspicuously before the public | In the breeding and rearing of do- 4 

than its application in the economic) mestie animals, science has worked Ne 

production of animals, that I have| somewhat differently. Economie re- H 

thought it might be well, on this occa-| sults are following more tardily and fr 

sion, to consider the latter. | from a somewhat different direction. Pt 

/ The application of scientific methods | Biological rather than the strictly fi 

to the solving of economic problems physical sciences are the leading fac- 

(constitutes perhaps the most distinct-| tors, and Biology is of later growth 

ive feature of modern intellectual and application than Chemistry and 

progress, and in no industry has this Physics. 

been more significant than the revolu-| There could be no science of Agri- 

tion which science has produced in the culture worthy of the name until we 

art of Agriculture, for within about had a science of Chemistry, and very i 

century greater, changes have taken | soor after this was placed on & sound 

place than in all the centuries from the focndation by the promulgation of the a 

dawn of history. 
atomic theory, and chemical analysis is 

In the production of cultivated was established on a scientific basis, % 

plants the great change has been in, Works on Agricultural Chemistry as 4 

lessening the labor of tillage, in har- an applied science appeared, and then ; 

vesting the crops, in handling the We began to have a science of Agri- { 

product, increasing the number and culture. 
; 

kinds of species and varieties culti-| Not so with breeding. It remainea % 

vated, in fertilizing the soil, and in strictly an art until very much later. ¥ 

transportation. These have come! The production of useful animals is i 

about mostly through the science ot| one of the oldest industries, as it is 4] 

chemistry and the growth of mechan-| one of the most widely spread, and, i 

‘teal invention. The economic effect as an art, it attained a high degree of 

has been to diminish the number of | efficiency at a very early date, but 

men required to produce a given| has only risen to the dignity of a sci- 

amount of crop; and to lessen enor- ence since the publication of Darwin’s : 

mously the amount of capital em-| “Origin of Species.” There is no proof { 

ployed in agricultural production as that the art advanced much from the ‘ 

related to the amount invested in other! days of Cain, the earliest breeder in 

industries. It is only fifty years ago) history, down to the last quarter of 

that Johnstone, the eminent writer on, the last century. About that time, and 

Agricultural Chemistry, asserted that | just as several of the physical sciences 

nine-tenths of the working capital of were being established on a philosoph-
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i 
ical foundation, experiments in breed-| examples of each breed or sort in 

i ing, carried on more especially in Eng- practice still remains strictly an art. 

; land, did much to advance the art, Modern’ science has aided us compara- 

and laid the foundations upon which | tively little in this. What it has done 

a science is now being constructed. has been to place the general economic 

There was, however, no obvious con- production on a much surer basis, and 

nection between the scientific awak-| make results more certain by greatly 

ening and the breeding experiments; lessening the element of chance. Let 
they merely belonged to the same us now note the way this progress 
period. came about. Selection was the founda- 
During the ages preceding the Chris- tion of ail the work, but until the 

i, tian era mankind had experimented last century purity of blood in the 
: i on the taming and training of animals serse in which we now use the term 
: tn for various uses, and had already do- played a secondary part. Except with 

| } mesticated the few species now used certain strains of Arabian horses, and 

1 for this purpose. During this long possibly of game fowls, it was con- 
4 i period, artificial breeding had changed sidered of minor importance. The in- 
an the nature of the wild originals into heritance of acquired characters was 

bie \ the several characters essential to do-, assumed as a fact by all breeders; al- 
fi. 8 mestic animals. Man had made them though it was not believed to be the 
i i: 9 perfectly fertile in captivity, had es-| most important factor, it was one to 

, tablished the instinct of tameness, and | be considered. 
a4 ‘4 had bred into them that variability Athough there was no science of 
ie G and plasticity which adapted them to preeding, there was a large literature 

hi the artificial environment which he im-| produced before the beginning of this 
ae posed. This was so slow a process century relating more or less directly 

Ri. that none of the more important spe- to the art. For social reasons litera- 
i ‘ cies have been domesticated since. ture relating to horses and dogs is 

E The process is such a slow one,that much more voluminous than that re- 
: r time and capital are now too valuable. Jating to the other domestic animals, 

i The turkey had already been domesti- put there is considerable devoted to 
{ eated by the Mexicans before it was poth useful and fancy breeding. 
i introducd into Europe, so we may say Th les laid d 1 t 

sy that the canary bird is about the only © rules ‘aid down are almost as 
anf modern domestication, unless it be the M™Merous as the authors, and wild 

; ostrich, which we are now beginning | speculations are freely mingled with 
to breed. records of observation. Good parent- 

; > age is always recommended, but 
; The breeding of domestic animals “blood” in the modern sense of the 

, my, ty aemmend im ree MY Ge od, was amen ‘won, ora 
= v least was practically ignored. The 

use, of which swine oa asses MAY | seneral principle that ancestry is more 
’ be taken as examples; those bred for | important than the special excellence 

social and ceremonial purposes as well | of the immediate parents does not ap- 
as for economical use, as horses, dogs, pear to have been known to most 

. and game —_ = those bred — writers, and the selection of animals 

DURE: samo Fancy saa on for pairing depended entirely upon the 

i white mice. The general laws under. | Sagacity and experience of the bmocdicr 
lying their production are the same, It was then as well known as now 

P but the details of the art are very dif- that cross-bred animals were often su- 
ferent. |perior to either of the parents. It 

The production of new varieties as | was, therefore, but natural that cross- 
i well as the production of,the very best ing should be the favorite method in 

” i el
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the attempts to improve useful live-| to be noticed that the “winning sires” 

stock. | Were, as a rule, those of the purest 

Improvement within the breed, keen-| blood, but this rule of breeding was | 

ing the blood pure, was not pursued | not extensively practiced in the pro- \y 

in Europe until the last part of the last} ducing of farm animals until long a 

century. The great change in practice | after. There was no publication of i 

began in England first in breeding| any record of pedigrees of animals 4 

race-horses. It was some time later other than horses for more than thirty i 

before it extended to the breeding of years later. The “Shorthorn Herd- i . 

cattle, sheep, and other species. book” was published in 1822. \ 

Horse-racing was a favorite sport) Remember in this connection, tbat a 

with the higher social classes in Eng-! the leading breeds of domestic ani- if 

land from early times, and long be-| mals had been established as to gen- ig 

fore the beginning of the last century eral type long before this, and partial i 

horses for racing were imported from | pedigrees were kept by some of the ig 

Oriental countries and from various most successful breeders. But these ia 

countries of Europe, more especially | were manuscript records, kept merely fe 

from Spain. From the mixture of | gg aids in the private practice of a se- oH 

these varied stocks the present Eng-| cret art. Until long after the pub- ot 

lish Thoroughbred originated. The jjcation of the Shorthorn Herd-Book / 

Racing Calendar was begun in 1727,/ there was no science of breeding rec- i 

and pedigrees of the winners began to ognized. i 

be published soon after. After a time he wide and capricious variation in- $ 

the sporting periodicals also published) quced by crossing must have been no- pl 

a list of the “winning sires;” that is,! ticed from very early times and to i 

a list of the stallions whose progeny! Jessen its uncertainties, breeders in i 

had won the races of that year, along | the last third of the last century be- i 

with the names of the winners and gan to practice extensively the oppo- 4 

the amount of the winnings. These site extreme. Then the term as well a} 

gave data for the selection of sires in| as the practice of breeding in-and-in ‘a 

breeding for speed. | eame into practical use in Great Brit- ae 

Cheny proposed publishing a list of ain. It was the forerunner of breeding aa 

pedigrees of famous horses in 1741, by pedigree applied to other animals 4 

but this was not done as a s-parate than race-horses. Its great promoter uf 

publication until Weatherby collected was Robert Bakewell, who begun his # 

the pedigrees as far back as there experiments about 1775. Beginning ! 

were any data, and published the first| with a very few choice animals, he : 

yolume of the Stud-Book in 1791. | grew his flocks and herds from them, 

This was the beginning of the means breeding between the nearest of kin. i 

for founding a science of breeding. | The ends gained by this were greater t 

There could be no science, in the mod- uniformity of excellence and increased $ 

ern sense of the word, until there was prepotency. He selected with rare | 

a systematic record of the facts essen- judgment and wrought a marvelous t 

tial for study published and available | improvement in his animals. The j 

to students, and from which generali-| changes extended to form, quality of ; 

zations could be deduced. No law of flesh, early maturity, and general use- { 

heredity could be established until we ful qualities. He wrote nothing. With 4 

had the means of studying all the an-| him breeding was a secret art, but, 4 

cestors of an animal for the last three | fortunately, he taught this art to cer- ; 

or four generations back. The Stud- tain pupils of whom the brothers Col- ’ 

Book furnished the means for such a ling became famous as breeders of 1 

study of the animals of one breed. | Shorthorns. Their success was so 

From the data thus published it came | great thatata sale in 1812 one of their 

’
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i bulls sold for a thousand guineas, the | ful selection of pure-blooded animals 
i first time that so large a price had | of the same breed. Uniformity could 
4 ever been paid for any animal of the not be secured by such practice, there- 

ox kind. Through breeding in-and-in, | fore all the economical results wexe 

: “fixity of type” became common as/ very uncertain. The value of breed 
a breeder’s term for breeding true, and| was recognized, but the value of pure 

then, naturally, pedigree became the} blood was not, at least by breeders 
Si basis for breeding. | at large. 

; Still, the principles of breeding were) After pedigree records were system- 
not yet understood. Even Colling in- atically printed and studied, then im- 

{ troduced a cross into his herd, and proyement by selection within the 
breeders to this day are discussing the preed became the rule. Herd-books 

0 i influence of this “Galloway cross” 01 were multiplied and finally especial 

pet the Shorthorn breed. | associations sprang into existence for 
H , Sir John Seabright, of whom Dar-| the promotion of the several breeds. 
i’ win says, “the monument to whose | The quarter of a century during which 
a genius exists in the Seabright Ban-| Darwin was accumulating the data for 
as tam,” was one of the clearest of the his “Origin of Species’ was an im- 

7 a | early writers, and by some is con-| portant one in the history of the theory 
“3 sidered the father of the science. In of breeding, and the publication of 

! a letter published in-1807, he says: pedigree records of one kind and an- 
3 3 “Were I to define what is called the| other was then begum But scientific 

1 i a . art of breeding, I should say that it naturalists, absorbed in the description 
re consisted in the selecting of males and | of natural species, ignored man’s arti- 

; i: females to breed together in reference | ficial productions. A breed may be, 

ie i. 8 to each other’s merits and defects.” | and oftef is, as artificial as a picture 

ie i He then qualifies this at length, stat-| or a statue. The breeder, like the art- 
ae ing that it is not necessarily by pair-| ist, must have his ideal toward which 

a 4 ing the best male with the best female he is working. The greater his genius, 

ad that the best results are produced, as_ the nearer his creations come to reach- 
i they may augment some defect which | ing his ideal. They work by different 
A r another cross would decrease, but he, methods and with very unlike ma- 

ty % does not appear to have understood the | terials, but both are artists. A noted 

aH relations of this to the more remote breeder of sheep once said to me, 

i ancestry. This only came to be under-| while talking about his methods and 
stood later by a study of publislied sucecess:—“All real sheep have defects, 

pedigrees, and after Darwin pointed none are perfect. How to breed out 
out certain causes which induced vari-| the defects and breed in the merits 

ation, and coined that word “rever- wished for, is the great problem. I 

: sion” now in such common use by can shut my eyes and see standing 

; breeders. ' before me the sheep I have so long 
Most of the leading breeds of our been trying to breed. I can see it 

farm animals existed, after a fashion, just as plainly as I can a real sheep, 

1 in the last century. The early history but,” he added, sadly, “I have never 

: of nearly all of them is obscure, al- heen able to produce it.” He did, how- 

: though much research has been ex- ever, produce wonderful creatures that 

pended in modern times to unravel it.| were sold for more wonderful prices, 
: But unless confined to some small animals that had a reputation among . 
i island, as were the Alderney, Jersey, sheep growers all over the world. And 
i and Guernsey cattle, the breeds were his creatures were as actually artistic 

i not kept pure, because the methods productions as were those of Phidias. 
of improvement were by crossing with The younger generation of natural- 

i other blood rather than by the care- ists, in these modern days, can hardly 

a ee ee
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appreciate how completely the work of | an authoritative pedigree record of j 

breeders was ignored by scientific |some kind, its “Stud-Book,” Herd- j 

naturalists during the half century |Book,” “F lock-Book,” or “Register,” i 

preceding the Darwinian era. The | published under the auspices of an as- ig 

earlier naturalists, like Buffon and sociation formally endowed with au- oan 

Cuvier, had treated and written of do-| thority. I have no knowledge of how tH 

mestic animals as a part of nature’s | many such there are, but this much I 

productions, but their successors came | may say, that in 1859, when the “Ori- i 

to look upon these “monstrosities” | gin of Species” was published, there } 

with great contempt. They conceded | Was not in ‘the whole world a single 4 

their economic importance, but put society or association in existence for 4 

them outside of scientific investigation. | registering the pedigrees of the useful ik 

Nevertheless the times were ripe for | f@™™ animals, or for defining the spe- 

the publication of a new theory on cial and essential characters of the i 

the origin and nature of species. The several breeds. Nearly _ every useful 3 

difficulties of the old system had ac- breed has now an association for this 4 

cumtlated until they were wellnign end, and pedigree records run into the i 

crushing the life out of natural a aee hundreds, if not thousands of volumes. We 

The ecimation of species was 2 mys- The “Live Stock Journal,” of London, iF 

2 dis yS- ; dhe } 

tery without philosophical explination, eo ne ce . pleongs —_? as | i} 

ee ed ee such society in the United Kingdom, YW j 

cussion. When Darwin brought us out mae ae = ‘writing (i886) there were 4 

of the difficulty it was largely by a peng YS NOSES Eve reed = i 

study of the experiments made by . SE ny ae aes Mirada! Ve 

preeders. This was analogous to in ae oF ccalstess aaa ae ers q 4 

troducing to the scientific naturalists standards, dictates what the character ie 

of the world a new and vast biological shall be ot those artistie creations 14 

aaa for scientific experimenta- called breeds. They are strictly anal- | 

= 
ogous to those scientific bodies which a 

It 2 a ane hese hae = me |make rules to govern nomenclature, Hy 

oe ees ees on pS establish units of measure, or dictate 

% me pe -|methods by which analyses, experi- og 

a ee eel senna |ments, or observations shall be made. , 

— i e creature | But the breeds of fancy stock had F 

aan aaa — | their societies and set their standards ! 

e . n ides, protects, an‘ a 

sustains mere is often aft reason for — qirach ication; DOW Cort ee i‘ 

its being except man’s whim. We now oe ea ee = i hea ; 

oS iS a “standard” and a “boom” long 

ae ae cruppoaecia oe ica fore any useful breed of farm animals i 

= of farm jad. I have seen references to the i 

animals so numerous and so prominent jist of standard qualities of canary ' 

that! we forget that it was the |pirds published by the “Hand-in-hand 

‘Fanciers’ who first had such clubs or | Canary Society” as early as 1779, and 

associations in the interest of their |twenty years later Hervieux, in his | 

favorite breeds. work on canaries, gives the price of | 

Here let me explain that all the ear- | birds, and which of the favorite breeds 

lier Stud-Books and Herd-Books were brought fancy prices, ranging up to 

started by individuals as private busi- |one hundred and twenty-five dollars 

ness ventures, but later most of them leach. It is interesting to state in this \ 

came to be published by associations jconneee = as illustrating the caprices 

having much wider aims. Now, nearly of fashion in fancy breeding, that the 

every useful and important breed has preeds most desirable then have now
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| j so completely passed out of existence | occurred since, nor of the rich results 

i that it is uncertain what they were, or to science that have come from the 

i even what they nearest resembled. | scientific study of these biological phe- 

\ There were also many dog clubs and _nomena. 

pigeon associations long before the There is not a naturalist in the whole 

1 days of Darwin. Many of you remem- world today who would not be 

ber how he joined the various Pigeon ashamed to confess such ignorance of 

é Societies of Great Britain, and put up the subject as most naturalists were 

his cotes; and the interest with which then actually proud of. Artificial se- 

: he mingled with his fellow fanciers is lection and what it may produce is 

*  ndieated by many allusions in his life now an essential part of the element- » 

and letters. ary study of every naturalist, and in- 

4 E. The Saturday Review recently pub- deed is now studied to some degree by 

1 IK lished a notice of Ure’s work, “Our every educated person. I question if 

i P Fancy Pigeons.” This notice, which the doctrine of natural selection would 

. ad was not intended to be scientific, ex- have readily gained acceptance had it 

; a "| presses so well the sentiments that not been that the results of artificial 

atin were formerly held by scientific men, | selection were conspicuously before 

4 Z., as well as literators, that I will quote every one’s eyes. Artificial selection 

: ui it. (It is to be understood that “The and natural selection are in fact more 

i it Fancy” has come to be a popular name unlike than is generally conceded, but 

i yl in England for “Fanciers,” more par- they are sufficiently alike for very im- 

2 i ticularly for the breeders of fancy pig- portant scientific deductions, and the 

; ® ‘ft eons.) results are now freely used to explain 

Sit “There could not be a better name theories in science. 

ed ral than ‘The Fancy’ for people who are | Time forbids my following this line 

; " absorbed in the contemplation of pig- farther, but I do not think that I state 

S i eons, have their minds crammed full the case too strongly when I say that 

: hy of pigeons, and evolve from their inner |a study of the art of breeding has re- 

" iy consciousness most wonderful forms, sulted in a profounder change in scien- 

i which they actually succeed in pro- tific dogma than has ever been pro- 

rf ducing by close attention to breeding. duced by the study of any other eco- 

4 Some pigeons are so highly bred that nomic art. 

“y they cannot fly; some cannot see; Let us now glance again at the 

ee others that cannot walk; and others,— economic aspect of the subject. The 

4 tumblers,—tumble themselves to death, first great effect of this scientific study 

so much has breeding done for them.” has been to render breeding for eco- 

Referring to the frontispiece of the nomic purposes more certain. Pure 

E book it goes on to say that “to a poor, science is exact in the proportion in 

; ignorant, unfanciful person this plate | which it enables us to predict events; 

looks like an exaggerated picture of a its economic applications are valuable 

monster of ugliness, but so far from in the proportion in which it enables 

; that being the real truth of the mat- us to control results. The breeder of 

ter, it is a faithful likeness of one of today controls results with a success 

the most beautiful and perfect Pou- his ancestors never dreamed of. With 

; ters that ever was bred.” mongrel stock without pedigree, there 

No wonder that breeding had no may be produced some animals of 

: scientific status when we consider that great individual excellence, the acci- 
this was the attitude that naturalists dental result of uncontrolled and un- 

| as well as the ordinary public assumed controllable variation. With pedigree 

; towards pigeon fancying previous to we may reasonably predict the produc- 

the publication of the “Origin of tion of good animals, not as the result 

Species.” I need not remind my of accident, but of design. 

; hearers of the great change that has The economic producticn of animals 

ra ll
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is therefore now placed on a very more surely produced. All the eco- { 

wuch surer fourdation. ‘The chances nomic results are already rendered ' 

for failure are enormously lessened more secure because of our better un- 

and the methods of improvement are derstanding of the laws of heredity 5 

founded on a_ philosophical basis. and of the causes which promote varia- ‘ 

Characters are changed at will when tion. 

economic considerations advise it There are numerous scientific and so- is 

These are the days of “records,” but cial problems which are yet to be set- j 

until lately these records have affected led, in which the data for the solution 

breeding only in one direction, that of lie largely in this field. For example, - 

speed in horses. Now it is being ap- the question now mooted by natural- 4 

plied to numerous other achievements jtst, the inheritance of acquired char- } 

and qualities. Milking tests are afac- acters if ever settled experimentally Gn 

tor in the breeding of dairy cattle; fat- will be settled by experiments on 

tening qualities and early maturity, in domestic animals. So, too, the produe- { 

the production ef animals for flesh; tion of new instincts, the ultimate ef- 4 

size, prolificacy, color, and form,—in fect of education and other social prob- % 

fact, any desirable characteristic—are lems, can best be here studied experi- is 

now bred for with promise of success. mentally. It is a universal laboratory ia 

When we consider the magnitude of for experiment and observation. No ia 

our animal production and the inti- other biological experiments are con- a3 

mate connection of domestic animals ducted on so vast a scale. Animals i 

with our social life we get an inkling are bred in countless millions, for a i 

of the vastness of the subject and the great variety of purposes, by people of i 

economic importance of its being every race and grade of culture, and i 

placed on a scientific foundation. In they are subjected to every condition q 

economic animal production new of environment. The ultimate gain to ey 

preeds can be evolved in shorter time, pure science from the study of the 1S 

old breeds quicker and more surely im- great mass of data here available I j i 

proved, relative qualities more accu- will not attempt to predict. in 

rately tested, and excellent animals , ‘ it 
i 

i 
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THE TUBERCULIN TEST FOR BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS. [ 

Prof. H. L. RUSSELL, i 
. 

In the following paper no attempt|as it is found in any of the lower ani- t 

will be made to give an exhaustive mals or in man. : \ 

account of the general symptoms that All tubercular affections, whether i 

are found in tuberculosis as it exists| in man or im animals are caused by ; 

either in cattle or in the lower ani- the activities of a minute species of | 

mals, but merely a prief synopsis of | plant life that belongs to the bacteria, 4 

the use of tuberculin as an aid in de-|and is known under the scientific i 

tecting the disease in cattle. Tuber- | name of bacillus tuberculosis. This } 

culosis in cattle, or as it is sometimes | tiny organism, which is only one ten § 

called, bovine tuberculosis, is a very thousandth of an inch long and one 

widely distributed disease. It does fifty thousandth of an inch wide, is 

not differ essentially from tuberculosis the essential cause of all of the ‘f-
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2 ferent phases of consumption and | those animals that were so badly dis- 
i other tubercular affections, under | eased as to be easily detected by the 
; whatever names they may be knowm | examiner. In this crude way, how- 

In cattle it is very widely distributed, | ever, a large number of animals al- 

. more especially in those breeds that) ready affected in the primary stages 

: are best adapted for dairy purposes. by tuberculosis escaped, and as the 

: The probable reason for a larger num-/| disease continued its ravages among 

ot ber of these animals being affected those that were allowed to remain in 

is not that dairy breeds are more sus-| the herd, it! was practically impossible 

- ceptible to the ravages of this germ to extirpate the trouble. By the use 

than other kinds of stock, but that the of the tuberculin test the difliculty 

conditions under which dairy stock is | seems for the most part solved. 
n 2 often kept are such as to favor the| ‘The tuberculin, test, or as it is some- 

ie: more rapid spread of the trouble if it times called, the Koch test, is destined 
a once gairs an entrance into the herd. _to supplant, or at least aid in a most 

t % Prolonged lactation, immature breed- valuable way, the physical diagnosis in 

. ing and close confinement, conditions | getecting this disease in cattle. It con- 
e that are too often found in our dairy sists merely in the introduction into 

$ 4 herds, afford the very best possible op- | the animal’s body of a small quantity 
«it portunity for the rapid growth of tu-| of a fluid known as Koch's tuberculin. 
bu a berculosis if it is once introduced. It | [py ease the animal is healthy, that is 

ow ie is for this ard similar reasons that a tg say, free from the slightest trace 
* a much higher percentage of tubercular o¢ tuberculosis, no change is to be no- 

A $ ” animals have been found in the vari- t¢iced. If it is afflicted with the dis- 

$ a ous high grade or full blooded herds | ease in any of its phases and to any 

De > in different parts of this country. jaegree, its condition will be zevealed 
m J Bovine tuberculosis in many of its|/ by a marked rise in its temperature 
Chiao phases is an extremely difficult dis-| for some hours succeeding the intro- 
i 3 ease to detect. In some cases the ail-| duction of the tuberculin. All that is 

ie i ment may assume a chronic form dur- necessary then, in using this test, is 

Af r ing which the animal may live for a| to determine what are the normal 
q considerable number of years; often temperatures of the animals in ques- 

abil ic the disease in these cases passes un-| tion, then to introduce the tuberculin, 
ah noticed and even baffles the skill of | and later to measure the temperature 
‘ a practical veterinarian. Then again | of the herd and observe whether there 

4 the course of the disease may be ex-| have been any inlications of a fever. 
atti tremely acute, the animal rapidly be-| This febrile condition that is known 

: coming emaciated, thus dying a lir-| as the inoculation fever is present only 

gering death. Among cattle the dis-| in those cases that are affected with 

. ease is quite apt to assume a chronic, the disease. Healthy animals almost 

type and under these conditions the | invariably fail to present anv marked 
animal may linger for a long time giv- | rise subsequent to the introduction of 

ing no intimation to its owner that it | the tuberculin. 

is in a diseased condition. | This tuberculin which was originally 
; The difficulty of detecting this dis- discovered by Dr. Robert Koch and 

ease in its early stages is readily nat-| was a few years ago used most ex- 

i. ent to any one who is at all familiar) tensively as a curative agent in hu- 

: with this malady, so that heretofore it) man tuberculosis, is nothing more than 

i has been practically impossible to use | a soluble extract in glycerine of the 

any severe measures in eradicating it | products that are manufactured by the 

from our herds. The best that could | trbercle bacillus in its growth on any 
i be done, even under the guidance of food medium. It is now manufactured 

; an expert veterinarian, was to isolate in this country under the direction of 

aiiey 
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the Bureau of Animal Industry, and , limit and varies from three to six or 

in our experiments we have found the | seven degrees Fahr. 

domestic product quite as efficacious | manner of Using ‘Tuverculin and Precau- { 

as the imported material. This tuber-| tons co ve Ubserved. 

culin is made by filtering a glycerine| ‘Lhe tuberculin imported into this 

extract of pure cultures of the tubercle country from Germany colles in a ‘ 

bacillus through germ-proof porcelain | very conceatrated form and must be 

filters. The filtrate is afterward heated | diluted with some sterile, inaiiferent { 

to a temperature sufficiently hizh to nuid before it can be used. For this i 

kill any organisms that may have | purpose, a dilute soiution of carbolic 

passed an imperfect filter. It is there- acid (1-2 to one per cent.) is usually 

fore a chemical substance devoid of employed. With this fiuid a 10 per } 

all living germs of any sort, so that cent. solution of the tuberculin is 

the charge that is often made against usually made. The tuberculin pre- i 

its use, that it introducey the diseased | pared under the direction of the Bu- y 

germs in a modified form into the ani- reau of Animal Industry at Washing- 4 

mal, has no basis whatever for sup- ton is put upom the market in a much z 

port. Its action in living tissue is not | more diluted condition and is ready for + 

as yet thoroughly understood, and immediate use. 
a 

much further study must be made) for an injecting instrument, an or- a 

with it before we can hope to explain | dinary hypodermic syringe such as is im 

all of the phenomena that are ob- used by a physician or veterinarian \f 

served in its use. will suffice. The syringes and needles ib 

The tuberculin is supposed to act employed in making the inoculations ie 

only upon tissue that is affected by | should be carefully disinfected by ; 

the tubercle bacillus. When that is soaking them in a 5 per cent. solution i 

present, it hastens the tissue changes | of carbolic acid previous to the inocu- i i 

of the diseased parts, causing a de-| lations. The point of injection may 

generation of structurd that finally re-| be varied to suit the convenience of 1% 

sults in death. A tuberculous condi-| the operator. We have usually found | 

tion is evidenced by a marked fever that part of the neck immediately in \@ 

in the animal. The height and dura- front of the shoulder blade to be the i 

tion of this reaction fever varies much, most suitable for this purpose as the i 

and unfortunately does not seem to skin of the animal is usually thinner ii 

bear any relation to the magnitude of at this point than immediately over : 

the disease in the animal. It is not the shoulder. After the hair has been i 

possible in all case to select an arbi-| clipped off at the point selected, rub t 

trary temperature indicating a re-| the surface of the skin with a disin- 5 

action fever, from one that does not | fecting solution © per cent. earbolic Li 

represent a diseased condition. In our acid) and inject into the animal the of 

experiments we have almost always | necessary quantity of the tuberculin. t 

found that a rise in temperature of A light pressure over the point of in- { 

two degrees Fahr. may be regarded | oculation easily distributes the fluid. i 

as sufficient evidence that the animal Immerse the needles in the carbolic } 

is affected with the disease. This is solution after each injection. Im dis- | 

about the minimum limit and in all infecting the needles in this way, one j 

of those cases in which the reaction | usually avoids the local swelling of in- t 

does not exceed this number of de-| flammation at the point of inocula- 4 

grees, the diagnosis should be pro-| tion. The dose administered must be f 

nounced doubtful and the test repeated varied according to several conditions i 

at a subsequent date. Almost always|and depends somewhat upon the 

the fever is so strong that the increase | strength of the tuberculin that is used. 

in temperature exceeds this doubtful | Directions mailed with the Bureau of ; 

,
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i Animal Industry’s tuberculin indicate , point and fall somewhat within the 

j the dose to be employed, which varies limits of 3 to 4 hours. A tuberculous 
; from 2 to 3 cubic centimeters (30—45 condition might in this way be easily 
8 minims) of the tuberculin as sent. overlooked. 

: The imported tuberculin is adminis-| There is one point, the importance of 

tered in very much smaller doses, which needs to be emphasized in using 
usually from .1 to .4 of a cubic centi- the tuberculin test, and that is the se- 

a meter (2—G6 minims) of the concen- curing of a full test of the normal tem- 

trated solution. peratures of the animals preceding the 

Calves and heifers require a much inoculation. The temperature of cattle 

smaller dose than fully matured ani- is subject to so much fluctuation that 
mals. Bulls should receive larger it is impossible to take any single tem- 

: i doses than females of the same age. perature and use this as a standard 

| rt Animals which are in perfect health from which to compute the extent of 

- ; seem to require less than those that the reaction due to the inoculation. 
» ¥. , are lean and poor. The best time for For this reason we have usually taken 
; ¢ making the inoculation is either in the the temperature of herds, 3 or 4 times 

hs early morning or late afternoon. Per- at least, preceding the inoculations 

4 iM haps for convenience and in order to and then adopted the average of these 
i economize as much as possible in time, as the basis for computation. Usually 

i it the early morning is preferable for in- the temperature of the animal under 

uf oculation, because the reaction fever normal conditions is highest in the 
™ s 4 usually begins to indicate itself in afternoon and early in the evening, 

g 3 about 6 to 8 hours after the injection, and lowest in the early morning. This 

e e so that if the animal is inoculated rule, however, is not an absolute one 

va 3 early in the morning, the tuberculous and it is necessary to determine the 

7 re condition will be manifested by the variations in each individual case. 

: t fever in the afternoon or evening of There are many influences that tend 

: i the same day. The period of reaction to produce a temporary rise in tem- 

mB thy fever varies considerably depending perature that are due entirely to ex- 

4 upon the previous condition of the ani- ternal influences. Any sudden varia- 
q . mal. | tion in customary treatment, such as 
4 ; If the disease is not present, the in- close confinement for a great number 

i] ; jection of the average dose of tuber- of hours, sudden exposure, or pro- 
at © culin does not materially disturb the longed thirst may cause a temporary 

Ma condition of the animal. The tempera- febrile condition that may mislead one 

f ture of the animal may, however, rise in determining the average normal. 
: to a slight extent after the inoculation We have found a variation in the tem- 

of the tuberculin, but this rise is not perature of animals of 6 to 7 degrees 
of a prolongeu duration and is in no within a period of an hour where ani- 

sense a fever, but merely a temporary mals have been subjected to no other 
variation. |treatment than merely driving them 

; In a diseased animal, the tempera- | into the barn from the cow yard at an 

ture generally begins to exceed the | hour of the day to which they were 

; average normal in the course of a few unaccustomed. Animals in heat or ap- 

hours (6 to 10 hours), gradually in- proaching parturition often have an 

P creasing until the maximum fever is | exalted temperature, so results ob- 
reached, which happens usually in the tained under these circumstances can- 
course of 12 to 20 hours and then not always be depended upon. Where 

i slowly falls to the normal. During animals are allowed to drink but once 
j this fever period, the temperature | during the day, their temperature may 

must be taken quite frequently, usu- show a marked decrease after they 
; ally every 2 to 3 hours, as it is possi- | have been watered. These points, al- 

ble for the fever to reach its maximum | though insignificant, must all be taken 

i a - a ee
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into consideration for upon them de- janimal upon being sacrificed was { 

pend largely the success of the tuber- | found to be free from all traces of the 

eulin test. ‘disease. These cases are however com- a 

The expense connected with the use paratively rare. In many instances 

of the tuberculin test is not relatively where reputed errors in the tuberculin 

high when we take into consideration test have been reported, the trouble ¥ 

the benefits that are derived from its has been with the operator rather than 

use. It can be used most advanta- with the tuberculin. Mistakes in tem- % 

geously in herds of twenty or thirty perature reading and insufficient data { 

head or more as the temperatures of of this sort often mislead the expert 

this number can be taken quite readily and in many cases in which no tuber- g 

in the interim between the different culosis has been found in the body it 3 

temperature readings. The cost of the has been because they have been over- iz 

tuberculin is about fifty cents per ani- looked’ 
3 

mal so that the entire expense of The tubercular condition of the ani- | 

testing a herd of thirty need not ex- mal is often confined to the small 2 

ceed adollar per head for material lymphatic glands situated in the differ- } 

used and veterinarian’s fees. ent parts of the body and it is a very + 

When the total expense need not ex- easy matter for the operator to over- a 

ceed these limits is it not the part of look some of these small structures in a 

wisdom with every progressive breeder making the autopsy. Failure to detect at 

and dairyman to find out whether he tuberculosis in these beginning stages i x 

is free from the disease or not? With would often be charged to the fault of | 

the higher grade herds, it has become the tuberculin rather than to the over- $i] 

a serious question with many whether sight of the operator. ‘ # 

they can eradicate the disease without The experiments with tuberculin for i 

destroying the whele herd. From the the purpose of q.agnosing this disease P 

financi:x] standpoint alone, the tuber- in cattle have now been extended for i i 

culin test will repay 1 farmer many over a period of four years. In this ‘ i 

fold, for his stock is well worth a country several thousand inoculations is 

marked advance over the same grade have already been made with this i 

where it is sold with this guarantee. agent. In Europe, especially in Ger- Be 

Tuberculin is not an infallible agent many, Denmark and France it has { 

for diagnosing bovine tuberculosis. been still more extensively used. It B 

In a comparatively few instances, cases is now most strongly advocated by all ] i 

have been found where animals have of the best veterinarians as being by ’ 

been affected with tuberculosis and far the best means that we have at i 

still did not react to the tuberculin present of detecting this disease in cat- f 

test. On the other hand cases are not tle, and while our knowledge of it and i 

wanting in which there has been a its action is by no means perfect yet { 

marked fever noted in the animal after its use can be most strongly recom- i | 

injection which was diagnosed as in- mended for this purpose. I 

dicating a tubercular condition, and the i 

' 
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; JOHN M. SMITH. 

.# John M. Smith was born in Decem-,let our motto be ‘Onward and up- 

f ber, 1820, and died in February, 1894. | ward.’ Many of us have heads already 

1 { Within these dates are woven the inci-, whitening with age, and we know that 

» el dents of a life of more than common ne shall not always remain in our 

te interest,—active, broad, sympathetic, | present places. Then let us so work 

5 generous and successful. Into his life | that when, one by one, we fall from 

» oe came sorrow and business reverses|the ranks with life’s journey ended, 

ie which were borne with quiet fortitude | kind friends may say of us, as they 
ie and bravely overcome. |bear us away, ‘His labors are over; 

$ Mr. Smith neither desired nor sought | His life’s work is finished, and it was 
id for political preferment, but into his|Well done.’ If this can be said of us, 
f life came honors more sweet and pre- | however humble our positions here, we 

; ih cious than this, because they brought {Shall not ; have lived altogether in 

z i him in full touch and sympathy with |Yain-” This thought he lived in its 
8 those who conferred them. What in- | fullness, and it was not in vain. Thou- 

% 2 auguration day might be to a president |S%248 have profited by his example 
e 3 or governor, his annual strawberry fes- |224 council, and though he is at rest, 

t tival was to him; and in faith and loy-|thus will the influence of his good 
hanes alty the guests of those occasions were | VoTK g0 on and on. 
hee second to none. He was a friend and earnest worker 
on oF The force and trend of his life work |in and for the Farmers’ Institute from 
th are best given in the closing sentence | their very beginning. We miss him 
ii 2 of his paper published in the Wiscon-;and mourn him. May our love for him 
H % sin Horticultural Report for 1875. “To pee us to strive to emulate his grand, 
ah stand still is to be left behind. Then | unselfish life. 
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THE STOUT MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. a 
1 

Prof. J. E. HOYT. i 

An incident of the Round-up Insti- high school courses, as one exercise 4 

tute at Menomonie was a visit to the|a day throughout. It may also be } 

Stout Manual Training School. The) taken by those who are prepared in g 

interest aroused has led to a request certain essentials in English, mathe- . 

for a brief description. maties, and science, without connec- at 

The school was founded by Mr. J. tion with the high school courses, and £ 

H. Stout, and began operation in Jan-| thus may be considerably shortened i 

uary, 1891. It had its origin in a de-| in time. } 

sire that school training should be| The subjects and order of this course 3 

made more fully a preparation for are substantially as follows:— ‘ 

life as it comes to the average| For Boys:—Free Hand and Mechan- ¥i 

boy and girl, giving besides a disci-| ical drawing throughout, joinery, one ale 

plined, well-stored mind, a general | year. Wood turning, two terms. Pat- ‘ 

preparation, through practice a3 well| tern making, molding and casting, two . 

as instruction, for engaging with ad- terms. Forging, two terms. Machine fi 

vantage in the various industrial pur-| shop practice, three terms. 4 

suits incumbent in one form or another| For Girls:—Plain sewing, two years {a 

upon all. | prior to entering, or one year within 5 

General as well as local benefits are, the High School. Dress-making, in- . 

contemplated in the aims of the school, | cluding: measuring, drafting of pat- i 

which may be thus stated:— ‘terns, fitting, ete, two terms. Cook- Hp a} 

ist. To secure to the youth of Me-| ing, three terms. Invalid cooking and i¢ 

nomonie and vicinity the breadth and | hygiene, two terms. Free hand draw- a 

added value which manual training ing ‘an@ art work throughout the & 

can give to general education. | course. a 

2d. To aid in demonstrating that a; As a preparation for, and a means & | 

course of manual training of large|of placing upon a higher plane the % 

educational and industrial value ean | course just outlined, the manual train- i 

be carried on in connection with, and) ing branches in certain forms are be- ' 

without detriment to the usual aca-| gun in the lower grades as early as y 

demic work of the high school. may be to advantage. Following the t 

3d. To disseminate information as to| manual and concrete exercises of the 

~ the nature, amount and appliances, kindergartens, drawing for all pupils f 

and the educational and practical re- is begun in the primary grades, sew- Wy 

sults of manual training, thus aiding | ing for girls in the fifth, and mechan- f 

in its adoption, where conditions are ical drawing and knife work for boys t 

favorable, as a form of educational in the sixth grade. t 

“ work. | In all forms of work a high quality ti 

The Manual Training School is or-|as to accuracy, proportion, neatness, t 

ganized as a branch of the public | adaptation to use, fit, finish, ete., in t 

schools of the city, and is co-ordinate | the product, is insisted upon and se- i 

with the high school, in which its| cured. Only methods and processes { 

technical courses are complemented on | which are practical and of educational ; 

the academic side. Thus, the four year| value are used or permitted. The $ 

manual training course may be taken | product, though often of ‘great inter- $ 

in connection with either of the three! est, is held as of little or no conse- 

‘ 
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t quence in comparison with the think- stantial, roomy, well lighted, and pro- 

‘ ing, the esthetic feeling, the careful-| vided with ample means of ventilat- 

: ness or skill, which are developed or|ing and warming by the hot-blast 

: exercised in its production. system. Longitudinal and transverse 

' A marked feature of the school is| halls give immediate access to each of 

H the abundant and excellent provision| the twenty-nine rooms, which are in 

made in every branch, including also constant use. 

4 the sciences of the High School] In the basement are found the en- 

i courses, for actual and constant doing| gine and boiler room, molding room, 

by the pupil. Work in the shops, the; fuel and other storage rooms; on’ the 

3 drawing rooms, the kitchen, and the | first floor are separate rooms for office, 

4 laboratories, is interrupted only to | lumber, tools, journey work, wood 

i» | present in the lecture rooms the di-| turning, finishing, machine shop and 
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dactic matter necessary to render do- blacksmith shop; on the second floor 

ing intelligent, and fruitful of knowl- rooms for mechanical drawing, li- 

edge or ability. | brary, kitchen, sewing and recitation; 

The building occupied was erected the third floor has two large rooms 

: expressly for the school, after much for drawing and art work, a science 

; obserying and careful planning. Two lecture room, and the laboratories, 

years of trial have proven it specially chemical, biological and physical. All 

; well adapted for its uses. Located work rooms are well supplied with 

; upon the central school grounds along- | water, and the laboratories also with 

1 side of the High School building, it’ gas. Much of the furniture was spe- 

Hy rises a beautiful wooden structure. cially designed for the school; the 

a with three stories and basement, upon equipments of machinery, forges, tools, 

a foundation 59x135 ft. It is sub- utensils, ete. are of the best make 

| 
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and adapted to manufacturing pur- and science, is a graduate of a col- Hi 

poses; the apparatus for science work Jege or a technical school of collegiate a 

in which the school is specially fortu- work, and has had extended experi- q 

nate, is of the quality used in the) ence in the study and teaching of the 4 

colleges and universities. | Sueen specialty. The instruction, j 

From the foregoing brief sketch | therefore, while keeping within the 

some idea may be formed of the com-| limitations of the secondary school, is 

pleteness and excellence of the pro- | scholarly and efficient, and yields the A 

visions made for the school on the| best of discipline. Moreover, the ne 

material side—all of which is due to teachers are themselves capable of do- # 

the generous interest and wise insight | ing upon a commercial basis by the | 

of Mr. Stout. | most direct and practical methods, ; 

By the arrangement originally made] work of the kinds which they teach, ; 

it devolves upon the Board of Educa- leaving no grounds for the prejudice i 

tion to manage the school, provide for | on the score of alleged artificiality and 4 

the instruction, and supply the mater- | ineffectiveness, which is sometimes felt i 

ial used up in the teaching pro- towards the college trained teachers He 

cesses. With the sanction of the ot the arts. a4 

Common Council and the hearty en-| The growth of the school has been a 

couragement of citizens, the Board) uninterrupted; many plans are yet i 

has sought to discharge this duty in, undeveloped, and additions are con- 

a manner worthy of the magnitude|stantly being made to the equipments. 

and liberality of the enterprise, and| Of the propriety and the value of the f | 

well-aimed to secure a faithful and | training which it affords there is but } 

capable application of the means to|one opinion among those who have 

the end sought. jceceres closely its workings or 4 

The teaching force has been selected | Shared its benefits. It is steadily win- ‘ 

with great care. As in the High | ning its way to a secure place in the 

School, each of the instructors giving | confidence and esteem of the people. at 

full time to manual training subjects| 4. 
‘ 
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a 4 MABEL TAINTER MEMORIAL HALL. 

al 
fe 3 The Memorial Building in which the open to the public in Dunn Co. Rooms 

fi closing Institute was held, was for- on the third floor are devoted to the 

ae mally opened on the evening of July |G A. R. and Woman’s Relief Corps. 

cc 2 3d, 1889. It was erected in memory; A fair idea of the exterior appear- 

Wh P of Mabel Tainter, whose death oc-|ance of the building can be gained 

is i curred in June, 1886, by Captain A.|from the engraving, yet the engraver’s 

it and Mrs. Tainter, at a cost of $100,000, jart, in detail, does not do it justice. 

i" % and by them given to an organization | The scroll work and lettering above 

4 Z known as “The Mabel Tainter Literary |and near the arched door is carved out 

at Library and Educational Society.” lof solid stone. 

; , The building is used for seyeral pur-| The building is located on one of the 

poses, public and private. The Audi- | most prominent corners of the city, 

q torium and part of the basement is and covers an area of 80x90 feet. Un- 

used for church gatherings by the Uni-|restrained use of money and superior 

tarian Society, and for Dramatic en-|judgment and taste have secured the 

tertainments and lectures. The club | very best of everything needed. The 

J rooms are free to young men. A large' Auditorium seats from 500 to 700 per- 

fire proof library and reading room is sors, and is a study in itself. 
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J. W. MARTIN, | E-rapti-tep 1869. 
Importer and breeder of obO. W. LINN & SON, 

——GENERAL—— 

RED POLLED GAMTLE ao Rani 
RICHLAND CENTER, WIS. AON vc) . 

My herd contains 100 head of thoroughbreds. 
Ihave at all times stock for sale of either sex,and| 100 South Water St., CHICAGO, 
not related. Parties notifying me of their com Libera! advancements made on carlots Refer- 
ing will be met at either Lone Reck or Gotham. | ences: Hide and Leather National Bank, Chicago; 
Write for catalogue. Mention Bulletin. Reid, Murdoch & Co., Wholesale Grocers. 

jJ. Cc. PAYNE, E. FINGER & SON, 
reeders of thé Imported © §Sbropshires. ee ee 

A large stock of both sexes always on hand to American Angus 
select irom. Prices within reach of all who wan' 
pood stock. Come and see them at Hillside Farm. Aberdeen Breed, 
J. C. PAYNE, Prop., Prairie du Sac, Wis. and the inproved 
— —__.. |CHEStER Write Seine, 

= THE S’T AR @| Farm in the town, of Greenfield, Milwaukee 
| county, Wis. P.O. a2 Nati enn a COIL SPRING SHAFT SUPORTE | Stitwatixee, wis, “°0TSS “™* National avenne, 

ae AND ANTI-GATILER.. | | ——__—— 
= Fe Fast selling: sivars ives sstafction. Noon FARMERS! 
$ Tallin bution ep, Agent wanted, Bend compe | i a Wiccan, Price” e138” Bete eighus torsos "| we you want to Save Money on your sup- 

ree =| plies which you need in the House or on the 
THE ee - om C0. | Farm write for our catalogue and price list 

4 im Free. Goods sold directly to Consumers at 
2 Wholesale Prices. Groceries, Farm Im- 

2 2 | plements, Hardware, Harness, Fur Coats, 
, £ z e Robes, Blankets, Etc. 

Registered Short Horn Cattle of the LOUIS LOSSE, 
2 meee eee eee | 97 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
a Poland Chinas of the sholoest strains. We ee Basia MS OE I pe a el 8 
ys always aim to produce stock of superior individ- | = 2 = 

Imerit Young sto-k of eithe: for sale at + eee Tn te orcas = */Cold Springs Stock Farm 
2 H. B. DRAKF, Beaver Dam, Wis. | FRED TSCHUDY, Prop., Monroe, Wis, 
s x — Breeder of — 

; SH RO PSH IRE SH EEP. Chester White Swine. Ayrshire Cattle , ¢ | and Pure Rred Poultry. 
: Three hundred head founded on the best blood My h ss é if 

; in England. A large stock of both Kams | g2l¥ hovs won 2 firs: prizes and 2second prizes; 
and Ewes always on hand. Prices low. | months in fall of ‘9 at state fair 

“ Write for circulars and prices. | ee re ence aaa ees 
' W. J. BOYNTON, Prop, | CHOICE JERSEY CATTLE. 

A.J. C.0. H.R. 
Jumbo Valley Stock Farm, ROCHESTER, MINN. | SIRES AT MEAD OF HERD. 

| onees eee Togs No. a 
3 “Silver Gla’ _ce.’’ son of Stoke Po; 

J. S. COOPER, 5, No. 20306. = 
Corner Barn, Union Stock Yards, Chicago Amore the cows are representatives of neaniy 

- all leading families of Jerseys. ws in the herd 
ee ee | are making 800 to 600 Donnie of butter oe cae 

| Tass alone, in summer, and ordi feed it 
COM M ISS I ON DEA LER | winter, sorras eee of —_ toxes for sale. No 

in Horses in the United States. Auction | Sundence solicited and satistaction sunrawnee, 
every Wednesday. Private Sales daily. | Address, R. S. Kingman, Sparta Wis. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
( 264 ) 
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Tbe Farm, Field |“ {fie [ndiana farmer 
d 5 af INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

and Fireside. | weekly Journal of the Farm, 
Devoted to Improved Agricultural Methods, 

Chicago, Hilinois, Live Stock andl the fiterests of agriculture. 

* Established in 1847, and has the best agri- 
Is the Banner Farm and Family paper. It - 1547, P a x 

contains from 32 to 40 pages, weekly. All for faieal wis eae States as con: 

$1.00 PER YEAR. Subscription $1.00 per year. ‘ 

In addition it gives each subscriber 20 packets INDIANA FARMER (0., 

of seeds from its Annual Free Seed Distribu-| gpy it a year. Indianapolis, Ind. 

tion. Send for free sample copy. 
oe 

HOWARD & witson PUB. co. |SKORDEMANNEN 
CHICAGO, ILL. SAMPLE COPIES FREE. 

a _— | Subseription 75 per yr. Semi-Monthly. 
Agents wanted in Swedish settlements. } 

SKORDEMANNEN PUB.COMPANY : 

414 Guaranty Loan Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 

esrasuisnen ies, | ]’Gp Plational Dairpman | 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. ——2np——_ ia 

The oldest and best farmers paper in the DAIRY MESSENGER j i 

West. No paper is so popular with the far-|A progressive monthly Dairy Journal ti 

iners It not only helps them how to grow| edited by J. H. Monrad. $1 Per Year. i 
two blades in place of one but defends their] SPECIAL OFFER: For $1.25 we will send the oy 

interests against aggressive monopolies. above journal one year avd Monrad’s “ABC in eq 

One dollar ayear of 52 numbers. Send for | Cheese cecal ee ae = —_ — ht 

free sample copy. Address, do which contains a complete Hand Book in But- 
termaking. ei 

The Western Rural : “ a 
: The National Dairyman Pub. Co, rf Ki 

CHICAGO, ILL. | No. 17 Gibralter Bldg. Kansas City, Mo. 4 
erage soo DIE eater cater eee t 

ESTABLISHED 1869. ‘ 
\ 

Die Ack d Gartenbau-Sei i ir = = Ge Die Acker- und Gartendau-<ertung 
Published Weekly at $1.00 per Year. 

THE HEROLD COMPANY 
MILWAUKEE. WIS. 

Has been consolidated with the two German Agricultural Journals, 

Der deutidhe Farmer and Der Landwirth, 
And is now the only German paper published in the United States strictly de- 

yoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock Raising, Ete. 

Tt is acknowledged to be as well edited and arranged as the best English Ag- 

cultural Journal. ; _ 

‘We will take pleasure in sending you samples copies, so that you may con- 

vince yourselves of the truth of this assertion. 

Manufacturers, Seedsmen, Stockmen and all others, who wish to communi- 

cate with the German Farmers, can reach them through this Journal. 

( 265 ) 
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THE The King of Farm Papers 

COWS DEMAND acs 

That their owners shall make effort to edu- 

cate themselves in Dairy Truth. For years they 
4 

have furnished the main revenue of the farm, and 

now demand that the owner invest one doller a t i 

i asa eerie = pecs Danecruay, that Its “ Feeder’s Co “i 

e may receive the varied experiences an 4 ler’s Corner” is conducted b; 

ings. oft ‘the most successful dairy farmers inthe | Prof. W, A. Henry. Its dairy work is “ 

. Mr. C. P. Goodrich, H. B. G THE . C. P. G , H. B. Gurler and 
others; and its matter relating to all sub- 

COWS D ES ERVE jects connected with the management of 
stock farms is acknowledged to be un- 

f ‘Your attention on this matter and appeal to you equaled. Sample copy free on applica- P PY on applica 

for more intelligent care, feeding, and breeding, | tion. Address, 

and handliag - = eee ras vane you . 4 

to recognize the ‘act that the ex] jences of suc- 

| tO 2sfuldairymen will help you. Btuay your busi- J. H. SANDERS PUB. CO., 

| ness, for by increasing your knowledge you in- 

| crease your revenue and in «ther ways make your CHICAGO, ILL. 

crease youriving. Dairy farming is like handling | ———____ —__— 

| edged tools that cut only profits when properly 
Eee 

| directed. 
THE 

THE 
m 

| 

{ 1 

4 cows are RIGHT! |Alétican ‘ range Bulletin 
| ‘And common sense demands that every farmer Ss ? 

who expects to make money from his cows sball ane official paper of the order 

spend at least a dollar a year torhs own guid- k : y 

ghee and instruction. The Editors and Corres 5 ee = pled and an 

pondents of Hoanp's DATRY#aN are practical men 4 ral Journal kqual to 

x rained in the dairy business. The paper is the Best. 

a recognized as the leading dairy paper of the} 7, 5 i 

| world. Itis ——— a —— the ait) Ree in Wisconsin should 

1 very cream of dairy thought and experience. read it. Agents wanted in eve: n, 

‘Eg~ Send for sample copiex to Hoarp’s Darry- ; Ty grange 

5 man, Fort Atkinson, Wis. Psubseription $1.00 per and county in the state. Subscription 

* year. price $1.00 per year. Liberal terms to 

¥° | ane — subscriptions and appli- 

. cations for agencies to 

THE WISCONSIN FARMER, G m 

5 PUBLI-HED EVERY FRIDAY range Bulletin Co ° 

at j a 
Cincinnati, O! 

& BY THE WISCONSIN FARMER COMPANY. pL ae ee ee a 

‘ ie A 
. MADISON, WIS., AND DES MOINES, IOWA. 

: | either of which communications relating to M 

a subecr-ptinn and advertising may be addressed. ERICAN 

| aE VW SIN FAK! is a weekly agri- 
a news] aper, orcas tear to The SHEEP 

farming interesis of the Northwest, with an aim 

toward the advancement of all departments of i 

the farm. Live stock breeding, dairying. fruit BREEDER. 

farmivg, and all branches and diversificatious of 

the successful farm. wil be dwelt upon from the | If you want to know what is goingon in 

practical standpoimt of the man on the farm, a i 

Practk ihan tha’ of the theorist. Its wish is to | the sh: ep-breeding world, read the 

; ‘become a helpful adviser on ee! farm mat- 2 

. ters, and it hopes to secure the friendly ¢o-opera- | 
fon’ or every Wisconsia farmer in doing a al American Sheep Breeder. 

7 realizes that great benefits result from an inter- 

change of ideas among farmers, and 'o this end | ae Fs 

solicits meee om pointed communications on} Subscription price $1.00 per year. 

imely subjects from its subscribers. Sample copy mail ree 

SINGLE SUBSCRINTIONS | One sear, $1; ten | = = a 

copies one year, $10, and an extra copy to the J 

; getier up of club, specimen copies mailed Free W. W. BURCH, Manager, 

Sn application to those who will make up clubs. | Chicago, 11. . 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletion ” when writing to advertisers. 

( 
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Saanich ku ’ ; 
Ee ees FARMERS 

= 

a TSS TR $1.00 Per Year, CHICAGO, ILL. 

iy ! fd Jar a ‘The Farmers’ REVIEW presents to its read- 

er RCUIATION) | ers the largest amount of practical information: 

WO" Racine: Wis. B Ayax5t is | in the smallest possible space. 

"SS Zsrasiisnen y: Pep Its Market Reports are the fullest of any 

ons,/877 doy —_ 4 \ agricultural journal published. 

SQ pete ig S| Its departments of Agriculture, Horticult- 

gf JoweST 25S oTER PAPER i ure, Stock, Dairy, Poultry and Apiary contain 

C Apver f) REACHES J { Loses articles from the best writers. 

7, RATE (All THE The Household department will be found 

sire ae ey scconsty y full of original and selected matter, interest- 

Provina AS éi, t ing to adults and instructive to the young. 

Ny CORCULATION [ARMERS ¥) The FARMER’S REVIEW is the only 

ees Po \ Agricultura Newspaper in the Unites 

Sor SE SES = a sa sage jar ongee zed Corps 

| fica iting ea varmors gite tne render 
a, | atin opportunity to judge when te market 

Take it. Read it. Follow it. | his products at the best possible price. ‘ 

The FARMERS’ REviEw is opposed to all 

EVERY FARMER monopolies and injustice of ait kinds, and 

AND favors oe moral, intellectual and material pro- ' 

ess of the agricultural classes. 

EVERY FARMER'S WIFE [Sst sencelunbciiss j 

su Marae 2p AN rae in Fi 
a and most practi 

t 

TSW he ade anton! The Ohio Farmer : 

rs Copy hh ane eee = Is national in every , {hing except ite 

you cannot make farming =| name. It isa 20-page, 84-column weekty, | 

pay. read, he expererere ica and euocosstul employs the best correspondents in the at 

farmers who write for this paper: . country, and is the most practical and Boh 

STF TOO WANT TEE BEE, don failtomm> | valnable agricultaral, Ivo stock end i 
Tibe ft ist and 18th of every month. — family journal in America. 

ONLY 50 CENTS A YEAR Sample Copy Free to all Applicants ] if 

Or sample copy free. Address, An one ‘ ee 

a y one subscribing now will get the ah 

FARM, STOCK AND HOME; |paperfromtime subscription is received $3 

Minneapolis, Minn. until January 1, 1896, for only $1.00. iy 

Address, 
, 

All of the Important Work of Farmers’ 
ri, 

Institutes will be Published in OHIO FARMER, ca 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. Ui 

THE PRAIRIE FARMER | sae worrawestemn | 

Keep in the Procession. AG R I C U KE U R | ST 

eee SEMI-MO. ILLUSTRATED. | 

Eminent writers; crisp matter. Quality | pest Wisconsin Writers. Regular Reports of ) 

the best. Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes. 7 

$1 .00 for 52 Weeks. Subscription 50c. Samples Free- : 

THE AGRICULTURIST COMPANY, 

The Prairie Farmer, 168 Adams St. Chicago | 14 cuaranty Loan Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 

Se See i sR ra a oe 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute —) when writing to advertisers. 
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ha 
ay be eee Sige H Mequon, Ozaukee Co., Wis. 

ieee ee) (2! 
“ERASE sci i ag Hil BREEDER AND SHIPPER OF PURE 

Stock Especially Bred and Fed for Breeding Purposes. 

The Grand Old Sow, Flog, T5746 

That weighed 923 Ibs., and won first prize and sweepstake at the state fair 

1894, heads the herd. Also grower of the wonderful never lodging 

Probsteir Blue Rye and German Hybrid Oats, which yielded over 100 bush- 

els per acre; also Pommeranian Wats. 

Prices always in reach of everybody. Correspondence solicited. 

" 
\ 

', GRASS SEEDS 
’ 
x, CLOVERS, 

) RED, WHITE, ALSYKE, ALFALFA, 

4] TIMOTHY, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS, RED TOP, 

a BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, 
‘ ORCHARD GRASS, 
") : BUCKWHEAT, FIELD PEAS, POP CORN, 
“4 

BIRD SEEDS, 

FLAX SEED, ENSILAGE CORN, 

Cor. CLarRK & 16TH STS, 

CHICACO, ILL. 

ev 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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ayn) ee eee © asy. Why are there twice as many 
ee tim, Tr: > 

Se IRIN R a Std ROCK ISLAND 

ie. ee wee SASS HAY RAKES & LOADERS 
SO — We A 48" hs N RSIS | in the hands of the best farm. 

| Cis N WA Me i Wis INE NARA al exsas ofall other makes added 

Pree (| 2 ASS 7 
Eee BS sida lat ee 2 RASS - THE ANSWER, 

VY SEK Neen A ‘They do the best work, the most 
— : 7_N LOX RBA MRA Nodal of it cna draw the lientést. 

— a wy Mey OR ‘They leave the ground the clean- 

WORK ,y? = N ; ~ P= anieae| oe SnTe the hay the least and 

ey Nacht & GUARANTEED” *' : “tney work. everywhere. under 
pase, am “ aoe zs 2 breaie down.” and very seldom 

Motion of Rakes on PER MILE. iene 
ON ROCK ISLAND, ore), a Se..d for “proof” of what we say. 

wear the Machines THE ROCK I 

sreepeeeee ee Ses asi and break the bay. eee ee 

ee 

OW 5 (6 ® Peows HARD TIMES 0 | FOR yl } 

ICH pb yA ph ‘HARD GROUND. 
ft Positively Guaranteed to ave y 

j €)! satisfaction # a Fair Trail Allowed {6 
iguTo LEFT §! Sercladions owes © : 

Se \\ HAND RS AY Send fr thea ADDING’ 

(Yeh! f= K Diese Otte: pea 
Kf =, VE a Se ——6nd read | 
GF 1 LY, ie Y KG ae is said — ( 

Ve t) Ig ry 4 io have Used then. ee 

AR > oe. Sy) ee fe 
Px AX ONLY BY THE 

ROCK |SLAND PLOW CO. Rock Istanp, It. | 
; s i 

eT 
rt 

fe And mode Easy. THE CAUSE 1 
‘ £ LT RR + always exists for buying » # 

hee ens sant When ERR Rock Island 1 

Re NN ee 
pac*™ Bic ANAS “| Bobet cresothy tobasvest 

Sis CINNANSY | THE EFFECT | = US Ud Ces Wee. . 
So = — AMS + NY of purchasing is to be putin pos: 

WORK? At op Lae AR | Soo” oe dost of haying more 
a 4 te nCHIN = GUARANTEED ~ ‘| than one half and save most of 

Eee Ala ee the bard wae oe ect ae ) 
Diagram Showing How OVER 6,000 STROKES Seton, SSTeadows™ ie oe 

otion of Rakes on Rock Island,) (ber Lotes) || aa | 
THE ROCK ISLAND PLO! lew 

1,700 St-okes per Mile. Do tt. Cree tt ) erareeed ROCK eee 

(ae ores tid do a 
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TESTED FOR 100 YEARS. 
OLD PROCESS ? 

A Perfect Food for all Live Stock. Increases the Flow 
and Quality of Milk. 

Adds Flesh and Fat to Mature Animals, 

Particularly Adapted to Calves and Lambs. _ Prevents Hog Cholera. 
JUST THE ARTICLE TO USE IN COMBINATION WITH WHEAT. 

For prices and particulars, address 
Burlington Linseed Oil Works, Burlington, Leavenworth Linseed Oil Works, Leaven- 

Towa. worth, Kas. 
Des Moines Linseed Oil Works, Des Moines, Mankato Linseed Oil Works, Mankato, Minn. 

Iowa. Minnesota Linseed Oil Works, Minneapolis, 
Close Linseed Oil Works, Iowa City, Iowa. Minn. 
Dubuque Linseed Oil Works, Dubuque, Ia. Hawkeye Linseed Oil Works, Marshalltown, 
Woodman Linseed Oil Works, Omaha, Neb. Iowa. 
Ottumwa Linseed Oil Works, Ottumwa, Ia. Sioux City Linseed Oil Works, Sioux City, Ia. 
Kansas City Lead and Oil Works, Kansas La Crosse Linseed Oil Works, La Crosse, Wis. 

City, Mo. Crown Linseed Oil Works, St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Paul Linseed Oil Works, St. Paul, Minn. National Linseed Oil Co » Chicago, Ill. 

eee 

: 

i i 
AS THE ¥, GENESEE FACTORY FILLED SALT é 

* CONSTANTLY rn ‘ IN F 
. GROWS = p! , SSR 
‘, —FOR— 

» BUTTER and CHEESE, [= 
‘ | It was used almost exclusively in the Working Dairies at | Q™ G7 4 the Columbian Exposition, fully nine-tenths of all the but- P 

ter and cheese, which was made under official inspection, 58 1 in the Dairy ute? being salted with Genesee Factory st Se, Filled Salt. At the Elmira Inter-State Fair, in 1893, every PSTD 9 first and every second premium was awarded to usersof f& 2 
Genesee Salt. Eighty per cent. of the butter, and all of the x PACTORY FULD cheese, exhibited were salted with Genesee Salt. These facts Ag Z, 
speak for themselves. Ask your Dealer for Genesee Salt. gy a, 

CENESEE SALT Co., Manufacturers, a Loe 
Mercantile Exchange, New York, N. Y. ~ Se 

" Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Gi 

Burli urlington Route 
E gee 

Industrial Department. 
ae er 

A WORD TO MANUFACTURERS. 

1 Department is organized for the purpose of aiding in the | 

location of plants along the line of its road. 

No section in the country has greater resources to attract the man- 

ufacturer. Cheap coal, and an abundance of raw material, iron ore, 

copper, zinc, tin, gold, silver and other metals, hard and soft woods, 

clays of all grades, stone, tan bark, flax, straw, etc., are abundant, 

and the Burlington Route, operating over 7,000 miles of road and ' 

reaching every important city between the Great Lakes and the 

Rocky, Mountains, offers advantages as a distributer which are ob- i 

vious. Many of the cities and towns on the line offer liberal induce- | 

ments to encourage the establishment of factories. The undersigned i 

solicits correspondence, and, besides furnishing detailed information, | 

is prepared to assist by every means in his power in the promotion | 

of the interests of manufacturers desiring to locate in the West. h 

CEO. H. ROSS, | 

Superintendent Industrial Department, 

——CHICACGO, ILL, \ 
5 it 

YME should use the BrowELt Ap- ij 

D AIR N JUSTABLE STALL, as it com- H 

bines comfort, cleanliness and convenience. Is endorsed by 1) 

the leading dairymen of the land. 
e 

Prof. Henry says: “ We are more than pleased with this stall.” 

C. P. Goodrich says: “It is the best arrangement for confining 

cows that he has ever seen.” 

R. S. Kingman, Sparta, Wis., says: “I do not see how it could be 

improved.” 

E. C. Cornelius, Monroe, Wis., says: “ The Bidwell system of stalls | 

and floors is a model of perfection from start to finish.” | 

For Terms, Etc, write to 

} 

. PORTER BIDWELL, McGregor, lowa. 

Mention «“ Farmers’ Institute wot) when writing to advertisers. | 
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fin Farm - and ~ Garden 
i>, 

Bs iN SEEDS, 
fA , 

: Fertilizers, Insect Destroyers, 

v4 ‘ art » ian PLANTS, 
aX pag eyes SELECTED STOCK OF 

ee rte a Sugar Beets, Mangels, 
= era | nea Ba 
SS A ee / ‘ i 1 TURNIPS, ETC., 

—_— — ae =— FOR eae. 

SSS POTATOES. 

SDWARF ESSEX KRAPE,&— 
A Valuable Crop for Sheep Raisers. 

[See report Wisconsin Experiment Station, 1894.] 

| Stores }393 iscansin CURRIE BROS., 
Seedsmen and Florists, 

Send for Catalogue. MILWAUKEE, wis. 

; IT STANDS ALONE. : 

r PSTHEKS 
y! es a » National Stockman? Farmer 
., Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Chicago. 
‘| THREE EDITIONS. 

; ' It gives the news, markets, and methods, Sresh and reliable, 
| =e _ 
4  Itis the Business Farmers’ Paper. 

Its forms are open until Monday Evening, yet it 
prints 15,000 copies that night, the remain- 

der Tuesday, and mails them hot 
from the press. 

Everything is Fresh Nothing Stale. 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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THE SHORT LINE BETWEEN 

St, Paul, Minneapolis ——_ 

All Points South, Gast and West and 

: wee Duluth, West Superior | 

AND ALL LAKE SUPERIOR POINTS. 

Three Trains Each Way! 

Magnificent Equipment and Road Bed! 
{ 

Fast Time, Fine Terminals! 
{ 

| 
ROUTE OF THE FAMOUS i 

| 

“L_LAKS SUPERIOR LIMITED.” 

This line reaches the most beautiful of Minnesota’s Summer Resorts, if 

Write for descriptive matter. 
i 

i 

BY FAR THE BEST COUNTRY 

Now open to settlement and enterprise is that lying along the Hi 

‘ | 

Saint Paul & Duluth Railroad | 

Especially adapted to general farming, market, gardening, stock rais- 
ing, culture of small fruits, dairying, etc. For maps and publications 

illustrating and describing this country, apply to the Land Com- 
missioner. 

A. D. PLOUGH, Vice-Pres. and Gen’! Manager. 

W. A. RUSSELL, General Passenger Agent. 
HOPEWELL CLARKE, Land Commissioner. 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. 

oe 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute ta when writing to advertisers. 
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500,000 PLANTS. 

~-doe | Big Berries! F-—= \ ig Berries! 
ae | Tate PNY find Lots of GHEM 

ftp ded Og Wee US & ets . : CAN BE GROWN 

ho ee vp eee By procuring Plants at 
wh) ig OG a) 5 

G. H. AAMILTON, Prop., Ripon, Wis., 

WHO CULTIVATES AND HAS FOR SALE PLANTS OF 

: ALL THE LEADING VARIETIES OF 

STRAWBERRIES—Warfield, Haviland, Wilson, Cresent, Van Dieman, Smith’s 

: Seedling, Bubach, and all desirable varieties. 

BLACK RASPBERRIES—Nemeha, Gregg, Older, Palmer, Kansas, Ohio. ? 

f RED RASPBERRIES—Marlboro (the best for profit), Hardy, Cuthbert, Tur- 

1 ner, Shaffer’s Collossal. 
rf] BLACKBERRIES— Headquarters for Ancient Briton (the best), Snyder; 

, Stone’s Hardy, Erie. 

iv GOOSEBERRIES—Downing, Houghton, Industry, Columbus, Queen (one of 

“4 the best), will be introduced to the trade fall of °95. 

4 CURRANTS—Specialty of Victoria and Long Bunch Holland, All varieties 
wl cultivated, and can be supplied one and two years old. 

4 G@RAPES—All the leading varieties. 
J 

j ¢ 2 + AGENT FOR MYEKS’ SPRAYING PUMPS, « + ¢ 
(ALL SIZES.) 

Send for circulars, description of outfits. Spraying is necessary for 
fruit and to kili insects. 

Large Stock of First-Class Plants, and at Reasonable Prices. 

Correspond with me, if you wish to plant, and get prices. 

Yours truly, 

C. H. HAMILTON, RIPON, WIS. 
ee  ——_- ———_ 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute ao ” when writing to advertisers, 
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z KEWAUNEE s - : : 

¢ SHORT LINE. Green Bay, Winona & St. Paul » 

, ae ' 

‘Kewaunee, GreenBay& Western) 
4 
4 % 
‘ THE * : ' 

ta 
| SHORT LINE {| © 
/ ¢ 
, , i 
y BETWEEN y | 

\ : i i 
2 Kewaunee, Green Bay, Winona, Stevens Point, 9% ll 

“ee La Crosse, St. Paul, Minneapolis A 
4 ¥ 
y ¥ & ¥ 

2 ND ALL POINTS IN THE y i 

| | 
% WEST AND NORTH-WSST. ‘ 

i ———— ‘ ) 

Ss, W. CHAMPION, 2 J. B. LAST, ‘ | 

A GENERAL MANAGER. /ENERAL FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT. 

Dr pinanitiininmnnai
nie | 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute 7 when writing to advertisers.



| H d | 

Which Produced the Champion Butter Cow 

of the World, Brown Bessie. 

et = Pan Ses / =e 
fe Tag eg . 
=e ¥ E % pe 

FY 9, zie aS 
= i. i % eae eas a 
as } a é ¥ AA 9 z 

eae ey =. 
‘ i Fe re 5 =o 

} : s ae : 

| RN i OE HAV : 5 ee 
2 43 Pas eo te 
=] ab ae se ‘Zz Ok 

“SB aes! 2 = f ace Tree. 
=e te: a, * a a 

=| /1e = 3s ey = Se 
: =i | ee = 3. SS ee 

Bi lp caer ET eee ee = = eS 
a Se Se ——" 
3 : ’ Se ee 
a 

* Combination 3d 17576, “ Service Bull: RECORDER 292395 fontinasion 34 22570 
‘ is - ‘ 

4 ‘This son of Brown Bessie whose ’ roclaimed her 
J ‘unapproachable record at the World’s Fair Dairy Test "72 greatest 
f Jersey cow living, is inbred to Combination 4389 through both sire and dam and has 50 per 

i. cent of his blood. Combination was grandsire of BROWN BESSIE and MERRY 
a" MAIDEN, the two cows in the Dairy Test whose records are unapproachable. Service fee $50. 

| Brown Bessie proved herself so great a cow that teases | E. Fuller, who handled her at ° 
4 the World’s Fair test, and than whom there is no better judge of her capabilities, has made the 

assertion “that with home surroundings in a favorable year, and being in as good form as when 
in the World’s Fair Test Herd, with proper handling, he is confident sne is capable of making 
1000 pounds of butter in a year.?? 

COMBINATION has twenty-five daughters with records, ranging from 14 to 
25 Ibs. 3 1-3 oz. of butter in seven days; forty-one grand- 

daughters, including BROWN BESSIE and MERRY MAIDEN, through twelve different 
sires; seven great grand-daughters by five different sires. A RECORD UNEQUALED. His 
son, Combination 3d 17576 is sire of four tested daughters. 

‘The blood of Combination 4389 largely prodomiates in this herd, partaking of the lines of 
breeding similar to those in Hrown Bessie and Merry Maiden. 

Prices for bull calves, and young bulls $100 and upwards. 
State what is wanted. - 

H. C. TAYLOR, 
Orfordville, Rock Co., Wis. 

; Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Soo-Pacific Line. 
M. ST. P. & S. S. M. R'Y. & C. P. R'Y. 

TO 

| AND 

| Pactic Coast Ports 
: Is 

i —=BAST-=— 
| 
4 

ASK YOUR NEAREST AGENT FOR PARTICULARS, 

F. D. UNDERWOOD, Cc. B. HIBBARD, 

General Manager, General Pass. Agent, 

MINNEAPOLIS. 

(978 ) 
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erCIT tee ry 3 

| 466 fe} @) } 

: 
ENS < } 

{ . ‘eo 

| MONTREAL, BOSTON.) | 
5] 

j 

| NEW_YORK. | | 

THROUGH SLEEPER TO BOSTON | ‘ 

} 
DAILY. 

i 

‘ Short Line. Low Rates. f 

ASK YOUR NEAREST AGENT FOR PARTICULARS. i | 

} eoieanae 
t 

{ F. D. UNDERWOOD, . C. B. HIBBARD, 

} GENERAL MANAGER, GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT, } 

- MINNEAPOLIS. 
; 

eee ee
e ee ee 
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_ MANDSGHEURI 
THE NEW BARLEY 

Came from Mandscheuri in 1889,and has been grown at the 

Ontario Argicultural College Farm since, yielding five bushels per 

acre more on the average than any other variety on trial. In 

1g92 the Wisconsin Experiment Station obtained a sample from 

Ontario and grew it for two .years, and the spring of 1864 Prof. 

) W. A. Henry, for the Experiment Station, made arrangements with 

us to take the whole of this new variety to grow in comparison with 

: the Manshury. The farm superintendent, Mr. L. H. Adams, came 

to see the barley when ripe and still standing, who pronounced the 

| Mandscheuri of more vigorous growth than the Manshury. When 

} threshed the Mandscheuri yielded 39.6 and the Manshury 37.8 bush- 

els of 50 Ibs. per acre. The Board of Regents of the University of 

Wisconsin authorized Prof. Henry to offer 100 Ibs. of the new Barley 

to each Fair association in Wisconsin as a Special Premium for best 

exhibit of cereals, the balance we offer for sale in 100 and 200 lb. 

lots until sold. 

ee 
Ve also Grow and Sell for Seed Purposes 

< Manshury Barley, Wide Awake, White Schonen and American Banner 

4 Oats, White Dent Corn; Medium, White and Alsyke Clover and Timothy 

A Seeds. “Pedigree Seed Potatoes."—Empire State, Green Mountain, 

" Scotch Regents and World's Fair. 

| > ; 

We Breed Shropshire Sheep, Poland China Swine and 

Short-horn Cattle. 

A GOOD LOT OF RAM LAMBS NOW ON HAND. Z 

Write us your wants and we will quote prices that are right. 

A. F. NOYES, Beaver Dam. 
. Pe eeconnnenne ty a 

} Mention “ Farmers’ Institute ee when writing to advertisers, 
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“Dowagiac Shoe Drills ‘ 

No Coil Springs or Complicated Gear. 

f ; al) 
1} 5 ———— ee Sal \\ 
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Positively the Simplest [)rill ade | 
\ 

ONE LEVER OPERATES THE WHOLE MACHINE. i 

The only drill that will sow in rows 5 and 6 inches apart. A perfect trash 

rider—will not clog—effective pressure, and a feed that will sow all the oats 

desired without change of gear. Made in all sizes from 11 to 26 shoes. Do 

not fail to see this drill before placing your order. For further information 

call on the largest implement dealer near you or address 

DOWAGIAC MFG. CO., 

Dowagiac, Mich., or Madison, Wis. 

eee
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5 
Q 

—6UEA i i : Prize Winner. : 
5 ee 3 

& At the National Butter and Cheese Makers’ Association Conven- d 

D tion, held at Dubuque, Ia., Feb’y 7th, 8th, gth and roth, 1893, the g 

B Grand Sweepstake Prize 4 

5 for the best butter in the show was taken by butter salted with 4 

® Dramonp CrysTAL SALT. Butter which made the highest average Q 

' B score in each class was salted with 
g 

: Di ( C | § | 

i 3 There were over 300 competitors in the contest, from all the 4 

i . Dairy Sections in both Eastern and Western States, and the butter 

® entered was salted with Ashton, Higgins, Genesee, Worcester, @ 

» Warsaw, Kansas, Kerr Bros., and all the dairy salts known in this 

© country, making the biggest show of the kind ever held, and the § 

® greatest victory on record for a dairy salt. q 

% The jollowing was the average score for each salt : 

~ 3 

s » SS ee 3 

5 GATHERED CREAM. 4 

4 Diamond Crystal Salt .....-------- +94 & 

a D MeGtins) . «  - ino + © 6 Shee Sysie ewer ee ee ee q 

it » enenee!. .°. is 5s 1s al) Sales pee eee - 

a x teeter cco. i & gota ol ae le ee ee a 

4 be Pilegirie 4) cto so elie a oe > “epee geen) ee Q 

t > WRG cS she oka Sot Seoueio ys eens Tein % 

4 5 woes os oe) eee ee 4 

I D gee 
Q 

1 p SEPARATOR. d 

* Diamond Crystal Salt... .-.-----+- 34 10-15 i 

> Higgs sey ee iene Ce ea ae 

> AGLI on nie nie Suey eeleden= aes ee 

2) Genesee. . ow #.< oo Os shale vy eee eee 

‘] GWaneeater <= bes Soe 2 ae ce econ ela ee 

> ere Pace << 2 << wld = 0 Tela abe pee bee eee 

; » Kadeas . i. ss Se hie es ee ee ee 

4 me ee eee 

D 
° DIAMOND CRYSTAL SALT CO., St. Ciair, Mich. 

: © GQ GSGGGOGGOSEC GCOS 

| 
ee ee 
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THE LATEST AND GREATEST 

; Maki Improvement in Cheese-wlaxing, 

The New “Continuously 

Increasing Pressure 

Gang Cheese Press.” 

= = 
NDER 

re hs ss = UND 

Re 7 HELMER AND JESPERSEN 

Sa Beas 73 i PATENTS. 

SSeS 7? ta 

_, OS SSS bL/- oo 

map SS i 7 , 
peers NAC coe | 

ears — — _ Hips Ly ems 

SS <= = 2 

, ! eS | 

ge 5 4 | 
D. H. Burrell & Co., eae Bee : 

Little Falls, N.Y, U.S. A. —————_ a eee =a \ 

Fxclusive Licen e2s,Sole Owners and as <= it 

Manufacturers. 
Ae a ——_— | 

Ss SS SS | 

pvmuss. Constantly and continuously increasing the pressure. The : 

Cheese, after being put in the press, require no attention until finally j 

removed to shelves —thereby greatly saving in labor. Owing to the steady and \! 

uniform pressure applied, no white whey is started. A richer, firmer and bet- 4 

ter cheese is produced. This press is being adopted by the largest combina- ! 

tions and the leading factories. Recommended by N. Y. State Dairy Commis- 

sion. Send for testimonials and descriptive circular. 
i 

«“B. & W. BOILERS AND ENGINES. CHEESE PRESSES AND HOOPS. i 

CENTRIFUGAL CREAM SEPARATORS. 

STANDARD CLOTH CIRCLES. IMPROVED BABCOCK TESTERS. 

coe Maneens (Ben NET AND CHEESE COLOR. 
DANISH RENNET EXTRACT 

COMPLETE CHEESE FACTORY OUTFITS A SECIALTY. 

Send for Our Large Illustrated Catalogue. 

D. 1. BURRELL & CO., Little Falls, N. Y.,U.8, A. 

UA isin ens eee ee ee 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute + when writing to alvertisers. 
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Every Day in the Week 
Every Week in the Month 

Every Month in the Year 
All the Year Around 

DAILY TRAIN SERVICE 

BETWEEN 

CHICACO, MILWAUKEE 
AND 

| ST.PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, ASHLAND, 

| WEST SUPERIOR, DULUTH. 

Wisconsin Genttal Lines ' e 

if iL 

: TIGKGTS 
i Sold and Baggage Checked Throwgh to All Points 
4 IN THE 

\ UNITED STATES 
: AND 

CANADIAN PROVINCES. 

Direct Line to Iron Towns in Northern Wisconsin 

and Lake Superior Points. 

For full information regarding Rates, Routes, Folders, Maps, etc., address 

JAS. C. POND, Gen’'l Passenger Agent, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

; Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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1 ee 

St PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS 
—AND— 

ROUTE. y 

ee eT 
TT 

1 

Fond du Lac, Mellen, 

Oshkosh, WISCONSIN | Hurley, 

Neenah, Ironwood, | 

Menasha, Bessemer, \ 

Stevens Point. CENTRAL Ashland, | 

Marshfield, Duluth, 

Chippewa Falls, LINES. St. Paul, " 

Fau Claire, Minneapolis. 

pee | ee 

DIRECT LINE TO ii 

ALL POINTS IN 

NORTHERN-MIDDLE 
ql 

W ESTERN-EASTERN | 
T 

WISCONSIN. 
H. F. WHITCOMB, JAS. C. POND, 

General Manager. General Passenger Agent. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

| 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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W. T. KEENAN. W. E. KEENAN. H. M. KEENAN, 

LIZG STOCK 

| FOR THE SALE OF 

| © 

Gattle, hogs and Sheep. 
j so ee 

, 2 : i Address, Rooms 22, 24 & 26 Exchange Building, 

| 
d 
‘ UNION STOCK YARDS, CGHICAGO, ILL. 

1 aL euo7.4) 
" 

HI 
{ Consign your stock direct to us and it will be promptly cared for 

upon arrival. 2 

Correspondence and consignments respectfully solicited, 

Market reports furnished free on application. 

CATTLE SALESMEN—W. T. Keenan, W. E. Keenan, H. N. Keenan. 

HOG SALESMEN—W. E. Bush and B. M, (Ben) Duncan. 

SHEEP SALESMAN— Wn. H. Myers. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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W. D. BARNES, 
NeW LONDON, WIS., 

; j Dealer in Northern Grown Nursery Stock 

Has had long experience in Wisconsin Horticul! ure, which his customers get 

the benefit of. Our motto: “Plant but few varieties, and those that have been 

tried and found worthy.” Apple orchards planted for customers. Small fruit 

plants, grape vines, etc., in stock. A large stock of evergreens to draw from. 

Will sell everything close to wholesale prices. 
I 

Why pay agents? Come deal direct with me, and save money. Correspond. 

ence solicited. No Catalogue for 95. 

Ss GiB BELLE CITYZBas 
Fp oe Ensilage and Fodder 7a azee, 

~ Niles sa, Ge 

2 eos CUTTER Muammar | 
RE AS ONLY SELF-FEEDER MAD! ee / 

@g = | ¥ All sizes for Hand or Power ; also an Cw 

Ss ~— oe h6l| em A 
aD _iiicten Cultivators Mangler =. ON — sin { 

wo Ne oy Send for Catalogue and work on Ensilage. Q a ' 

aise BELLE CITY MFG. CO.,Racine, Wis. ~~ [fame : i 

(o
e eS ee 

A SMALL THRESHING MACHINE. 
Something new for the farmer who can now do lS THe COLUMBIA THRESHER 

is own threshing, with Jess help and power 24 has great capacity, and can be run 

than ever before. We also make a full s 4 a ey 

NSS = line = Sweep Fawert, Breed a Clasp crder cations 

/ af A NA —— 
ae aa FS, 6 ea \t 

<> 4 “ Sar f Aten ee s ia) 4} 

SS) ln ae | 
BELLE CITY we EN eg aN 

FEED AND ENSILAGE at \Sereest oh i 
CUTTERS Q\ ce ae f 

Made in all sizes, for both hand and power bi {* \—— Aa —_——— 

se. Send for iliistrated Catalogue and gfe = QI ah SSS 
rice List. We will send Jatest publi — cil y D s 

Fe ie eee uaevorie,” map) BELLE CITY MFG. CO., RACINE, Wis, 
(ees es ee ee eee { 

w. Cc. BRADLEY, 
AT MOUNTAIN FARM, HUDSON, WIS., 

: . 

Breeds = Registered = Jersey «= Cattle. 
The descendants of such noted prize winners as Eurotus 778, Pedro, grand 

sweepstakes bull World’s Fair, °93; Ramapa, grand sweepstakes bull N. Y. Fair, 

1894; Faith of Oaklands prize cow over all Canada; Lord Lisgar, Stoke Pogis 

3d, ete. Stock all grown and warranted to give satisfaction. 

‘Als> breeds Poland China pigs of the best strains. Come and see us or write 

for pedigrees and prices. W. C. BRADLEY, Hudson, Wis. 
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Chicago, Milwaukee & St. P. Ry. 

Owns and operates 6,154 miles of 

thoroughly equipped road. 

| RESPECT 
: : It traverses the best sections of 

the States of 

ii Illinois, Wisconsin, lowa; 

4 Missouri, Minnesota, 

a 
South Dakota, 

4} North Dakota and the Upper 

4 Peninsula of Michigan. 

" ee 

4 
For further intormation address 

{ CEO. H. HEAFFORD, 
General Passenger Agent, CHICAGO, ILL. 

3 Mention ‘Farmers’ Institu‘e Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 

| 
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THE trend of manufacturing is Westward, and among all man- 

ufacturers there is a latent feeling that the West as a terri- 

tory for the manufacture of goods presents features unexcelled 

by any other section in the Union. 

The eight States traversed by the 6150 miles of the Chi= 

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway's tracks 

(Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, Min- 

nesota, South Dakota and North Dakota), possess in addition 

to the advantages of raw material and proximity to markets, 

that which is the prime factor in the industrial success of a ter- ; 

ritory—a people who form one live and thriving community of i 

business men in whose midst it is safe and profitable to settle. | 

Many towns on the line are prepared to treat very favorably i 

with manufacturers who would locate in their vicinity. i 

In addition to the vast agricultural resources, its territory 

comprises forests of hard and soft woods, mines of iron and other i} 

metals, coal and other minerals, quarries, clays of all kinds, tan- 

barks, flax and other raw materials. Water powers (both river 

and artesian) are also still available. 
: 

A number of new factories have been induced to locate— | 

largely through the instrumentality of this Company—at towns HY 

on its lines. 
M 

The central position of the States traversed by the Chicago, hh 

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway makes it possible to command all W 

j the markets of the United States. Nothing should be permitted " 

to delay enterprising manufacturers from investigating. The 

Industrial Department promptly furnishes practical information 

to manufacturers. As it is to the interest of the Road to secure { 

the location of industries at places where the surroundings will 

4 insure their permanent success, the information furnished a par- 

ticular industry is pertinent and reliable. 

Luis JACKSON, 

Industrial Commissioner, C.M. ® St. P- R’y., 

} 425 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO, ILL. | 

Oe 0 

Pa 
ee ee 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute on) * when writing to advertisers. 
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Prepared Fertilizing Salt 
Has been sold direct to Farmers in car loads, 15 tons or more for the past ae 

) _ years in Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and Illinois. It is free from hard 

lumps, being ground by machinery, is all nice even grain and is in fine condi- 

tion for broad casting on the land; read the following letter from one of, our 

. Michigan farmers this year: 

Kaxaska, Mion., Feb. 10, 1894. 

E. 8. Fircu, Bay City, Mich. 
Dear Sir: -I have used your fertilizing salt for several years with 

. good success, A number of farmers tried it and say it is no good, 

; BUT I KNOW BETTER. The fact isthey did not put on enough to do 

: either harm or good and then condemned it. Iknow that Iget one-third 

| more grain per acre than they do, and my stock eat the straw better 

and do better than others who do not use the salt. I want five or six 

tons. My son and one of my brothers will use some. How many tons 

: jn smallest car load and price on cars at Kalkaska? Yours respect- 

’ fully, Wa. Lewis. x 

Z For further particulars and circulars address 

——FITCH SALT CO., BAY CITY, MICH. 

ES 
ee 

Ground Bone and Oyster Shells 
FOR POULTRY. 

OME of our farming friends appear to be deeply impressed with the notion 

. that hens need no food but «orn in some of its forms. But we ought not 

to forget that food means the material for everything that comes out of 

| the system, and if any particular race takes up any special branch of 

; manufacture they must have the raw material. All animals consume more or 

‘| less lime; it is one of the principal elements entering into the composition 

of the bones, but the hens need an extra supply. The domesticated hen also 

i needs more than wild stock of any sort. since she is stimulated to a greater 

} production of eggs. In consequence, we must give her more than is contained 

: in the various grains. The most useful forms in which to give lime are in the 

i shape of coarsely ground bone and oyster shells. Feed these articles most 

i abundantly at the time wh n the hens are laying most freely, and anticipate, 

if possible, by feeding early in the season. 

; Raw bone has been proven by analysis to contain every part of an egg— 

; white, yolk, and of course shell. It should be constantly kept ina special 

i place in the pen or apartment of laying hens, as they will consume large 

I quantities of it, and it goes chietty to egg production. Granulated is the best 

id form in which to place it before adult fowls, and in this shape it keeps fresh 

jonger than when ground into meal. Bone is one of the principal ingredients 

in the c mposition of most of the “ egg foods” in the market. 

FITCH FERTILIZER WORKS, 

BAY CITY, MICH. 

ee ee Se ne ee 

i Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to ecvertisers. 
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The Holmes Oseiliating Bolster Spring. 

5 PRICE LIsT. 

{ 
' 

fH 
} Gr ake ems 

Tc mcr Xe 2 Cap. 9300 es Fer Se 9.00 

i tie ae a eee is} No. $ Cap. 20 Ibe, pet vet 10.0 

eae 
IS) BoE SR isis Fee thee 

Ht eee res ae In ordering state distance between | 

So a ee es fasister Stakes. i 

a the construction of our. springs, the coils are supported on the ends of \ i 

the bolster, by a Hinge Yoke, which permits of a free and easy oscillating 
} 

motion, and causes the compression to be always in line with the center of the | 

coils, thus avoiding breakage. We claim that in our combination of the elliptic i 

with the coil spring, we have the Best Graduated Bolster Spring on the market, | 

and that it will carry any load, at any point, easier than any other Spring made. 

‘We guarantee these springs to carry without breakage, UP to their stenciled {he 

capacity. 

| 

“ ” ° 

1} 

The “Holmes” Adjustable Pole lif 

Adjustable to any width from a bugey to 8 
: 

coat with perfect equalizer that prevents side 
i 

Guiter also THE ACGME STEEL POLE. 
\ 

Entirely new and practical Lighter, Stronger 
iit 

more durable and neater than any pole made. 

| 

Write for Prices and Terms. 
$ 

Acme Adjustable Pole Co. - - Racine Wis 
| 

-— 
a 

\ 

em, bills Rabeock Farm Teste. = 

. ears Ee ¥ 4 Bottle Machine Complete......- -$5.00. 

SP rsteiia aah ak et 6 Bottle Machine Complete......-- 6 00. ; 

Matas 8 Bottle Machine Complete........ 7.00. it 

“3s Every Dairyman who keeps a half-dozen i 

P~ A a cows ought to provide himself with one of j 

5 eo these testers if he cares the snap of his finger } 

Le to know whether he has a cow in the herd “! 

\ | that is worth keeping. More than one cow if 

“eats her head off” every year she is kept. 

; i This tester is designed expressly for farm 

= LS use, and so low a price ;ut on it that every 

= man who owns two cows can have a four bot- { 

P is tle machine. We sell Hand Separators, 

eer Churns, Butter Workers; in fact all kinds of 

supplies for the Dairy, Creamery and Cheese 

Factory. 

. ~ : , 

Cornish, Curtis & Green Manf’g Co., 

Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
i 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin » when writing to advertisers. 
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H. A. BRIGGS, 
IMPORTER AND BREEDER OF 

Choice Selection of Imported and Home Bred Stal- 

: lions and Mares for Sale. 

Elkhorn, Walworth County, Wis. 

ce Si 
| \ e il \ 

: a ti Lous 6337 (2330) ~_Fenrors_9801 (18508) 

A GOOD STOCK OF PERCHERON HORSES ALWAYS 

| ON HAND AT THE 
‘| ee ° 

, PrairiePiewPercheronBorseFarm. 
| BOTH IMPORTED AND AMERICAN BRED, 

a 

| Now have about ji/ty head of choice stallions and mares of all ages 
1 for sale, and will sell them as cheap as the cheapest, quality of stock 

considered. All stock guaranteed as represented. As I expect to 

continue in the business of importing and breeding, I earnestly solicit 

, your patronage and will do all in my power to make terms satisfac- 

tory, as I want you to come again. Respectfully, 

: Fore, 2 Ol Bik eiek. H. A. BRIGGS, 
| Elkhorn, Walworth Co., Wis. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute “—y ” when writing to advertisers, 
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+B ABCOCK* 

|MILK TEST. 
It is the Most Accurate and Most Easily Handled 

of any Test ever put upon the market. 

THE FRAME IS OF CAST IRON AND ALL THE WEARING PARTS ! 

MAY BE REPLACED WHEN WORN OUT. { 

<a 9 

| oo Cae | 

All SSS , 
| 

x y it 

Gs " | 

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD. i 

| This test is made only in 12-bottle size, but is so conveniently 

arranged that work can be done with it more rapidly than with { 

any other of larger size. 
; 

P. WX. SHARPLES, 

Elgin, IIL West Chester, Pa. | 

ON 

oo 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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VHE DIRECT ROUTE . E 

TO 

| Deadw>od, 

i Dakota Hot Springs, 

The Black Hills and 

: Wyoming. 

FAST TRAIN SERVICE. 

| Palace Sleeping Cars, 

| Free Reclining Chair Cars, 

Superb Dining Cars. 

: For Tickets, Time Tables, and Full Information, apply to Agents. 

| CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RY, 

| W. H. NEWMAN, J. M. WHITMAN, W. A. THRALL, 

| 3d Vice-President. General Manager. Gen’l Pass. and Ticket Agt. 

Mention “ oes a when writing to advertisers. 
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STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE 
IN 

Railway — 
Consiruction, 

Operation and 
Equipment. : 

Everything Pertaining to its Service 

e is Modern and Progressive. 

THE 

THROUCH CAR ROUTE 

between CHICAGO and 

ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH, 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, SIOUX CITY, 

DES MOINES, OMAHA, 

DENVER, PORTLAND, SAN FRANCISCO, 

: and principal cities of the 

WEST AND NORTHWEST. ° 

W. H. NEWMAN, J. M .WHITMAN, W. A. THRALL, 

3d Vice President. General Manager. Gen’l Pass. and Ticket Agt. 
—$————— eee 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Rulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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: Wi I] Jo Wiseonsin Sheepmen 
: 

) THE struggle is on. Every effort must be bent towards progress, 

The best methods must be adopted. The flock must be kept 

clean and healthy and free from insects and disease or it cannot thrive 

: properly. Dipping once or twice a year helps the flock wonderfully. 

| It causes quicker fattening—gives perfect comfort to the animal—and 

ensures a heavier fleece of wool. 

These results are certain if you use the world-renowned 

COOPER SHEEP DIP. 
5 

Every user praises it. Its use is not an experiment but a profitable 

investment. A $2.00 packet makes Ioo gallons. 

i Reference: Gro. McKerrow, Sussex, Wis., (Local Agent.) 

Write for “ Guide to Dipping ” to 

COOPER DIP DEPOT, 
| 178 Michigan Street, CHICAGO. 

a ann nn Ep Sits eo See Minton 

T. W. COODRICH & SON CO. 

PROPRIETORS 

. . ° 
' Milwaukee Linseed Oil Works, 

© Barclay and Florida Sts., Milwaukee, Wis. 

’ 2 ee 
| ATTENTION! FARMERS, DAIRYMEN AND STOCKMEN. 

: Have you thought anything about the value of OLD PROCESS Oil Meal 

as a food and a flesh producer for your live stock ? Experienced feeders pro- 

4 nounce it to be the best and most profitable food for BERF, CATTLE, 

i HORSES, SHEEP, HOGS, FOWLS, etc. Keeps stock ina healthy condition 

f and makes palatable meats. No food known will fatten cattle so rapidly for 

market as Old Process Oil Meal. A wonderful food for Milch¢ ows. Increases 

H quantity and quality of Milk, Butter and Cheese. It acts like good pasturage 

. on the animal and is therefore a superior Winter Feed for all kinds of stock. 

| A double gain in rich Manure that is left. 

i The most experienced feeders of the old country are buying large quan- 

tites of this food from us at a cost to them of about 340 per ton. Don’t you 
; think you can make money to use it at a little over half this price ? 

Send us your address and we will forward you valuable matter pertaining 
to cattle food. 
ce 

} Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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GEO. J. KELLOGG & SONS | 

JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN, y 

Are Western Headquarters for the 

° i 

[,oudon Red Raspberries : 

Having made arrangements to ship direct from the originator’s grounds 
| 

this best of all red raspberries. The only prices for ! 

spring of 95 for GENUINE stock is \ 

50c. Gach, $2.75 for Six, and $5 per [jozen. 

We also Grow Our Own 

Fruit Trees and Acres and Acres of Strawberries | 
t 

And other Small Fruits. We have now 75 KINDS 0F STRAWBERRIES 

and can furnish for any soil and in any quantity by mail, express or freight. 

We have 15,000 Trees of our own growing. and especially invite the farmers to 

send direct to us for Fruit Trees and Plapts, as we can furnish at less than i 

ONE HALF THE PRIUE of those who bum about the country to take orders. { 

: GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER. 
| 

| Send a stamp with any questions and get our Price-List and instructions. \ 

We have American and United States Express Companies; C. & N. W. Ry. and 

C. M. & St. P. Ry. companies and can ship at short notice in October or April 

and May. 

GEO. J. KELLOGG & SONS, 

888, Janesville, Wis., Rock Co. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute “on when writing to advertisers. 
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| WwW Arctic N aupaca Arctic Nursery. 
| wiioensiaditanie 

POVHHOVOO 

J 
: The First Chance You Ever Had to Get Nursery 

: 

: Goods at Retail at Wholesale Prices. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. 
t 

YOU deal direct with me. I pay the freight and YOU save at least one-half, as 
: the agents generally get 50 per cent. 

Why do you patronize scoffers and eastern nurseries when you can get bet- 
h ter goods for less than half the money. Patronize Wisconsin industries. Get 

F fresh, hardy, adapted and acclimated trees and plants. My knowledge of 
Wisconsin’s horticultural achievements goes with every order. My facilities 

; for growing, handling and shipping, are of the best. Full instructions for 
planting and cultivating with every order free. 

Apple and Crab Trees.—Thousands of the famous Wolf River, Northwest- 
ern Greening, Duchess: Wealthy and McMahan’s, and other leading varieties. 

Blackberries.—Ancient Britton and other varieties. 

Red meeberriee Ne Kansas, Older, Gregg, Golden Queen, Cuthbert 
| and Marfboro. : 

Strawberry Plants.—Jessie, Bubach, Belmont, Warfield, Dayton, De - 
, hance, Eureka, Gaudy, Parker Earle, Beder Wood, To Rush, oan 

‘Van Deman, Haverland, Shuckless, Marshall, Timbella, and other varieties, 
the finest you ever saw—all grown on new land. 

J GURKANTS, GKAPES, GOOSEBERRIES, ETC., 
| ALL VARIETIES. 

i My stock is especially adapted for the north and west. All orders or com- 
munications will receive prompt and courteous attention. 

i The following is a synopsis of my prices: 

Apples and Crabs—4-5 ft., 1st class, 20c each, $2.00 per doz., $15.00 per 100, 
i Pears, Plums and Cherries—4-—5 ft., 40¢ each, $4.00 per di 2. 35.00 i 

| everything else according. ie —— 

Order Early. First come, first served. 

: A personal inspection of my orehard and nurseries is cordially extended. 

Don't forget the mark on the gate: ** Nursery goods at at 

Wholesale Prices.” - Rust 
f A. D. BARNES, Waupaca, Wis. 
} oe oe a Rat Le 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute ‘ans ” when writing to advertisers. 
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A. J. PHILIPS, 
WEST SALEM, WISCONSIN, 

. —BREEDS— 

: MALES ONLY FOR SALE. 

ALSO BREEDER OF 

GKADE PERCHERON HORSES. 
INTRODUCER OF THE 

AVISTA AND EUREKA APPLES 

Also proprietor of one of the largest and oldest apple orchards in 

Northwestern Wisconsin. A nursery of the Hardiest Varieties yet 

discovered adjoins the orchard where trees can be bought that are 
hardy, productive, and thoroughly acclimated. I have given the 

subject of Hardy Trees and New Seedlings much study and am pre- 

pared to furnish at reasonable rates either trees suitable for trying ~ 

localities or can give a list and name a place where they can be 

bought direct from the growers and save planters from being swindled 

by tender, new or untried varieties. Correspondence solicited. The 

Avista, a winter apple, has borne fruit in my orchard for 28 years. 

Can give information of how you can surely raise apples in a cold 

climate. 

A. J. PHILIPS, | 
WEST SALEM, 7 3 ¥ ¥ WISCONSIN, 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute cw" when writing to advertisers. 
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~STHESsSs-— 

ILLINOIS <> CENTRAL 
| : 

RAILROAD IS THE FAVORITE LINE FOR 

Winter Excursions South 
! 

BY ITS SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN, THE 

| “CHICAGO AND NEW ORLEANS LIMITED,” 
YOU CAN REACH QUICKLY AND COMFORTABLY 

| NEW ORLEANS, 

BAY ST. LOUIS, MEMPHIS, 
_ PASS CHRISTIAN, VICKSBURG, 

; MISSISSIPPI CITY, NATCHEZ, 

; OCEAN SPRINGS, BATON ROUGE, 

BILOXI, HAMMOND, 

And all the well-known resorts on the Mexican Gulf Coast, Mexico, 

! Florida and Texas. 

ITS SOLID VESTIBULE TRAIN, 

, “THE DIAMOND SPECIAL,” 

RUNNING DAILY BETWEEN 

' CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS 
\ IS THE VERY BEST TRAIN BY WHICH TO REACH 

ARKANSAS - HOT - SPRINGS 

AND THE RESORTS OF THE SOUTHWEST. 

' For Further Particulars, Address 

| 2. H. HANSON, 
G. P. %. lil. Cent. R. R., CHICRGO, ILL, 

a 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute "= when writing to advertisers, 
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RAILROAD, 

With its Northern and Eastern Terminals 

at Chicago, has through car lines 

From the Great Lakes 
= x 

{ 

With connections from the North, West and 

——— Atlantic seaboards.——— | 

South to the Gulf of Mexico, 

Reaching direct such important points as Springfield, Ill., St. Louis, Mo., 

Memphis, Tenn., Vicksburg, Miss., and New Orleans, La., with connec- 

tions to all principal points in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, 

Louisiana, Texas and Mexico. It also has through car lines 

. . . \ 

West to the Missouri River, 
4 

Reaching direct such important points as Rockford and Freeport, Ill, q 

Madison, Wis., Dubuque, Cedar Rapids and Sioux City, Iowa, and Sioux 

Falls, Dakota, with connections for all principal points in Nebraska, | 

Idaho, Utah, Nevada and the Great West. 
| 

1 

pa 33 PULLMAN SLEEPING CAR SERVICE. & 
See that your Tickets read via the Illinois Central Railroad. They can 

be obtained of any ticket agent of its own or connecting lines 

J. T. HARAHAN, M. C. MARKHAM, 

Second Vice-President. Assistant Traffic Manager. 

T. J. HUDSON. A. H. HANSON, 

‘Traffic Manager. 
General Passenger Agent 

ig 
ee 

Mention “Farmers Institute —" when writing to advertisers. 
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w >N y F. C. Edwards’ Nursery. 
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Cut Leaf Weeping Birch. 

v © v PRGITS. + » » SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL. 

Strawberries, Raspberries, Dewberries, | Cut Leaved Weeping "irch, Horse Chest- 

‘ Blackberries, Currants, Gooseberries, | nut, Catalpa, Norway, Maple, Hydran 

Grapes, Apples, Crab Apples, Plums, | gea, Yuzza, Purple Fringe, Clematis, 

' Cherries, Pears, Asparagus, Pie Plant | Honey-Suckle, Gladiolas, Roses, Ever- 

: Potatoes, Ete. greens, Linden, Ete. - 
-aisigvaecc hae 

Small Fruits and Ornamentals a Specialty. Great Care Given to Cultivating. 
Everything Strictly First-Class. 

A Few Items Worth Remembering, viz—Work your garden of small fruits of allsorts with 
cufitacorand horse; do not fail in this. Do planting in early spring always Tove-t a small amount 
qe your garden and be sure and let your horse tend it, as there will be horses living after we are 
numbered in the past. We have the largest and floest stock of plants we ever raised Strawber- 

\ aac each; raspberries, 1 to 3c, each; currants 10 to Ise. each; gooseberriex, 10 to ic. each: 
ries os, 10 toe. each, according to age and variety. Write and grt prices and sizes cn the small 
grapes. ines, trees, roses. shades and ornamentals Allorders must reaci at least §1:00 in value, 

, Plant according to the size of your family; 100 to 300 strawberries. 50 to 150 raxpberries (red and 

pian ace fo Be currants (red, white and’ black). 6 to 12 gooseberries (American end English), 
} plac arries 50 to 150 Cearly and late), 4 to 5? graps vines (black, red and white); not using over 

a one eighth of an acre of your soil and producing all you and your family can consume in one year. 

Decorat= your home with trees and vines to make it pleasant. Home ought to be the nearest type 

P of Heaven. 

All Questions Cheerfully Answered. Please state what stock you want and all particu- 

lars, and I will see that you get it. ‘Yours very truly, 

_. : 

Bare cratenack. F.C. EDWARDS, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

ee 
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ALEX. A. ARNOLD, 4 
Eastside Farm, Calesville, Wis., 

* oN 

AS ee i 

e.— BREEDER OF—s5 

' 

HORT#*HORN*UATTLE, | 
J ft 

BERKSHIRE HOCS | 
AND i 

WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS. 
v 

: Recorded Cattle and Hogs. 
: OF ALL AGES AND SEX, CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 

Stock Kept Constantly Thriving, 
BUT NEVER PAMPERED. 

Milking Qualities Made a Specialty '" SherHorns. 

The SHORT-HORN is standard for beauty and utility and the most valuable breed for j 

the average farmer. 
The BERKSHIRE hog is also the standard hog, and weighs when mature, about 500 

pounds, furnishing, when ready for market, the best pork of all breeds, for the reason that 

the skin is thin, the bones firm and comparatively small, with more muscle or lean meat 

than any other breed. They mature early, are good mothers, prolific breeders, and when 

crossed on the large breeds produce best results. 

<@-COME AND SEE THE STOCK. 

Correspondence Solicited. ALEX. A. ARNOLD, 
GALESVILLE, WIS. 

ecient meanest A I A AAA AAR AE 
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ROSENDALE HERD 
———_-oF —__—— 

, First Prize Herd, Wisconsin State Fair, 1894. 

GR BON 
Py ee N 

: eee core 

itd, Sit | 

\ Ss 
bes a 

7 BENJAMAN, !931!. 

At the head of our herd is Benjaman, 1931, A.G.C.C. He won 

‘ first in 3-year-old class and first for bull and get at Wisconsin State 

| Fair, both 1892 and 1894. His daughters are proving wonderful 

1 dairy cows. One gave 7,895 lbs. of milk containing 421.6 lbs. fat in 
1234 months with first calf. Another made 14 lbs. and 2% oz. butter 
per week with first calf. 

; Our herd is tuberculin tested and a certificate can be given with 
each animal sold. 

Mature cows must make 350 lbs. of butter per year if they expect 
to board with us. 

\ Bulls only for sale. All inquiries regarding the breed, or our 
f herd, cheerfully answered. 

Also Plymouth Rock fowls, and White Schonen oats that are free 
from all foul seed. 

GEO. C-. HILL & SON, 
ROSENDALE, WIS. 

secon Sens cies etcetera tea 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute 4 when writing to advertisers. 
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COE & CONMGRSE, 

Nurserymen and Fruit Growers 

Fort Atkinson, Wis., 
% 4 L 4 Have the Largest and Most Com- 

ss ll lete A. j { i , Up) 4 plete Axsortment of 

“Aen I-S7ae i 
ede |[Ilil-and Omamental Plants 

hi cin WS) = 
i Oe a fe _ ~ Map i. p) een Vines and Trees in Wisconsin. i069 AORN ROE 

wwiy Do VE ie) 
aa 4 4, Ny ) i.) Our illustrated descriptive Catalogue 

Ree, em DP) teils all about it, and gives right prices. 
eld uh Clon Send for one to-day. We send it free. 

a GY % * 7 
Ya ten Bi yi 

Node: We fave S 
ay is 

* % * A . 

Strawberries new and old varieties. Largestock sae At 
of strong, heavy plants from new beds. Rasp- pres 
berries, 13 varieties, including the Wonderful y = 
Older’s Seedling, the best Black Cap grown. 7 E 
Blackberries, Dewberries, Juneberries, Goose- Sa Sa 
berries, Currants, Grape Vines, etc. Fruit ee > 
Trees of all kinds. i \S 

aoe Qrnamental ‘Trees, Flowering Shrubs, ae 
eee 

Everereens and Roses. Qi 
pire! cote gives ae aon and a SS . z| A 

page illustration 0: © great new rasp- 2 Rg > berry Ve 
THE COLUMBIAN. é ae 

This illustration is an exact reproduction of a ti rf PC 
photograph taken in July. The bush was then i Gy Ce 
11 feet high and 21 feet around, and was cov- A 
ered with very large delicious berries from the . 
ground up. We also list the new Wisconsin Ve WF, By 
raspberry, the LOUDON. If you want plants, ‘e- aa NY 
few or many, be sure and send for our cata- / & 
logue. Yours to serve, @: 

COE & CONVERSE, = 
FORT ATKINSON, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute ‘—) when writing to advertisers. 
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- OLDS’ SEED POTATOES POTA ‘ 
The following are our principal varieties for the 

j 

: season of 1895: 

Early Ohio, Signal, WORLD’S FAIR, 
: Ohio Junior, Early Puritan, - Irish Daisy, 

i Early Market, Polaris, Maggie Murphy, 
Six Weeks Market, Arizona, American Wonder, 

| Early Walton, Freeman, Rural N.Yorker No.2. 

| TORE SPAR Pra 
: FOP DESIGNS eS A PNA 

Introduced by us in 1893, is right at the front again this year. It is the BEST 
VARIETY WE EVER GREW, all things considered. Try it. 
We have also Lincoin Oats and Queen of the Field Seed Corn. 
A postal will bring you our ILLUstRATED CaTaLoeoveE, telling you all about 

the potatoes and other seeds. 

L. L, OLDS, Clinton, Rock Co., Wis. 

| WEED EXTERMINATOR. 
| PERFECT LEVELER. THE HOE CULTIVATOR. 

LEVEL SURFACE CULTURE. 

1 TOWER’S 75) CORN. 

UA \\ = aways: EY c g 

eee) Yb eS Rs ee ay v. Py = 

: ? peta Te Ba bhi 
; a eee net ; V\) fia 

i ea, gt Bea ee 
—— oe i 
a ——— Made for Riding or Walking. 

> No Side Draft. No tongue. 

H. Send for Surface Culture and Discount on First Tool to Introducer. 

i J.D. TOWGR & BRO., 

MENDOTA, ILL. 

nnn UEEEEEEEEEEEEEEeeeeend 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute “one »” when writing to advertisers. 
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The New Rowell all Steel and Malleable Spring 

TJootn Gultiwator. 

== 
ke = Ea ga Za h| r Bs 3s 

| eS a 2 
KE eee 

si 
ea] 

# 

(HK LN 
EN OK J xd = 

Made by THE J. Ss. jens we. CO, Beaver Dam, Wis., also manufact 

urer of The “ Tiger” Seeders, Drills and Shovels. 
| 

Baraboo, Wisc onsin, 

WILLIAM FOX, PROPRIETOR. 

General Line of Nursery Stock. 

100 VARIETIES OF 

FIRST PREMIUM A WARDED BY THE ! 

WORLD'S GeLUMBIAR EXPOSITION. 

Pure Native Grape Wines. 
eh i, 2 AT hea ce at rer ea 

Mention «armers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Anoka Flock Cotswolds, 
WAUKESHA, WIS. 

(Ninety miles from Chicago on Wis. Cent. R. R., C. M. & St. P, R. R. and C. & N. W. R’y.) 
Farm one-quarter mile from town. 

| GEO. HARDING & SON, Proprietors. 

Largest Assortment of Rams and Ewes of Choice Breeding and Merit in 
\ America, Largest Short Horn Herd in the State, of 
| best Bates & Cruikshank families. 

«4 CHAMPION FLOCK COTSWOLDS. + + 
! ’ ~ . ue 

World’s Columbian Exposition, 1893. 
The following Prizes won by our Sheep and others now our Property: 

: Ram, sves or a ae = and 3d. bir he ope a Ewes, 2 years or ove,, 

; Ren 1 oe ‘tate ‘od and 8d.” Pen, ‘five Ewes, 2 eee or over, 1st, 2d and 8d. 
1 Ram, lamb, ist, 2d, 3d and 4th. Flock, two Rams and three Ewes, under 2 years 

Ewe. 3 years or over, Ist, 2d, 3d and 4th. (bred by exhibitors), Ist, 2d, 3d and 4th. 
Ewe, 2 years, ist, 2d,'3d and'4 h, Champion Ram and winner of Silver Cup. 
Ewe, 1 year, ist, 2d, 3d and 4th. Champion Ewe. 
Ewe, lamb, ist, 2d, 3d and 4th. 

{ A Total of 43 Prizes out of a possible 46. 
Cotswolds from Anoka Flock have won at State Fairs during past five years 250 First Premium 

out of a possible 3(0, and the usual number during i894. 

HoovER DIGGER. 
i Used by T. B. TERRY 

\ ——and —— D : 
’ a of W. I. Chamberlain = a 

on their farms at at ~ N ) 
HUDSON, OHIO. SP : rs a 

f ¥ . i , 
Ce eo JS Sa 

ee A = 
i = a ee 2 a 

i — fi Aa > 
Fs en) ry } 
i Hn | Ny r) D i 

; i] (“0-- J ty #2 
i as ~ _ ‘ (So = 
i (U 1% x4 <== Ma 
i m y) =. Ss 7 

; Sy & 

q Write for a 32-page circular. Strongest kind of guarantee on the Digger, and 
. its work in the field. An elevator Digger without a cog. | 

Address, HOOVER, PROUT & CO., Avery, Ohio, | 
ql Sa 

} Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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a 

l= 100 ficres Devoted to Berries. 

gts We are the Largest Growers of 

° CX Berries and Berry Plants. 

Oo ¥ wy Y, Wisconsin Horticultural Experiment Station located 

p Se 4. on Our Farms. 

8 <@ Our Strawberry Plants 

o are grown in New PLANT BEDS set every 
e spring and we can furnish you 

Q A DOZEN OR A MILLION. 
easel 2 ak: Set ace sn ee 

C. The “ Sparta” Strawberry, a won- 
derful new seedling, originated on 

» our farms by Mr. T. L. Herbst 
our assistant superintendent; f 

oe » also Cor. Sec. of Wis. Hort. Soc. 
and a short course agricult- | 

Nem eha ~~ ural student at Wis. Univer- | 

4 sity, is being introduced by | 

Black “ A us in fall 94 and spring 95 ' 

Raspberry 9) We Have the Largest | 
Fe creage 0 neien\ 

: _—_ ace Briton Blackberries 

10 acres of them and ~ Read ua eee 

50,000 plants to sell. 
i e 

i 1 = have —— two 

— 
ousand bushels 

Prof. Goff says: “The 3 from 10 acres. 

thorough culture practice 
We have 100,900 | 

on the Thayer Fruit Farms 
plants to sell. { 

would do credit to any Ex- Q 

per. Station in our country.” oy) 
ree 

We grow and sell the Plants fi 

of that great new Red Raspberry 

that Wisconsin is proud of SAN 

“THE LOUDON,” Q | 

. Originated by F. W. Loudon. ) ' 

SS ee 

Send for Price List of Plants. Any 

of our Berry Garden Collections from 

50c. to $1000; also Mr. Thayers’ book 

“ How Big Berries are Grown and Lots of 

Them,” (new edition) all free. 

@Ofhayer Pruit Bar x mM, 

conan Sparta, Wis.



2S TH E-2 

Chi Mil k & \ p | R 
10490, lwaukee & aL Pau | 

REACHES ALL THE BEST SUMNER RESORTS 

{n the State of Wisconsin, and also those in the Peninsula of Michigan, 
in Minnesota, lowa and Dakota. 

Pe =a. ee SAI 
: : rie “ . a | a a ; : Jey MMBAAA Sintec. Ae Ae © | be Pe eae 8 | | 

gee er 8 Me a se 
ie > || 5) _ SRS ee sa og - BEE Xee ey 2a”. ( 

ee). 
xe cd | | a . Ris ZEEMAN | | HE | bee | r og Eo Ne | | BX ete ee Ort (aN 

| ye Pee tan gee sf 3 es aah | | ' | | See a 1 et as) am he 
| ybe rts eee Sty: 57 OS Sor EX ‘an pia a oy 

| sf S \ bie FO ser ig Yas | ae p= ers | fe = 
a [| = ie 3 4 eee i336 | eae 2g Meiiiiitits Gig meee le | ee ~ fe Bey, Batak LCE Ren, aL Pn eee xe aus pe Ne penn gf 5 > bo Ne <2 re hee We <= SE eae ee Ber ee se | "ie NS i ae ee AN Pe 8) Shep Pr aaa | Se ee a 

For list of Summer Homes, address 

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 
General Pass. Agent, CHICAGO, ILL. a = 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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ALONG THE LINES OF THE 

e & 

Chicago, Milwaukee & 
e 

St.Paul Railway, 
IN WISCONSIN, PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN, IOWA, 

: MINNESOTA AND DAKOTA 

ee a Pe ee ee ee e 

as ae f ii 

Io Wie. LL dd iwi det 
Ney Lda 1\4 Aide 4 ped 

Ma a * Nes \ Lae i AeA ene 2 
SS ote th AY Ee HW th eee A BoB 

[PER ig. «nh! | AR anata 08d aire ir eres 

Wear ase 8 eS Ry Gera 
Boas PET ic i rem we 
Pe Re PARP | NT | RD oT) Sas, / Te 

Reser ae ere RE ER NEI Ghee 
ete ite ds il vb a shy Sapo Pee eign 7 ¥ bile bai\\t GSE 

= WARES ies Si eee f pipetamhiat st 
ANUS: Ag ao” Ze epee ah Ihe eet eR 

‘3 Sa eet Sy Sey geen ee Ee ie Soa na 

eee ade i a pas 
ae ‘Sans ae 

DHPOVHVOO Pees Se A Sas 
on Pe ie 
eee IO 

eee A BOOK Picante ae Ss “ae a as 

descriptive of some of the best localities for Shooting 

and Fishing sent free on application to 

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, 

General Passenger Agent, Cucaco, Int. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Ta ” when writing to advertisers. 
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Mitts TourteLLorte, Prop. C. D. Drowatzky, Manager. 

Tourtellott’s Stock and Dairy Farm, 

———~—- BREEDER OF ~~ 

Holstein Friesian Cattle and Poland China Swine 

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. Prices low. Money returned if 
purchases are not satisfactory. Scotch Collie 

Shepard Dogs for sale. 

ROOM 9, : 

BATAVIAN BANK BUILDING. La Grosse, Wis. 
I me 

, (From The Breeders’ Gazette, Sept. 19, 1894.) 

MACHINERY AT THE NEW YORK 

ee aa STATE FAIR. 

| "| i Sere, The tread powers made by the St. 

GiN me neeey geet) Albans Foundry Co., St. Albans, Vt., 

\3 be a ee came in for their share of attention. 

ee (es Moi Vo f The “Baby ” power designed expressiy 

eH ey (2 0) Pee for running cream separators and 
A “ SAO eg Gage) geared and governed to an absolute 

ee Wales steady motion is a little beauty of a ; 

ae «Ss machine. It will doubtless come largely 

<<. into use as an exerciser for bulls_This 

ecempany builds powers for one, two, three and four horses, and Supt. Leslie 

has just invented a new gear, which received special mention at the recent 

Vermont State Fair. It is certainly a very ingenious device and a great step 

forward in the gearing of tread powers. 

' ST. ALBANS FOUNDRY CO., ST- ALBANS, VT. 
i Se ects Sn Sa eee 

Established, 1869. 

—ntP., C. PORTGRiv~ 

! And Dealer in FLEECE, PULLED AND SCOURED 

Office and Warehouse, 121 to 129 Michigan St. 

\ Pollery, Elston Avenue and Bradley Street. 

: CHICAGO. 

Correspondence and Consignments Solicited. Prompt cash for Wool Felts, 

Reference: Hide and Leather National Bank, or W. W. Burch, Editor Ameri- 

-can Sheep Breeder. 
ee 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Dairy 

Creamrey } 

Cheese Factory SUPPLIES. 
We have the largest stock in this country of Dairy, Cream- 

ery and Cheese Factory Apparatus and Supplies, consisting in 

of Boilers aud Engines of different styles, makes and sizes; 

parators, hand and power; Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys and 

Belting, Churns, Vats, Butterworkers, Babcock Testers, Test 

Bottles, Dairy Glassware, Tinware, Cheese Presses, Bandage, 

Vats and Color, Cheese Box Stock, Butter Tubs and Packages 

of every description. 

We . P of 

Make A .aae ’ ws Mail Order 

ee SS 7 
ge 

ee Me se 

Specialty == 4 Perey he => ‘Trade. 
e—- 4 { / ‘} 

Ss = a ss Sy 

= tS = = 
SSS ne 

‘We are general agents for The Butter Accumulator, a complete creamery in 

one machine. Makes the finest butter in the world direct from the milk at one 

operation, Send for our Special Accumulator Catalogue. 

The Lambert Gasoline Engines. Most ECONOMICAL, CHEAPEST and 

BEST Power on the Market. Investigate before buying. 

Feverine and Gargetine. Specifics for the cure of milk fever and garget; 

should be in the hands of every owner of cows. 

We solicit your patronage and guarantee satisfaction or your money refunded ‘ 

every time Allof our goods are just as represented and the prices are right. 

We should be pleased to send you our large, free, illustrated catalogue on appli- 

cation. 

Greamery Package Mfs. Go., 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute ) ” when writing to advertisers. 
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A.J. Decker& Co. 
’ 

FOND DU LAG, WIS., 
: 

| Manufacturer of Creamery Goods 

Re eee CREAMERIES BUILT AND EQUIPPED 
4 Se ae sae COMPLETE IN ANY PART 

; [AO ga eee OF THE STATE. 

Se es We are now building a Creamery En- 

. Ba gine that is perfect in every respect, and 

: ee will sell it separate or with other cream- 

23 ery goods, cheap. 

We are general agents for the 

United States Cream Separator, 
BOTH FACTORY AND FARM SIZES. 

These Separators have the latest improvements and have many points 

ot excellence over other separators. We guarantee every claim we 

make for them. We want to place a sample Farm Size Separator in 

every town inthe state. The first order in every town where no agent 

has territory we will make special figures. So send in your orders, 

Our specialties on 

Our Improved Babcock Milk Test, 
IS A 4-BOTTLE TEST COMPLETE FOR $5.00. 

We will need to sell 1,000 of them the coming season to makc 

| it pay. But we believe we can do it. So send your $5.00 for a 

4-Bottle Milk Test, and if on inspection it is not satisfactory, return 

i it to us at our expense and we will return the money. 

i We also make a full line vi bascock Mitk Tests for both hand 

and steam. 
Send for prices on any dairy article, and if we don’t win your trade 

: by low figures, it will be our fault. 

A, J. DECKER & CO., 
¢ Fond d« Lac, Wis. 
tn le a cS 

| Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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JANESVILLE MACHINE CoO. 

_ Manufacturers of Disk Cultivators, Disk Harrows, Mowers, Seeders and Drills. 
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THE 

: ea N THROUGH Car 
5 A 

NORTE Route 
BETWEEN CHICAGO a..0 

® e 

° 9 9 

Council Bluffs 7 Superior 
Sioux City Ashland 

| DENVG!, POT ANG, l 
| A Standard Railway = A 

Equipped with the best of | A'S 
: modern appliances. Zz 7 at TAS Bp SN 
} Solid Vestibuled Trains, a ry imei 
i Buffet Smoking and Library Cars, _ 7 ee see wet i F 

Compartment Sleeping Cars, 4 ay : | s : i _. 
) Free Sunnie Chair Cars, a A K et | f a | : 
| Palace Sleeping Cars, aa f eee ae | *-3 
t Luxurious Parlor Cars and Se ce £2 TP et 

22 = EG oT MA eng et | | Superb Dining Cars é es ae ae A ER 

1 are features of the perfect service  “" N: es Bg P 
: afforded patrons of the “aa Sad! : See | aa 

& 2 4 3 WHS: . 

 Gilcage & North-Westem Ry. SS 
L INTERIOR OF DINING CAR. 

| CHICAGO TICKET OFFICE: 208 CLARK STREET. 
EASTERN OFFICES: 423 Broapway, NEW YORK CITY 

t 5 STATE STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 
)  W. H. Newman, J. M. WHITMAN, W. A. THRALL, 

Se VICE-PRESIDENT. GEN’L MANAGER. GEN’L PASSENGER & TICKET AGENT. 

ie eee



( | FROM CHICAGO 

ate ALL MEALS SERVED IN 

ROUTE DINING Cars. 

intact PALACE DRAWING- | 

P ROOM SLEEPING CARS | 
Allowing privileges never a iera eseerded, ean be | ANO_TOURIST SLEEPERS 

obtained, together with full | ARE RUN THROUGH TO 
information, upon applicas | “~~ S—S~CS~S:‘ 

tion to any Ticket Agont, | SAN FRANCISCO 

by writing th 
or WITHOUT CHANGE. 

GENERAL PASSENGER anv 

TICKET AGENT, LEAVING CHICAGO 

ees DAILY VIA THE 
en eee 

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bul'etin” when writing to advertisers. 
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oe HAPMAN CO PT AL CH A 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

a 

We are now showing a larger and finer assortment of 

: ° 

ay + D e 

than ever before. All departments are completely filled with goods 

pertaining to them, and “ Orders by Mail” for either goods 

or samples, will receive prompt attention. 

BELOW WE GIVE DIRECTIONS F2K ORDERING: 

tst—Write name and address distinctly. %d--State quality and measurements clearly. | 8d Say 

how you want goods shipped 4th—Put in samples when possible. Sth— Enclose Bank Draft, 

—— Order, P. O. Order, or send curre: cy by Express or m a. Registerea Letter  6th—Goods 

will be sent C.O D. when desired, but by remitting with order Collection = will be saved 

Smal pare weighing 4 pounds or jess can be sent by mail at the rate of 16 cents per pound 

the purcha-er taking the risk of loss. 

In ordering trom samples, please make a second choice, in case the first choice should in the 

meantime be xold 
‘When ordering samples of Silks, Dress Goods, etc., state prices and colors wanted and also what 

kind of goods. 

T. A. CHAPMAN CO., Milwaukee, Wis. 
inna 

Ridgeway Herd of Poland Chi 
ALSO FANCY POULTRY INCLUDING PLYMOUTH ROCKS 

- THOS. CONVEY, Proprietor, RIDGEWAY, WIS. 

Bronze Turkeys and R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
STOCK OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE. + 

_ Bogs Guaranteed of Good Quality, Breeders. 

AND ELIGIBLE TO ANY RECORD. 

Some of Our Breeders: 

Tariff Reform 21319,—Sire Sensation 20117, he by one prince 18871, 

: and out of Hadiey’s Pride 4500. He was bred by Jas. B. Duffield. 

Levi 9467.—Sire Gold Coin, he by J. F. L. Duke and out of Gem’s 

Duchess, dam of Levi, Lady Shellenbarger 29738, he was bred by 

Levi Arnold. 

Sows Descendants of Tecumsch 2d, Hamlet, Superb and other Noted Strains. 

EEE
 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Again the Highest Honors | 
———— 

After an exhaustive, practical running test at the 1894 State Fair, Des 
Moines, Iowa, the “ Baby’? separator completely distanced all 

would-be competitors in the race, and was awarded the 

SILVER MEDAL. 
o ‘ . : . 

The “Baby” has proved itself a mighty rock against which 

all would-be competitors beat harrrlessly. 

i TESTIMONIALS. 

> | C4 From « Mechanic as well as 
m = Dairyman. 

i —_ Parpeevitte, Wis.—I had both the 
¢ : s U.S and “Baby Alpha” Separator 

i - _ on trial at my place for some time 
é i | N before purchasing. My reasons for 

f 23 " buying tbe “Raby” were: ist. It 
Fi ae 5 . turnsea~ier. xd. Runs slower speed. 
F| ——s5 8d. Parts more accessible and easier 

F =F cleaned. 4th. A more perfect and 
= | durab:e muchine Is EVERY WAY. 

‘es. M H. SMITH. 
| ~ wee 
r (A cs: "@ Five Good Reasons. | 

E = CENTREVILLE, Wis., Aug 18, 1894.— 
i fz] Yours of the 14threc’d. The reason 
4 | = — Laccepted a DeLaval Separator 

eS Smear) | and rejected Davis & Rankin's was: 
> re aay | Ist. That it run thres times as easy: 

“ a A .) 2d. Itdid its work well. ad. It could 
= Sl E Le run with asheep, on a light tread 

G | power. 4th. It had no sharp edges 
co . to cut the fingers in washing. 5th. 
(Se Because it has not so many bearings 

6 and cog wheels to wear out. 
‘ JOHN GROVER. 

( oem 
i \ Wanted Only the Best. 

Le \ Kewaskum, Wis., Aug. 1, 1604— 
CA \ — Having decided to buy a Cream 
AZZ E Separator and wanting only the 
_—__— , = best, I had a U. 8. machine and a 

PAE AE AZ Ke Dy “Baby” No. 2 set up side by side on 
Zz am a my farm, with the understanding 

Dk ey | that the ‘best machine should re- 
Za — — os >| main. After a week's trial I bought 
—a es | the “Baby” No. 2 and returned the | 
Ze ee ZEA .8. Nobody who has the same Z oS ee = ~| U.S. Nobody who has th 
Z Ss ee == === \ chance of having the two machines 

ae x | ‘working side by side need be in 
CS ee doubt of the superiority of the De 

Laval machine in workmanship, as 

= S eae a e as well as to 
lean work under all circumstances. 

— ‘THEO. SHOOSS. 

Are you still a doubter? If you intend purchasing you can have the 

evidence of its practicability in your own dairy, asthe “Baby” Sepa- 

rators are sold ON THEIR MERIT! 

For further information inquire of 

. DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CoO. 

: Western Offices: General Offices: 
ELGIN, ILL. 74 Cortland St., 

Mention Bulletin. NEW YORE.



Re RII 
¢ } | 

: | “THE ! 

LINE” 

(C. ST. P. M. & 0. R’Y) 

| | B | E | ( lj § (he Best Equipped Line. 
+ 

i MINNEAPOLIS (To MADISON, MILWAUKEE, CHICAGO. | 
i AND i" DULUTH AND THE SUPERIORS. 

| ST.PAUL | To SIOUX CITY, OMAHA, KANSAS CITY. | 

4 | For Tickets, Illustrated Folder and Full Informa- | 

| tion as to First-Class Train Service via ; 

; 
, this line, call on your local | 

i agent, or address ¢ 
i 

T. W. TEASDALE, 
: General Passenger Agent, 

Mention Bulletin. ST. PAUL. }
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This book may be kept 

FOURTEEN DAYS 
A fine of TWO CENTS will be charged 
for each day the book is kept overtime. 
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